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AMERICAN ECONOMIC POWER: REDEFINING
NATIONAL SECURITY FOR THE 1990'S

WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 1990

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES,
JoiNT ECONOMIC CoMMiTTEE,

Washington, DC.
-The-committee met,,pursuant to notice, at 2:04 p.m., in room B-

352, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Stephen J. Solarz
(member of the committee) presiding

Present: Representatives Solarz and Scheuer.
Also present: William Buechner and Stephen Baldwin, profes-

sional staff members.

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SOLARZ, PRESIDING
Representative SoLARz. The committee will come to order.
This afternoon, the Joint Economic Committee resumes its hear-

ings into-the requirements of American national security and its
linkages to the economy in a post-cold-war era.

Future historians may well identify the 1990's as a transitional
period between two historic epochs, the first characterized by
global confrontation and the cold war, the second by more or less
peaceful competition and open cooperation among the superpowers
and the world's other industrial nations.

What the new age holds in store for us remains, of course, to be
seen. But it does seem clear that the cold war has come to an end,
and we have some reason to hope that more peaceful trends will
prevail in the world.

Meanwhile, the nature and composition of our national security
requirements are undergoing a major transformation. Clearly, eco-
nomic factors weigh more heavily than they used to, although
there has always been an economic dimension in the broad defini-
tion of national security. The accelerating pace of technological
change and the challenge from abroad to our once unquestioned
leadership, technologically and otherwise, represent just two of
many developments that require us to devote more attention and
perhaps more national resources to the economic side of the securi-
ty equation.

There are other changes as well which suggest that the threats
to our national security and well-being are increasingly social and
economic: our competitiveness problem, our large international fi-
nancial and trade imbalances, the rise of Japan as an economic su-
perpower, the foreign acquisition of U.S. high-tech business firms,
the threats to the global environment, the failure of the U.S. edu-
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cation system to prepare large numbers of students for successful
participation in a high-technology economy, and the growing mis-
match of jobs and skills.

The need to spend less on defense as the cold war recedes pre-
sents us with a unique opportunity to devote more of our Nation's
resources in the years ahead to strengthening our domestic eco-
nomic security. Today's hearing will explore the contributions of
education and training to our economic security and how we can
make the best use of these newly available budget resources to im-
prove the American systems of education and job training.

This afternoon the Joint Economic Committee is very pleased to
welcome as our opening witnesses: Mr. Ted Sanders, the Under
Secretary of the U.S. Department of Education; and Mr. Roberts
Jones, the Assistant Secretary for Employment and Training Ad-
ministration in the U.S. Department of Labor.

Following our first panel, we will have a second panel of four pri-
vate -witnesses: Mr. Anthony Carnevale, vice president and 'chief
economist of the American Society for Training and Development;
Ms. Shirley McBay, the dean for student affairs and project direc-
tor, Quality Education for Minorities Project at MIT; Mr. Arnold
Packer, senior research fellow at the Hudson Institute; and Ms.
Margaret Simms, deputy director for research at the Joint Center
for Political and Economic Studies.

Before we begin, I notice that my good friend and colleague, Con-
gressman Scheuer, from New York has arrived. Jim, do you have
any observations that you want to make?

OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SCHEUER
Representative SCHEUER. Thank you, Congressman Solarz.
I am delighted that you are chairing this hearing, Congressman,

and I congratulate you for your initiative in bringing this hearing
together at this point.

I am chairman of the Subcommittee on Health and Education of
the Joint Economic Committee, and I conducted 9 days of hearings
on what we have to do for our eduation system in support of the
kids to produce a work force that is competent, that is literate, that
is numerate, a work force that can process information, and a work
force that is competitive. It was a fascinating hearing, and several
of 'the witnesses that we are hearing today testified at- that hearing
a year and a half ago.

We need an infusion of money into our education system, but
money alone will not do the job. We need new ideas, and we need
new approaches to educating our kids, and sometimes we need
both, for example, in the case of the Head Start program. I am
sponsor of a bill for full funding of Head Start with Congressman
Dale Kildee who is chairman of that relevant authorizing commit-
tee. And we work up the full funding in that by 1994.

To me it is a disgrace that our society, while it is putting $5.5
billion into the B-2 bomber, which has only one purpose in life
which is to penetrate the Soviet Union with as little notice as pos-
sible and drop a load of bombs, while we are funding the B-2
bomber, while we are funding the star wars for $4.5 billion, while
we are funding the business of moving missiles around on railroad
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cars, we are telling five kids out of six who are at urgent education
risk that we are not going to give them a Head Start program be-
cause we cannot afford $5,000 a year in that third, fourth, and fifth
year. And we are almost certainly consigning them to education
failure for our unwillingness to invest the bucks and the talent to
help those kids become learning ready when they come to school.

Now, we had a hearing just last week of the Joint Economic
Committee on Russia's economic position right now, and we had
three Russian experts, two of them actual Russians, one a member
of their parliament. And they testified to us that Russia was in the
beginning of a free-fall depression, that the bottom was dropping
out of the Russian economy, that there was significant danger of
widespread famine, significant danger of widespread violent con-
sumer rioting protesting the absence of the basic necessities of life.

Mr. Gorbachev is faced with an economy that is literally coming
apart at the seems. He sees his ethic partners rushing not walking
to the nearest exit-the countries of Latvia, Lithuania, and Esto-
nia. He sees his Eastern bloc opting for the nearest exit, opting for
dPmrnnrv. Evevn in the Soviet Union, he is hearing si.-ificA-t
rumbles along the same lines from the Ukraine. With an economy
that is disintegrating, with the very real possibility of starvation in
the Soviet Union, consumer riots, the proposition that Mr. Gorba-
chev and his generals are about to wage a massive nuclear attack
on our country is so preposterous it boggles the mind.

Of course, we will continue to have regional problems. No doubt
about that, but that is a different order of magnitude of defense
needs than the one we are addressing ourselves to when we are se-
riously looking at $300 billion military budget. It is bizarre. And to
the extent that we are denying adequate and urgently needed in-
vestments in education for one thing, let alone health care where
we deny 31 million Americans access, fail to provide senior citizens
with long-term care, with catastrophic care, where we ignore our
infrastructure needs of roads and bridges and tunnels and sewer
systems, water systems that are falling apart, for us to be allocat-
ing $300 billion a year to and ignoring above all our education to
me is offensive and unacceptable.

So, I welcome this hearing, and I look forward to hearing from
all of you.

Representative SoLARz. Mr. Sanders, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF TED SANDERS, UNDER SECRETARY, U.S.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. SANDERS. Thank you, Congressman Solarz, members of the
committee. Good afternoon. I am very pleased to have the opportu-
nity to be here this afternoon and talk with you about the current
state of American education and its relevance to the Nation's econ-
omy.

I have a fully prepared statement that we are submitting to you
for the record. If I might, I would like to summarize what I have
tried to tell you in that prepared statement.

Also, I have been working on several questions that you had
posed earlier, and would be happy to transmit a full statement of
response to each of those questions to you also.
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What I would like to do this afternoon is to suggest to you at
least answers to four questions that Americans are asking about
their educational system and its relationship to the economy. The
first of those questions is, what is the current state of American
education in terms of our national aspirations as a free society?
The second, how do we compare with other industrialized nations,
particularly those with whom we are going to be competing in the
future? The third, what is essentially wrong with the education
system currently in place, and last, what can we do to correct our
inadequacies?

Everyone knows that the American educational system is not
meeting the needs and aspirations of our society. Let me suggest to
you that we have failed in at least three significant ways. First of
all, we have not yet achieved the ideal of a high school education
for every American, something that we believe is essential to a
vital and a creative democratic society. In fact, currently more
than one out of every four of our students will drop out of school
before they graduate.

Likewise, we have not yet achieved 100 percent literacy, another
imperative for any modern democracy. According to our best esti-
mates, some one in five American adults is functionally illiterate
today. And in these areas we have particularly failed blacks, His-
panics, and other minorities.

More to the point of this committee's purpose, our economy is
suffering severely from the inadequacies of our education system.
Particularly affected is our ability to compete with other industri-
alized nations in a global marketplace. Consider the following facts
and the story that they tell.

First of all, three facts relevant to the achievement of American
students in the field of mathematics and science. In all compari-
sons of international math and science test scores, American stu-
dents finish either last or next to last. In fact, from recent national
assessment of educational progress data, only 50 percent of the
American high school students can do junior school mathematics.
And, in fact, out of the 1986 NAEP study, we found that some 25
percent of the 13-year-olds could not add, subtract, multiply, or
divide using whole numbers, and nearly half of the 17-year-olds
lacked an understanding of moderately complex mathematical pro-
cedures.

We have a second set of three examples about what is happening
in American business as a result of our educational inadequacies.
Recently, Motorola found that some 80 percent of all the applicants
that they screen nationally failed an entry-level exam that re-
quired no more than a seventh grade English and a fifth grade
mathematics level.

Also, the New York Telephone Co. recently received some
117,000 applications when several new positions opened up. Only
2,100 of those applicants could qualify for that employment. I
would add that this employment was for a mail clerk's position.

American business, as we know, is having to spend somewhere
between $25 and $35 billion a year to bring new employees up to
the standards of our high school graduates.

Finally, there is a third set of three facts that helped to define
the Nation's economic plight. You have already mentioned, Con-
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gressman Solarz, in your. opening remarks information about our
trade deficit.

We also know the status of our national debt, but there is an-
other statistic that translates educational deficiency into economic
disaster. In fact, if you look at the lost lifetime earnings of each of
our recent classes of dropouts, we find that they cost our Nation
some $228 billion across their lifetime in lost earnings. That is 10
times what the U.S. Department of Education spends annually to
improve the performance of our schools.

If things have been bad in the last few years, they could even be
worse by the year 2000. Between 1983 and 1988, some 40 percent of
all the new jobs that were created in our economy were either
managerial or professional. That is the Department of Labor's
highest skill category. By the year' 2000, some half of all new jobs
will require some form of postsecondary education for entry.
Recent Census Bureau study reports that the number of people in
the 20-to-29-age bracket is shrinking so that there will be a de-
crease in the younger work force from 41 million in 1980 to 34 mil-
lion in the year 2000. That mt-nen t.hnt we are going to he reaching
even deeper into an already underskilled work force.

Precisely what is wrong with our educational system? I would
like to suggest at least some of the problems to you. At a time
when freedom and democracy are breaking out all over the world,
our school system in America is far too bureaucratic and authori-
tarian. We have too many Federal and State regulations. We allo-
cate funds to schools and to school districts and then place on them
so many restrictions that they cannot freely experiment with creat-
ing solutions to current problems. I would like to give you one real
example out of the State of Washington.

A few years ago, a woman by the name of La Vaun Dennett was
appointed principal of an inner-city elementary school in the city
of Seattle. That school served primarily minority students in the
community. La 'Vaun Dennett, after being appointed principal,
looked at the data about her school, noted that it had serious prob-
lems, called her faculty back together 2 weeks before the opening
of school, a violation, if you please, even of the union contract.

Those teachers came to school.' They spent 2 weeks with the prin-
cipal examining not only the problem, but rethinking how it is that
they would approach education when school opened that Septem-
ber. They totally restructured the school program. They focused on
math and reading instruction in the morning. They decided that
class sizes were too large. Since they could not create new re-
sources, they redirected the other adults that were working- in
their school. They reduced class size so that with some students,
those students experienced no more than five other students in
their class with a teacher.

What happened? La Vaun Dennett found herself, first of all, in
trouble with her peers. Other principals in the district did not like
what it was that she was doing. They brought pressure on her.

The district did not like what she was doing in spite of the fact
that achievement improved dramatically even in the first year.
Many students who had been previously way below grade level had
come up to grade level and beyond.
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Finally, La Vaun Dennett found herself in trouble with us at the
U.S. Department of Education because she had misused a chapter 1
staff member in that school. She misused a resource room teacher
funded from Public Law 94-142. And she found herself with a
$100,000 audit exception from us.

Representative SCHEUER. A $100,000 what?
Mr. SANDERS. Audit exception.
Representative SCHEUER. Audit exception?
Mr. SANDERS. Yes, because of the fact that she had technically

misused those funds.
Representative SCHEUER. There was no question of personal dis-

honesty or anything?
Mr. SANDERS. No. The people were there. They were used in

working with children in small groups, but they were not used in
accordance with the rules in spite of the fact that those children's
performance did, indeed, increase.

La Vaun Dennett is no longer principal in that school. She has
gone to graduate school at Harvard.

It seems that La Vaun Dennett is the standard instead of the ex-
ception. We tend to punish those people who are willing to take the
risk and be entrepreneurial and solve the problems that we face.
On the other hand, we reward oftentimes the status quo even when
it is not working.

The second thing, we have very little input or commitment from
parents today. The very best research that we have shows that the
attitude of parents toward education is an almost infallible indica-
tor of a child's success in school. In fact, that is even a stronger
indicator than the economic background of the parent or the par-
ent's educational level. We all agree that the parents are the
child's first and best teacher and that what a child does in the first
3 years of his or her life is particularly crucial to the long-term
learning of the child.

Clearly, some of the problems that we faced are the result of low
levels of parental involvement in the education of American school-
children. We must find ways to encourage parents to become more
interested and more actively engaged with the process of education
of their children. In fact, Congressman Solarz and members of the
committee, everyone has expected too little of our young children,
not only parents, but teachers and our community at large and
even young children themselves.

Hank Levin's study at Stanford University has indicated very
clearly to us that minority children from economically deprived
neighborhoods can and will perform as well as children from the
most affluent neighborhoods, provided such work is expected of
them.

In fact, as a result of Mr. Levin's research and similar experi-
ences, a new axiom has appeared in the educational community,
and that axiom is students will live up to our expectations of them.
If we expect little, we are going to get little. If we expect a lot, we
will get a lot.

Also, American educators have not been held accountable for re-
sults. We have held them accountable for process. In fact, parents
and other members of the community have little way of knowing
how well their local school or school system is performing. And
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consequently, we all seem to be satisfied with our own school and
assume that it is the other schools that are failing. The Gallup poll
over the last couple years has been very, very clear with this. We
as parents tend to judge schools generally in a very poor light. But
when we talk about the school where our children attend, we judge
them much better.

I had a real experience or two as State superintendent in Illinois.
I left that position just a year ago. Early in my tenure I became
concerned about the plight of small high schools in our State and
what it was that they were not able to offer our students. I pro-
posed legislation that would deal with that problem. It was not
very popular. On a plane flight late one Friday evening back to
Springfield coming through St. Louis, I boarded a little TWA me-
troliner and had barely buckled my seat belt when the woman
behind me said you're Ted Sanders, aren't you. And I knew by the
tone of her voice that I probably should have disavowed even know-
ing the fellow, but I owned up. And she began talking to me. No,
she began talking at me. We were not even airborne when she had
the rest of the plane engaged in the conversation. I was not sure I
was roine to make it to Snringfield that eveningr

She was not very happy with what it was I was saying about
small high schools. She told me that the small high school where
her daughter was about to graduate that spring was an excellent
school, and that we should be leaving her school alone. I asked her
eventually, when she cooled off just a little bit, if we could really
engage in a dialogue concerning that school and what prompted
her to believe in its excellence? Then she told me her daughter was
going to the University of Illinois that next fall. The course that
she was to pursue required a background in chemistry. Her high
school offered an outstanding course in chemistry. That marked
the school for excellence in her eyes.

That next Monday morning, I asked my staff to find out about
that chemistry class, and here is what they found. It was a chemis-
try class offered in a regular classroom without a laboratory be-
cause they did not have laboratory facilities. It was taught out of a
textbook that was 10 years old, and it was taught by a teacher who
had only 3 undergraduate hours in chemistry to prepare him to
teach that class. And yet, it marked the excellence for that school.
I suspect that mother and I know that young woman was in for
quite a surprise that fall when she enrolled at the University of Il-
linois.

Oftentimes, parents simply do not have the kind of information
by which to judge the quality of the educational experience that
their children are having. We need to provide them with the infor-
mation in new and more effective ways.

Finally, Congressman Solarz, we must ask ourselves what it is
that we can do to reform our educational system to meet the eco-
nomic challenges of the next decade. I would suggest to you this
afternoon that first we must reform the way in which we manage
our schools. We have to place more authority in the hands of prin-
cipals and teachers. I have worked in my career at every level of
the educational system, and I am more and more convinced that
the solutions to our most perplexing problems will come from the
people who are fighting in the trenches rather than from the gen-
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erals who stick pins in a map back at headquarters. We now say
that we are going to demand reforms from our schools. Then we
ought to at least give them the freedom to try new solutions since
the old ones are not working.

Second, we have to bring parents and other members of the com-
munity back into our schools so that they can once again become
an integral part of the system. One of the best ways that I believe
we can do that is providing a wider range of choices among the
types of schools that students are allowed to attend. The nation-
wide success of magnet schools is the very best testimony to the ef-
ficacy of choice involving parents, students, and teachers.

Third, we need to introduce rigor and depth into the curriculum
of our public schools and then demand more of our students than
the current system asks. Our students can compete with Germany
and Japan as they once did. They will fulfill our highest expecta-
tions for them, no more and no less.

Finally, we must improve the knowledge and the competence of
our teaching force. I believe that alternative routes to certification
provide one of the best avenues for attracting highly trained people
into the classroom, particularly in the field of math and science
where we have our greatest need. In places like New Jersey, pro-
grams of this type have already brought even more minorities into
the teaching force than have traditional teacher training programs.

We should not fall into despair because of the record that exists
today of our shortcomings. We have come a long way in recent
months. At least we are finally acknowledging that we have severe
problems. The President and the Governors have now articulated a
set of national goals that provide a vision for us. And now together
we are in the process of deciding how best to implement those
goals. If our challenges are formidable, so are our resources as a
great and free people.

I will be happy to respond to any questions that you have, Con-
gressman Solarz.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Sanders follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF TED SANDERS

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee. I am

pleased to have the opportunity to talk to you about the vital

interdependence of America's economy and its education system.

The next decade will present some unique challenges for

Americans, in which education and economic well-being will be

inextricably linked. As we take steps to preserve America's

standing in the world economy, the President and the nation's

Governors have set national education goals. Our success or

failure in achievina these goals will have a mr-nfnind imnaet en

our ability to remain competitive in an increasingly global

economy.

A productive education system is the foundation of a productive

economy. Business and industry depend on our schools and

postsecondary institutions to educate the people who form

America's workforce. While in the past it was considered
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sufficient for the majority of Americans to leave school with a

modicum of basic skills, today our economy needs workers who are

more than just literate, responsible men and women. We need

workers who are able to solve problems and to think creatively.

We need workers who can adapt to changing conditions and can

benefit from on-the-job technical training. The number of jobs

available for low-skilled and unskilled workers is shrinking, and

the need for workers with a high-quality education is growing,

particularly as we face increasing economic competition from

other nations.

Unfortunately, our education system is woefully underproductive.

Employers express almost universal concern that the skills of

entry-level workers in reading, writing, mathematics and

communication are deficient. Despite the fact that aggregate

annual spending for elementary and secondary education rose $44

billion between 1980 and 1988 (in constant 1989 dollars), scores

on national reading and mathematics tests today are virtually

unchanged from their 1980 levels.

Not only are our students unprepared for the economic realities

of the 21st century, but a frighteningly large proportion of them

are not even prepared for the 19th century! The 1986 National

Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) mathematics assessment

found that over 25 percent of 13-year-olds could not add,

subtract, multiply, and divide using whole numbers. Moreover,
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nearly half of 17-year-olds lacked an understanding of moderately

complex mathematical procedures.

I'm sure you are also aware of the disappointing performance of

our students in other important subject areas. In science, NAEP

found that while 81 percent of American 17-year-olds show an

understanding of basic information from the life and physical

sciences, fewer than half understand the design of experiments,

or show any degree of specialized knowledge across the

disciplines of science. The NAEP report concludes that "more

than half of the nation's 17-year-olds appear to be inadequately

prepared either to perform competently jobs that require

technical skills or to benefit substantially from specialized on-

the-job training."

The gaps in our students' knowledge extend to their understanding

of the world around them and the events that have shaped this

world. A 1988 Gallup study of 18 to 24-year olds in nine

countries found that young Americans ranked last in their

knowledge of geography. Perhaps most disturbing, the United

States was the only country whose young adults scored below its

older adults. Moreover, this gap is not confined to knowledge of

faraway places. According to the most recent NAEP U.S. history-

test, more than half of 12th graders do not understand basic

terms and relationships from U.S. history, and only five percent

can interpret historical information and ideas, although the
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great majority can identify a number of isolated people and

events from our nation's past.

These disappointing results are all the more disturbing when we

compare ourselves to other nations. On test after test, American

students consistently rank at or near the bottom in mathematics

and science, areas that are very important to technological and

economic development. For example, in a 1989 study of 13-year-

olds in 12 different student populations around the world, the

U.S. was dead last in mathematics, and only slightly better in

science.

Some claim that these tests unfairly compare our system to the

so-called elitist systems of other countries, but in fact, a

large proportion of students in most other industrialized

countries go on to secondary education, just as in the United

States. Indeed, compared to other nations, a lower proportion of

our students study mathematics and science. Presumably, then,

mathematics and science students in other countries represent a

broader spectrum of ability than their American counterparts.

Yet students from these countries consistently outperform us,

despite the fact that we spend more per pupil than most other

developed countries.

Because of these trends, too many students entering postsecondary

education lack the verbal and quantitative skills required to
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perform college-level work. To compensate for the poor

preparation of their students, colleges are now devoting

substantial resources to remediation -- nine out of ten schools

now provide remedial courses in reading, writing and mathematics

for one-third of their students. This should not be necessary.

Colleges should be teaching college-level material, not high

school material.

In addition, declines in college enrollment and degrees in the

areas of science, math and engineering are a danger signal to our

nation, and could impair teaching, research, and industry in

future years. Science, math, and enaineering are among the vez,

areas most likely to enhance our ability to create, develop, and

market new products both at home and abroad.

Yet economic competitiveness isn't just about technical

knowledge, innovation, and making better products. It is also

about developing markets for those products, and about

negotiating trade agreements and international business

partnerships. The most basic requirement for these undertakings

is the ability to communicate, and a knowledge of foreign

languages and cultures has become an indispensable business tool.

Here again, other nations have the edge. In France, one foreign

language is required from sixth grade through high school, and a
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second language is required beginning in ninth grade. In Japan,

more than 80 percent of students take a foreign language, and two

foreign languages are required for graduation from university.

How will our nation be able to compete with Japan in the future

if, while Japanese students take the time and effort to learn

English and American culture, many of our students have trouble

learning their own language or history. In West Germany, Sweden,

India and Switzerland at least one foreign language is required.

Students begin their studies early, and many continue for five,

six, and even (in the case of Sweden) nine years. In many

countries, students study a second language, even though it is

not required. Again, compare this with the United States, where

only one in five high school graduates takes more than two years

of even one foreign language, and less than one in ten takes four

years of instruction in a foreign language. Over half of our

college students take no foreign language during their

undergraduate years.

Clearly, if we hope to maintain the level of economic health and

strength that we have long enjoyed, and if we wish to remain

competitive on an international basis, we must continue to pursue

fundamental reform of our education system, expanding the

application of methods that work and curtailing those which have

failed to produce results.
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Yet there are other reasons besides our national economic needs

for pursuing this course. Our education system is the foundation

of our democracy. We depend on our education system to prepare

men and women to be informed, involved citizens. If the

education we provide is poor, the level and quality of AmericansL

participation in our democratic system will also be poor.

If our democracy is to continue to function effectively, we must

achieve universal literacy, which at present continues to be only

a dream. We must also achieve universal education through high

school. Our dropout rate remains far too high, particularly for

Blacks, Hispanics. and Native hm-ricans. We alo have a long way

to go to ensure universal literacy and high school completion

among Americans who are poor. By some estimates, one-third of

our school population in the year 2000 will consist of students

that we would consider to be at-risk.

In addition to the positive returns to education for the economy

and society, a high-quality education contributes to an

individual's intellectual development, personal fulfillment, and

economic success. Indeed, the economic returns for individuals

from education are very clear.

A recent study by Frank Levy found, for example, that among 25 to

34-year old men, college graduates earn 50 percent more than high

school graduates. This premium for a college education has
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increased significantly in recent years, because the real wages

of those with only a high school diploma have declined as the

relatively high-paying jobs in manufacturing, which high school

graduates used to find plentiful, have been replaced with lower-

paying jobs in the service sector. As you know, this trend is

expected to continue; U.S. manufacturing will represent an even

smaller share of the U.S. economy in the year 2000 than it does

today.

Moreover, the new jobs in service industries will demand much

higher skill levels than the service jobs of today. Those who

cannot read, follow directions, and use mathematics will be

unable to find jobs. As a result, as the Workforce 2000 study

tells us, we can expect to find less joblessness among the most

educationally advantaged among us, but more unemployment among

the least-skilled. The challenge to our education system could

not be more clear.

To the question, "How well are we doing?" we must answer, not

nearly well enough. This morning the Secretary released the

1990 State Education Performance Chart, better known as the Wall

Chart. It seems that, once again, our achievements are nothing

to boast about. True, we have seen no serious overall declines

in test scores, high school graduation rates, or other indicators

of educational achievement, but we also have seen no overall

gains. There are, of course, some bright spots -- individual
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states that are doing very well, and some encouraging signs of

increased achievement by minorities, despite a persistent gap -

between their performance and that of other students. But we

clearly have a very long way to go.

How did we get ourselves into this situation? For one thing, our

education system is overmanaged from the top -- and I don't just

mean from the federal level, although I am well aware that there

are things that we can do to reduce burdensome regulations and to

encourage reform. I mean that instead of having most decisions

about education made where they belong -- at the school building

and district lvcl -= too ofteii Lweuhers and principals have

extensive requirements imposed on them from the outside, eroding

their ability to manage their classrooms and schools effectively.

I submit to you that if any business were run the way our

education system is run, it would be bankrupt before the year was

out.

At the same time, there is very little input from those who,

along with students, have the most at stake in the quality of our

education system -- parents. Even when parental involvement is

sought, too often it is seen in terms of the traditional role of

parents as fund-raisers, field trip monitors, and spectators at

school events. Some schools and school districts go so far as to

be hostile towards parental involvement that goes beyond these

ordinary activities. Real participation by parents in planning,-
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decision-making, and evaluation of performance is all too rare.

Only by offering parents the opportunity to participate actively

in their children's schooling, will we foster a genuine

commitment on their part to ensuring that schools succeed.

We also suffer because our schools have low expectations for many

of our children. Students are not asked to try very hard; often

they are not encouraged to take challenging courses, but just to

get by with minimum requirements. Particularly if they are poor

or members of minority groups, children are given the message

that success in school depends on some kind of magical innate

ability, and that even if they do try they probably will not

succeed. Contrast this with other countries, which stress the

importance of effort, and tell their students that the key to

success is hard work -- nothing magical about that -- and that

all students are expected to work hard.

Another problem with our system is that it includes little

accountability for results. In most schools and school systems,

no one except the individual student has anything to lose if a

poor quality education is provided, and no one at all is likely

to be recognized or rewarded if outstanding educational results

are achieved. We have got to change that.

What can we do? At the education summit last September, the

President and the nation's Governors took the unprecedented step
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of setting national education goals. For the first time, the

nation is now focusing on the outcomes of education rather than

inputs. The President and the Governors have committed

themselves to ensuring, by the year 2000: that children will be

ready to learn when they enter school; that 90 percent of

students will earn a high school diploma; that students will

demonstrate mastery of challenging subject matter in mathematics

and science, and the U.S. will rank first on international tests;

that every adult American will be fully literate; and that

children will attend safe, drug-free schools.

President Bush submitted to Congress over a year ago, the

"Educational Excellence Act" (H.R. 1675) which was his first step

in fulfilling his pledge to provide national leadership in

education. Each of the seven proposals in H.R. 1675 supports

achievement of one or more of the national education goals.

While the Senate has overwhelmingly approved a modified version

of the President's bill, we are still awaiting House action on

these important education reforms.

Some have questioned the feasibility of achieving these national

education goals. I disagree with the skeptics who believe that

it cannot be done. Moreover, I believe we know what we need to

do to accomplish these goals.
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First, and most importantly, we have got to reform the day-to-day

methods of school operation by placing more authority and

responsibility at the school level. We also need to renew

community and family commitment and responsibility by bringing

parents into local school governance and by providing a wide

range of choice in the character and type of schools students are

able to attend. The President's Magnet Schools of Excellence

proposal in H.R. 1675 would help bring this renewal about.

Furthermore, we need to evaluate progress by measuring and

publicizing the outcomes of education, not its processes.

We must also raise expectations for our students. We can begin

to do this by providing a more challenging, intense, and rigorous

curriculum. Teachers, parents, and administrators must be aware

of the importance of high expectations and must look for

opportunities to demonstrate our belief that all students can

succeed. We need to improve the competence and character of the

teaching force by careful attention to training, an area where

institutions of higher education need to accept more

responsibility, and by diligence in recruiting more minorities

into the field. The President has proposed in H.R. 1675 and some

States have already demonstrated that alternative certification

is a strategy that works in raising the quality and the quantity

of educators, including an increasing number of minorities. In

particular, the opportunity to attract into teaching individuals

with substantive training and experience in mathematics and
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science will enhance our ability to attain the goal that United

States students will be first in the world in science and

mathematics achievement.

We must improve the link between the education system and the

world of work, so that students can visualize and strive for

concrete post-school goals. Our system can be contrasted with

the apprenticeship system of West Germany, which involves close

cooperation between employers and schools in educating and

training young people. West German youths leave school with a

thorough grounding in the skills they need, hands-on experience

in applying these skills, and a clear avenue to immediate and

meaningful employment. Further, this apprenticeship system is

for all youth, not just the disadvantaged.

For American youths who leave high school with no college plans,

a place in the workforce is a possibility, not a sure thing.

Even some of those who pursue technical training are not prepared

for work. While there are many trade and technical schools that

provide their students with high-quality training, some offer

students very little real education.

For those who pursue further education, our postsecondary system

-- even with its problems -- is the best in the world. Its

unsurpassed variety and quality has much to teach us about
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education at all levels. In contrast to elementary and secondary

education, today's postsecondary system offers students many

choices -- some 3,500 colleges and universities and 8,500 non-

collegiate schools. Universities, colleges, junior colleges,

community colleges, trade schools, and professional schools

educate our future leaders -- among them, teachers, managers, and

scientists. In addition, they provide the foundation of basic

research and applied technology which support our economic

productivity and international competitiveness.

Armed with what we have learned about education in this country

and abroad, we must join forces to ensure that our national

education goals, articulated by the President and the nation's

governors, permeate the entire education system. We all must

take responsibility as individuals to do what we can to ensure

that they are carried out.

Educators at all levels must examine the goals to see how they

can further our achievement in these areas. States, districts,

and schools should examine their own accomplishments, and commit

themselves to expanding upon them. The Federal role in this

effort will primarily be four-fold: we will continue to target

our resources on disadvantaged students; we will seek reforms in

federal programs and activities to meet the changing demands; we

will work to develop better indicators of educational

performance; and, we will encourage the development of increased
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flexibility in education in exchange for increased

accountability. If we are to achieve our national goals, we must

all work together, and we must start with the belief that we can

succeed in improving American education, so that we are once

again the envy of the world.

Thank you. I will now be happy to respond to any questions you

may have.
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Representative SOLARZ. Thank you.
Mr. Jones, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERTS T. JONES, ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
EMPLOYMENT AND TRAINING, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR

Mr. JONES. Thank you, Congressman Solarz. I am pleased to be
here with Under Secretary Sanders in that today, perhaps more
than ever, we have begun to join efforts in discussing these issues
and trying to understand how to make these programs more effec-
tive. Just a few points to perhaps frame the conversation.

In 1987, we published "workforce 2000." One of the primary
issues raised by that report was the projection that our economy
would continue to add jobs that required higher skill levels and
less jobs with lower skill levels. Since those 3 years have passed, I
would point out that those projections were based on the assump-
tion that we would add about 3.3 percent annually to that higher
skill cadre. In fact, the experience in those 3 years has been about
7 percent, more than double the rate that we then projected was
going to happen. The pressure that puts on the workplace and the
demands for skill levels for young people coming into the system is
enormous, and the demand back on the school system to respond to
those levels is substantial.

Your thesis of your hearing clearly points out that the country's
economic security and competitiveness requires that we invest ef-
fectively in a human resource system. As Mr. Sanders has indicat-
ed, it is now costing us approximately $228 billion in lost earnings
and foregone taxes over the lifetime of every class of dropouts that
passes each year. In other terms, it suggests that there is about an
$86 billion loss in our gross national product because of that failed
segment of our work force.

On a very human basis, the gap between annual income of high
school dropouts and high school graduates was 31 percent in the
1960's. This increased to 59 percent in the 1980's, and can only go
higher by the year 2000 and on down the road.

Clearly, upgrading the quality of the work force to ensure that
we remain competitive and economically secure does not necessari-
ly mean more government programs and dollars, but it certainly
requires systemic change in how our institutions prepare our
young people for the world of work. It is urgent that we respond
and realign these institutions and not simply lay blame to school
teachers and systems that are behind us.

I cannot overemphasize, along with Mr. Sanders, the importance
of those education goals established by the President and the Gov-
ernors. They are important as business and school leaders as local
communities across the country begin to focus on the things that
are important in changing their system. Let me step on just a bit
of several specifics that we think need to be inserted into that con-
versation.

First and perhaps foremost, it is easy to talk structure, but one
of the most difficult things we have to face today is the closure of
this gap between what it takes to successfully work and meet the
demands of those workplaces and what the school system is doing.
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Secretary Dole recently announced the establishment of a com-mission headed by former Secretary of Labor Bill Brock. And, in
fact, the executive director of that commission will be Mr. Arnold
Packer who is here testifying to you today. The purpose of that
commission is to examine the skills that are needed by today's
work force, to establish what the normative levels of those kinds ofskills are and how they should be measured, and to put that infor-
mation in front of both school systems and business leaders to
begin to assess where their systems are in response to that. It is, infact, to bring focus to the essential American belief that young
people coming through a school system and successfully participat-
ing ought to understand that they can effectively step into the
workplace and be a success.

We need to establish acceptable levels of proficiency for these
skills and develop criteria for measuring them and establish ways
to disseminate those results to education and business. The idea is
not to suggest that schools change their mission to preparing young
people for employment rather than educating citizens. What wea :. 4L .- L1 - r-11 I I1 cii zn also .arsugesin is Lthat the fully euucated citizens must aiso be capa-ble of succeeding in the workplace.

Second, we still remain the only Western industrialized country
that does not have any kind of formal linkage between the school
system and the work environment. A substantial part of our drop-
out population is leaving the process because of their lack of under-
standing of why that curriculum has any relevance whatsoever towhat is going on in the workplace, and the lack of understanding
of today's workplace and the opportunity it provides, in terms oftypes of work and wage steps and organizational structures along
the way. It is essential that we begin to examine the options thatare in front of us around the world in terms of how we tie those
systems together, change the curriculum, and recognize that stu-
dents learn in different ways. They can work and go to school, andthey can benefit and stay in the process much longer than we have
been allowing to take place.

On May 15, this month, we will convene, in partnership with theDepartment of Education, the first major school-to-work conference
that we have ever had in this country. We will publish a substan-
tial amount of information and, more importantly, we will proceedimmediately to begin to fund some demonstration models in school
districts throughout the country where business and education cancome together and test ways of doing just that.

"Workforce 2000" also taught us something else. It said that themajority of training in the world of the future will take place atthe workplace. We know very little about it. We have not set upcredential systems. We have not established a process by which em-ployees and employers can both benefit from that system. We arenow engaged in the process. We have major efforts underway withindustries that are beginning to examine exactly how one would. go
about doing that. It is a discussion in which there is a win-win con-versation between employers and employees. And it is one in which
employers will be investing more and more, both as a matter ofpublic policy and individual need. It is an area that we now must
step into. The Labor Department just a few months ago for the
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first time established the Office of Work-Based Learning to begin
to deal with this issue on a full-time basis.

Last, let me suggest we are also concerned about our "second
chance" programs. If we are in fact, as Mr. Sanders indicates, to
recalibrate what our school systems are doing and how they meet
the demands of the future, it is essential that we do the same with
our second chance systems. We have submitted legislation to the
Congress, which is now under. active consideration in both the
House and Senate, to do precisely that. It is designed to set signifi-
cantly higher standards in terms of how those systems prepare
people-to ensure a better product.

First, for the JTPA system, and I dare say also for the JOBS wel-
fare system and any second chance system, in this market we must
be sure that we are serving those people who in fact have educa-
tional or work deficiencies that are keeping them from successfully
stepping into the system.

Second, because of the experience in the Education Department
and Labor Department today, we know what works. We know how
to go about successfully rescuing people in these situations, and we
must mandate those models. Laissez-faire approaches to program
design, when billions of dollars are being spent, is simply not a pro-
ductive method when we in fact know the kinds of comprehensive
models that will work. Our legislation contains some prescription
for how we deal with people if we are going to put them through
our second chance systems and ensure that they can step forward.
We must increase accountability and ensure that their basic skill
level is increased as a result of those expenditures of dollars.

And last, it is insane to assume that any one system is going to
do this. For the first time, the legislation says that the JTPA pro-
gram must be linked and built into the school system. It must be
linked and built into the welfare JOBS system that is now coming
on line. Then those programs have both resources. They are going
to engage in the same sets of tasks in order to prepare people.
There is expertise in the school system, where there is not in these
other systems, for both assessment and teaching.

Last, I would also point out that in a time like this when we
have enormous demand in our labor market and great change in
the needs of workers, we must also examine the U.S. Employment
Service that spends about $850 million a year and serves about 4
percent of the civilian labor force. The Secretary intends to move
throughout the country, and probably submit legislation to begin a
debate, like Mr. Sanders has said, which is not particularly popu-
lar. We will not be cheered and supported, but the net effect of it is
we can do a whole lot better with the money we have and we are
going to have to address that question.

I will close my comment at this point, Congressman Solarz.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Jones follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROBERTS T. JONES

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before you today on

the role of human resources in our economic security, and how our

nation's education and training systems can be improved to

produce a more competitive work force.

Mr. Chairman, we published the report on Workforce 2000 in

1987. One of the primary issues raised by the report was the

projection that our economy would continue to add jobs that

require higher skill levels and that fewer jobs would be created

that require a low level of skills. At the same time, an

increasing proportion of those entering our labor force will not

be prepared for many of these available job opportunities.

Today, we are already seeing these changes taking place.

Indeed, some view the Workforce 2000 projections as conservative.

Some employers are already experiencing great difficulty in

finding qualified applicants. For example, four out of every

five applicants at Motorola Corporation flunked an entry level

employment exam -- an exam that requires seventh grade English

and fifth grade math skills.

Maintaining this country's economic security and

competitiveness requires that we invest effectively in our human

resources. We must do better. Currently our high school

41-333 - 91 - 2
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completion rate is about 85 percent. We need to graduate close

to 100 percent. It has been estimated that each year's class of

dropouts will cost the Nation more than $240 billion in lost

earnings and foregone taxes over their lifetimes. And this does

not include the billions more for crime control and for welfare,

health care, and other social services that this group will cost

the Nation. We also need to think of what this will cost the

dropouts themselves. The gap between the annual income of high

school dropouts and high school graduates was 31 percent in the

early 1960's. This increased to 59 percent in the early 1980's

and will likely increase further.

We need to equip each and every one of our youth with the

basic skills they will need for the jobs of the future. This

includes not just basic skills in reading and writing, but higher

order reasoning and computation skills.

Upgrading the quality of our work force to ensure that we

remain competitive and are economically secure does not

necessarily require more government programs or dollars. But it

does require a systemic change in how our institutions prepare

our young people for the world they will enter. It is urgent

that we respond and realign all our institutions and not simply

lay blame with schools or teachers. It is a societal

responsibility and I am convinced that with our American spirit

we can respond.

The importance of educating our workforce cannot be

overemphasized. It has been estimated that between 1929 and
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1982, education prior to work was responsible for 26 percent of

the expansion of the Nation's productive capacity, more than

physical capital, which contributed 20 percent. If this was true

in the past, it could be more true in the future, since we are

becoming less of a manufacturing and more of a service-based

economy.

Recognizing the urgency of addressing these human resource

issues, the President convened the Nation's governors at an -

Education Summit to consider educational goals for the Nation.

These goals, as articulated by the President earlier this year,

are that by the year 2000:

o All children will start school ready to learn.

o The.percentage of students graduating from high school

will increase to at least 90 percent.

o Students will leave certain grades having demonstrated

competency in a variety of subjects.

o American students will be first in the world in science

and math achievement.

o Every American will be literate, able to compete in a

global economy.

o Every school in America will be free of drugs and offer

an environment conducive to learning.

The Education Summit marked an important milestone on the

road to building a quality workforce through a national education

strategy. While the Department of Education is working with the

States and localities on reform of the education system, we are
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undertaking initiatives to complement this effort -- particularly

in the area of building the connection between educational

excellence and business success.

Secretary Dole is bringing together business, education,

labor, and State leaders to examine the skills that are needed by

today's workforce and how academic standards and curricula relate

to those skills. The Secretary has established a SCANS

Commission (Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary

Skills), chaired by former Secretary of Labor Bill Brock, that

will define the skills that are needed to obtain, advance in, and

retain a job; establish acceptable levels of proficiency for

these skills; develop criteria for measuring the skills; and

establish ways to disseminate the results to education and

business. The idea is not to suggest that the schools change

their mission to preparing young people for employment rather

than educating citizens. What we'are suggesting is that fully

educated citizens must also he capable of succeeding in the

workplace. The work of the Commission will contribute to

achieving the literacy, high school graduation and competency

goals of the President.

We believe there is the potential to significantly reduce

the number of high school dropouts by helping students link what

they are learning in school to work, thereby motivating them to

stay in school and acquire the skills necessary to qualify for

jobs with career potential. On May 15 the Departments of Labor

and Education will convene a three-day conference of business,
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labor, education and government leaders to discuss school-to-

work transition issues and to recommend ways to improve linkages

between school and work. The results of the conference and

continuing dialogue with business, labor, and education will be

used to develop and test alternative school-to-work models.

Increasing evidence points to work-based learning as one of

the most effective methods of skill acquisition. Not enough of

this type of training is done in the workplace. We are promoting

the expansion of work-based training, including the use of

"portable credentials," that are based on apprenticeship concepts

through demonstration projects involving partnerships with

industry groups.

We also believe our current "second chance" programs for

those who do not succeed in the regular education system bear

reexamination to determine if they can be made more effective

human resource investments. We have proposed amendments to the

Job Training Partnership Act to make the program more responsive

to the emerging labor market of the 1990's. The amendments

would:

o better target JTPA programs on those youth and adults

who are most at-risk of failure in the job market, such

as school dropouts;

o enhance the quality of the training provided by

requiring individual assessments and service

strategies, and requiring that basic skills

deficiencies such as illiteracy be addressed;
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o increase program accountability by refining program

performance standards and establishing achievement

objectives for program participants; and

o achieve a more comprehensive, coordinated human

resource system.

We look forward to early completion of Congressional action on

this important legislation.

We are also taking another look at the role of our

Employment Service. Working closely with States, we are

attempting to make the Employment Service more responsive to the

changing needs of the labor market and plan to undertake a series

of demonstrations with States to better meet State and local

labor market conditions.

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, the name of the game in

maintaining our economic security is productivity. We need to

improve our productivity, especially in the service sector. Our

failure to pay greater attention to human resource development

could seriously impair our ability to make such improvements and

must be addressed.

While we must invest more effectively in our human

resources, I agree with those who say that before we throw more

money at the problem, we need to get right what we are doing now.

Our second chance systems such as JTPA and JOBS are

important, but the most essential investment we must make is in

the school system. Changes in our second-chance programs must be

linked back to the school system, and to the extent that we can
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address the problems through the education system, our reliance

on second-chance programs will be reduced. However, we must

recognize that problems that have developed over decades can't be

solved in six months.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statement. At this

time I would be pleased to answer any questions that you or other

members of the Committee may have.
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Representative SOLARZ. Thank you very much.
Congressman Scheuer, do you want to start out?

DELAYS IN IMPLEMENTING A PLAN OF ACTION

Representative SCHEUER. Sure. I am not going to ask any ques-
tions. I have to unburden myself of some thoughts.

We just heard superb testimony from you two gentlemen. Abso-
lutely top drawer. I would not disagree with a dotted i or a crossed
t of what you have said. Marvelous testimony. But, you know, we
went through this a year and a half or two years ago. We had Bill
Brock testify. We had Anthony Carnevale testify. We had Arnold
Packer testify before this same Joint Economic Committee, and the
words and the music were very much the same.

Now you tell me-and I do not say this in any sense of criticism
of you two. Your testimony was magnificent. Now you tell me that
Bill Brock is head of a commission. Correct?

Mr. JONES. Yes.
Representative SCHEUER. What is that commission designed to

do, Mr. Jones?
Mr. JONES. To examine those necessary skills that are needed in

the workplace and need to be linked with school systems.
Representative SCHEUER. I find that absolutely bizarre. Bill

Brock does not need a commission. He is a brilliant, talented, ter-
rific, experienced guy. He could come up here right now and tick
off the things that have to be done. Why in the name of God do we
need another commission? How many times do we have to reinvent
the same wheel? There is a big, large consensus over what has to
be done in the American education system.

I just find it awfully depressing that a wonderful guy like Bill
Brock has not been put in charge of writing a program and prepar-
ing the legislation. He is superb. His testimony was magnificent.
Why do we set him to work 2 years later when there is a desperate
need out there for action now? Why do we set him to work 2 years
later to head up a commission?

He knows it, and if he does not know it, he knows exactly the
people who do know it. They could sit down. They could go to
Airlie House or any one of these think tanks and spend a long
weekend there and have this substance of a piece of legislation, a
terrific piece of legislation. I just find it depressing that we are. not
moving on what we know. We research it, we discuss it, we form
commissions. But we cannot seem to get a legislative proposal out
of this administration to do what both of you gentlemen agree has
to be done. You could spend a weekend at Airlie House, the two of
you, and write out the basic nuts and bolts of an education reform
package.

I am going to send you the report that I wrote. It is all there. I
find it depressing that we are still studying the matter.

Thank you, Congressman Solarz.
Again, I want to congratulate you for your absolutely wonderful

testimony. You were both terrific.
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CONDITION OF ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Representative SOLARZ. Thank you very much, Congressman
Scheuer.

Mr. Sanders, I gather from your testimony that you think our el-
ementary and secondary schools system is in bad shape.

Mr. SANDERS. Every indicator that we have, Congressman Solarz,
would suggest that, indeed, that is true.

U.S. HIGH SCHOOL COMPLETION RATE

Representative SoLARz. I think you indicated that the high
school dropout rate is somehere in the vicinity of 25 percent.

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, sir.
Representative SOLARZ. That means one out of every four of the

kids in the country who start high school does not complete it.
Mr. SANDERS. With their peers. That's correct.
Representative SOLARZ. Do you have any idea what the high

school droprate rate in the OECD countries is?
Mr. SANDERS. Not in every one of them. I believe I can make that

information available to you. i know that in many of them the
completion rate is much higher than we experience.

Representative SOLARZ. Could you give us a few examples off the
top of you head? Japan?

Mr. SANDERS. Japan, for example, has virtually a 99 percent com-
pletion rate.

Representative SOLARZ. And some of the others?
Mr. SANDERS. I cannot recall any of the others right offhand.
Representative SOLARZ. Your impression is we are near the

bottom of the OECD countries?
Mr. SANDERS. In terms of the completion rate, I would not sug-

gest exactly where we are in the rankings.

ADULT LITERACY

Representative SOLARZ. Now, you indicated we had a problem
with adult literacy.

Mr. SANDERS. Absolutely.
Representative SoLARz. I have seen some figures which indicatethere are about 20 million illiterate adults in the country.
Mr. SANDERS. That is correct.
Representative SOLARZ. What is you operative definition of liter-

acy or illiteracy?
Mr. SANDERS. Well, there are several definitions that exist outthere I'm sure, as you know, some based on reading levels, others

based upon measures of functional illiteracy which is something
more than just the ability to read and write, but actually to func-
tion. And it is that definition that the 20 to 23 million functional
illiterates are determined.

Representative SOLARZ. And how is that functional illiteracy
judged? Give me an example of what it means.

Mr. SANDERS. Well, it can mean such things as the ability to readan airline timetable to get from one destination to another to com-
pleting the forms for application for a position and so forth.

Representative SoLARz. And how does this compare to other
major industrialized countries?
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Mr. SANDERS. We do not have like measures of functional liter-
acy that allow us to make comparisons across countries.

OUR POSTSECONDARY SCHOOLS

Representative SOLARZ. Now, we seem to have an outstanding
postsecondary school educational system in the country. In fact, I
think you said that we arguably had the best in the world. Is that
correct?

Mr. SANDERS. That is correct.

POSTSECONDARY SCHOOLS VERSUS ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY
SCHOOLS

Representative SOLARZ. Now, why is it that compared to the
other industrialized countries we have an outstanding postsecond-
ary school system but a relatively poor elementary and secondary
school system?

Mr. SANDERS. One of the reasons, Congress Solarz, is because we
have encouraged great diversity and competition among our post-
secondary institutions that we have not encouraged among elemen-
tary and secondary institutions. Our postsecondary institutions are
the envy of the world, and people come here from abroad to study
because of the quality of those institutions.

We also invest more heavily in terms of our recognition and
status given to people who work in those institutions, and they
have greater latitude in the design of programs than what we give
to, for example, secondary teachers.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, in terms of our ability to compete
economically with the other major industrialized countries, if you
had to start from scratch and you could opt for the outstanding ele-
mentary and secondary school system or the outstanding postsec-
ondary school system, which would you say is more important?
Which would you prefer?

Mr. SANDERS. Probably the place for the greatest quality to be
found is in our elementary schools because they have the greatest
long-term impact upon our children as learners not just then, but
through the rest of their lives.

Representative SOLARZ. I gather there have been a series of tests
or surveys, as it were, which demonstrate that in a whole series of
disciplines our elementary and secondary school students do not do
nearly as well as the elementary and secondary school students of
our major economic competitors. Is that more or less a fair state-
ment?

Mr. SANDERS. We do have a number of comparisons that we have
drawn that suggest that.

U.S. ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS VERSUS OTHER
INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES

Representative SOLARZ. So, it would not be an unfair conclusion
to say that in terms of the education as a whole, that we provide
the young people of our country compared to the education that
Japan, Germany, and France, countries like that, are providing
their young people, that they seem to be doing a better job than we
are, for whatever the reasons.
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Mr. SANDERS. That is correct.
Representative SOLARZ. And would it be fair to say that over the

long run, this is likely to have significant economic implications for
the economic well-being of the country?

Mr. SANDERS. Absolutely.
Representative SOLARZ. SO, this is a very serious problem and we

have obviously got to do something about it.
Now, recognizing that money alone is not going to solve prob-

lems, but also recognizing that there are programs that seem to
have worked, and if we had enough resources, we could make them
available to more people, I would like to ask you about a couple of
programs here and whether you think, leaving aside where we get
the money from, assuming it could be available, it would be produc-
tive for us as a nation to fully fund these programs?

THE HEAD START PROGRAM

Let me start with Head Start. As I understand it, we now have
about 488,000 participants in Head Start programs. I gather that
there are 1.8 million who would be eligible for Head Start, but are
not ir. it because there are noA a suf-icieni number of slots for
them. If we could make Head Start available to every child in the
country who was eligible. for Head Start, do you think that would
be a worthwhile thing to do in terms of improving our educational
system?

Mr. SANDERS.. Yes, Congressman Solarz, I do believe that would
be a worthwhile thing to do. I think that we need to be very care-
ful that we grow those program as we can actually accommodate
them in the system. They require new people to work in those pro-
grams, and that should be a planned, thoughtful growth.

CHAPTER 1 PROGRAM

Representative SOLARZ. And would you say the same is true
about chapter 1? Here I gather we have 4.7 million participants.
This is a program which, as I understand it, is designed to provide
remedial assistance to educationally and economically deprived
children in reading and arithmetic, mathematics. We have 4.7 mil-
lion students in the country who participate in this, but I am told
there are about 10.7 million who qualify who need the help, but
who do not get it because there are not sufficient funds to give
them that opportunity. Would it be useful to make chapter 1 avail-
able to every child in the country who can benefit from it?

Mr. SANDERS. Let me state that with a qualified yes, because the
results of chapter 1 programs are mixed. They are not quality pro-
grams everywhere. Some are more effective than others. And so,
yes, combined with the benefits that we ought to see out of the new
school improvement legislation that will help us to improve the
general quality of chapter 1, if used effectively, those funds may be
well spent.

EXTENDING THE SCHOOL YEAR

Representative SOLARZ. What do you think about extending the
school year for children who might be characterized as at risk
youth, in other words, generally speaking, poor, impoverished kids?
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I guess mostly we are talking about children in the inner cities of
our large urban centers where some of these-problems seem to be
the greatest. Would it serve a useful purpose if resources were
made available to enable the local schools there to extend the
school year, once again leaving aside where it comes from, assum-
ing it could be made available?

Mr. SANDERS. First, I think, we need to spend more effectively
the moneys that we are spending and the time that we are spend-
ing with those children. And, yes, for some of them, an extended
school year could be very helpful in terms of added achievement
gains.

Representative SCHEUER. Congressman Solarz, could I ask one
question at that point?

Representative SOLARZ. Certainly.
Representative SCHEUER. I have some misgivings about extending

the school year for just kids who are at education risk. It seems to
me you are stigmatizing them. You are stigmatizing a fuller school
year. The Japanese send their kids to school 240 days a year. We
send ours 180, and with an average of 20 days truancy and absen-
teeism, we have about 160 days. That means the Japanese are
sending their kids to school 50 percent more than we are, 180 days
as against 240 days. It seems to me that we do not want to stigma-
tize a fuller school year and that all the kids could use that extra
time. There is no reason for kids to have 3 months off over the
summer or 21/2 months off for the summer. The kids who are doing
well could get all kids of enrichment courses. If there were some
IGC's out there, intellectually gifted kids, let them be pushed and
challenged.

My question to you two would be, would you contemplate that it
is appropriate to provide a full school year just for kids who are
educationally at risk and sort of run the risk that you would stig-
matize that?

Mr. SANDERS. I would want to go back again first of all to the
way I started the answer to the question when we were just talking
about extending the year for at risk children. What we need to
first, our first order of business needs to be the improvement of the
way we are currently spending our resources and time. Once we do
that, then a debate about what ought to be the appropriate length
of the school year and how it is structured with respect to our soci-
ety now, instead of an agrarian society, I think are very, very im-
portant questions that we ought to be asking but after we have
done the kind of restructuring that we are currently in need of
doing.

FUNDING THE HEAD START AND CHAPTER 1 PROGRAMS

Representative SOLARZ. Well, I am- a little bit puzzled, Mr. Sand-
ers. Here you describe what is clearly a national crisis in education
which has profound implications for the future of our country. We
are obviously not doing as well as our major competitors, and as
you have said, over time this is going to hurt us considerably as a
country, particularly as we move into high-tech economies and the
like. Granted that there is no single solution or answer to this
problem. There has to be restructuring. We have to give more au-
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thority to the principal and to the school. We have to involve the
parents. There are all sorts of things that need to be done.

But here we have two programs, which I gather are by and large
considered very effective, Head Start and chapter 1. I am told that
to fully fund the Head Start Program so that every kid in the coun-
try eligible for it would be able to participate would be about $6.7
billion. For chapter 1, it would be $9.5 billion. So, we are talking
about $16 billion a year more than we are spending now to provide
opportunities for every kid who needs this help. Now, of course, not
everybody in chapter 1 benefits, and not everybody in Head Start
ultimately ends up as a college president. But I gather on a macro-
level, we know that many more are helped by this and that this
can make a big difference.

To the extent that this is such a serious problem, I do not under-
stand why the administration does not recommend that these pro-
grams be fully funded.

Mr. SANDERS. Let me give you three pieces of information.
First of all, Head Start is a very good example. When the Presi-

dent met with the Governors in Charlottesville, out of the discus-
sions therc was a commitment to the funding of Head Start. There
was a general belief among the participants that Head Start was
very, very important program from a prevention angle.

Last year when the President had his first opportunity to adjust
the last Reagan budget, he asked for some $250 million in increases
in the Head Start Program. We only received about $160 million in
that funding. This round we are requesting a $500 million increase.

I think that, yes, there is a commitment on the part of the Presi-
dent and this administration to the funding of Head Start. Howev-
er, as I mentioned to you earlier, we have to be able to thoughtful-
ly grow and accommodate that program. I have worked most of my
life out in the other end of this business, and one cannot just start
up programs to the extent that they then become failures because
you are unable to staff them and equip them properly.

Representative SOLARZ. So, it has to be phased in. But this could
presumably be done over a number of years. And I do not see a
commitment on the part of the administration to do that. And I
have not seen the administration say over the next 5 years we
want to provide the resources so that every child eligible for Head
Start or chapter 1 will be able to participate in the program. And 5
years ought to be enough time to phase it in from an administra-
tive point of view effectively, but you have not done that.

I agree you have asked for more money than we have had in the
past, but even if we had given everything you asked for, it still
would have fallen far short of what was needed to bring every child
into the program who is eligible and needs it.

Representative SCHEUER. Congressman Solarz, would you yield
on that point?

Representative SOLARZ. Yes, Congressman Scheuer.
Representative SCHEUER. To be very precise about it, we are

taking care now of about 16 percent of the kids who are at dire
education risk. That is about one out of six. The President's $500
million would bring that up to 20 or 21 percent which is an im-
provement, but we are still telling 79 to 80 percent of the kids who
are at dire education risk and their parents you are not going to
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get a Head Start Program because we are not ready to put in, as
Congressman Solarz said, the $6 or $7 or $8 billion a year that
would be needed to assure those kids that they had a free shot at a
successful education career.

Now, it seems to me that, if this administration were in earnest,
they would have provided a full funding bill for Head Start, as
Congressman Dale Kildee, who is chairman of the authorizing com-
mittee, and I have done, and I am sure without even looking, Steve
Solarz is on that list. And we provide full funding in incremental
steps so that by 1994, in 4 years, every kid in America will have an
enriched preschool experience.

Now, if you mean business and you want to enable communities
to start planning for the expansion of Head Start, both the physical
facilities and the professional and paraprofessional manpower that
you need for these programs, why in the world doesn't the adminis-
tration come up with a program for full funding of Head Start
phased in over a reasonable period of years? That is the question,
as Congressman Solarz said. You have gone from 16 or 17 percent
to 20 or 21 percent. Great. How about the other 80 percent?

Mr. SANDERS. We did express a commitment to Head Start both
in terms of our funding request and in the agreement that we have
reached with the Governors at Charlottesville. You can see that re-
emphasized in the six national goals. The first of those goals is that
we by the year 2000 see every child ready to succeed, ready to
learn whenever they arrive at the schoolhouse door.

Representative SCHEUER. Why do we have to wait 10 years before
we have an education system that can educate our kids the way
every industrialized country around the world is doing? That is
absurd.

Mr. SANDERS. I said by 2000 we would be there.
Representative SCHEUER. Do you think it is beyond the capability

of our education establishment to be there a hell of a lot sooner
than the year 2000 if they got some leadership and some drive and
a promise of adequate resources from the administration? Don't
you think we could do it sooner than in 10 years?

Mr. SANDERS. I believe that having children ready to learn to
succeed whenever they reach school is more than just fully funding
Head Start too, Congressman. I think there is more involved in
that than just--

Representative SOLARZ. If the gentleman will yield.
From your point of view, supposing the money were somehow

made available to fully fund the WIC program, fully fund Head
Start, fully fund chapter 1, to extend the school year perhaps in
some areas, maybe in all, but if we were to do all of these things,
do you think it would have collectively a measurable impact on,
say, the dropout rate, on the literacy rate, on the performance of
our students in these different disciplines compared to the students
in other industrialized countries?

Or do you think at the end of the day, because of other reasons,
socioeconomic factors, family factors, administrative factors, so on
and so forth, it would at most have only a marginal impact so
maybe the dropout rate, instead of 25 percent, would be 23 percent,
our kids in math compared to other countries, instead of ranking
14 out of 17, might rank 12 out of 17?
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What I am trying to get at is if we were to do all of these things,
Head Start, chapter 1, somewhat extended school year, WIC Pro-
gram, all the resources made available, would it have a significant
impact or not in your view?

Mr. SANDERS. If those were the only things that we did, if we did
not improve what we are doing already with the investments that
we are making, then probably the impact would be at best modest.
If we do those things and combined them with the real restructur-
ing that is required, then we ought to see a significant impact.

RESTRUCTURING OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Representative SOLARZ. Now, can you describe succinctly and
clearly what this real restructuring requires and what, if anything,
the Federal Government can do to bring it about? Because you can
give testimony that we have to give more authority to the school
principal, but--

Representative SCHEUER. To teachers, too.
Representative SOLARZ. Yes, but assuming that is the correct pre-

serintinn is thre any wav we can get. that donn here?
Mr. SANDERS. I think there are a number of experiments that are

going on right now out there that I can point you to that have
great promise for success in restructuring. The recipe for an indi-
vidual school is not the same necessarily as for all other schools.

I think the work that Hank Levin, as I mentioned, is doing at
Stanford with his notion of an accelerated elementary school, that
is, that if we are going to see the kinds of gains that are required
particularly with underachieving students, that what we have to do
is accelerate their learning and not try to remediate or compensate
for it. There are schools that are right now thoughtfully trying to
apply his principles.

Representative SOLARZ. Let's assume that is the right approach.
How does the Federal Government get schools all over the country
to adopt and implement it?

Mr. SANDERS. Well, the first thing that we do is we make it possi-
ble for them to do just exactly that, we give them greater flexibility
in how they use both Federal and State resources, but at the same
time state the results that we are expecting them to achieve, and
then build systems to measure and hold them accountable for at-
taining them.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, what do you mean by greater flexi-
bility? Instead of chapter 1, should we have a block grant for the
schools to let them use it any way they want?

Mr. SANDERS. I would not suggest that we let them use it just
any way they want. They ought to be using it for the general pur-
poses for which that money is provided. That money is targeted
toward educationally disadvantaged. It ought to be used to increase
their performance. Yes, we ought to give greater flexibility in the
use of those funds, but to accomplish the basic purposes of that act.

THE JTPA PROGRAM

Representative SOLARZ. Mr. Jones, do you think the JTPA pro-
gram basically is a good program?
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Mr. JONES. I think it is indeed the best program we have had to
date, but clearly some fine tuning has to be done.

Representative SOLARZ. How many current participants are
there?

Mr. JONES. There are a little over a million in the basic program
a year.

Representative SOLARZ. And are there others who are eligible for
participation?

Mr. JONES. Yes. The JTPA program in general probably impacts
about 6 percent of the eligible population. Now, we are talking the
same basic populations that chapter 1 and several of these other
programs--

Representative SOLARZ. It's 6 percent. And the other 94 percent
are not impacted because basically there is not enough resources in
the program to reach them or because they are not interested?

Mr. JONES. Well, it is probably a combination of three things. In
some cases, they are not interested in accessing those kinds of serv-
ices. They are basically training and subsistence services. Second,
many of them are already in chapter 1 and other programs, and
then in some cases we are not serving them.

Representative SOLARZ. What is the track record on JTPA in
placing people in jobs?

Mr. JONES. It's about 61 percent of the total program.
Representative SOLARZ. So, that is pretty impressive.
Mr. JONES. Yes, sir, it is.
Representative SOLARZ. In other words, 61 percent of the people

who have participated in JTPA end up with jobs.
Mr. JONES. Right.
Representative SOLARZ. Would it be fair to say that there are

many more people that could benefit from JTPA if the resources
were available to expand the program?

Mr. JONES. Surely.
Representative SCHEUER. Congressman Solarz.
Representative SOLARZ. Yes.

DELAYS IN IMPLEMENTING IMPROVEMENTS

Representative SCHEUER. Very briefly. I just want to reiterate we
have extensive testimony on the JTPA 2 years ago, and Arnold
Packer testified, Mr. Carnevale testified. We had extensive testimo-
ny on the need to create better linkages between the school and
the workplace. Why don't we get on with it?

Mr. JONES. I think in terms of the basic system right now, we are
well in the midst of that discussion. I would suggest that where the
system is today in conjunction with the school system, in conjunc-
tion with the standards that are necessary, is quite a bit ahead of 3
years ago.

But, more importantly, in response to your earlier question, the
legislation going through the Congress right now raises the bid
here rather substantially in both cases. The youth programs which
will now be funded in the neighborhood of $1.7 billion a year, sub-
stantial increases, are directly tied into the school system and link
the two together.
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Second, the concept of setting higher standards, both for basic
skill attainment and for placement, has a very substantial impact.
Again, as Under Secretary Sanders pointed out, they are not overly
popular with the bureaucracies that are running this system. We
are starting to put a fair degree of pressure on those systems for a
quality management system now. This is not happy old grants time
that we went through back in the 1960's.

DEVELOPING A SENSE OF URGENCY REGARDING THE CRISIS IN OUR
EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM

Representative SOLARZ. We have a vote coming up. I want to con-
clude this part of the hearing with an analogy and just ask you to
briefly comment on it, and then we will go and vote. When we
return, we will hear from our next panel.

In 1940, before Pearl Harbor, but after the outbreak of the
Second World War, the United States was producing relatively
minimal levels of military equipment, tanks, planes, artillery
pieces, army personnel carriers, and the like. After Pearl Harbor,
when we were atitaked auiid we were iriivolved in tho war, Franlin
Roosevelt transformed the United States into the arsenal of democ-
racy almost overnight. I do not know exactly what the figures are.
I will ask my staff to get them for future reference.

But we went in 1 year from producing maybe a couple of hun-
dred or a few thousand planes to 25,000, 50,000 planes a year. And
we did that because the political will to do it was present. There
was a perception of a clear and present danger to the Nation. Obvi-
ously, in order to win the war, we had to do much more than
produce planes and tanks and the like. We had to field and train
an army and so on and so forth. But without that production, we
probably would not have won the war.

Now, we face a very different kind of threat to our security, but
one which is, nevertheless, very real. It is the challenge we face
from the other industrialized countries economically. And you men
probably know better than most Americans that if we do not begin
to do a better job in dealing with this, not overnight, not in a year,
not in a decade, but at some point in the 21st century, our country
is going to slip very badly behind. We are not going to be able to
maintain our standard of living and perhaps preserve our way of
life.

Now, in order to deal with this kind of challenge, like the chal-
lenge we faced in the early 1940's, we have to do a whole series of
things. One of them is to do a much better job in providing for edu-
cation and job training. Part of that, not all of it, lies in substan-
tially increasing the funding for programs that work, the Head
Start, the WIC, the chapter 1, the JTPA. By itself, like the produc-
tion of planes and tanks, it will not do it, but without that, we are
also not going to be able to do the job.

So, it seems to me that what is really lacking here is the political
will, the sense of national urgency, as it were. I would just like you
to very briefly comment on whether you think that is a fair com-
parison, and to the extent it is, what do we need to do to generate
the sense of urgency and the political will which will make it possi-
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ble to move forward on these programs in a much more meaningful
way than we have so far?

Mr. SANDERS. Congressman Solarz, first of all, as we entered
World War II, every citizen saw the clear and apparent danger. I
do not believe, as I mentioned earlier in my statement to you, that
is true as far as the crisis that we currently have and particularly
the link between that crisis and the crisis in our education system,
and that particularly most parents or most citizens, while they
may recognize that there is a general link between our economic
competitiveness and our educational vitality and see that there are
schools maybe generally that are failing, they do not see the fail-
ures in the schools that they are familiar with. They see them as
still adequate and up to the challenge and therefore not likely to
act and to prompt the rest of us to act. I think our first challenge is
to see each and every citizen recognize that the situation is very,
very grave even in the school where that parent's child is attend-
ing.

Mr. JONES. I think that this issue is broader within that same
description. I think that we are confronted with several messages
here. I do not think the American public is as aware as we need to
be, that in fact we are in a period in which there is job demand,
that every individual coming through that system can succeed and
can work. And particularly for chapter 1 and Head Start, in these
populations, that message may be every bit as important as the
mechanical existence of the program.

Second, as Congressman Scheuer has been speaking about for
some years, the American public is not aware of the changes that
have gone on at the workplace and the impact that has back on the
school system. We are not linking those two things publicly at all,
and that makes a big difference when we come to trying to get the
visible public will to make a change in the system.

Representative SCHEUER. I will rise to a point of high personal
privilege, Mr. Jones, since you mentioned my name. I think the
public is very well aware across the country of the desperate defi-
cits of our public education system. And poll after poll has showed
that they will spend more money. Lou Harris did a poll where they
said they would sit still for another 2 percent on their income taxes
if they thought the moneys would work and would be applied, as
you said clearly, Mr. Sanders, in new and innovative and more cre-
ative ways, giving more discretion to teachers and principals and so
forth.

I am not going to be able to come back, Congressman Solarz. I
simply want to ask Mr. Packer and Mr. Carnevale whether, as
Yogi Berra suggested, they don't have that old d6ja vu feeling all
over again. [Laughter.]

Thank you very much, Congressman Solarz.
Representative SOLARZ. Gentlemen, thank you very much. We

will recess for about 10 minutes and then resume with the next
panel.

[A short recess was taken.]
Representative SOLARZ. The committee will resume its delibera-

tions. I apologize for the delay, but as I suspect the witnesses know,
that goes with the territory.
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Let me assure you that your prepared statements will be includ-
ed in the record. Perhaps in the interest of time, you can summa-
rize your prepared statement in about 5 minutes and then we can
have the maximum amount of time for questions.

Why don't we hear first from Mr. Carnevale, then Ms. McBay,
then Mr. Packer, and then Ms. Simms?

STATEMENT OF ANTHONY P. CARNEVALE, VICE PRESIDENT,
AMERICAN SOCIETY FOR TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT

Mr. CARNEVALE. It is difficult to say anything that has not been
said before in this room. What I would like to do is pick up on
something that you were talking about before you left and restruc-
ture your question a little bit. At Pearl Harbor we had a relatively
skilled work force that went off to war, and then we proceeded to
build the arsenal of democracy with a relatively unskilled work
force largely by drawing these workers into our factory system and
producing armaments and implements for war in a fairly produc-
tive way.

If you talk to American manufacturers these days, their response
to that is that things have changed. In the event ot some major
challenge to American security, whether it be war or an economic
challenge, that work force is no longer there. That is for a. couple
of reasons.

One, the production system itself has changed. In those days we
made things by using a fairly world-class set of white collar and
technical elites that we set at the top of organizations and we com-
bined them with relatively unskilled workers at the bottom of orga-
nizations. Through organizing work in a very rational fashion with
high loads of rigid machinery and careful organization, we com-
bined all of that into a final product. We were able to become the-
world-class competitor in productivity.

What has changed since then is that we no longer compete solely
on the basis of productivity. We compete on the basis of the quality
of our products, our ability to produce variety in our products and
services, our ability to customize our products and services, our
ability to provide convenience, that is, good customer service and to
produce things that are easily used, and our ability to make things
faster than other people, to take an idea from Harvard and put it
on the street and into the hands of a consumer quicker than any-
body else.

That requires a much more highly skilled worker because most
of the skill requirement that is necessary to do that needs to be
down the line, in the case of manufacturing in the factory toward
the point of production and the point of service delivery and serv-
ices and at the interface with the customer. These people are using
more flexible technologies that require that they have flexible and
deeper skills. They work in organizations that are no longer as
hierarchical, where workers down the line have real autonomy and
need the skills to use it, whether it is in a bank where a front-end
person customizes a financial service for you or whether it is -in a
factory where you customize a short production run.

In any event, the skill requirements have gone up and to make
matters worse, we have been confronted with a demographic reali-
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ty. For the first time recently in the postwar era, the relative
shortage of 16- to 24-year-olds makes it so that we are now drawing
on populations that we did not draw on prior to now and we need
to provide them with sufficient skills so that they can perform at
work given access to work.

I think the fundamental conditions in the economy have changed
that require a better work force and not just a better work force
for the sake of opportunity for people who traditionally have been
excluded. Work requirements for all of us have expanded, and our
skill requirements are higher than they used to be. In this fast-
paced economy where change is constant and where you never
know where the next shot is coming from in an industry or a
region or in an occupation, where the word "flexibility" in the
business world is oftentimes a euphemism for fired, job security is
on the decline. American workers need a whole new tool kit in
order to be flexible, which includes flexible training, flexible and
portable pensions, portable health care, and portable family serv-
ices like parental leave and day care.

The bill that we face to produce that work force adds up to a
good bit more than the cost of programs for the traditionally disad-
vantaged.

We do not seem to have the $18 to $20 billion needed to fully
fund programs for the disadvantaged, much less the money to up-
skill the rest of the work force.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Carnevale follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ANTHONY P. CARNEVALE

America is facing a new economic and demographic reality--a

reality that requires us to expand our policy goals in education

and training beyond the established concern for social justice for

the disadvantaged and dislocated to a broader concern for the

employment security of the mass of American employees and the

competitiveness of the nation's employers.

Qualified entry-level employees are increasingly scarce--

suggesting an urgency in addressing the education and training

needs of the disadvantaged and dislocated. But declining

competitiveness and job security suggest that we need to add the

mass of mainstream employees and employers as appropriate targets

of education and training policy.

Unfortunately, the nation's social commitments, demographic

changes, and economic realities are on a collision course with the

dismal prospect for increased spending on education and training by

the federal government.

In response to this conflict, I offer a "poor man's program"

to meet the emerging challenge. My program includes:

1. Priority assistance for the disadvantaged, including

prenatal care, nutrition, pre-school education, compensatory

education and job training, at a total cost of roughly $18 billion

in new spending.

2. Assistance to the dislocated at a total cost of roughly $1

billion per annum in new spending.
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3. A tool kit to make American workers truly flexible,

including portable pensions, health care, parental and child

services, and training.

The disadvantaged must have the first claim on public

resources. We are already past due on our commitment to provide

equal opportunity for participation in the American culture,

polity, and economy.

Our policy to prepare the disadvantaged for jobs with a future

will require a mix of family support, basic education, and job

training. Programs should be predicated on the principles that the

best social welfare agency is a family; the best educator is

experience; and the best trainer is a job. With these principles

in mind, a program to provide a real chance for the disadvantaged

would include:

o an additional $1.7 billion that would allow us

to provide prenatal care and sound nutrition

to almost 3.5 million needy mothers and poor

families who remain unserved by current

programs;

o an additional $4.5 billion to provide pre-

school education for all the two million poor

children-who remain unserved;

o an additional $3.8 billion to provide a

combination of compensatory education and work

experience for the half of the nation's poor

I
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and educationally disadvantaged students who

get no extra help; and

o an additional $8 billion to provide training,

preferably on the job, for an additional four

million dropouts and disadvantaged adults.

Experienced employees who become unemployed after several

years on the job also have a priority claim on federal resources.

The same destructive processes are at work for the dislocated and

the disadvantaged; there is no fit measure that allows us to choose

between their suffering. The disadvantaged tend to start out and

end up at the bottom of the economic heap. The dislocated employee

experiences an economic loss that rarely results in persistent

poverty, but probably involves an equal amount of suffering. In

the case of dislocated employees, it's not so much where they land

that hurts, it's how far they have to fall.

Dislocation is here to stay. The harsh reality is that a fair

trading system and new technology will inevitably benefit all of us

and harm some of us. In the end, practical necessity and simple

compassion suggest the need for policies for dislocation, if we are

to avoid protectionism and do right by loyal employees.

Policies for the dislocated are not expensive. The billion

dollars proposed by the Reagan administration should be sufficient

new money to pay for effective programs to serve the roughly one

million experienced American employees who are dislocated each

year. In addition, current proposals for expanding the uses of the
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$30 billion of the unemployment insurance system beyond its current

emphasis on income maintenance are worthy of consideration.

I would suggest three principles in crafting programs for the

dislocated:

1. We should hitch the safety net higher to help the

dislocated employee avoid a free fall from middle class status to

official poverty.

2. We should get them before they are gone. Prior

notification--now required by law--counseling, job search

assistance, and outplacement should be encouraged while employees

are still on the job.

3. The best thing you can do for someone who is out of work

is help him or her find a job. Give dislocated employees

counseling and job search assistance; then give them training.

Training outside the context of a job or job commitment is usually

folly. Training does not create jobs. Jobs create the need for

training.

The vast majority of employed Americans who are neither

disadvantaged nor dislocated are becoming new claimants for public

resources. The pace of technical and economic change has increased

basic skill requirements in the preparation for work and increased

the need for skill upgrading after employees are on the job. The

pace of change has also reduced the commitment bet6ween employer

and employee, forcing employees to take responsibility for their

own employment security and career development. If employees are
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going to take responsibility for their own careers and the security

of their families, they are going to need some new tools, such as

access to retraining, portable pensions and portable health care

coverage, day care, and parental care.

These new services will have to be paid for with some mix of

public, individual, and employer resources. State and local

governments will have to shoulder a major share of the burden. The

federal government can afford to play an important and inexpensive

leadership role.

Public resources will be required to improve and expand on the

basic skills traditionally taught in the public schools. The

United States is competitive at the educational preparation of

white collar and technical elites, but less effective at providing

basic educational and occupational training to non-college youth.

The 43 percent of American high school students who are tracked

into the watered-down "general education" program and the 19

percent who are in vocational courses need a new curriculum that

mixes solid academic basics and applied learning if their education

is to provide them and their families with employment security in

the emerging go-go economy.

Schooling accounts for about 10 percent of the variation in

earnings among Americans. The remaining 90 percent of earnings

differences among Americans is accounted for by career choices and

experiences after schooling. The more schooling one gets, the more

formal learning on the job one gets. Learning on the job,
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especially formal learning, is the most powerful of earnings

determinants after school. Those who get formal learning on the

job enjoy a 30 percent earnings advantage over those who do not.

A policy to improve the job security and earnings of adult

Americans should include four components.

1. Loans should be made available to individuals that could

be cashed in with employers or other education and training

providers, in order to give individuals direct control over their

own career development.

2. The tax code should allow deductions for career-related

learning paid for by individuals.

3. Incentives should be provided for employers to provide

more training. Investment incentives delivered through the tax

code would be ideal, but probably too expensive in the current

fiscal environment. A more fiscally prudent program would include:

o presidential leadership that encourages

employer training and public and private

partnerships;

o the encouragement of state and local

experimentation with policies to encourage

employer training; and

0 R&D and the dissemination of best practices in

employer training.

3. A "third party" strategy that would utilize institutions

out side government and industry--such as unions and professional,

occupational, and trade associations--to develop standards,
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training and internship and apprenticeship experiences in

particular occupations.

4. Grants awarded to employers and the full range of public

and private training suppliers for "capacity building" to deliver

more effective job-related training.

Emplover institutions are a logical target for public policy.

The economic importance of learning on the job is primary.

Between 1929 and 1982, advances in knowledge on the job accounted

for more than half of the growth in the nation's productive

capacity. The other principal contributors to our improved

economic performance were education (27 percent) and machine

capital (20 percent).

Unfortunately, policies to encourage more and better employer-

based training are conspicuously absent from the nation's

investment portfolio. The absence of learning infrastructure on

the job is the missing link in the partnership between school and

employers.

A job is the price of admission to this individualistic

culture and participatory political system. Those who cannot get

work disappear from the community, drop out of the political

system, and fall into the underground economy.

The litmus test of our commitment to opportunity will be our

willingness to commit public resources to make every American

capable of getting and holding a job.
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Representative SOLARZ. Thank you.
Ms. McBay, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY M. McBAY, DEAN FOR STUDENT AF-
FAIRS, AND DIRECTOR, QUALITY EDUCATION FOR MINORITIES
PROJECT, MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY
Ms. McBAY. Thank you very much, Congressman Solarz. I appre-

ciate this opportunity to come and talk with you about the question
of the role of education and training in the Nation's security, and I
do so representing the perspective of the Quality Education for Mi-
norities Project.

We recently issued a report entilted "Education That Works: An
Action Plan for the Education of Minorities." And I would like to
just talk briefly about some of the things we found with respect to
the status of minority education and then some of the recommen-
dations. But listening to your comments and questions with the
previous panel, I think you already know the right things to do.
The question is, Can we get the will in this country to do those
things?

Let me say that as far as minority children are concerned, that
even though we are. now some 35 years since the passage of the
Brown v. The Board of Education decision, minority children are
still attending largely separate and totally unequal schools. Most of
these schools are operating with outmoded curriculums. They have
structures that assume that only a small elite need to be well
trained. These children are being taught by the least experienced
teachers in classrooms that have the fewest resources.

Early on they are labeled as needing special education, and their
languages, their cultures, and their ZIP codes are considered as
deficits.

They only hear token references to minorities in their classes.
And more often than not, they are being taught by teachers who

have low expectations of them.
They are taught by teachers who generally live outside of the

community from which these children come, and many of these
teachers appear to blame the children for the circumstances that
they are in.

The predominant mode of instruction is drill and practice, and
keeping order in the classroom-and I can tell you this from direct
experience, I just saw it in a school last week-takes precedence
over interaction with the students and having them learn how to
solve problems.

Many of the students who do manage to go on to graduate face
the reality that the education that they have received does not pre-
pare them for college adequately or for life. I guess in simple
terms, the educational system that we have in place in our view
essentially prepares minority students for failure.

Those that do go on to college are most likely to be in 2-year in-
stitutions from which a very small percentage transfer to 4-year in-
stitutions. Even if they enroll, they do not graduate because attri-
tion is a major problem among minority students. As a benchmark,
white students earn baccalaureate degrees at twice the rate of
black students and three times the rate of Hispanic students.
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If any manage to get to the doctoral level-and we know that
very few of them do-we find there that international students, for
example, in 1986 earned nearly four times as many doctorates as
all underrepresented minority students combined.

So, I guess the trend is clear. You cannot miss it. The higher up
the educational ladder you go, the fewer minority faces you see.

At the same time as minorities lose ground educationally, they
are changing the face of America. And when you talk about demo-
graphic changes, it is not just that there is a decrease in the size of
the 16- to 24-year-old population, that pool is increasingly minority.
So, the question then becomes is the country going to continue to
ignore this group of people. Perhaps the economic arguments will
now persuade people to do what is right.

If we look at our public schools, they are already about 30 per-
cent minority; and as you know, in some States minority students
are already in the majority.

You have heard already what the implications are for the work
force.

Let me just say that I think prehaps the driving force behind the
inequality that exists in the educational system is probably more
than anything else due to myths that are there, myths that exist
about minorities and their innate abilities. We found everywhere
we went the perception that minorities simply are not able to learn
because learning is due to innate abilities and therefore they are
less capable of achieving academic excellence.

There are many people who view the situation as hopeless. They
listen to the 7 o'clock news and they read the newspapers, and they
think the problems are so great that we cannot find a way to re-
spond. They think that equity and excellence are in fact in conflict.

In addition to those myths, I would say that the other major
problem is tracking, and we argue very strongly for eliminating
tracking. As I suggested earlier, students get labeled early on. They
get into these lower tracks. They never get out. They never have
an opportunity to take the math and science courses that would
even allow them to consider having a math or science career as a
option.

We lay out in our report a comprehensive plan for making cor-
rections in the system from preschool to the postdoctorate level.
We talk about restructuring. You have already heard about that.

We, as does the President and as well as the Governors, think
that minority students ought to start school prepared to learn. We
advocate some of things that you talked about earlier, the full
funding of Head Start, of WIC, and of child care. We think that we
ought to invest in new ways to have parents more involved in the
educational process.

The second goal-and I will close with this-is we think every
student who graduates from high school should be fully prepared to
be successful whether he or she goes into the work force or to col-
lege, and not be in need of remedial education. We think if you im-
prove the educational system for minorities, that you will improve
the educational system for everyone. Money now being spent on re-
medial programs, some of the ones you talked about earlier, the
chapter 1 programs, could be used to benefit all children. There are
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hundreds of programs around the country trying to fix up a system
that really does not work for minority children.

And so, we would argue that you restructure the system, that
you put into place strategies known to be effective with minority
children, such as cooperative learning, and that you familiarize
teachers more with the backgrounds of the students they are teach-
ing, have them reflect in the curriculum the contributions of the
cultures represented by those children.

In our report we have a chapter on the estimated costs. They are
significant. We have a system in place that took a long time to get
the way that it is, and it is going to take a long time to correct it.
We need to make the investment.

We do not need to worry about the stigmatism that I heard
someone refer to-I guess Congressman Scheuer-about extending
the school year. We advocate the extension of the school year. It
would be very costly to do that for all 16,000 school districts, but
you. do need to start with the students who need it the most. And
as you know, they are concentrated in many cases in the inner
cities.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. McBay follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF SHIRLEY M. McBAY

Mr. Chairman and members of the Committee, I appreciate the
opportunity to share with you the views of the Quality Education
for Minorities Project regarding how the nation's educational and
training systems can be improved to produce a more competitive work
force. In my statement I will address the educational and economic
status of African Americans, Alaska Natives, American Indians,
Mexican Americans, and Puerto Ricans; the implications of their
projected representation among the U.S. population and work force
in the coming decade; changes that must be made in our current
educational and training systems if we are to meet their and this
country's educational and work force needs; and estimated costs for
implementing some of our priority recommendations.

My remarks are based upon the experience and insight gained through
a two- and a-half year process supported by the Carnegie
Corporation of New York and the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology involving regional meetings, small group discussions,
commissioned papers, meetings of representatives of national
organizations that have projects focusing on the education of
minorities, the advice and guidance of a national Action Council
an~d a Resource Group, anu the WULor Uor rauULLy, SLdaf, and students
at MIT and at the University of Texas at Austin (the academic home
of the Chair of our Action Council, Professor and former U.S.
Secretary of Labor Ray Marshall).

In this process, we spoke with several hundred people, learned
about a number of exemplary educational projects around the
country, and reviewed several hundred reports and articles focusing
on educational issues and efforts affecting the quality of
education received by minorities. Our findings and recommendations
are reflected in the January 1990 report entitled "Education That
Works: An Action Plan for the Education of Minorities."

Three major conclusions of our work bear directly upon the focus
of this hearing:

(1) If this country is to maintain or improve its current
standard of living, it can only do so with a work force
capable of using leading edge technology.

(2) Our educational system as presently structured, staffed,
and financed is incapable of producing the quality and
number of skilled workers required for the United States
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to remain internationally competitive.

(3) Well-entrenched myths held about the innate abilities of
members of certain minority groups and about the ability
of the country to get by with only an educated elite are
the driving forces behind our inferior educational
system.

EDUCATIONAL STATUS OF MINORITY YOUTH:

Despite the passage of more than 35 years since the Brown vs. Board
of Education ruling, minority children continue to attend separate
and unequal schools. Today 22 of the 25 largest school systems in
the country are predominantly minority and the majority of the
schools within those systems operate with outmoded curricula and
structures based on the assumption that only a small elite will
have or need to have substantial academic success. Minority youth
are taught by the least experienced teachers in classrooms with the
fewest resources. They are labeled early on as being in need of
special education and are left behind because their languages,
cultures, and zip codes are considered deficits.

Minority youth are still unlikely to see more than token references
to their people in their classes. More often than not, they are
taught by teachers who do not look like them, who do not have high
expectations of them, who live outside of their community, and who
blame the children for their circumstances.

The predominant mode of instruction is drill and practice. Keeping
order in class takes precedence over interactive learning and
problem solving. Minority children are continually told that if
they will only try harder, they will succeed. While this is often
true, the tragedy is that at least as often it is untrue. Many who
persevere to graduation face the reality that there education may
mean little in the job market, and may leave them vastly
underprepared for college or life. We have a system in place that
prepares the majority of minority students for failure. The
fundamental reality of educational reform for most minority
children is that so little of it has been to their benefit. The
rush to raise scores, to institute competency tests, and to
increase teacher standards without addressing root causes of
problems has served more to cull rather than harvest minority
youth.

According to a recent report of the National Center for Children
in Poverty entitled "Five Million Children," in 1987 48% of young
Black children and 42% of young Hispanic children were poor in
sharp contrast to 13% of young white children. These children are
poor because their families are poor. Furthermore, children with
less-educated parents are more likely to be poor. The report notes
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that in 1987 the poverty rate among Black children under six whose
parent or parents have not completed high school was 76% while for
Hispanics it was 60%.

Poor children are more likely to end up with early health problems
and inadequate social development. These early, negative
experiences contribute to their being labeled retarded, with
"ability" testing and grouping sometimes beginning as early as the
pre-kindergarten level. They are most often placed in low-ability
or remedial tracks from which it is nearly impossible to escape.
By third grade, minority and non-minority achievement levels begin
to diverge with minority children falling behind, scoring by the
middle school years at levels a year or more behind. As a
consequence, minority children begin to drop out of school in
significant numbers' as early as the seventh grade. Many end up
having children at an early age and eventually end up living in
poverty as adults as well.

Although dropout rates among Black youth have fallen by about half
(from 27% in 1968 to 15% in 1988), the rate for Hispanic youth in
1988 was nearly 36%, about three times the rate for white youth.

Non-Asian minority youth taking the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
as part of their applications ror college have closed the gap
somewhat between their average scores and that of whites; however,
in 1989 the combined SAT verbal and mathematics scores for white
students were still 27% higher than combined scores of Black
students, 22% higher than scores of Puerto Rican students, and 15%
higher than scores of American Indian and Mexican American
students.

A smaller proportion of minority high school graduates go on to
college than do white graduates and those that do go on are more
likely to be in two-year institutions from which transfer rates to
a baccalaureate institution are low. Enrollment is not graduation,
with attrition continuing to be a major problem among minority
students. White students earn bachelor's degrees at twice the rate
of Black students and three times the rate of Hispanic students.
At the doctoral level, international students in 1986 earned nearly
four times as many doctorates in U.S. institutions as all Alaska
Native, American Indian, Black, and Hispanic students combined.
The trend is unmistakable: the higher up the educational ladder one
climbs, the fewer minority faces one sees.

DEMOGRAPHIC CHANGES:

As minority children are increasingly losing ground along the
educational pipeline, they are also changing the face of America.
Today, nearly one-quarter of all Americans are minority, and by-
2020, at least one-third of the nation will be nonwhite. The
Census Bureau estimates that before the end of the next century,
the United States will be a "majority-minority" nation -- that is,-

41-333 - 91 - 3 ;
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fewer than half of all Americans will be white. The future has
already arrived in our public schools. About 30 percent of all
students *are minority and in some states, minority students are
already in the majority. These demographic changes and the lack
of educational progress among minorities have enormous
implications, not only for our schools and universities, but for
our future work force.

IMPLICATIONS FOR OUR WORK FORCE

If the United States is to compete successfully, we must be able
to develop and use advanced technology, and have the best-educated
and best-trained work force in the world, not merely in leadership
positions, but throughout the system. Developing the talents of
minorities who, along with white women and immigrants are projected
to constitute almost 90 percent of the net growth of our work force
for the rest of this century, is not an option but a necessity; the
need is not eventual but immediate. The majority of all new jobs
between now and the year 2000, according to the Hudson Institute's
"Workforce 2000, " will require postsecondary education. The uneven
quality of our current work force and of each year's products from
our educational system leave the nation increasingly vulnerable and
ought to create a greater sense of urgency.

SOME MYTHS ABOUT MINORITIES

In addition to the lack of recognition of a pending national
emergency, there are other barriers standing between minority youth
and a quality education. Among the most difficult of these are
certain myths that shape the public's understanding of what is at
stake, and of what can be accomplished. The most pernicious of
myths is the widely held view that learning is due to innate
abilities and that minorities are simply less capable of
educational excellence than whites. Many others see the situation
as hopeless; they believe the problems minorities face are so
overwhelming, that society is incapable of providing effective
responses. Quality education for all is seen as a luxury since not
all jobs presently require creativity and problem solving skills.
Indeed, education is seen as an expense, not as an investment in
our future. Many hold the view that equity and excellence in
education are in conflict. Such beliefs not only result in poor
education for minorities but for nonminorities as well.

Other major obstacles to achieving quality education for minorities
include low expectations, tracking, and inadequate school
financing. Students must not only hear that "all children can
learn," they must feel that they are truly valued and that they
can achieve academic success. In the first few days of school,
judgments are made about the ability of children. Some, it is
decided, are advanced, some are average, and some are behind, and
so the tracking and ability grouping begin. In most of our school
systems, this decision effectively seals the child's fate,
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sometimes for life. Students classified as slow almost never catch
up and school rapidly becomes a forum for failure, not an arena for
success. By the time these children are in middle schools,
tracking intensifies and options begin to close. It is minority
children who are disproportionally placed in lower, non-academic
tracks. Further, schools serving large numbers of minority-
students often have the fewest resources, the. most crowded
classrooms, and the lowest per-pupil expenditure ratios.

OVERCOMING OBSTACLES: RESTRUCTURING AMERICAN SCHOOLS

Providing quality education for minorities can lead to quality
education for everyone. Restructuring America's schools can create
systems that incorporate the lessons learned from the many
successful grassroots efforts to improve minority education in
place around the country. Restructuring means making fundamental
changes in the rules, roles, and relationships in schools. A
restructured school would make student achievement the main
criterion against which teachers, principals, and administrators
are judged and rewarded. A restructured system would decentralize
decisions about how to improve learning and would increase the
involvement of teachers, principals, parents, and child development
professionals in school policy discussions. Restructured schools
are central to the provision of quality aducation .o. .±,,i,
When quality education becomes a reality for al children,
resources used for remedial education purposes can be reallocated
to the educational benefit of all students.

GOALS

Within the framework of restructured schools, it should be possible
by the Year 2000 to have an educational system that will deliver
quality education to minority youth if we act now. Restructuring
alone, however, will not be sufficient. We must ensure that
minority students start school Prepared to learn. To accomplish
this, we must increase support for such programs a the Women,
Infants, and Children (WIC) Program, double the participation in
child nutrition programs, increase federal and state funding for
child care programs so that all poor children can participate,
increase the support of Head Start so that 100 percent of eligible
children can participate, and invest in new approaches to involving
parents in theeducation of their children.-

Even with restructured schools, we must take additional steps to
ensure that the academic achievement of minority youth is at a
level that will enable them. upon graduation from high school, to
enter the work force or colleae fully Prepared to be successful
and not in need of remedial education. Strategies include the
elimination of tracking; the development of a set of core
competencies, including computer literacy; promoting and supporting
the learning of at least two languages by every child; stimulating
and nourishing positive values; creating small learning
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-communities; implementing science and mathematics curriculum
reforms; extending the school day and year to minimize summer loss
and maximize exposure to mathematics and science; encouraging
participation in community service programs; providing health
education and on-site health services; and focusing on life skills.

Other educational goals that must be met if we are to ensure that
minorities receive a quality education include:

- significantly increasing the participation of minority
students in higher education with a special emphasis on
the study of mathematics, science, and engineering;

- strengthening and increasing the number of teachers of
minority students;

- strengthening the school-to-work transition so that minority
students who do not choose college leave high school
prepared with the skills necessary to participate
productively in the world of work and with the foundation
to upgrade their skills and advance their careers; and

- providing quality out-of-school experiences and
opportunities to supplement the schooling of minority
youth and adults.

Priority should be given to strategies to strengthen the transition
to the world of work including providing summer and academic year
internships and apprenticeships; doubling the capacity of the Job
Corps; and expanding and improving basic education and training
services under the Job Training Partnership Act.

ESTIMATED COSTS

To implement any of the recommended strategies in the nation's
16,000 school districts would require substantial new funding. For
example, addina just one extra day to the school year in all of the
districts combined would cost $922 million. To add 40 days as we
propose, would require $37 billion alone. However, if we were to
initially focus on the 25 largest predominantly minority schools
systems with their approximately 4.2 million students, the annual
costs for the additional two months of schooling would be
approximately $4 billion.

To fully fund Head Start, which currently reaches fewer than 20
percent of all eligible 3- to 5- year olds, would require an
additional $4.5 billion annually. To double the Job Corps would
require an additional annual outlay of $630 million. Full
implementation of the recommendations in the Action Plan in the 22
largest predominantly minority school systems along with full
funding of selected national priorities such as Head Start, the Job
Corps, and Bilingual Education annually would require an additional
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$27 billion.

MEETING THE CHALLENGE

Despite its frequent failure to live up to its highest aspirations.
the greatness of the United States has always derived from its
ability to blend the strengths of very different kinds of people.
It is perhaps the only country in history deliberately founded not
on the past, but on the future it set out to achieve. The true
gift of America is the ability to translate lofty goals into tasks
that men and women could grasp and achieve. America has succeeded
because it has been able to bring its most precious national
resource to bear on the tasks at hand: a diverse and talented
people.

The one force that has sustained and empowered all our people, has
been the power of education. It has been our schools that have
equipped individuals to take their places in the great work of
transforming visions into realities. Minority children, by right
and by virtue of their unlimited potential surely deserve their own
role as visionaries and builders. The door to the future for every
child is first and foremost the door to the schoolhouse.
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Representative SOLARZ. Thank you very much.
Mr. Packer, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ARNOLD PACKER, SENIOR RESEARCH FELLOW,
HUDSON INSTITUTE

Mr. PACKER. Thank you, Congressman Solarz.
I am in the unenviable position of being on one of those commis-

sions that Congressman Scheuer wondered about. I come here as a
senior fellow at the Hudson Institute, but will in the next week or
two move over to be executive director of SCANS, which is the Sec-
retary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills. William Brock
will chair. And I think the Secretary would love it if we could all
get done within a weekend at Airlie House or someplace else.

Representative SoLARz. How about Greenbriar? [Laughter.]
Mr. PACKER. I would like to talk for a moment about the work

we are completing at Hudson on Workforce 2000. Much of the ma-
terial has already been made public. Indeed, there is a gap between
what the schools are doing and what the country's economy needs.
If we are going to grow at the 3 percent growth rate that is in the
President's budget and in most people's plans for a fully competi-
tive economy, we require an upgrading of 25 million Americans.
We come to that by comparing our projection of the skills needed
in the year 2000-assuming 3 percent growth-with the skills of
21- to 25-year-olds-as estimated by the Educational Testing Serv-
ice. We have too many people who are qualified for low-skill jobs
and not enough people qualified for higher skill jobs. If that contin-
ues, the economic maldistribution of income will continue to be
poor, as will be our productivity growth and our economic well-
being.

The report ends up with three recommendations. They are more
technical than policies that require more money.

One recommendation is to define and measure the functional
competencies required in the new workplace. As Tony Carnevale
has said, things have changed since 1940 in most of the world, but
perhaps least of all in the educational world. Many things are
taught in 1990 as they were taught in 1940. And so, we have to see
what the new skills are, and to obtain agreement on that.

Second, I think we need to begin to use technology. Education is
an information industry. Every information industry has been
transformed dramatically by technology which meant not only
hardware, but training people to use it. We think that you need to
use technology in education. We need to train teachers in how
technology might best be deployed so that the personal attention
that youngsters need is, indeed, given to them. Teachers should not
be lecturing in what some people call drill and kill-kill the stu-
dents' enthusiasm-kinds of activities.

Third, we need to develop efficient incentives for creating a co-
ordinated system. I would like just to mention one. Today most of
education is paid for on a dollar per instructional hour basis. That
is, the Los Angeles Unified School District receives money from the
-State of California, and the payment is based on how much time
the student spends there. As my colleague, Bill Johnston, has said,
it is like paying for a restaurant meal depending on how long the
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cook has kept the food in the oven and not on what the dish looks
like when it reaches your table. And that has to change.

I have asked the following of some educators. Assume I could
reduce the time it took for somebody, let's say an adult, to get
through a program from 4 months to 3 months. If the same stuff
were taught then the same school with the same number of teach-
ers could produce one-third more education. The educators said it
would not make any difference. There are only 365 days in a year.
We get paid on a daily basis. If you could get them through twice
as fast, three times as fast, the amount of money we get would be
the same. There is no payment for competencies.

Which brings us back to the first recommendation which is that
we need competencies defined, and that is what the SCANS Com-
mission-that William Brock will chair-is intended to do. At-
tached to my prepared statement is a list of the members. The. first
meeting is on the 18th of this month. We hope to have a report not
in a weekend, but in a year. I did not think it is another study. It is
really an attempt to say what is it that people should have when
they leave high school tw meet the requiremeents thant MR McBav
just stated?

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Packer follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARNOLD PACKER

Mr. Chairman: Thank you for the opportunity to participate

in these important hearings.

I appear before you this afternoon as a Senior Research Fellow

for the Hudson Institute where I was co-director of the Work Force

2000 project. I will spend a few minutes discussing the results

of our latest work on that project which is drawing to a close.

My position with the Institute is also coming to a close. I

will be resigning this month to become Executive Director of

"Secretary [Dole's] Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills" or

SCANS. The latter part of my testimony will describe the

Commission.

Preparing Work force 2000

The original results of the project were published almost

three years ago as WorkForce 2000: Work and Workers for the 21st

Century. The report documented the changing demographics of our

labor force and the increasing skill requirements of our

transforming economy. The report concluded with six

recommendations, including a call to improve the educational

preparation of all workers.

At about the time that WorkForce 2000 was published my co-

author, Bill Johnston, and I wrote a op-ed article that appeared

in the Washington Post entitled "Watch Out for the Coming Boom."

It- suggested that a long period of non-inflationary growth was

likely if the recommendations were followed. That prediction has

a
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been fairly accurate. However, in the last year or so we have seen

the federal reserve move to slow the economy from about 3% growth

to 2% in order to forestall inflation. Over the 1985-90 period the

economy has performed half-way between the low and base case

forecasts of WorkForce 2000.

A 3% growth path is built into the Administration's long-range

forecast and is consistent with a competitive world-class economy

that will provide good jobs at good wages for American workers.

This growth path is unattainable without substantially improving

the skills of the U.S. workforce. Thus, a failure to restructure

education will keep the economy from its potential of 3% growth and

comprumise Our long-term. goals.

Since 1987 my work has focussed on a portion of the

educational challenge and will be reported in a forthcoming Hudson

Institute publication, Preparing Workforce 2000. The report

compares the skills needed for a 3%-growth economy and the skills

of 21 to 25 year olds as reported by the Educational Testing

Service. There is a gap. Twenty-five million workers need to be

upgraded in the 1990's to meet the 3% goal. On a scale from one

to six (developed by the Department of Labor), young people have

a language skills level of 2.6. New jobs, in a 3%-growth economy,

will require skills of 3.6.

The attached table illustrates the problem in occupational

terms. Too many of the young people are qualified for such jobs as
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THE SKILLS GAP

Young

Workers**

Langruage

Skill Level
Population

Less than 2.0

1.15
1.64
1.71

Net New Jobs*

Selected

Classifications

Helpers, Laborers
Machine Operators
Extractive Workers
Other

SUBTOTAL

New 51

(000's)

(205)
(-179)
(-29)

-(-438
-441

hare of Sham

FW Jobs

(%) (%)

- 1.7 LO

Transportation
Construction
Mechanics
Service
Plant/System

Operations
Other

SUBTOTAL

More than 2.75

2.90
3.56
4.02
4.42
5.13

5.79

20.7

Admin. Support
Marketing & Sales
Technicians
Managerial
Health Diagnosis

and Treating
Lawyers and Judges
Other

SUBTOTAL

TOTAL 25950

* let job growth 1984-2000 (workforce 2000 Base Case)
Share at spacified skill tean from the NAEP Survey of Yoeung adlt

100.0 100.0

2.0 to 2.75

2.01
2.21
2.66
2.58
2.67

(751)
(595)
(966)

(5957)
(36)

984781
9783 37.7 78.3

(3620)
(4151)
(1389)
(4284)
(1303)

(326)
(15356
16608 64.0
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helpers and laborers (skill level 1.15) or service workers (skill

level 2.58), while a healthy economy requires more marketing and

salespersons (skill level 3.56) and technicians (skill level 4.02).

The gap can be divided among its causal forces. More than

half of the mismatch results from the increasing demands of the new

workplace. Only about 10% is due to changing demographics. The

remaining third represents the normal difference between young and

experienced workers.

The current education system will neither keep the U.S.

internationally competitive nor provide a rising standard of

living. The entire system -- from pre-school toddlers to graduate

education and continuing education of professionals -- needs to be

improved. However, the falling wages of those who have not

attended college indicates that it is especially important to

upgrade their functional workplace competencies.

Wage increases have slowed to a crawl since 1973. Adjusted

for inflation, average hourly earnings were lower in 1989 than they

were in 1973. The wages of male high school dropouts, however,

fell 42% between 1973 and 1986. Wages of those with a high school

diploma, but no-more education, fell by 28%.

These non-college-bound students have been called "the

forgotten half". The falling wages of the forgotten half may

reflect their falling productivity. If that is so then much of the

overall slowdown in the nation's productivity growth comes from the

neglect of the non-college-bound.

Thus, the new Hudson report projects competency deficits for
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25 million Americans in the 1990's. It recommends concentrating

efforts on what may be called the workplace competency (WPC)

system: the high schools and "second chance" institutions that

prepare students unlikely to go to a four-year college for work.

The recommended solution comes in three parts:

1. Defining and measuring the functional competencies required

in the new workplace.

2. Using technology and trained teachers to allow students to

learn these competencies in motivating and individualized

ways.

3. Developing efficient incentives for creating a coordinated,

high-quality, system.

SCANS

On February 20, 1990 Secretary Dole announced the formation

of SCANS, the Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills.

The purposes of the Commission are similar to those of the first

of these three recommendations. In April the Secretary announced

that the Honorable William Brock, who initiated the WorkForce 2000

project when he was Secretary of Labor, had agreed to chair SCANS.

Ms. Dole also announced the 30 members of the commission. Their

names are attached to this testimony.

The commission has four objectives:

A. Define skills for work readiness. Dividing the job-market

into a few industry or occupationally-based families of jobs, what

competencies or skills are needed to obtain, advance in, and retain
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a job? I should emphasize that we are not talking about narrow

vocational skills but generic skills that will be valuable for

millions of workers; for example, the ability to follow written and

oral instructions or the ability to develop and follow a schedule

and budget.

B. Establish acceptable levels of Proficiency for these

skills. If, for example, taking a phone message accurately is a

skill needed for the office-job cluster what error rate is

unacceptable? How complicated a budget must the student

comprehend?

C. Develop criteria for measuring these skills. How can

students and (separately) education programs be assessed?

D. Establish wavs to disseminate the results to education and

business. The SCANS report will not be, I emphasize, a national

curriculum. Curricula are a state and local responsibility.

Hopefully, school boards and school superintendents will find the

SCANS results useful if they are part of the process and know of

the results. What on-going processes are needed to call forth the

action that must be taken by students, employers, and the education

community?

SCANS will seek to help the nation achieve its economic goals

by improving the nation's competitiveness and increasing the

productivity and real wages of the non-college bound or "forgotten

half." SCANS will also help the nation reach four of the six goals

declared in President Bush's State of the Union message and

described more fully by the National Governor's Association:
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1. Reduce the dropout rate. SCANS can help by making

school curriculum more relevant, by facilitating workplace-based

education, and by changing tests from a screening device to an

assessment-and-remedy device.

2. Enable 12th graders to demonstrate that they have the

competencies adeauate to perform entry level lobs. SCANS can help

by defining the competencies and helping to develop assessment

tools that can provide meaningful certification of competencies.

3. Raise achievement in math and science. SCANS can help

by determining the math and science skills needed on the job and

developing assessment tools. The objective is to influence

curricula in these two areas (e.g., do employers prefer competency

in statistics to trigonometry?) and motivate all students to study

these subjects because they are relevant to the workplace.

4. Insure that all adults are literate and have the

skills needed to maintain employment. SCANS can help by defining

the skills needed to obtain a job, benefit through training, and

climb a career ladder. High schools, "second chance" programs and

workplace-based learning will then have clear-cut objectives.

The first meeting of the Commission is scheduled for May 18,

1990. Although, the Commission has a life of two years we

anticipate a first report in approximately 12 months from that

first meeting.
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Members of the
Secretary's Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills

Chairman

William E. Brock
President
The Brock Group

Business

Edward Aguirre
President
Aguirre International

J. Veronica Biggins
Director of Public Affairs and Municipal Relations
The Citizens and Southern Georgia Corporation

Walton E. Burdick
Senior Vice President, Personnel
International Business Machines Corporation

James D. Burge
Corporate Vice President
Director of Government Affairs
Motorola, Inc.

Bruce Carswell
Senior Vice President, Human Resources
GTE Corporation

Thomas W. Chapman
President
Greater Southeast Community Hospital, Inc.

Frank P. Doyle
Senior Vice President, Corporate Relations Staff
General Electric Company

Badi G. Foster
President
AEtna Institute for Corporate Education
AEtna Life and Casualty

William H. Gregory
President
Gregory Forest Products

or
Gregory Affiliates
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Madelyn P. Jennings
Senior Vice President, Personnel
Gannett Company, Inc.

Richard E. Rivera
President and Chief Executive Officer
TGI Friday's Inc.

Roger D. Semerad
President
RJR Nabisco Foundation

John Zimmerman
Senior Vice President, Human Resources
MCI Communications

Labor

Charles E. Bradford
Director, Apprenticeship, Employment and Training
President IAM CARES
International Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers

Sandra Feldman
President
United Federation of Teachers

Jay H. Foreman
Executive Vice President and Executive to the President
United Food and Commercial Workers

Yvette Herrera
Assistant to the Executive Vice President-Training
Communications Workers of America

Joan Patterson
Administrative Assistant
UAW Chrysler Department
Executive Co-Director
UAW-Chrysler National Training Center

Gary D. Watts
Senior Director
National Center for Innovation in Education
National Education Association
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Education

James P. Black
Cooperative Education Coordinator
Lauderdale County Board of Education

Gloria J. Conn
Regional Vocational Administrator
Wayne County Intermediate School District

Gabriel Cortina
Associate Superintendent
Los Angeles Unified School District

Steffen Palko
Executive Vice President
Cross Timber Oil Company

Dale Parnell
President and Chief Executive Officer
American Association of Community and Junior Colleges

Lauren B. Resnick
Director
Learning Research and Development Center
University of Pittsburg

Thomas G. Sticht
President
Applied Behavioral & Cognitive Sci-eices

Maria Tulkeva
Principal
Bell Multi-Cultural High School

Sharyn Marr Wetjen
Principal
High School Redirection

State Officials

Patricia L. Brockett
Acting Director
Iowa Department of Commerce

Gerald Whitburn
Secretary
Department of Industry, Labor and Human Relations
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Representative SoLARZ. Thank you very much.
Ms. Simms, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF MARGARET C. SIMMS, DEPUTY DIRECTOR OF RE-
SEARCH, JOINT CENTER FOR POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC STUD-
IES
Ms. SIMMS. Congressman Solarz, I appreciate the opportunity to

testify before the committee this afternoon. In my prepared state-
ment, I addressed only a few of the questions that were in your in-
vitation.

Over the course of the afternoon, we have heard many times
about the demographic changes and their implications for the labor
force. Just to put out a few numbers, the most recent labor force
projections by the Bureau of Labor Statistics show that the black
labor force is expected to grow at twice the rate of the white labor
force, and the Hispanic and Asian labor forces are expected to in-
crease between three and four times as rapidly. At the margin,
that makes more of a difference than it does in terms of looking at
the overall composition of the work force. So, entry-level workers
are more likely to be minority than has been the case in the past.

Ms. McBay has talked about the failure of the education system
and the extent to which minorities fail to make it through the
system at the rate they should. This failure has serious implica-
tions for national security and for national productivity. It also has
implications for individual well-being and the contributions that
the individuals can make to the Nation and to their community.

To give you some idea of the importance of education, I believe
that earlier testimony talked about the extent to which lack of
postsecondary education reduces employment and earnings oppor-
tunities. Certainly that is already evident. Over the last 15 years,
there has been a decline in real earnings among young males re-
gardless of race, but the serious earnings drops have been borne by
black males, particularly those without a high school degree. A re-
cently completed study by the National Academy of Sciences esti-
mates that black males will spend approximately a third of their
working years either unemployed or out of the labor force. That is
clearly a waste in terms of the Nation's well-being.

I would like to talk just a little bit about training programs,
since we have not heard nearly as much about that. During the
first part of the past decade, the Federal Government redesigned
many of its education and training initiatives. They reduced the
level of funding and left more discretion to the States.

Emphasis within JTPA was on increased efficiency, and on im-
mediate postprogram job placement. And, indeed, by the standards
that were set, the program did achieve many of its goals. However,
there was a serious cost in making that achievement, and that is
that the program was less likely to serve those with serious learn-
ing and skill deficiencies, and that was a special problem for youth
and minority youth who had low levels of basic skills.

There has been a change in the nature of these programs and a
new emphasis on trying to combine basic skills, basic and remedial
education, with job specific skills. However, this is not inexpensive.
As earlier testimony indicates, the JTPA system has been serving
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about 6 percent of those eligible. Most generous estimates for youth
are maybe 13 percent, and those are based on some dubious as-
sumptions. If we are going to make a serious dent in the second
chance programs, it is going to require additional resources.

Just to come back to the issue of restructuring schools, it is cer-
tainly true that some aspects of restructuring will not require addi-
tional funds, but it is hard to believe that we can make a serious
improvement without adding money and without adding money on
the part of the National Government. I guess our highest level of
participation by the Federal Government at the elementary and
secondary level was achieved at the end of the 1970's with about 10
percent of the funds spent in elementary and secondary education
provided by the Federal Government. But for some school districts,
the poorest districts, the ones with highest concentrations of minor-
ity students, those funds were much larger percentages. Some esti-
mate that for some districts it was as much as one-third of the
funds that they received.

While there is a tendency to look at the State governments asthe sources of funding for education And for some of the training
under work-welfare programs and other initiatives, it is not within
the ability of some States and some States are not willing to put in
the resources that are necessary. If the Federal Government does
not participate, the benefits will accrue to those individuals who
are residents of the few States that are willing to put in the re-
sources necessary.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Simms, together with attach-ments, follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARGARET C. SIMMS*

The Role of Education and Training in
Our Nation's Economic Security

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I appreciate the opportunity to address the Joint Economic

Committee on the role of education and training in our nation's

economic security. It is not possible to address all of the

questions raised in the letter of invitation during the time

allotted to me, so I have chosen to focus on the following:

* Why are our current education and job training systems

failing to meet the needs of certain population groups

and how does that affect our economic and political

security?

* Should job training be a public or private

responsibility?

* What current education and training programs are most

effective and would benefit from additional resources?

* What are the Federal government's responsibilities in

the U.S. education and training system?

The Preparation of the Future Workforce

In the past few years, a great deal of emphasis has been

placed on the changing demographics of the population and the

implications of those changes for the workforce. The most recent

labor force projections by the Bureau of Labor Statistics show

that the black labor force is expected to grow nearly twice as

fast as the white labor force and the Hispanic and Asian labor

forces are expected to increase between three and four times as

*The author is Deputy Director of Research at the Joint Center
for Political and Economic Studies. This testimony represents
her personal views and does not necessarily reflect those of the
Joint Center or its sponsors.
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rapidly.1 The result, a labor force in which immigrants, native-

born minorities and white women will be over 80% of the entry

workers by the year 2000, is a statistic recited by many

corporate leaders and public policy makers. However, the

implications of these statistics are being discussed by only ac

small proportion of the group.

The failure to come to grips with the implications of the

changing demographics will have serious repercussions for the

nation. Few minority communities have the private or collective

resources to pay for the investment in human capital that is

necessary. These deficiencies are readily apparent in the

educational attainment and employment status of mAny !n tho

population groups that are growing segments of the work force.

For example, while the median educational level of blacks has

increased rapidly in the post-Civil Rights era, the rate of-

college attendance and completion has dropped over the past

decade. Moreover, high school dropout rates among blacks and

Hispanics in inner cities is extremely high and the average

achievement level of those who persist to graduation falls below

national norms.

The failure to improve educational opportunities for all

portions of our population will have serious consequences for the
nation. The labor market projections for the future show not
only changes in the work force, but changes in the nature of the

lBureau of Labor Statistics, Monthly Labor Review, November1989 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office, 1989).
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jobs that will be available. A larger proportion of the jobs

will require some postsecondary education, especially the jobs

that-pay high wages. The growing importance of education beyond

high school has already been revealed in the decline in real

wages over the past 15 years for young males without any

postsecondary education. While the drop in real wages was most

severe for black males, white and Hispanic males suffered real

wage losses as well.2

Government Responsibility for Training

These somewhat alarming statistics call for government

action for several reasons.3 While most of the gains from

education and training accrue to either the worker or the

employer, there are several social objectives that would lead the

government to participate in the training process. When there

are sufficient numbers of skilled workers in the available labor

pool, expansion in employment can take place with minimal

disruption to production. However, when there is a shortage of

workers, production is disrupted and labor costs increase as

employers bid up wages to attract the limited number of workers

available. While much of the shortage may disappear in time, the

2Andrew Sum and Neal Fogg, "The Changing Economic Fortunes
of Young Black Men in the New American Economy of the 1980s."
Testimony before the House Select Committee on Children, Youth,
and Families, Washington, D.C., July 25, 1989.

3This section of testimony draws heavily from a paper on
"The Effectiveness of Government Training Programs," completed
for the Department of Labor, Commission on Workforce Quality and
Labor Market Efficiency, June 1989.
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economy suffers from lags in production and that affects the

domestic Gross National Product and reduces the United States'

competitiveness abroad. Therefore, society would benefit if the

government facilitated the process by which workers upgraded

existing skills and acquired new ones. This may be especially

true if employment expansion is taking place in small firms which

may not have the working capital or management cadre to provide

training for their workers.

Another societal objective may be to assist individuals who

could not otherwise obtain employment at wages high enough to

make them self-sufficient. Individuals who lack basic or job-

specific skills have difficulty obtaining moderate or high wage

jobs. The society then bears a double burden. The productive

work effort is lost and the government frequently pays costs in

terms of public assistance income and through crime and other

anti-social behavior. During the past fifteen years, workers who

did not have the basic skills and training to take new job-

opportunities were increasingly likely to leave the labor force.

This group was disproportionately composed of workers with -less

than a high school education.4

4 Margaret C. Simms, "Black Participation in the Post-WorldWar II Economy," a discussion paper prepared for the Committee onPolicy for Racial Justice, Joint Center for Political Studies,April 1986.
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The Cost and Effectiveness of Training Programs

During the first part of the past decade, the Federal

government redesigned many of its education and training

initiatives, reducing the level of funding and leaving more

discretion to the states. To promote efficiency in the training

programs, an increased emphasis was placed on reduced training

periods and post-program job placement. These standards had an

adverse effect on enrollment of individuals with serious skill

deficiencies. This problem was particularly acute for youth,

when other outcomes aside from immediate employment might be

preferred, especially for those with low basic' skills.

In the past two or three years, renewed emphasis has been

placed on providing more intensive programs for youth, such as

JOBSTART and STEP which combine basic education with skills

training. Some of the same principles are being applied, at

least in principle, for portions of the disadvantaged adult

population. Unfortunately, this policy approach is quite

expensive. Past programs, which have averaged $ 1,500 per

person, are estimated to have served between 5 and 13% of the

eligible population. The more intensive initiatives that have

been shown to work will cost considerably more. If we are to

reach greater proportions of those in need of services, the

financial resources devoted to this effort must be greatly

increased.
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Needed Imnrovements in the Educational System

In the long run, improved employability will come from an

educational system that is more responsive to the needs of a

diverse student population and more attentive to the needs of the

labor market. Reform of the public school system has been under

discussion for most of the past decade. The pursuit of

excellence, however, has not always included appropriate

attention to the minority students who constitute the majority in

many school districts. As noted by the eminent black scholar,

John Hope Franklin in a policy statement on education for black

children:5

For economic reasons, if no other, this society will have to
Day far a Aator . to,.. eve e- .-A a
diversity of students currently enrolled in our public
schools and provide them with the tools they need to become
productive citizens.

The Need for Federal Funding

It is true that "restructuring" schools by changing the way

schools are organized and the way students, teachers, decision-

makers, and parents interact is an important feature of school

reform, but improved educational opportunity cannot be achieved

without increasing the financial resources devoted to the

endeavor. Moreover, some substantial part of the resources must

come from the Federal government. While the national government

provided only a small proportion of the funding for elementary

5Committee on Policy for Racial Justice, Visions of a Better
Way: A Black Anmraisal of Public Schooling (Washington, D.C.
Joint Center for Political Studies, 1989).
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and secondary education in the late 1970s, it provided as much as

one-third of the funds for the poorest school districts. 6 In

addition, reviews of state and local initiatives in both

education and training, reveal wide variation in the willingness

and ability of states and localities to contribute to education

and training for disadvantaged populations. The Federal

government must ensure that the services received by its citizens

are not extremely sensitive to geographic location.

In 1988, the Joint Center published a volume on Black

Economic Progress, which identified several social programs that

were crucial for human resource development. In taking note of

the workforce 2000 issues mentioned at the beginning of my

testimony, the Economic Policy Task Force of the Joint Center

states:7

For these new workers to make a successful entrance into the
workforce, the existing employment and training programs
will have to be strengthened... For children and youths, the
basic educational system needs to be improved so that they
can make the transition to work with skills in reading,
writing, mathematics and logic that will provide the
foundation they need to adapt to change in the labor market
of the future.

What is at stake, they note, is not just the future of blacks,

but the future of all Americans.

6 June A. O'Neill and Margaret C. Simms, "Education," in Ih&
Reagan Experiment edited by John L. Palmer and Isabel V. Sawhill
(Washington, D.C.: The Urban Institute, 1982).

7Margaret C. Simms (editor), Black Economic Proaress: An
Acenda for the 1990s (Washington, D.C.: Joint Center for
Political Studies, 1988).
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Falling Behind Despite Employment Gains
While Blacks Gained Jobs in 1988,

They Made Little Advancement Compared to White Workers

by Dr. Margaret C. Simms

R eceru repons from the Department of Labor bear
good news, at least on the surface: in 1988 black
unemployment reached its lowest level since 1974,

with black workers gaining jobs at a faster tate than
whites. Nevenheless. as in past years, there is a flip-side
to these reports. Blacks lagged far behind whites in em-
ployment. remaining two-and-a-half tnres as likely to be
unemployed.

Furthermore, the increase in jobs did not bring improve.
ments in the standard of living for many black workers and
their families. For even when black Americans worked full.
time, a significant proportion were unable to earn enough
to keep their families out of poverty. Thus, while some
gains were made in 1988, the economic status of black
workers and their families remained precarious. And
neither newly passed federal legislation, such as the Family
Security Act of 1988, nor legislative proposals to aise the
minimum wage are likely to make a significant reduction in
poverty among lower-income workers.

Fallng Behind Despite Gains
During 1988, the nation's sitth year of uninterrupted

economic eapansion. approiimately 2.5 million jobs were
added to the U.S. economy. Almost 14 percent of these
new jobs (349,000) were filled by black workers. (Hispan-
ics filed an even higher percentage of ese jobs-IS
percent-although they make up a smaller share of the
labor market). The combination of new and preexisting
jobs teld by blacks resulted in a higher proportion em-
ployed in 1988 than in any year since the Bureau of Labor
Statistics began tabulating such data separately for blacks
in 1972. In spite of this, employment for much of the black
cominutty still falls far behind white employment

The unemployment rate for the nation as a whole fell
from 6.2 petcent in 1987 to 5.5 percent in 1988. The rte
fell hurthr for blacks than for whites-though from a much
higher starting point-dropping from 127 to 11.7 percent
while the white rate dropped from 5.4 to 4.7 percent. (See
table 1.)

The unemployment rate is but one measure of labor
market position. Since unemployment rates are affected by

Dr. Sirns iso n econr-im snd is a deputy director of reseorrh ot
th Joird Cenor for Poeiicol Stud,..

withdrawal from the labor market a more useful measure
is the percentage of the population that holds jobs. Using
this measure, differences are more easily observed. While
employment among black women in the prime working
years (between the ages of 25 and 54) i similar to that for
white women (67.0 percent compared to 69.9 percenO,
black adult men, by contrasL are significanly less likely to
be holding jobs than their white counterparts. Nearly 91
percent of white men in this age group are employed,
while the corresponding black rate is 80 percent. Racsal
disnariti"n in nvnr .m,_-_, _ ..=-
workers were even more severe for teenagers (between
the ages of 16 and 19) and young adultas (aes 20 to 24).
Black teenagei2 in fact, made few labor market gains
during 1988 (see 'Black Youth Face an Uncertain jobs
Future-' Focus, April 1988).

Job Quallty and Wages
Being employed is not the only factor affecting the

well-being of the worker and his or her family. Earnings,
benefits, and oppoiunities for career advancement are
also important Here again, blacks are not as well situated
as whites. In 1988. neary 50 percent of employed blacks
were grouped in the occupations of service worker,
operator (such as machine operator and truck driver).
fabncator (such as welder or assembler), or Laborer. These

(Continued on page 0

Table 1. Unermployment Rales of Ihe U.S. Population by
Race, Gender, and Age, 1988

l0hl Prpulat-
(cpg 16ondomr) 4.7% 4.7w 4.7 111.7 S 11.7 11.7
Agas lfo 19 13,9 12.3 13.1 32.7 32.0 32.4
Ages20 b24 7.4 6.7 7.1 19.4 19.8 19.6
Ago 25 t 54 3.8 3.9 3.9 8.9 9.4 9.2

5s-: U.S. Dqp _eA of Icr. 8ou d lobs Sskrs,
1*.mi ed Ee*O,-aJ. 1989.

FOCUS/APRIL 1989 5
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Black EmtploymeZfnt headed families with Only On adult wag earner. For female-
Blc k mlomntirefmpg 5headed families that earned income, the median weekly

(Cosstlrsuedtom pageS earnings (including wages from al members) were only

occupations tend to pay lower wages and offer less job $291 a week. Even among those that enjoyed full-year
stability than most others. The next largest segment of employment, half brought in incomes that fell within 125
black workers is found in the administratuve support percent of the poverty line. Black married couples hardly
occupations (such as clerk typist), where wages ame also fared beuer when they had only one wage earner in the
modest. Less than 20 percent of black workers were household Median fatmily earnings for this group were
employed in managerial, professional, and techdical only 5281 a week, 65 percem of the corresponding earn-
occupations, where not only are salaries higher but ings for similar white families. On average, black families
opportunities for additional training and upward mobility moved ino the middle-income category only when they
are greater. had two or more people bringing home an earned income.

Few black workers earned enough in 1988 to raise their
families above the poverty line. Mist was especially tuue for (ContHnued onpage 8)

low-Wage Earnersl and Poverty
It b somalmea rgisd that working St a lowwge job perent of povenry) lodnre -W (07.96-10.59/hwr

doa tot nesrly mean a Low Living satdd aince masy which waIS 1-20 r of poverty), and dsa d -
lo- wage -akmn see in familims whome oeshet also work. boto sq .($10.60/our sad abner).
Thouh this s tre Itn principle, It b fr more likely to bhe the lhextent to whieh bladc workoo. both m oad -. am!
caseinwhile flIesheadedhymen .tthanItsfi otbe s etowded into low-age job.o itrkLfg Stty-five pst of
typoo Am-g hledc bmii both h taok e and the likelihood of Ma me were esopoyd in the two lowIat wage Categoris
employmett se lower. And among U1 fBminmea wIth sploy- in 1984, while over 8O pcet of working hladc women held
meet toe, Macd faunllm have l1 eamlg than white obs in these tegori placdng the *1l a nr just above
iao-ll Dam from the Baeau of labor Stothtlc show that In poverty wagea. Even in monusfaosing, whidh is consosdy
198. ne ner fumles were mnoe Lkely dtan oehers to be do. thought of as high-.wage indasy, mwtr p-ertatoa bold
pendent M poo ey s nearpoe weelvy -- ho srsue. And in seam Is, d hh or-thOte wIth gesseray low wage

Many blsek workers emet povosy-leve wages me nin 1 the asu aduren-the vsat majorIty of hlade warkero, heldjohs eamlag
hWgge bdustres, codes to a seedy by the hntiete or povenfy Or ner-povefty wages.
Women's Poky e OWPI), a _iollgon-D.C bosd These wage i-el uggsot - eqspedaly sroenk threat to the

organization devoted to reseatch en os of special acenom to welfre of child. For all workers regardless of race, toe
wont In an nngoing study wih the Displaced tomoseakeso eming poveny-evel wages re te moat likely to live in
Network conadesed for the U.S. Depatment of Lbor (DO1 and howebold, with childn The atady sbow that black chfild
using daa from the Census Rtena's 1984 leIvy of L e were especially likely to be in such fbunle Tie moaJdry of
snd Program Participatlon (the mot nly *vie tbe blodc heads of household earned wages at or just sbove the
hnstitute identified how dos workeo' earsins ca tns e to she poviny level in 1984. seventy-stz poromt of Mlade m errisd mm
pvety Lem ($10.D 60 in 1980 Fia a fandly of four eve when with non king wives -med 97.95 or Less en hour. while 86
they wosked fil-ime. yearLound The retesedoo divided am- perocoft s inge black men wIth children obd similar earnh*L
ployment b.- haur wage cstegsole p-ny sr ($53/otur. Among bldsd wome the proportion were ee bglber: mue
wvfhe equaled the poweny Ine i 1984 if te worker was than 66 percnt of thow with childr nd no other eamer in
employed hWltme, fhll-> oesasesy isuraug ($5.31- the h ehold bad wages of $5.30 or tese while nther 2
7.95/bour, whic would put the worker betwen 100 sod W1 prt eaned uerpveny waes.

Tale 2. Employment by Wae Level far Black Workers In Households With Children Present, 1984 (numbers In thousands)

i.lm Ah- ai Msd.
Nwnhsr PONiV Po Msdri & Aba

n is WqP ie Wqae Wags Wags

LACK MALES
Monsd V86I COd-

>d ha 1,179 303 t252 348 29.1 221 118J7 307 126.0)
0ne E 822 409 149.81 217 126.41 107 113.01 89 110.81

B W blhCdd 498 315 163.31 1I 122.31 28 15.61 45 t9.01
WeWlh Chkdt 2,499 1,026 I4LI1 676 27.11 356 114.21 441 1 17h1

BLACK FEMAES

Ndssms 1,144 528 146.20 362 131.61 138 112.11 116 110.11
Osefos -.- 480'';- ' 375 126.71 87 117.81 19 13.91 8 I1l.6

S9,46 VW C 'ie ' 1,653 1,064 164A41 395 123.91 III 6271 83 l5

Wd WitOd 3,2806 1967 (59.9) 844 12517 268 1 8.2B 206 16.31

Sso: hki. hof Ws.os PBe Rsso - tdlcmo has ts Co BWoods 1984 Iy Wa ogm FtadtoP

6 APIL 1989/FOCUS

Fig
No. % No. X No. % No.
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Black Employment
(Cintaftutrm pap 6)

PoliCY ImpilktI ns
Recently adopted and proposed legislative initiauives

aimed at lifting poor families out of poverty will only be of
limited value. Bills H.ih2 and S.4 passed separately by
both houses of Congress to increase the minimum wage,
would still leave families supported by one minimum-wage
worker in poverty. Their proposal of S4.55 an hour would
result in wages that would still fail 20 percent below the
1988 poverty level for a family of four. (See box entided
'How the Poverty Level Is Determined ) Naturally any rise
in the minimum wage would be beneficial allowing poor
families to narrow the gap between their incone and the
poverty ievel. But the proposed increase would not move
families out of poverty altogether.

Furthermore, black families on welfare, partioularly
those headed by women, will be unlikely to work their
way out of poverty through the provisions of the Family
Security Act passed by Congress last year. This act is
designed to remove long-term welfare dependents from
the welfare rolls through employment and training pro.
grman (see -weitare: Depentency vs. tetormr- Focut, July
1988). However, if the jobs that women compleing these
programs are able to obtain prove to be anything like the
jobs that black working women currently otcupy. their
famiLes wili remain mired in poverty for years to some. .

How de Poverty Ldew ft Determine
PsodMJW mod rooted loirkked. are dooMA me being

e e or below the posnety WMe -Ig tdh poty bode
whichattested a_ the Socml Semeky Aalaron i 19164
mod - s dby the Polder tawmngency c e to 29
xed 198 e po.ny West b b d moldy anmm l
(camed or ahwle med thereore daes n mom the

elpt of _ b.b llke food htr It rele the
d _ff-M food pml reqokemo off f6mab, bmd -
fdrk klm md ooepomkl dert-d boos hd=rl owdle of
food onsumption In 1955 and 1961. m eTrly -ohs
showed thaJ Amakon families speo about * Ithd f theb
hl ne o food. CFbe pomty level for b mg-es wa therefor

taat drer e tes IbC moo of s adeq food
ledget.) 11bke I * adod amanally for dungops I the ame
of Ivng.

Se a hves - howee, thet tIn methed
d cslu o the threbold boo loop mropdate brect
d the heavy rellsoe so emergecy food budget that was
no memant to be used ideleely. TMe pewnty trbodk for
reent yeses ar siow.n beow. iitm An indadu wnrasg
hU14Ime a the cunrrentsolnlom a ge would e- mprox.
mely $7.010 * yer.l

Fomily of Forrdly of
Three i`rfom Feor Pt

1986 $8,737 $11,203
1987 9.056 11611
1988 9,431 12C091
S.r: U5. ixu ai he Cs
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The Committee on
Policy for Racial Justice:
Mission and Objectives

The Committee on Policy for Racial Justice con-
ducts independent intellectual inquiry in search of
solutions to problems confronting black Americans.
In that search the committee members rely on the
sage observations made by wise and courageous
black spokesmen who have preceded them. One
was Frederick Douglass who said, more than a
century ago, "If we are ever elevated, our elevation
will have been accomplished through our own instni-
mentality.... No People that has solely depended
upon [outside] . . . aid .. . ever stood forth in the
attitude of Freedom."

Another was William E. B. Du Bois who declared,
more than a half century ago, that the progress and
ultimate positive resolution of the struggle for racial
justice in the United States would depend on the
contributions of blacks themselves, who would use
their knowledge and skills-in economics, in social
policy, in public administration, and in political
theory and practice-as weapons in the ongoing
struggle for social justice.

The third trenchant observation was made by a great
modem leader, Martin Luther King, Jr., who said, "It
is not a sign of weakness, but a sign of high maturity
to rise to the level of self-criticism ... [which means]
critical thinking about ourselves as a people and the
course we have charted or failed to chart during
this period."

In this spirit, the Committee meets periodically to
review the condition of blacks in American society, to
inform itself and others about progress and failures in
the struggle for racial equality, and to seek to chart a
course that will advance the cause of justice for all.

vi
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Foreword

Seven years ago, the Joint Center's Committee on
Policy for Racial Justice held its first meeting at
Tarrytown, New York, to reflect on the condition of
blacks in American society. Since that time, this
unique group of black scholars has convened eleven
meetings and produced two essays-A Policy Frame-
work for Racial Justice, which delineated areas of
urgent concern for the black community, and Black
Initiative and Governmental Responsibility, an
examination of the often complicated relationship
between blacks and the federal government.

The second of these essays-published by the Joint
Center in 1987-received considerable public atten-
tion. "The report of these scholars," wrote Washing-
ton Post columnist David Broder, "is a major contri-
bution to framing a debate on the black community's
needs, and can return those issues to the place they
deserve on the national agenda."

We issue this third essay, Visions Of A Better Way:
A Black Appraisal Of Public Schooling, at a time
when education has become a major concern of the
American people. We hope that national, state, and
local governments, as well as corporations and
others interested in raising educational standards and
enhancing educational equity, will find this a use-
ful document.

The Joint Center is indebted to the members of the
Committee for their contributions to the publication
of this essay, to Catherine lino for her editing, and to
Constance Toliver for styling the document.

Eddie N. Williams
President
Joint Center for Political Studies

vii
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Preface

Of all the problems confronting the black commu-
nity today, none are mom critical to its future than
those related to education. The "interlocking effects
of deprivation," a phrase used by President Lyndon
Johnson in 1965, will not be resolved unless the
black community commits itself en masse to a dra-
matic improvement in the quality of public educa-
tion available to its children. Economic and social
progress in the United States has long been rooted in
access to quality education. What worked so well for
millions of immigrants must at last be made to work
for black Americans.

It is this subject which we address in our essay, the
third in a series of occasional papers that seek to
explore new avenues for improving the lives of black
Americans. Much has been written on education by
experts and commentators, based on research, obser-
vation, opinion polls, interviews, and analyses, and
yet our public school system continues to fail large
segments of our population. This is not because as a
society we are ignorant of what needs to be done or
even how to do it, but because for one reason or
another we have not been willing to attach the high-
est priority to education. Unless we do so, millions
of black youngsters will remain deprived of the
skills they need to function successfully in today's
environmenL

One of the most thoughtful and distinguished scholars
working in this field is Dr. Sara Lawrence Lightfoot,
professor of education at Harvard University and a
member of the Committee on Policy for Racial
Justice. We are fortunate indeed that she was willing
to provide the leadership and expertise required to
conceptualize and write this essay. With the colabo-
ration of her colleague, Dr. Michael Fultz, she
prepared the original document for discussion by the
Committee and then skillfully meshed the views and
ideas of the members into a coherent whole.

ix
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VISIONS OF A BETTR WAY

Our essay challenges the excuses made by those who
try to rationalize or justify the failures of a public
school system which prides itself on being an impor-
tant vehicle for upward mobility within society and
on being the foundation of American democracy. We
do not accept any of the facile arguments that seek to
evade responsibility for the chronic inequality in our
system of education. Second-class schooling for
black students, based frequently on low teacher
expectations, remains the norm in far too many
schools. This phenomenon as well as other barriers
to educational achievement are examined in detail in
our essay.

In looking at problems facing black students, we
intended not only to identify and define these prob-
lems but also to search for models of success-
schools that are able to educate the much broader,
more heterogeneous student population now enrolled
in our public schools. We found that such institutions
do exist and that one of their common characteristics
is a school environment in which students, parents,
teachers, principals, and the community are active
participants.

Significant changes are taking place in school sys-
tems around the country. More and more urban
schools have become predominantly black in the
composition of the student body, teaching staff, and
administrators. Roughly 1,580 blacks currently serve
as school board members and more than 125 as
school superintendents. Accession to office by
blacks, however, in no way guarantees that they will
be able to bring about significant changes quickly or
easily, since political power and economic resources
frequently remain firmly rooted in the old, mainly
white power structure. But the black community
must insist on educational excellence for its children,
regardless of who is in charge of the system.

Demographic realities point toward a work force
that by the year 2000 will look very different from
today's. For economic reasons, if no other, this
society will have to pay far greater attention to the
ethnic and cultural diversity of students currently
enrolled in our public schools and provide them with
the tools they need to become productive citizens. It
is encouraging to know that the black community's

x
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PREFACE

concern about the education of its children is shared
by at least some of America's most influential politi-
cal, corporate, and industrial leaders.
This essay should make it clear that we expect to be
active participants in the accelerating national debate
on the future of public education. We are eager to
share our recommendations for reforms with other
concerned individuals, particularly black leaders. We
identify three interconnected areas in which progres-
sive educational reform can be achieved:

* recognizing the centrality of human
relationships;

* eliminating barriers to effective teaching
and learning;

* mobilizing physical and political resources.

But the bottom line is that schools must assume the
responsibility of educating all children, regardless of
racial, ethnic, social, or economic background.
We hope you will find this essay a useful and persua-
sive document and will share our determination to
pursue a radical improvement in the quality of
American public education.

John Hope Franklin
April 1989

xi
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How many effective schools would you have to see to
be persuaded of the educability of poor children? If
your answer is more than one, then I suspect that you
have reasons of your ownfor preferring to believe
that basic pupil performance derivesfromfamnly
background instead of the schools response tofamily
background.

-Ronald Edmonds, 1979

< Introduction

We hold this truth to be self-evident: all black
children are capable of learning and achieving.
Otliers who have hesitated, equivocated, or denied
this fact have assumed that black children could not
master their schoolwork or have cautioned that blacks
were not "academically oriented." As a result, they
have perpetuated a myth of intellectual inferiority,
perhaps genetically based. These falsehoods prop up
an inequitable social hierarchy with blacks dispropor-
tionately represented at the bottom, and they absolve
schools of their fundamental responsibility to educate
all children, no matter how deprived.

Affirming the intellectual capability of black youth is
a political act, because the promise of equal opportu-.
nity and participatory democracy in the United States
depends on an egalitarian view of human potential.
Issues of black academic ability, social justice, and
community empowerment are thus inextricably
linked. Activism on behalf of better public education
can provide a sense of purpose for black communities
throughout the nation.

And what we must demand is this: tat the schools
shift their focus from the supposed deficiencies of the
black child-from the alleged inadequacies of black
family life-to the barriers that stand in the way of
academic success. Since the concept of the "cul-
turally deprived child" emerged in the early 1960s,
far too much attention has been paid to the character-

I
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VISIONS OF A BETTER WAY

What we must
demand is this: that
the schools shift their
focusfrom the sup-
posed deficiencies of
the black child-from
the alleged inadequa-
cies of blackfamily
life-to the barriers
that stand in the way
of academic success.

istics of black youth, particularly their deviations
from mainstream norms, rather than to the structural
mechanisms through which schools replicate the
divisions of the broader society.' We do not discount
the effects of poverty, racism, and segregation on
individuals. Societal hostility and neglect have taken
a tremendous toll upon our people; many of us have
internalized social pressures as self-doubt or even in
pathological responses, as scholars E. Franklin
Frazier and Kenneth Clark and writers Richard
Wright, Lorraine Hansberry, and James Baldwin have
vividly shown.2 Yet scattered examples of effective
schooling for poor and minority children, a few-
often unheralded-intervention models, and countless
instances of individual accomplishments convince us
that the essential problem lies not with the acadeinh;
potential of black children but with the unproductive
institutional arrangements, lowered expectations, and
narrow pedagogical processes that characterize the
American educational system.

The late Ron Edmonds, a leader of the effective
schools movement, wrote in 1979, "Repudiation of
the social science notion that family background is
the principal cause of pupil acquisition of basic
school skills is probably a prerequisite to successful
reform of public schooling for children of the poor."
We heartily concur. Black families, like all others,
exert a critical influence on the development of their
children's character, personalities, and general
orientation to life and learning. But the promise of
American education is to take children as it finds
them and educate them. It is the school's responsibil-
ity to overcome those social barriers that limit aca-
demic progress.

American schooling in general has again become a
topic of hot debate and intense criticism. American
children are lagging behind children of other coun-
tries in academic achievement, at a time when higher
and higher levels of skills are needed for national
economic advancement. In the new, post-industrial,
service and information society, achieving productive
employment, performing contemporary tasks, and
making informed social, economic, and political
decisions depend more than ever on the highest levels
of educational attainment.

2
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At the same time, schools are being asked to educate
a much broader, more heterogeneous student popula-
tion than ever before. While we acknowledge this
burden on resources and creativity, we also believe
that the conspicuous failure of many urban public
school systems to adapt to the changing nature of
society, coupled with their traditional disregard for
the needs and abilities of those not considered to be in
the mainstream (because of race, gender, or class),
amounts to educational disfranchisement.'

This essay focuses on public schools, not independ-
ent or parochial schools, because the vast majority of
black children attend public institutions and because
it is with regard to public schools that the national
agenda on education is fashioned. To be sure, some
working-class and middle-class black families have
abandoned the public schools. We believe, however,
that most have done so reluctantly, and at great
financial hardship, aware that they am losing a sense
of community but hoping to find individual atten-
tion and more creative pedagogical approaches in
private schools.

We center our comments on children and adolescents,
particularly those deemed "at risk" or "educationally
disadvantaged," because this period in life is educa-
tionally and developmentally crucial for all young-
sters. We do not discuss the problems of higher
education for blacks, the declines in student aid, the
retreat from affirmative action, or the abuse of black
student athletes. Nor do we discuss the role of black
colleges, with their special strengths and vulnerabili-
ties. These are all critical issues for the black com-
munity to consider, but they are beyond the purview
of this essay.

One major theme this framework does emphasize,
which recent reports have largely ignored, is the
centrality of human relationships in education.
Testing and tracking are obvious topics of discussion;
the lack of reinforcing relationships in the learning
experiences of black children is equally at issue.6
Neither teaching nor learning is a purely mechanical
process. Few children are motivated to inquire into
the wonders of the world around them if they are not
aided by a warm and caring relationship with another
human being. Studies show, for example, that the

The promise of
American education Is
to take children as it
finds them and educate
them, It Is the school's
responsibility to over-
come those social
barriers that limit
academic progress.
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educational mission of the television program Sesame
Street is more effective with middle-class children
than with poor children because it is frequently
interpreted to them by a primary care giver. In
many-though by no means all-low-income fami-
lies, parents and guardians do not have the time, the

-energy, or the skills to reinforce the informal learning
opportunities that might take place in the home or in
local facilities.

One major theme
this framework does
emphasize, which
recent reports have
largely Ignored, is the
centralty of human
relationships In
education.

We applaud the resurgence of concern about the
state of American education in general. Certain
aspects of the current educational reform movement,
however, are troubling and potentially divisive. For
example, higher standards are a laudable goal, but
within the nresent context supportive structures must
be created, and sufficient funds must be allocated, to
ensure that those who have had difficulties in the past
will be able to meet the new requirements. 'lb sing a
psalm of excellence while failing to attend to the
plight of underachievers is to make a mockery of the
goal of school improvement for all. Likewise, to
blame the idealism of the 1960s for the current
problems in American education while cutting funds
for programs assisting poor and disadvantaged
students-as the Reagan administration did-is to
debase the widespread impulse for social justice
among the American people." Educational reform
must respond to the concerns of all constituents;
schooling in a democratic society must embrace the
least privileged as well as those who come to the
classroom better prepared.

Edmonds once noted that "schools teach those they
think they must and when they think they needn't
they don't." The black community must demand that
its children receive the proper instruction and neces-
sary resources to fulfill their potential.

4
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The caste spirit is rampant in the land; it is laying
hold of the public schools and it has the colored
public schools by the throat, North, East, South, and
West. Beware of it, my brothers and dark sisters;
educate your children. Give them the broadest and
highest education possible; train them to the limit of
their ability, if you work your fingers to the bone
doing it.... Neverforget that if we ever compel the
worlds respect, It will be by virtue of our heads, and
not our heels. I

-W. E. B. Du Bois, 1912

The Historical Context

In 1934, the black educator Horace Mann Bond, later
to be the first black president of Lincoln University
in Pennsylvania and the father of civil rights activist
Julian Bond, published a classic study in black
educational history, The Education of the Negro in
the American Social Order. In this highly acclaimed,
meticulously researched volume, Bond carefully
traces the black community's efforts to achieve
educational advancement. It is a tale of heroic
accomplishments in the face of persistent discrimina-
tion and denial. As important, though, Bond bril-
liantly reveals the essential tensions in the black
community's historical relationship to schooling.
On the one hand, black Americans, like whites, have
firmly believed in education's role "as the most
important factor in elevating the life of a people"-
indeed, Bond believed that schooling should function
to "accelerate social change." On the other hand,
Bond recognized the school's inextricable links to the
political and economic structures of society and thus
to the status quo. "Strictly speaking," he wrote, "the
school has never built a new social order, it has
been the product and interpreter of the existing
system, sustaining and being sustained by the
social complex."9
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Many have noted
the contrast between
blacks'passionate
belief in the democratic
principles of equal
rights and opportuni-
ties and the reality of
F. ....G … *J J vH,- …

nation in and out of
schooL

Many others, of course, have noted the tension
between hope and frustration in the black experience
with public education-the contrast between blacks'
passionate belief in the democratic principles of equal
rights and opportunities and the reality of prejudice
and discrimination in and out of school, As early as
1819, the valedictorian of an African Free School in
New York remarked:

Why should I strive hard and acquire all the constituents
of a man, if the prevailing genius of the land admit me
not as such or but in an inferior degreel Pardon me if I
feel insignificant and weak.... What are my pros-
pects? Tb what shall I turn my hand? Shall I be a
mechanic? No one will employ me; white boys won't
work with me. Shall I be a merchant? No one will
1.ye !ne. in hiq nffirej whitl. Clefts wnn'! AS.qmiate with

me. Drudgery and serviture, then, are my prospective
portion. Can you be surprised at my discouragement?"0

Succeeding generations of black students have
experienced similar conditions and have reiterated
these sentiments tenfold.

The history of the black community's relationship to
schooling is, we believe, critical to a consideration of
the contemporary scene, because as in other areas the
problems our people face today have often been
foreshadowed in the past. We are interested in
retrieving the essence of historical lessons that
allowed black people to surmount some extraordinary
obstacles, lessons which reveal our strengths and our
frustrations in the ongoing climb, as Dr. King put it,
toward the mountaintop.

The desire to learn to read and to write was keen in
the black communities of antebellum America, both
among the free Negro population in the North and in
the slave culture of the South. Even in the dilapi-
dated log cabins of the slave quarters the desire for
education was nurtured and strengthened as an
integral part of the socialization patterns and kinship
networks of black men and women held in bondage.'"

For most of the eighteenth century and until the
second decade of the nineteenth century, the educa-
tion of the slave population, while never extensive,
proceeded as a matter of economic necessity. Slaves
wer trained as skilled artisans-carpenters, mechan-
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ics, draftsmen, and so on-in order for the plantation
to run as an economically efficient unit. In addition,
many slave owners taught Bible-reading-stressing,
to be sure, those passages that taught obedience to
one's master. All this changed, however, when cotton
production soared during the first third of the nine-
teenth century and as slave insurrections and the
abolitionist movement gathered momentum. Be-
tween 1817 and 1835, a wave of repressive legisla-
tion swept the South, prohibiting the assembly of
slaves without the presence of whites and strictly
enforcing anti-education edicts. One member of the
Virginia House of Delegates commented, "We have
as far as possible closed every avenue by which light,
may enter [the slaves'] minds. If we could extinguish
the capacity to see the light, our work would be
completed; they would then be on a level with the
beasts of the field and we would be safe!" Although
the slaves themselves continued to strive for knowl-
edge, these laws were rigidly enforced. Thus, by the
Civil War, only an estimated five percent of the
South's four million slaves were literate."

In the antebellum North, the life of free blacks was
severely circumscribed by racism and discriminatory
employment practices. (After 1800, it was not
uncommon for European observers to remark that
racial animosity was strongest in those states which
had abolished slavery.) Educational facilities were
generally provided for black children-the African
Free Schools in New York were exemplary-but
typically under segregated conditions, with fewer
materials and often hostile white instructors. In
Providence, Rhode Island, for example, an early
eighteenth century teacher threatened his black
students with punishment if they dared to greet him
in public.13

After the 1820s, northern black communities began a
concerted drive for integrated facilities. Although
some black parents felt that strengthening the segre-
gated schools would heighten achievement (their
children would not be subjected to racial taunts in all-
black institutions, and black teachers might find
employment), most believed that racial coeducation
would begin to break down the barriers of prejudice
and would improve classroom resources. Yet white

The desire to learn to
read and to write was
keen in the black com-
munities of antebellum
America, both among
the free Negro popula-
tion in the North and
.d the slave culture of
the South.
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After the 1820s,
northern black com-
munities began a
concerted drivefor
Integrated facilities.

leaders of the common school movement, such as the
legendary Horace Mann, remained ambivalent to the
idea of integrated education, and most northern cities
and towns were vociferously hostile. The towns-
people of Canaan, New Hampshire, for example.
were so opposed to Noyes Academy when it opened
as an integrated facility in 1835 that they gathered all
of the available oxen, tied ropes around the school,
and, to wild cheering, literally tore the institution off
its foundation. In Canterbury, Connecticut, before the
Civil War, abolitionist Prudence Crandell was jailed
for her attempt to start an integrated boarding school
for girls. "Open this door," the town's elected
officials cried, "and New England will become the
Liberia of America." In Boston, a black parent,
Benjamin Roberts, sued the city in 1849 because his
five-year-old daughter, Sarah, had to pass five white
schools on her way to the colored primary school.
The Massachusetts Supreme Court ultimately ruled
against Roberts, upholding the regulatory powers of
the city's Primary School Committee and thus
establishing a legal precedent for separate but equal
education.4 (Note, however, that in 1855 the Massa-
chusetts legislature prohibited segregated schools
throughout the state.)
During and immediately after the Civil War, the
black quest for education burst forth. "Free, then,
with a desire for land and a frenzy for schools, the
Negro lurched into a new day," W. E. B. Du Bois
remarked. Booker T. Washington's first-hand impres-
sions were equally vivid: "Few people who were not
right in the midst of the scenes can form any exact
idea of the intense desire which the people of my race
showed for an education.... it was a whole race
trying to go to school. Few were too young, and none
too old, to make the attempt to learn. ... Day-
school, night-school, Sunday-school, were always
crowded, and often many had to be turned away for
want of room."' 5

The Reconstruction governments of the former rebel
states, pushed especially by black delegates to the
constitutional conventions, established free public
school systems in the South. The question of segre-
gated versus multiracial education was generally
decided in favor of the former. Rather than threaten
the fragile educational systems developing in the late
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1860s and early 1870s, black political leaders tended
to opt for the best educational facilities possible,
however racially populated. As Bond astutely
observed:

Those who argued against mixed schools were right in
believing that such a system was impossible for the
South, but they were wrong in believing that the South
could, or would, maintain equal schools for both races.
Those who argued for mixed schools were right in
believing that separate schools meant discrimination
against Negroes, but they were opposed to the logic of
history and the reality of human nature and racial
prejudices."

The 50-year period from 1880 to 1930 looms large in
black educational history. During this period, black
schooling in the South was brought almost to a halt
through underfunding and neglect; the Washington-
Du Bois debate over industrial versus higher educa-
tion reached a fevered pitch; intelligence testing
became a popular tool to reinforce notions of white
genetic intellectual superiority; and patterns of de
facto school segregation in the North became firmly
established. Although this period has been called
the Progressive Era, for the black community the
proliferation of lynchings, the exploitation of share-
crop tenant farmers, the rise of "Jim Crow" racism,
and the widespread acceptance of separate and
unequal education forecast a seemingly endless
descent, characterized by historian Rayford Logan
as "the nadir."' 7

In the South, the 1880s and 1890s saw the rise to
political power of demagogues such as Governor
James K. Vardaman in Mississippi and Senator
"Pitchfork" Ben Tillman in South Carolina, who
symbolized an unleashing of perhaps the most viru-
lent forms of racism this nation has experienced.
Although proposals to divide school funds according
to taxes paid by race or to close down completely all
"colored" schools were never enacted into law,
Southern and border states systematically proceeded
to adopt rigid segregation laws, to disfranchise black
voters, and to divert funding for black education to
separate schools for whites. The federal government
acquiesced, and northern newspapers and academi-
cians condemned black efforts for equality during
Reconstruction as graft-ridden folly.18

Du Bois and
Washington, each in
his own way, promoted
black schooling during
a period when other,
strongerforces sought
to curtail black intel-
lectual growth.
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From the 1930s to the
early 1960s, when the
civil rights movement
blossomed, the central
story in black educa-
tional history is the
legal strategy that cul-
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decision.

Such was the situation in 1900 when Booker T.
Washington and W. E. B. DW Bois argued over the
proper course for black political and social develop-
ment. It is futile to debate the question of who "won"
this historic confrontation. Black participation in
higher education, which Du Bois eloquently sup-
ported, has been an essential component in the
twentieth-century civil rights movement, while the
need to establish an economic foundation thmugh in-
dustrial education and black businesses, which
Washington articulated, is still a central problem for
black communities throughout the nation. Often
overlooked in the commentary on their confrontation
is the fact that both men fervently believed in the
critical role education must play for blacks to over-
Conic the pievailing discdnianatiuz, uf Lub ISauun arlI
achieve the respect due all people. Du Bois and
Washington, each in his own way, promoted black
schooling during a period when other, stronger forces
sought to curtail black intellectual growth.'9

The other central features of this period, intelligence
testing and segregated schooling in the North, often
went hand in hand. Following World War I and the
first "Great Migration" of blacks to the North, urban
black communities in the 1920s grew and consoli-
dated. Restrictive covenants forced blacks to live in
burgeoning ghettos, and school district boundaries
were drawn to separate black children from their
white counterparts. The new fad of mental testing
accelerated this push for segregation by reinforcing
prejudices and by confusing native intelligence with
disparities in environmental conditions.

Did black children score lower on these tests be-
cause they were genetically inferior or because their
conditions of life had not prepared them for the kinds
of knowledge being tested? White Americans gener-
ally opted for the former explanation, while black
social scientists-including E. Franklin Frazier,
Charles S. Johnson, Howard H. Long, and Horace
Mann Bond-fervently argued for a cultural interpre-
tation. Unfortunately, it took more than forty years
for the essential humanity of their views to be even
grudgingly included in the national agenda, and
remnants of the genetic inferiority argument are still
prevalent today.20

10
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From the 1930s, when the disparities between black
and white educational opportunities in the South were
at their widest, to the early 1960s, when the civil
rights movement blossomed, the central story in black
educational history has been the legal strategy that
culminated in the Brown decision. Because the U.S.
Supreme Court had maintained in Plessy v. Ferguson
in 1896 that separate but equal was the law of the
land, this.strategy had two stages: first, to go after
the inequities at graduate and professional schools,
highlighting the fact that separate was not equal; and
second, to attack segregation itself at the public
school level.2'

A group of lawyers, many associated with the How-
ard University Law School and the NAACP, slowly
but surely built a foundation of legal precedents
establishing that equal education required more than
access to a few books-that it also depended on the
quality of in-school associations. Black psycholo-
gists and other social scientists aided the cause
through studies showing that segregation was men-
tally oppressive to all. Finally, in 1954, the nine
justices of the Supreme Court, in a unanimous
opinion,.asked, "Does segregation of children in
public schools solely on the basis of race, even
though the physical facilities and other 'tangible'
factors may be equal, deprive the children of the
minority group of equal educational opportunities?"
Their answer was straightforward: "We believe that
it does.... We conclude that in the field of public
education the doctrine of 'separate but equal' has no
place." .The rocky road to the proper education of
black children was certainly not completed with this
decision, and many formidable barriers remained, but
at least de jure segregation was no longer a constitu-
-tionally approved detour.'

What lessons should we learn from this historical
recapitulation? One is certainly that black people
have shown a persistent commitment to schooling, as
-demonstrated by their struggle and sacrifice. Even
under the most trying circumstances black communi-
ties have energetically organized their social re-
sources and political will to improve the education of
their children. Committed student-teacher relation-
ships and the dedication of black educators who

Even under the most
trying circumstances
-black communities
have energetically
organized their social
resources and political
will to improve the
education of their
children.
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strove against the odds created an infrastructure for
black intellectual advancement Another lesson is
that the concept of education the black community
has implicitly adopted-education for liberation, for
citizenship, for personal and collective power and
advancement-has deep roots. While the contempo-
rary perspective on schooling is narrow and utilitar-
ian, the black perspective has long been rich and
inclusive. This view of education cannot avoid moral
training and social and political commitment. It
includes mastery of basic skills and proficiencies, but
it recognizes, as well, the multiple intelligences that
need to be developed in a truly educated person.

Finally, we must not forget the negative and counter-
productive lessons of our past: "Why try?" the youn-
scholar asked in 1819, and many of our children ask
the same haunting question today. "Why try?" is the
other side of the history of the continual struggles
black Americans have faced.23

12
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America is moving backward-notforward-in its
efforts to achieve thefull participation of minority
citizens in the life and prosperity of the nation....
If we allow these disparities to continue, the United
States inevitably will suffer a compromised quality
of life and a lower standard of living.... In brief, we
willfind ourselves unable tofulfill the promise of the
American dream.

-Commission on Minority Participation
in Education and American Life, 1988

Barriers to
Successful Schooling

Despite the social and political accomplishments of
blacks since the Brown decision, formidable barriers
still diminish the education of many black children
and adolescents. These obstacles include lingering
"rumors of inferiority," as some have called the
psychological dimensions of the problem, as well as
bureaucratic and classroom practices that deny black
children the necessary resources and opportunities to
fulfill their potential.' This discriminatory treatment
takes many forms. As a task force from Champaign,
Illinois, told the Board of Inquiry for the National
-Coalition of Advocates for Children, the education of
black children is circumscribed by:

... their virtual noninvolvement in school activities;
underrepresentation in programs for the gifted and
overrepresentation in special education; disproportionate
discipline referrals, resulting in suspension and expul-
sion; interactions with some staff members who do not
know or exhibit appreciation of values inherent in black
culture; interactions with many staff members who
communicate low expectations for their behavior and
achievement; and the destruction of hopes that comes
from living in a community in which black unemploy-
ment is high and a general feeling exists that adult
opportunities for success are limited.2

Supporting data bear out this damning assessment:
13
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* In 1980, black children were three times more
likely than white children to be placed in classes
for the educable mentally retarded, and only one-
half as likely to be in classes for the gifted and
talented.

* In high schools, black students are suspended
about three times more often than white students.

* Although black students make up slightly more
than 16 percent of the nation's elementary and
secondary public school enrollments, only
seven to eight percent of public school teachers
are black.

* Since 1965, the unemployment rates for black
men dnd black -,w.e., curve increased in vir-
tually all age categories between 18 and 64
years old.26

Nevertheless, some gains have been made: black stu-
dents' scores on the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT)
have increased moderately, and during the 1970s,
black 9- and 13-year-olds showed strong improve-
ments in reading and math scores, particularly in the
southeastern states. On the whole, black high school
completion rates have improved in recent years. If
incremental gains like these can be made, a wholesale
effort could break through the remaining failures. Yet
black college enrollment has declined dramatically
since the mid-1970s (falling from 50 percent of
recent high school graduates in 1977 to 36.5 percent
in 1986), and in some central city schools black
dropout rates are intolerably high, approaching and
sometimes exceeding 50 percent At the high
school level, black students are greatly overrepre-
sented in vocational tracks and underrepresented in
academic programs."

The New World Foundation has characterized current
educational conditions as "a crisis of inequality."
"School failure for lower income and minority
students," the report charges, "has reached epidemic
proportions.... The taproot of this failure is the
chronic inequality in the school resources allocated to
poor and declining communities, in the ways that
learning is stratified and structured, in the ways that
schools treat diverse needs and potentials." The
result, this study notes, is "second-class schooling."n

14
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The barriers to black educational achievement begin
with the economic and social status of the black
population. As is well-known and amply docu-
mented, schools often reinforce social inequalities
rather than overcome them, and the perceived life
chances of low-income students have been shown to
inhibit their scholastic motivation. 29 Since vast seg-
ments of the black community in the 1980s suffer
from a pervasive and widening economic depression
characterized by a sharp decline in real income, high
unemployment rates, a steep increase in the propor-
tion of single-parent families, and a feminization of
poverty, it is hardly surprising that students come to
school with depressed expectations.30

These social phenomena influence patterns of school-
ing and educational attainment in a variety of ways.
They are likely to lead to early parenting, with some
50 percent of teenage mothers failing to graduate
from high school Teen fathers are 40 percent less
likely to graduate than their nonparenting peers. In
addition, the likelihood of graduation for both black
males and females is closely linked to their mother's
level of education.31

Children from poor families are three to four times
more likely to forgo completing high school than
those from more affluent families. (When family
income is statistically controlled, black and white
dropout rates are remarkably similar, interestingly
enough, poor blacks have a slightly lower dropout
rate than poor whites, 24.6 percent to 27.1 percent.
respectively.)

3
2

In the context of changes in the U.S. economy, the
dropout problem among black youth is all the more
devastating. In urban centers over the past two
decades, job losses have been heaviest in fields that
require less than a high school education, and job
growth has been greatest in fields requiring at least
some post-secondary education. Broadly speaking,
cities have been changing from centers of goods
processing and distribution to centers of information
processing and higher-order service administration.
In New York City, for example, jobs requiring lower

-educational attainments decreased by 492,000 be-
tween 1970 and 1984, while those requiring higher
educational attainments increased by 239,000. In

Schools often
reinforce social
Inequalities rather
than overcome them.
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Philadelphia, during the same period there were
172,000 fewer jobs for those with less than a high
school education, and 39,000 more for those with
some higher education; in Atlanta, 9,000 lower-level
jobs were lost, while 37,000 higher-level jobs were
opened. Although increases in certain categories of
jobs are occurring nationwide-including secretaries,
bookkeepers, retail sales workers, nurses' aides,
cooks and chefs, cashiers, and so on-these jobs
typically require at least a high school diploma and
are often far removed from the central city areas
where growing numbers of low-income, poorly
educated minorities reside. 33

Surprisingly, for blacks, unlike whites, each addi-
tional year nf yhnaing Ay = c :emediary level
does not result in commensurate gains in employ-
ability. In fact, in 1982, black men and women who
graduated from high school actually had slightly
higher unemployment rates than those who completed
only one to three years of high school. Only with the
attainment of a college degree does schooling beyond
the elementary years make a substantial difference in
black employment patterns.34

The dampened hopes of many black children often
smolder in lingering resentments manifested in drug
and alcohol abuse; passivity, apathy, and noninvolve-
ment in school work; and inappropriate classroom
behaviors. Certainly, discontinuities between school
and community are not unique to the black experi-
ence. The social alienation among American youth in
general, indicated by the extensive use of drugs and
alcohol, to take one example, represents a national
crisis. But the combined effects of these social
conditions place black youth at a particularly severe
disadvantage, and the educational institutions of our
society have failed to respond effectively."

One indisputable way in which schools institutional-
ize social inequalities is through the gross stereotyp-
ing of black children. Mistaken notions about low-
income people and their lifestyles form the basis for
low expectations and self-fulfilling prophesies of
failure in school. Research has revealed that teachers
form negative, inaccurate, and inflexible expectations
based on such attributes as the race and perceived
social class of their pupils. These expectations result
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in different treatment of minority and white students
and affect the minority students' self-concept, aca-
demic motivation, and level of aspiration as they
conform, over time, more and more closely to what is
expected of them.

Our concern is not with expectations per se; as
observant parents and responsible educators weil
know, reasonable and logical inferences concerning
pupil performance can be extremely helpful in
determining learning goals and setting levels of
instruction. Rather, the issue is the accuracy of
expectations and especially the ability of educators to
revise their expectations in light of new information
on student progress. When teachers perceive a black
child as a "low achiever" and regard this condition as
permanent and unchangeable, the child is not likely to
succeed. Moreover, as Eleanor Leacock notes in
Teaching and Learning in City Schools, the apathy
and lack of motivation that teachers decry in urban
classrooms "is all too readily ascribed to lack of
interest in learning derived from home backgrounds.
In fact, however, this lack of interest and response
can be seen as children returning to their teachers
exactly what they have been receiving from them."36

Any discussion of low expectations for black and
other minority youth must face the issue of tracking,
i.e., ability grouping. Many teachers, administrators,
and even parents defend tracking on several
groundshat the academic needs of students are
better served through homogeneous groupings, that
less-capable students do not suffer emotional stress
from competition with their brighter classmates, that
teaching is easier. The research literature, however,
reveals strikingly little evidence supporting any of
these claims. Rather, study after study indicates:
(1) that black and minority students are dispropor-
tionately placed in the lower-ability, non-college-
bound tracks; (2) that the net effect of tracking is to
exaggerate the initial differences among students
rather than to provide the means to better accommo-
date them; and (3) that tracking results in an altered
"opportunity structure" detrimental to those in the
bottom tracks, because the nature and content of their
instruction is systematically different from that of
other students. In this regard, students placed in the

When teachers
perceive a black child
as a "low achiever"
and regard this condi-
don as permanent and
unchangeable, the
child is not likely to
succeed
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low tracks have been shown to have less access to
resources (including, in some cases, the school's best
teachers); less instruction in higher-order thinking
skills, with more emphasis placed on rote training and
workbook lessons; and, overall, less time set aside for
review of homework and other academic activities-
with a greater stress on matters of mindless procedure
and strict discipline."

The inflexibility of track placements, like the rigidity
of teacher expectations, represents a problem of
paramount proportions. Black and other low-income
students are often imprisoned in the bottom tracks,
shunted away from mainstream classroom instruction.
In fact, this is one of the major reasons that many
black students fall further and further behind their

A-d-mICa-l y asU tey advance through the
grades. Even most proponents of tracking agree that
students should be able to move up the academic
hierarchy as their abilities dictate. Yet, most fre-
quently, black students are dropped into low-ability
groups, sometimes at a very early age, with little
possibility of movement upward. James Rosenbaum,
in Making Inequality, likens inflexible tracking to a
sports tournament: "When you win, you win only the
right to go on to the next round; when you lose, you
lose forever." 3'

Along with tracking, standardized testing has been
one of the most controversial educational topics of
the past quarter century. Opponents charge, among
other things, that the tests discriminate against
minorities, while proponents support their use for
credentialing, track assignments, and other purposes.
Spurred by the excellence movement, state legisla-
tures over the past few years have increasingly
mandated testing for promotions and as a measure
to determine public accountability. The debate con-
tinues unabated. In many ways we agree with the
assessment offered in a report by the New World
Foundation:

Testing itself is not the core issue. The issues are
whether the test used is valid for what it purports to
measure; whether the test assesses performance or
dictates perfonnance; whether the results are used to
correct institutional deficiencies or to stratify students.
By these criteria, we have ample reason to challenge the
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extraordinary legitimacy now vested in standardized
testing and competitive test scores.3

Thoughtful critics of standardized testing have raised
a number of concerns in addition to the issue of
cultural bias, including: (1) that many tests classify
students according to statistical procedures based on a
bell-shaped curve, thus providing a rank order but not
necessarily indicating the level of mastery that has
been achieved; (2) that there is more to schooling and
learning than simply how well students perform on
time-restricted, multiple-choice tests and that a wide
range of abilities and proficiencies are not tapped by
these measures; (3) that the tests are typically used
not as diagnostic tools for effective teaching and
remediation but as punitive measures for labeling,
tracking, promotion, and so on; and (4) that over-
emphasis upon standardized testing subverts true edu-
cation, undermining the curriculum and eroding the
quality of teaching.s

Overall, then, serious questions must be raised about
the validity of standardized testing and its effects not
only upon black and minority children but upon
quality education for all. We advocate the develop-
ment and sensitive use of a variety of methods for
assessing both school and student performance.
Standardized tests do have their place, particularly as
research tools in comparative assessments of groups
of students across classrooms and school districts and
as criteria for public accountability (under strict
guidelines for interpretation). But, we believe, to
assess individual performance in order to decide on a
student's academic program, a variety of measures
must be employed. Contrary to the long-standing
view that intelligence is a unitary phenomenon
measurable by a single test, we believe-and recent
research confirms-that all people are blessed with
multiple intelligences, which can be tapped through a
variety of teaching methods. Only as schools expand
their vision of individual capacities and abilities will
education become truly inclusive."

Expanded concepts of intelligence go hand in hand
with a broader view of the curriculum and an in-
creased minority presence within the teaching force.
Lip-service is often paid to the goal of multicultural
education, yet it is frequently neglected as an across-

We believe-and
recent research
connns-that all
people are blessed
with "muftfiple Intei-
gences," which can be
tapped through a
variety of teaching
methods.
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Rather than Increas-
ing their presence in
the schools, black
teachers are becoming
an "endangered
species."

the-board curricular concern; when implemented, it is
often isolated as an ethnic event or adventure. We do
not argue for "relevance" as a reduction in curricular
standards, as some opponents have charged; nor is
our goal the inclusion of rap music in auditorium
performances (although, as a means of teaching
poetry and creative expression, "rap" and other black
art forms might indeed be employed). We do believe
that our schools must reflect and creatively utilize the
pluralistic nature of our society to enhance the
educational endeavor.'2

Rather than increasing their presence in the schools,
black teachers are becoming an endangered species,
dropping to as little as five percent of the teaching
force at a time when black student enrollments are in-
cre-aig. M-any ieauns have been given for the
declining number of black instructors, ranging from
the increased use of standardized examinations of
teachers to expanded opportunities for blacks and
other minorities, especially women, in other profes-
sions. Surely a mix of these factors is involved.
Current efforts to transform teaching from an
occupation into a respected profession can play a
critical role in rectifying this problem. Career ladders
that freed teachers from performing the same tasks
year after year might attract and retain ambitious,
talented blacks as well as whites to the profession.
Likewise, recruitment programs and other incentives
can be improved. Our point is twofold: first, the
reform of the teaching profession is a potentially
important component in enhancing the achievement
of black youth; and, second, increasing the number of
black educators must be a central aspect of this
reform drive.

Teachers can spark a spirit of inquiry in students only
when they themselves feel a spirit of inquiry and
development. Yet the burgeoning literature on
teacher burnout vividly depicts the isolation, redun-
dancy, and stress in many teachers' lives. Schools
need to provide collaborative environments that
support the intellectual development of teachers as
well as students. They need to encourage creativity
and risk-taking, challenging teachers to broaden their
pedagogical repertoires and students to become
academically engaged. Both black teachers and black
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students are alienated from the schools when the
structure and the content of education is trivialized.4 3

Finally, one critical barrier to school success is the
lack of early childhood education programs.
Research findings consistently and unequivocally
indicate that the Head Start and Chapter I (formerly
Title 1) entitlement programs not only benefit low-
income children but are a sound social investment as
well. For every dollar paid for Head Start, it has been
estimated that we save seven dollars in related social
service costs, and an investment of $600 for a child
for one year of Chapter 1 services can save $4,000 in
costs for repeating a grade. Yet neither program has
ever adequately served all who are eligible. Head
Start, the most successful of the 1960s initiatives,
reaches only 16 to 18 percent of the 2.5 million
eligible children.

When the Reagan administration reorganized Chap-
ter I in 1981, the program was severely watered
down. In 1985, only about 54 percent of the children
eligible for Chapter 1 received the compensatory
services to which they were entitled, down from 75
percent in 1980, and funding decreased by approxi-
mately 29 percent between 1979 and 1985. Mandates
for parental participation were callously and arbitrar-
ily weakened; several states were allowed to elimi-
nate certain academic and preschool components;
and, according to Children's Defense Fund estimates,
approximately 900,000 potential recipients lost
services. Failure to support these programs repre-
sents a criminally negligent social policy."

The effects of poverty, unemployment, racism,
funding cutbacks, and the general conditions of life in
poor communities seep into the schools in myriad
ways. While we do not expect schools in and of
themselves to solve the social woes of American
society, neither will we tolerate their continued
compliance in deflating the aspirations of black
youth. The 1966 Coleman Report has been justly
criticized, but one point raised by that study is
appropriate in this regard: "equality of educational
opportunity through schools must imply a strong
effect of schools that is independent of the child's
immediate social environment, and that strong
independent effect is not present in American

Head Start and
Tite I entitlement
programs not only
benefit low-income
children but are a
sound social invest-
ment as well.
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schools.' 45 Until educational institutions accomplish
this paramount task of overcoming social obstacles
rather than recreating and reinforcing them, equality
of educational opportunity for black children will
elude us.
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The search should befor "good enough" school&-
not meant to inply minimal standards of talent and
competence, but rather to suggest a view that wel-
comes change and anticipates imerfection.... I am
not arguingfor lower standards or reduced quality. I
am urging a definition of good schools that sees them
as whole, changing, and imperfect. It is in articulat-
ing and confronting each of these dimensions that one
moves closer and closer to the institutional supports
of good education.

-Sara Lawrence Lightfoot, 1983

Improving Schools
for Black Children

By the late 1960s and early 1970s, the public
policy debate over the education of black children,
particularly in urban areas, took on a decidedly
pessimistic tone. Bureaucratic maneuvering thwarted
community control activists, while the ideals of the
1960s' social programs were submerged by a wave of
academic studies questioning the gains that had been
won. The early evaluations of Head Start, Title 1,
and other compensatory education programs did not
demonstrate the quick spurts in IQ scores that many
had hoped for-though neither problems in imple-
mentation and funding nor the narrow conceptions of
achievement that marred some early efforts were
prominently examined. The failure to create an
immediate "educational renaissance" was hastily
explained through resurrected notions of black
genetic inferiority. Moreover, popular interpretations
of two influential research reports, John Coleman's
Equality of Educational Opportunity (1966) and
Christopher Jencks' Inequality (1972). fostered a
public sentiment summed up in the catch-phrase
"Schools don't work." To the extent that these
studies and others stressed family background as the
determining factor in children's school achievements,
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It was easy to inter-
pret the message: it's
not the schools'fault,
It's the kids'I

their results were gener-lly taken to mean that the
poor showing in school among black and minority
youth had little to do with the schools themselves.
For people who were predisposed to a view of black
cultural and academic inferiority, it was easy to
interpret the message: It's not the schools' fault, it's
the kids'! Schools were off the hook.6
In response to this gloomy climate of opinion regard-
ing the education of black children. Ron Edmonds
and others launched the effective schools movement.
They sought to promote the social equity concerns of
black and low-income children by demonstrating the
existence and determining the characteristics of
effective urban schools.

Suibscqucrn;Qseaii has identified five central
characteristics of schools that successfully educate
students: (1) strong administrative leadership,
especially a principal and a core group of teachers
who serve to bring together a consensus around
school goals and purposes; (2) a positive climate of
expectations that embraces all children; (3) an orderly
and disciplined school atmosphere conducive to the
academic tasks at hand; (4) a clear focus on pupils'
acquisition of skills and knowledge as the fundamen-
tal school objective; and (5) frequent monitoring and
assessment of pupil performance.47

The effective schools literature of the last 10 to 15
years has also influenced other conceptions of school
improvement. Mastery learning programs are an
example of a recent initiative that considers the vast
majority of students educable and fosters the view
that it is the school's responsibility to serve all
comers. These programs are grounded in the belief
that 80 to 90 percent of all children can learn material
if it follows a clear, logical sequence, if the students
receive systematic rewards and reinforcement, and if
the teaching strategies are designed to match the
context. Black and poor children can learn, this set of
studies indicate, when schools and society agree to
ensure that they do so."

The research literature on school improvement has
also been deepened and enriched in recent years by
analyses of the School Development Program initi-
ated at the Yale Child Study Center by James Comer.
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Working with the New Haven Public Schools, Comer
and his colleagues have focused on enhancing the
social context for teaching and learning school by
school, particularly by improving relationships
among staff, students, and parents."

Comer notes that the social distance between schools
and the communities they serve has changed signifi-
cantly over the past generation. We can no longer
assume that parents and teachers share values, and in
any case, children are exposed to a great range of
information and conflicting views by television,
videos, radio, and other sources as they attempt to
make sense of their world. But Comer does not view
the past nostalgically. He recognizes that schooling
must change with the times. It is not enough to raise
standards arbitrarily; we must also construct new
patterns of interactions so that the powerful social
networks that nurture and develop the child in the
home and community are less alienated from the
culture of the school. Too often, black parents are
called upon by the school only for disciplinary
troubles, or when their child has an academic prob-
lem. The process of building supportive relationships
for black children, of creating a true learning commu-
nity that respects diversity of cultures, languages,
and learning styles just as it nurtures the life of the
mind, naturally includes parents in substantive
educational matters.

For although the society has grown increasingly
complex, young children are no more innately
intelligent or socially developed than they ever have
been. They still need consistent relationships with
supportive adults to help them mediate their experi-
ences and thus to learn how to understand and to
control the world around them. As Comer explains:

It is the attachment and identification with a meaningful
adult that motivates or reinforces a child's desire to turn
the nonsense sounds and syllables we call the alphabet,
to letters, words, and sentences (and accomplish many
other school tasks) before they have obvious meaning
and benefit But once done, such achievement is
inherently rewarding. This gives a school setting greater
value and, in turn, increases the likelihood of student
acceptance of the attitudes, expectations, and ways of
the school. Thus, the ability of the staff to permit and

James Comer and his
colleagues have
focused on enhancing
the social contextfor
teaching and learning
school by school,
particularly by improv-
ing relationships
among staff, students,
and parents.
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We must construct
new patterns of inter-
actions so that the
powerful social net-
works that nurture and
develop the child in the
home and community
are less alienatedfrom
the culture of the
school

promote attachment and identification with them is
critical to learning.!

Yet, for a variety of reasons such supportive relation-
ships between care givers and children frequently do
not develop; instead, conflicts develop based upon
class, race, income, or culture, and the skills and
abilities that many children learn as useful outside of
school do not help them achieve academic success.
Mounting accusations and aggression then start to
spiral out of control; children begin to respond to this
negatively charged situation by acting out their
rejection of the norms and values of the school, by
losing confidence, or by inwardly withdrawing from a
confrontation they sense they cannot win. Teachers
and staff, in turn, see their attitudes and expectations
confirmed and justified. As Eleanor Leacock notes:

Deviations themselves are patterned, and supposedly.
deviant roles, such as not learning, can become wide-
spread, institutionalized, and as intrinsic to the social
structure as supposedly dominant nomis. Most non-
conforming behavior does not follow from a lack of
ability to adjust, but is built into the system as integrally
as "acceptable" behavior."

Within this framework, the model of school interven-
tion offered by the School Development Program has
several key components. One is the creation of a
"no-fault atmosphere," in which blaming and finger-
pointing take a back seat to open discussions among
administrators, staff, and parents around school and
student needs. No single group is assumed to be at
fault, and no single initiative, taken by itself, is seen
as making a difference. The focus is on creating an
interactive social and academic climate that makes
the school a desirable place to be, to work, and to
learn. The intervention program recognizes that just
as teaching and learning are not mechanical proc-
esses, relationships supporting cooperation, nur-
turance, development, and achievement cannot be
mandated. Thus, collaborative teams for governance,
management, and mental health are created to ener-
gize the entire school. These teams, which include
administrative leaders, teachers, parents, and special-
ists in child and adolescent development, work to
create networks of communication in order to over-
come the departmentalization and hierarchical
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fragmentation that turn schools into impersonal
bureaucracies.

Parent participation is an essential element in this
intervention, although it is difficult to achieve.
Distrust often runs high between families and the
schools that serve low-income and minority children,
with charges and countercharges sending a mixed
message to our youth: school is hope; school is the
enemy. Yet the New Haven experience has demon-
strated that when parents participate in the schools in
meaningful, well-conceived, and structured ways,
they come to identify with the school's academic
concerns. Parents checking homework, working as
classroom assistants, volunteering as coordinators of
after-school activities, and participating as members
of the governance and management teams give black
students immediately recognizable adult models.
Teachers and parents are seen as being in alliance,
working for and believing in common intellectual
and social goals. Parents also begin to develop a
sense of ownership of the school and feelings of
responsibility for academic success. Educational
aspirations expand and begin to spread from students
to their families as parents decide to reinvest in their
own educations.
Both the effective schools literature and the school
development intervention model have shown that
there are no quick-fix solutions or Band-Aid remedies
which can be applied across the board. Consensus on
educational purposes, a commitment to common
goals, and a climate of expectations cannot be im-
posed on schools from without. Rather, they must
come from the collaboration of active participants in
the-educational process. Thus, a common theme of
these and other refonm efforts has been reform at the
building level-that is, within individual schools.
One promising trend in this regard has been the
development of the role of the teacher as researcher,
in which classroom instructors systematically attempt
to close the cultural gaps separating school from com-
munity-investigating, for example, the ways in
which differences between speaking styles in the
local black community and styles used in classroom
discussion might be bridged. Studies since the 1960s
have revealed that black English possesses a gram-

There are no "quick-
fix" solutions or
"Band-Aid" remedies
which can be applied
across the board
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mar, a system of deep cultural meanings, and a
linguistic integrity on a par with that of standard
English. Unfortunately, educators had not until
recently found a way to bridge the gap between
these two language forms in the classroom. Over
the last few years, however, researchers such as
Shirley Brice Heath have urged parents and teachers
to work more closely together to clarify the perplex-
ing discontinuities and thus improve their students'
school performance.

The results have been instructive. Teachers have
been energized by their new and challenging role and
have experimented with different types of question-
asking and prereading activities, building upon and
expanding the language competencies their students
bring to schuwi. rainit Ad sAcn aa having valuable
information that can make a difference in their
children's learning. And black children perceive a
greater continuity between home and school: their
observations and answers no longer constantly
corrected before they can complete an idea, they do
not feel disparaged. They learn to identify the
contexts in which different styles are appropriate,
and they improve the language skills necessary for
school success.52

The black community
must not waitfor the
educational millen-
nium. It must make
conscious efforts to
achieve change
through the empower-
ment of parents,
teachers, and students.

Again, we are not naive about the complex processes
that successfully improve schools. Surmounting the
institutionalized patterns of beliefs and behaviors that
have, on the whole, thwarted the education of black
youth requires a collaborative, evolutionary perspec-
tive. As Sara Lawrence Lightfoot notes in her book,
The Good High School, "institutional invigoration
and restoration is a slow, cumbersome process....
there are jagged stages of institutional development
.... [and a] staged quality of goodness."

The black community must not wait for the educa-
tional millennium. It must make conscious efforts to
achieve change through the empowerment of parents,
teachers, and students. And, as Edmonds stated with
regard to the effective schools drive, "if you generally
seek the means to educational equity for all our
people, you must encourage parents' attention to
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politics as the greatest instrument of institutional
reform extant."53 Comer agrees:

Black community organizations-church, fraternal,
social and others-must find a way to set expectations
and support the development of our children at home
and at school. That is precisely what happened when we
were largely located in the small towns and rural areas
of the South, and in segregated schools. Much has been
gained through racial integration in anl institutions. And
while many White teachers are supportive, the broad-
based Black community support for achievement inside
and outside schools has been lost and must be restored
in some systematic way.... As a community we can't
abandon the public schools or support public policy that
allows the society to do so.5M

Thus, we call for collective action to improve school-
ing for black children. Neither cynicism, nor despair,
nor undue optimism is appropriate; all of these are
comfortable indulgences that militate against con-
structive educational change. We do not deny that
schools embody the bad as well as the good of
society. But we will no longer accept that appraisal
as an excuse for failure. We must all search for the
common ground on which to build an academic
foundation for this generation of black youngsters.

School embody the
bad as well as the good
of society. But we wl
no longer accept that
appraisal as an excuse
forfailure.
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The citizens of tomorrow must be equipped as best we
know how to equip them, with the techniques which
will soften, if not entirely alleviate, the shock of our
continuous transition.

-Horace Mann Bond, 1933

Conclusions and
Recommendations

We began this appraisal of the black educational
experience by asserting the capacity of black children
to master their schoolwork and by calling upon the
black community to mobilize its considerable sociai
and political resources to achieve equal educational
opportunity for all. In fact, it is our belief in the
academic and human potential of black youth that
makes the current levels of underachievement intoler-
able. Our basic goal must be to raise the perceived
ceiling on black talent

Another, equally important purpose of this defense of
black intellectual capacity is to combat the rampant
"caste spirit" that W. E. B. Du Bois referred to in
1912 and which still today circumscribes black life.
The undereducation of black children does not exist
in a void; the school is not an isolated social institu-
tion. The crisis in education is also a crisis in demo-
cratic citizenship. We have already discussed both
the transformations taking place in the American
economy and the proposals for school reform that
promote a narrow view of "excellence" devoid of
social justice concerns for black youth and their
families. If these distorted reforms are implemented
without input from the black community, it is clearly
in danger of being locked out of the new economic
arrangements that will structure U.S. society well
into the 21st century. We must respond forcefully
to the myopic perceptions that perpetuate the black
underclass.
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Reaching consensus
around academic goals
must be seen as the
starting point In
developing positive
relationships among
central actors in the
educational scene-
teachers, students,
administrators, and
parents.

Our recommendations for progressive educational
reform fall into three categories:

* recognizing the centrality of human relation-
ships;

* eliminating barriers to effective teaching and
learning;

* mobilizing physical and political resources.

Recognizing the Centrality of
Human Relationships

Black parents must become actively involved in the
educational process, and schools must welcome their
participation.

Schools have primary responsibility for the education
of our children, but that does not absolve us of our
own obligation to ensure that the schools are work-
ing. We cannot allow educators to blame black
children and their families for the underachievement
and apathy so prevalent in many urban school sys-
tems. Reaching consensus around academic goals
and purposes must be seen as the starting point in
developing positive relationships among all of the
central actors in the educational scene-teachers,
students, administrators, and parents. The black
community must also get involved in this process
through political activism at the grassroots level.
Only a united front can become an effective agent for
educational achievement by black youth.

Schools must become less impersonal.

It is extraordinarily difficult for childien to become
engaged in their lessons, or for teachers to establish
productive relationships with their students, in school
buildings that resemble large factories. Yet, when
Roxbury High School in Boston was about to be
closed down in the early 1980s, for example, black
students' worries about being "lost," "unnoticed," and
"overlooked" in their new school were cavalierly
dismissed by central office authorities. But such
concerns are very real for all adolescents, particularly
those whose race has been treated as invisible and
who throughout their lives have experienced large
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doses of neglect and indifference. The successes of
the School Development Program in New Haven, on
the other hand, along with certain alternative efforts
such as the Central Park East School in New York,
indicate that a sense of identification and connection
can make a substantial difference in black children's
intellectual developmenL"

The advantages of large schools with a great variety
of programs, curricular offerings, laboratories, and
technical resources must be balanced against human
needs for connection and identification. The house
system of organization, already in place in many
suburban schools, might be replicated in urban areas
so that students not only have a homeroom but also a
relatively small network of students and staff with
whom dihy Aim warvieCi fWI … … -lU UAide --A
friendship. Parents as well as children are more
likely to become involved when the school structures
are more easily negotiable and less alienating.
School spirit should not be confined to those who
engage in sports or other extracurricular activities; it
should enliven the day-to-day academic affairs of the
institution as well.

Schools complain
that too much beyond
education Is expected
of them, one way to
relieve that burden is
for schools to direct
parents to sources of
help.

Schools must establish closer ties with other social
services.

We am advocating not that schools provide a ful
range of social services for black and low-income
students but rather that our educational institutions
provide a liaison to social services for parents and
children requiring help. Schools are the only institu-
tions in our society in which the acquisition and
transmission of skills and knowledge are the primary
focus, and we do not want to change this essential
mission. But schools are necessarily a focal point
for a variety of family problems that undermine
this mission.

School-to-work transition programs and school-based
health clinics-a topic vigorously debated of late-
represent an expanded view of the educational
endeavor. Schools must also become knowledgeable
of and connected to the communities of the children
they serve. A coordinator of social services might be
established in the schools to institutionalize this
liaison role. The coordinator could direct individuals
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intil more children
Pok into the eyes of
sachers and see them-
elves reflected-and
-ntil more teachers
ook into the eyes of
:hildren and see them-
selves reflected-many
of those children will
feel excludedfrom the
educational enterprise.

and families to relevant services at the state, local,
and community levels. (In addition to public agen-
cies, nearby churches and other black civic organiza-
tions can play an important and well-managed
helping role within the black community, providing
such services as tutoring, literacy training, housing,
and day care.) Beyond academic counseling and
guidance-which themselves need repair and in-
creased emphasis-schools can enhance their educa-
tional role by facilitating access to the social services
needed by students and their families. Schools
complain that too much beyond education is expected
of them; one way to relieve that burden is systemati-
cally to direct parents to sources of help.56

Eliminating Barriers to
Effective Teaching and Learning

Schools must recruit more black teachers.
Low numbers of black teachers constitute a funda-
mental barrier to enhanced achievement by black
students.57 All teachers can serve as role models and
can develop classroom environments conducive to
learning, but what is the "hidden curriculum," what
lessons in citizenship and in social relationships do
our children learn, when they notice, as they inevita-
bly do, the absence of people like themselves in
positions of authority in their schools? Until more
children look into the eyes of teachers and see them-
selves reflected-and until more teachers look into
the eyes of children and see themselves reflected-
many of those children will feel excluded from the
educational enterprise. All educators must be able to
perform the basic human act of acceptance and
understanding, but undoubtedly it will be easier to
achieve when the teachers' lounge is as multicultural
as the curriculum and the classroom.
Both within the black community and in American
society as a whole, teaching has lost the high status it
formerly held. Among blacks, the teaching profes-
sion once meant not only secure employment but also
an avenue for sharing intellectual attainments and
expressing social commitments through "service to
the race." The widespread devaluation of teaching
has made education a much less attractive career for
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black college graduates, who historically had been
drawn to this occupation.

We believe that teaching can still fulfill the impulse
toward service and community commitment, but to
attract more black educators to the schools, certain
reforms are necessary. Salaries must be raised and
opportunities for professional growth and develop-
ment should be made available. Incentives for
teaching in inner-city schools might halt the exodus
of teachers from these schools and highlight social
concern for the improvement of urban education.
Internships for high school students can provide
opportunities for talented black youth to get first-
hand experience in the classroom while simultane-
ously providing community service through tutoring
and helping their peers with schoolwork. Teaching
should not be a fall-back position; it should be a
positive option that is attractive because it meshes
with certain intellectual and social abilities, because
it offers the opportunity to work with youth, and
because it holds the possibility of personal growth
and advancement.

Student performance
on time-restricted,
mulltple-choice, stan-
dardized tests does not
show Innate aptitude,
nor does it indicate
whether the test-taker
Be. jnnnkl n e..ndno-

an essay or craftng
a poem.

Develop sensitive and precise testing procedures for
the diagnosis of student abilities and needs.

Schools must expand the ways they monitor a pupil's
progress. Student performance on time-restricted,
multiple-choice, standardized tests does not show
innate aptitude, nor does it indicate whether the test-
taker is capable of writing an essay or crafting a
poem. Indeed, testing becomes a dangerous instru-
ment of social oppression when test results are seen
as revealing native abilities uninfluenced by environ-
mental conditions. Furthermore, overreliance on
standardized testing distorts the educational process,
determining what is taught in the curriculum rather
than assessing student acquisition of an independently
determined knowledge base.

We do believe that testing can improve education
when used as one of several methods of student
appraisal. The effective-schools literature has identi-
fied the frequent assessment of pupil progress as a
key factor in improving instruction. Thus, although
we remain concerned about cultural bias and the
distorting influence of overtesting, we do not call for
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A s noted educator
John Goodlad has
observed, "The deci-
sion to track is
essentially one of
giving up on the
problem of human
variability In learning.
It Is a retreat rather
than a strategy."

the abandonment of standardized testing in the
schools. Rather, we believe tests must become mom
sophisticated and sensitive tools for measurement and
diagnosis, which will ultimately help our children
progress through their course work.

Rigid systems of tracking and ability grouping should
be abandoned.

As noted educator John Goodlad has observed, "The
decision to track is essentially one of giving up on the
problem of human variability in learning. It is a
retreat rather than a strategy. The difference in
teachers' expectations for high track as contrasted
with low track classes . . . is evidence enough of
capitulating rather than addressing the admitted
complexities of the problem."58 Moreover, because
research findings consistently indicate that inflexible
track placements and rigid ability grouping segregate,
stigmatize, and deny those in the bottom tracks the
same access to quality education those in the upper
tracks receive, we believe that these practices should
be ended. It is well known that black and other low-
income minority students are overrepresented in the
lower-ability tracks in our nation's school systems,
yet it is frequently overlooked that the differences in
the kind of instruction across tracks makes it increas-
ingly difficult for these students ever to climb up the
academic hierarchy. In this way, low expectations
and mindless bureaucracy crush the potential of
thousands of black youth each year and limit their
future opportunities. Staff development programs in
multicultural education are an example of a readily
available avenue that must be seized upon to address
issues of diversity within regular classroom settings.

The curriculum must be expanded to reflect the lives
and interests of black and other minority children.

Why must we continually fight for the validity of the
black experience as a subject of schooling? It takes
nothing away from Shakespeare or Emily Dickinson
to include the dramas of August Wilson and the
poetry of Langston Hughes as an integral part of the
school curriculum. All children need to see people
like themselves express the timeless concerns of
humankind and to be symbolically represented in the
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classroom as worthy of discourse. "1, too, sing
America," Hughes once wrote. A multicultural
curriculum is an imperative for a multicultural
society; all children will benefit from learning the
extraordinary richness of their heterogeneous culture.

All black children must have the opportunityfor a
quality education.

The goal of the struggle to end segregation has been
equal opportunity for quality education for blacks.
But although economically successful black parents
today can send their children to good desegregated
schools, public or private, poor black children still do
not have such options. They remain, 34 years after
Brown. racially isolated, largely segregated, and
subjected to inferior schooling. Consequently, we
must fight for a decent education for black children
wherever they are, whether in desegregated, inte-
grated, or all-black schools.

Mobilizing Physical and
Political Resources

Fund Head Start and Chapter 1.

The Children's Defense Fund's FY '89 "Preventative
Investment Agenda" notes that in order for Head
Start to reach just half of the eligible three-to five-
year-old poor children in America, it will have to
receive some $400 million in each of the next five
years. For Chapter 1 to be extended to all those
entitled to receive its services, its funding will have to
be increased by $500 million over this same period.
While these dollar figures might seem mind-bog-
gling, it is instructive to realize that every year $12.4
billion in revenue is lost because capital gains on in-
herited corporate stock are not taxed.59 Moreover,
these demonstrably successful programs actually save
the country money in the long run.

Ltakes nothing away
from Shakespeare or
Emily Dickinson to
Include the dramas of
August Wilson and the
poetry of Langston
Hughes as an Integral
part of the school
curriculum

Effective education must lead to effective participa-
tion in the economy.

As long as substantial numbers of black youth come
to the realistic conclusion, based upon the widespread
unemployment around them, that schooling will not
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Meaningful employ-
ment opportunities will
demonstrate to black
children that they have
a place in our society
and that persistence in
school Is worthwhile.

pay off in decent job opportunities, their motivation
will suffer. Pervasive unemployment undermines
those positive messages that do link education, suc-
cess, and jobs. Moreover, the structural isolation of
low-income communities prevents many of our youth
from seeing the nature of the jobs performed by their
parents and other adult figures. Black children, like
all others, can quickly perceive when the rules of the
game are stacked against them; when rhetoric fails to
jibe with reality. Meaningful employment opportuni-
ties, we are convinced, will demonstrate to black
children that they have a place in our society and that
persistence in school is worthwhile.

Furthermore, survey data that reveal extremely low
levels of literacy among black seventeen-year-olds
and young adults portend a national tragedy."O The
productive capacity of the U.S. work force is dimin-
ished when large segments of the population do not
receive the necessary training to contribute to the
well-being of society. The prosperity of the nation
depends upon the effective development of human
resources even more than on technological
improvements.

All segments of the black community must assume a
greater responsibility for the education of black
youth.

We call upon all black people to apply their skills and
abilities aggressively on behalf of our youth. In the
past, because of residential segregation and other
factors, black Americans from a range of socioeco-
nomic levels interacted daily. In recent years, the
black population has itself become polarized. Under-
standably, many middle- and upper-income blacks
have left the inner cities, the public schools, and thus
the black communities to which they had belonged.

Middle-class black adults are still needed as positive
role models for less fortunate black youth. These
adults can work to strengthen community programs
that identify and foster black talent. Black historical
societies and creative arts groups can expand their
outreach efforts; churches might use extra space for
supervised tutoring activities; parents might take an
extra child or two to the circus or to see a parade. No
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one in the black community can afford to stand on
the sidelines.

The improvement of public education must be the
principal objective of the black community in the next
decade.

We can meet the challenge of ensuring a world-class
education for our children only through political
activism. All segments of the black community
must demand that schools have the staff, policies,
and resources necessary to their tasks. Quality
education, as described in this essay, can and must be
a political issue cutting across race and class and
reverberating from neighborhoods to state capitals to
the White House.

Wie can meet the
chailenge of ensuring
a world-class education
for our children only
through political
activism.
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FOREWORD

he Economic Policy Task Force of the Joint
Center for Political Studies first convened in

T1985. The purpose of the task force, a biparti-
san group of nationally prominent economic policy
experts, is to influence public debate on economic
issues that affect black Americans. During the past
two years, members of the group have conducted
and reviewed research commissioned by the Joint
Center on international trade, immigration, employ-
ment and training, industrial change, and health care.
This document is the culmination of their research
band de-Hiberafioenc

The document is especially relevant today as we
move toward a new presidential administration. The
U.S. economy is undergoing a number of transforma-
tions-escalating budget and trade deficits, shifts
from the goods-producing to the service-producing
sector, restructuring of the federal tax system. Thus,
it is an opportune time to focus on the needs of blacks
and others who have made little economic progress
over the past decade.

In this document, Dr. Margaret Simms, deputy
director of research at the Center, and the other task
force members evaluate the effects of changing eco-
nomic trends and offer recommendations to policy
makers to better address the needs of blacks.

The following JCPS staff members helped prepare
this statement for publication. Dr. Simms coordi-
nated the project under the supervision of Dr. Milton
D. Morris, director of research. Frank Dexter Brown,
associate director of communications, supervised the
editing and production; Jane Lewin, Susan Kalish,
and Constance B. Toliver edited the document; Ms.
Toliver and Robert C. Oram formatted the book;
Marc De Francis proofread and Nedra Mahone
assisted in collecting the data.We also wish to thank
James Carr, senior tax analyst with the Senate Budget
Committee, for technical advice.

Eddie N. Williams
President
Joint Center for Political Studies
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

n this document, the members of the JCPS Eco-
nomic Policy Task Force evaluate the effects of
changing economic trends on black Americans

and offer recommendations to better address the
needs of blacks and the nation as a whole.

The members of the task force have concluded
that many of the economic transformations of the past
decade have had adverse effects on blacks, particu-
larly on low-skilled workers. The black unemploy-
ment rate, which has remained at least double the
white rate since the end of World War II, has been
increasing over the past decade despite economic
expansion.

The goods-producing sector was once an abun-
dant source of high-wage jobs for workers with
modest levels of education. That sector is rapidly
declining. Yet, because of their low levels of skills
and education the workers displaced from these jobs
are unable to compete for jobs in the fast-growing
technological and service-producing sectors, many of
which are projected to have shortages of labor in the
near future.

The members of the task force also point to the
rising number of women and youths in the labor
market, the influx of low-skilled immigrants, the
current U.S. trade deficit, and the decreased federal
emphasis on affirmative action and on education and
training programs as further reasons why the median
income of black families has stagnated over the past
decade, and why, relative to white families, their
median income has actually fallen.

The task force believes it is crucial for black low-
skilled workers to receive education and training so
they can compete for jobs in the growing employment
sectors, not only to improve their own economic
well-being but also to enable the economy to operate
at its full potential.

ix
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The task force's key policy recommendations can
be summarized as follows:

*Macroeconomic policy must be designed to
increase the average rate of economic growth,
since it is only in times of rapid growth that
blacks have made major gains in employment
and relative income.

* The federal government must return to vigorous
enforcement of affirmative action policies and
should assist the transfer of displaced workers
into expanding industries.

* The weakening of the nation's global competi-
tiveness must be remedied, not by broad protec-
tionist measures, which tend to hurt low-income
consumers and save few U.S. jobs, but by
restructuring America's industries and retraining
its workers.

* Federal policies should be developed to alleviate
the negative economic impact on native-born
low-skilled workers created by the influx of low-
skilled immigrants over the past decade.

* Existing employment and training programs must
be strengthened to meet the needs of the most
disadvantaged.

* A national health insurance/access program is
needed to improve worker productivity.

As the nation moves toward a new presidential
administration, one that could take us most of the way
to the year 2000, the task force is convinced that it
will be critical for policies to address the needs of
black Americans, and that what is at stake is not just
the future of blacks, but the future of all Americans.

x
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1. ECONOMIC POLICY: PAST,
PRESENT, AND FUTURE

Overview

I n this presidential election year, it is critical for the
United States in general, and black Americans in
particular, to consider new economic policy

directions. Despite the economic expansion of recent
years, the U.S. economy suffers from underlying
employment problems, and those problems will be
exacerbated by the slow growth in the labor force that
is predicted for the years 1987-2000. New policy
directions are clearly needed if the overall economy is
to operate smoothly in the future, and changes are
especially needed for blacks because both their
employment position and economic well-being (as
measured by median family income) have deterio-
rated in the past decade.

Despite the evident problems in the economy, this
current period can be seen as a time of opportunity
for policy makers to better address the needs of
blacks and other disadvantaged members of Ameri-
can society. Since a new presidential administration
will take office in 1989, this is the ideal time to begin
to seek effective ways of ensuring the full inclusion
of blacks in the economy of the future.

Currently, the needs of the black community and
those of the American economy parallel each other in
many respects. U.S. policy makers and American
voters are concerned about the country's competitive-
ness in the world economy, with the concern center-
ing on two problems: the federal deficit and the large
international trade deficit.' Solving these two prob
lems and also expanding U.S. production will require
the full participation of blacks in the work force,
especially since the white work force will grow much

Despite the economic
expansion of recent X
years, the U.S. econ-
omy suffers from
underlying employ-
ment problems.

1
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more slowly than the black work force over the
coming decades. The key to a stronger and more
competitive U.S. economy and an improved eco-
nomic position for blacks, therefore, is policies and
programs that increase the productivity of black
workers and ensure their equal access to jobs in
the American economy.

Six areas in which current and future policy will
have an especially critical effect on the employment
and income positions of blacks are-

* macroeconomic policy

* equal employment opportunity

* international trade

* immigration

* education, employment, and training

* health care.

The key to a stronger
and more competitive
U.S. economy and
improved economic
position for blacks is
policies and programs
that increase the
productivity of black
workers and ensure
their equal access to
jobs.

The federal government has had policies in all six
areas since at least the 1960s, although the objectives
and policy instruments have changed since President
Reagan took office. The Reagan administration,
arguing that the pre-1980 programs were counterpro-
ductive and that new policies were needed to improve
the nation's economic performance, relied more than
its predecessors did on the private sector for job
creation and economic expansion. In addition, the
administration depended on voluntary compliance
with equity and consumer protection standards,
continued the deregulation of major industries (such
as oil and gas, telecommunications, transportation,
and financial services) that had begun under the
Carter administration, and reduced federal support for
means-tested programs (programs in which assistance
is based on an individual's income). Policy analysts
continue to debate the success of the administration's
efforts, but even if the administration's own objec-
tives have been met, the results have clearly been of
limited economic benefit to blacks.

Therefore, the Joint Center for Political Studies'
Economic Policy Task Force focused its recent
deliberations on employment and worker
productivity and commissioned papers in the areas

2
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of industrial change, international trade, immigration,
health care, and employment and training, especially
as these subjects relate to black workers. The
papers serve as the basis for the policy recommenda-
tions presented in the remaining sections of this
document.2

As a result of their deliberations, the JCPS Eco-
nomic Policy Task Force identified the major ob-
stacles to black economic advancement. The
obstacles, listed below, will be covered in detail in
the next section of this document:

* the failure of the economy to generate a suffi-
eieini mulmir of jobs for all those willing to
work;

* changes in the nation's industrial structure,
which reduce the number of high-paying jobs
relative to low-paying jobs for workers without a
college education;

* the limited productivity of many black workers
due to inadequate education and training and to
chronic health problems; and

* continuing discrimination within the job market.

To eliminate or reduce these obstacles to black
economic advancement, the task force recommends
that the proposals outlined below be implemented in
the next administration.

JCPS Task Force Policy
Recommendations

Macroeconomic policy. The primary objective of
macroeconomic policy must be to increase the
average rate of economic growth in order to expand
the number of employment opportunities available.
Only in times of rapid economic growth have blacks
made significant advancements in employment and
relative income.

Since the 1960s, the federal government has
designed policies.to regulate the rate of macroecon-
omic growth in order to expand employment and to
control the rate of inflation. Before 1981, the policies

Onl in times of rapid
economic growth have
blacks made significant
advancements in em-
ployment and relative
i-;.">.
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called for the government to be aggressive in using
tools such as fiscal and monetary policy (adjusting
the mix of government expenditures and revenues;
and controlling the money supply and interest
rates) to affect the rate of overall economic growth;
since 1981, the policy has been to "let the private
sector do it."

Icreasing both [fed-
eral] expenditures and
revenues can actually
provide a stimulus to
the economy while
reducing the size of the
federal deficit.

As reasons for its limited use of expansionary
fiscal policy, the Reagan administration has cited
concern about the deficit and a desire to shift govern-
ment spending decisions for domestic programs to the
state and local levels. (Most of the expansion in
federal spending has been for defense-related pro-
grams, with government money for defense hardware
going to industries with low percentages of black
workers.) Instead of relying on an active fiscal
policy, policy makers in the current administration
have looked to tax reductions and business deregula-
tion to give the private sector incentives for increas-
ing investment and expanding employment. This
approach has clearly not been an unqualified success
for blacks, who have fared less well than they did
before 1980, when other policies were in effect.

Indeed, experience since the end of World War II
suggests that blacks make their strongest economic
gains during periods of rapid economic expansion.
However, because of recent economic uncertainty
within both the domestic and the international busi-
ness communities, prudent policy analysts acknowl-
edge that the large federal deficit limits the gov-
ernment's ability to pursue a vigorous and aggressive
fiscal policy. Nevertheless, some room remains for
judicious expansion of selected programs, which is
necessary for overall economic growth and for
improving the economic condition of various popula-
tion subgroups.

Federal programs can be expanded by one of three
means: overall expenditures can be increased (which
would increase the budget deficit); some expenditures
can be reduced and others increased; and both expen-
ditures and revenues can be increased.

The last approach-increasing both expenditures
and revenues-can actually provide a fiscal stimulus
to the economy while reducing the size of the federal

4
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deficit. In fact, under a progressive tax system, such
as the one we had before 1986, economic expansion
tends to reduce the deficit over the long run by
increasing government revenues. As businesses and
individuals do better economically, they have more
income on which to pay taxes. The added income
puts individuals into higher tax brackets so that the
proportion of their income that goes to government
increases.

However, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 changed the
tax stnicture, reducing the number of tax.brackets and
indexing the income ranges so that the amount of tax
:n individiimd nav- dinp not inremase usinntne.

increases more rapidly than inflation. Therefore,
economic expansion alone will not be as successful in
reducing the deficit through increased tax revenues as
was the case in the past. For economic expansion to
have a significant deficit-reduction effect, changes
will have to be made either in tax rates or in the
number of taxes levied.

If changes are made in either tax rates or the
number of taxes, they will affect blacks and whites
differently, depending on how those changes are
structured. Since blacks are disproportionately
represented among lower-income groups, they are
less adversely affected when tax increases are skewed
toward higher-income groups and toward businesses.
When the increases are skewed toward lower-income
groups, blacks carry more of the burden.

Similarly, changes in federal expenditures that
might be made to reduce the deficit may also affect
blacks and whites differently, depending on how the
changes are structured. For example, the 1981 cuts in
means-tested programs were heavily weighted toward
social programs that were targeted at low-income and
socially disadvantaged groups-programs such as
Aid to Families with Dependent Children, food
stamps, compensatory education, and employment
and training-and they had a disproportionately
negative effect on blacks. If policy makers decide to
pursue deficit reduction by reducing federal social
programs still further (or by increasing those pro-
grams only modestly), cuts should be structured to
minimize the negative impacts on the most disadvan-

Discrimination con-
tinues to operate in
the labor market, as
evidenced by the
disparities in employ-
ment and earnings
between blacks and
whites with similar
education and experi-
ence. Therefore, the
country must return to
vigorous pursuit of
affirmative action -

policies.
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taged members of American society, who have few
alternative sources of support and protection.

Equal employment opportunity. General
economic expansion will not be enough to ensure that
blacks make gains proportionate to their representa-
tion in the population. And if the nation is not
successful in achieving a high rate of macroeconomic
growth, equity concerns become even more impor-
tant. Therefore, the country must return to vigorous
pursuit of affirmative action policies.

Historically, blacks have not had equal access to
employment opportunities within the economy.
Between 1964 and 1981, the federal government
promoted equal employment opportunity through the
use of legal sanctions and the federal contracting
process. The Reagan administration has placed more
emphasis on voluntary compliance with equal em-
ployment opportunity goals. Nevertheless, discrimi-
nation continues to operate in the labor market, as
evidenced by the disparities in employment and
earnings between blacks and whites with similar
levels of education and work experience.

Government will have
to develop incentives to
induce the growing
sectors of the economy
to employ black workers
... and policies to make
it easier for displaced
workers to transfer to
new jobs in these
'industries.

Futhermore, recent changes in the types of jobs
available within the U.S. economy have made the
pursuit of equal employment more, not less
important. Structural change has reduced the propor-
tion of jobs in manufacturing and increased the
proportion in the service sector. Data on the earnings
of blacks and whites within the service sector suggest
that government will have to develop a set of incen-
tives not only to induce the growing sectors within
the economy to employ black workers in proportion
to their availability but also to ensure that blacks have
access to the better-paying jobs within the rather
diverse service industries. Policies also need to be
developed to make it easier for displaced workers to
transfer to new jobs in these industries.

Internationad trade. The long-term goal of im-
proving the U.S. position in the world economy is
closely tied to increased competitiveness. However,
competitiveness is not enhanced by protectionist
policies, such as trade barriers and quotas. Such

6
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policies can have detrimental effects on low-income
consumers and they rarely protect U.S. jobs.

The recent deterioration in the international
economic position of the United States (combined
with increases in the overseas operations of domestic
companies) has been a factor in reducing employment
opportunities for American workers, including black
workers, in manufacturing. That situation has led
policy makers to give renewed consideration to
protectionist proposals that would greatly restrict the
access of overseas companies to U.S. markets.

v--* Ufl. Ot&flLUtA, j~iLLv> tsv-tJurn*. UjJju.fl.4 LYJ uLA.,hwsfl

everyone because it seems to protect U.S. jobs and
the wages paid to U.S. workers. Thus, proponents of
protectionism allege that under such measures more
money would be generated to circulate within the
economy. In reality, however, the situation is much
more complicated.

First, certain types of protective action will reduce
the availability of low-priced imported goods, thereby
adversely affecting low-income consumers (who are
disproportionately black). Second, although protec-
tionism is supposed to benefit all U.S. workers by
maintaining jobs in the United States, industry studies
suggest that selected protective action in the past
decade did not prevent businesses from eliminating
jobs. Finally, data show that a substantial proportion
of imports were originally worked on in the United
States and then shipped overseas for additional work
before being imported.

Evidence also suggests that restructuring industry
and retraining American workers would be a more
fruitful approach for maintaining or expanding job
opportunities for U.S. workers. However, there may
be instances in which some protective action is
required. In that case, policy makers should be
selective, only instituting restrictive trade policies
that have minimal negative effects for low-income
consumers and that require protected firms to main-
tain or expand the number of domestic jobs as a result
of the protection. One strategy to improve the
probability of compliance with this requirement
would be to impose penalties on firms that did not
enhance job opportunities for U.S. workers.

Certain types of pro-
tective action will
reduce the availability
of low-priced imported
gands. therehy ad-
versely affecting low-
income consumers.

7
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U.S. immigration
laws have been modi-
fied in ways that in-
crease the influx of
low-skilled workers,
who compete with
native-born youths and
low-skilled adult
workers for jobs.

Immigration. The immigration of workers to the
United States in the past has been a positive influence
on the country's economic productivity. This can
continue to be the case in the future. However, the
current immigration policy, which allows relatively
large numbers of low-skilled workers to enter the
United States, should be supplemented with a set of
policies that reduce the burden that this immigration
places on low-skilled native-born workers.

At the same time that the trends in international
trade have moved against U.S. workers, U.S. immi-
gration laws have been modified in ways that increase
the influx of low-skilled workers, who compete, with
native-born youths and low-skilled adult workers for
low-skilled jobs. This increase in the inflow of such
workers has come about because current immigration
policy allows individuals who have relatives in this
country or who are suffering political oppression in
their country of origin to enter the United States
relatively easily, regardless of their potential contri-
bution to the U.S. economy. This shift has been a
particularly serious problem for blacks, who consti-
tute a high proportion of the low-skilled adult
workers. Although the evidence on the magnitude of
the impact of immigration on blacks is mixed,
theoretical research 3 supports the argument that the
immigration of low-skilled workers is harmful to
blacks in the short term unless offsetting policies are
established to protect the living standard of native-
born workers.

Education, employment, and training. By the
year 2000, a substantial proportion of new entrants
into the labor force will be immigrants and native-
born minorities. For these new workers to make a
successful entrance into the work force, the existing
employment and training programs will have to be
strengthened. The current structure of the Job
Training Partnership Act (JTPA) discourages provid-
ers from serving the most needy; the training periods
are too short; and most of the JTPA programs do not
provide the range of basic educational and job-
specific skills that the most disadvantaged (including
youths) require if they are to obtain decent jobs. For

8
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children and youths still in school, the basic educa-
tional system needs to be improved so that they can
make the transition from school to work with skills in
reading, writing, mathematics, and logic that will
provide the foundation they need to adapt to change
in the labor market of the future.

During the 1960s, the federal government devel-
oped and expanded a set of programs designed to
promote greater participation of minorities in the
economy and to provide education and training to the
disadvantaged. Since 1981, many of the programs
have been restructured, and in several policy areas
debate about the appropriate course of action
continues.

In the area of education, federal financial support
for formal education has declined. More emphasis
has been put on state and local support for elementary
and secondary programs (and on business sector
involvement as well), and more reliance has been put
on family support of higher education. These
changes would seem to be detrimental to black
families, since blacks as a group may not receive the
same level of support from state and local govern-
ments as they received from the federal government,
and relatively few black families have the resources
to finance college.

In the area of training, comparable shifts have
taken place. The Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act (CETA), which included a subsidized
public employment component, was replaced by the
JTPA, which lacks that component and sharply
curtails the use of stipends. The power of the Private
Industry Councils (PICs) was increased, and greater
emphasis was placed on tying funds to the achieve-
ment of performance standards, the most prominent
of which is placement in jobs. But many evaluators
of employment and training programs feel that these
shifts, which give rewards for serving the most job-
ready applicants, have led program operators to select
participants from the least disadvantaged among
those eligible for participation (an approach that is
called "creaming").

These changes, many believe, may have been
particularly detrimental to disadvantaged female

The current structure
of the Job Training
Partnership Act
(JTPA) discourages
providers from serving
the most needy.
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heads of household and out-of-school youths. And
given the projected labor shortage for the U.S.
economy, programs that do not address the needs of
these groups will leave the economy operating below
its full potential. In fact, some policy analysts claim
that the key to improving U.S. competitiveness in the
world economy is investments that improve worker
productivity: investments in research and develop-
ment as well as in education and training. Indeed,
effective education and training policies promise to
be highly beneficial not only to the nation as a whole
but also to blacks, who have suffered from both
discrimination and the country's lower level of
investment in their education and training and who
are disproportionately highly represented among
those who lack both a high school education and job-
specific skills.

Health care. Blacks are more likely than others to
be jobless because of chronic health problems and
are less likely to have access to quality health care.
Therefore, a key element in improving worker pro-
ductivity will be the development of a national health
insurance/access program.

Blacks in poor health
suffer greater losses in
earnings than do
whites in poor health.

Health benefits are currently provided to selected
portions of the population by employer-subsidized
health insurance plans and by government-sponsored
health programs. The government's programs
provide medical subsidies for the elderly and for
those with limited incomes (usually people who are
on public assistance programs). In recent years, as
health care expenditures have risen sharply, health
care policy has focused almost exclusively on cost
containment. Now, however, renewed attention is
being paid to access to health care.

This change in emphasis from cost containment to
access to health care could have a significant effect
on the productivity of all workers and particularly on
the productivity of blacks, because blacks in poor
health suffer greater losses in earnings than do whites
in poor health. When blacks are ill they are more
likely than whites to work fewer hours or to drop out
of the labor force altogether, and they are less likely
to have the option of moving to lower-paying, less-

10
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ENDNOTES

demanding positions. It is not known why blacks
suffer greater joblessness when they are in poor
health-whether the cause is discrimination, the types
of jobs that blacks hold before the onset of illness, or
the types of illnesses that blacks have. However, it is
known that blacks are more likely to be without
health insurance (22.6 percent of blacks compared to
14 percent of whites), which makes it more difficult
for them to obtain health care to prevent or control
chronic diseases. Therefore, the task force recom-
mends improved access to health care. In addition, it
recommends the development of better race-specific
data on illnesses so that more targeted programs can
also be developed.

Endnotes
1. The federal deficit of $150 billion in fiscal year

1987 (covering October 1986 through September
1987) was the lowest budget deficit since FY 1981.
The persistence of large deficits, in periods of both
economic expansion and contraction, has been a
cause for concern because of the impact that large
deficits have on private investment and their potential
impact on inflation. The foreign trade deficit (meas-
ured by the difference between exports and imports,
excluding cash transfers and payments to foreigners)
was $170 billion in calendar year 1987. That repre-
sents a dramatic change from 1981, when there was a
surplus of $26 billion.

2. These papers are available in their entirety and
may be purchased from the Joint Center for Political
Studies, 1301 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W., Washing-
ton, D.C. 20004.

3. Very few analyses of available data provide
undisputed answers to the question of labor displace-
ment and some of them are technically flawed.
Therefore, the analysis completed for the JCPS
Economic Policy Task Force developed a model of
migration flows across countries and determined the
outcomes based on economic theory and logic.

11
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2. EMPLOYMENT TRENDS

T he economic well-being of black Americans,
as we noted earlier, continues to lag substan-
tially behind that of their white counterparts.

In 1986 (the latest year for which data are available),
the median income of black families was only 57.1
percent that of white families. To a great extent, the
disparities in income are related to differences in
employment and earnings between blacks and whites.
It is this difference in employment opportunities that
is the main focus of concern for the JCPS Economic
Policy Task Force. If employment differentials can
be eliminated, then a substantial portion of the
income differentials will disappear. We believe that
the proposals that have been put forth in this state-
ment will move the nation toward this goal.'

This section presents the background information
on which our recommendations are based. The trends
in black employment and income are reviewed.
Several factors that are believed to have contributed
to the decline in employment prospects for black
workers are explored, and evidence is presented to
explain why these factors have or have not been
important determinants of employment changes. The
insight that we have gained from this analysis will be
helpful to both policy makers and laypersons who
want to influence the direction of federal policy in the
future.

Changes in Employment
and Income

A majority of the black Americans who were
interviewed in a 1987 Joint Center survey2 identified
unemployment as one of the three most important
public policy issues facing the nation. Those black
respondents had good reason for calling unemploy-
ment the nation's principal public policy issue. In
1987, even though the nation's economy had been

Black unemployment
rates have averaged
about twice the rates
for whites ever since
the end of World
War 11.
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In 1987, even though
the nation Is economy
had been steadily ex-
panding, the unemploy-
ment rate for blacks
nationwide was almost
2 1/2 times the unem-
ployment rate for
whites.

steadily expanding for five years, the unemployment
rate for blacks nationwide was 13.0 percent-almost
2 1/2 times the unemployment rate for whites, which
was 5.3 percent. And among black teenagers, the
unemployment rate was 34.7 percent-almost 2 1/2
times the rate for white teenagers, which was 14.4
percent.

Changes in employment. Black unemployment
rates have averaged about twice the rates for whites
ever since the end of World War n, but a change in
the cyclical nature of the relationship took place in
the mid- 1970s. Until then, the ratio of black to white
unemployment had tended to rise during economic
contractions and fall during economic expansions.
Since 1976, however, the ratio has tended to rise
rather than fall during economic expansions
(figure 1). In addition to being more likely to be un-
employed, black workers are also more likely to be
employed part-time when they want to work
full-time.

The higher relative unemployment rates for
blacks since 1976 are related to a number of different
changes within the U.S. economy. One involves
changes in the labor force participation rates (the
proportion of the population that is either employed
or actively looking for work) of different groups
within the society. Other factors are related to the
changing structure of the U.S. economy-the decline
in manufacturing, the growth in the nongoods-
producing sector, and the growing importance of
international trade. For blacks, the effects of these
changes were intensified by two recessions in the
early 1980s.

Since the end of World War II, the U.S. labor
force participation rate has increased even more
substantially than employment opportunities. Thus,
competition for the jobs being created has been
intense, and even though employment rose by 90
percent between 1947 and 1985, the unemployment
rate also drifted upward. The primary causes of the
increasing labor force participation rate are the larger
proportion of adult women (especially married
women with children) who are in the paid work force

14
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Figure 1
Black-to-White Unemployment Ratios, 1973-1987
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Note: For detailed data and sources, see Comprehensive Table A in the appendix.

and the greater numbers of white teenagers who have
joined the labor force. Some economists have argued
that this increase in labor force participation came
about when white families sent more of their mem-
bers-spouses, children-out into the labor force so
that the family could maintain its standard of living in
a period of high inflation and low growth in real
wages. This increase in multiple earners in white
families helps explain why black income has declined
relative to white income; black families are more
likely to be single-parent families and therefore are
more likely to have fewer members of working age to
send into the work force.

In fact, the growth in labor force participation
among whites has reversed a long-standing relation-
ship: just after the war, in 1948, the labor force
participation rate of nonwhites was 6 percentage
points higher than that of whites;3 in 1985, the labor
force participation rate of whites was 2 percentage
points higher than that of blacks. Because the propor-
tion of blacks entering the labor force between 1948
and 1985 declined relative to the proportion of whites
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The increased compe-
tition from white women
and teenagers and from
immigrants, and the
changing nature of job
uppuriunides have all
played roles in the
increased joblessness
among blacks.

entering the labor force, the growing unemployment
rates of blacks relative to whites cannot be attributed
to greater exposure to unemployment. In other
words, since more whites relative to blacks are
looking for work (and an individual has to be an
active participant in the labor force to be counted as
unemployed) than was the case in 1948, the black-
white unemployment ratio would have fallen if
nothing else had changed. But the increased competi-
tion from white women and teenagers and from
immigrants, and the changing nature of job opportu-
nities have all played roles in the increased jobless-
ness among blacks.

Blacks have, to be sure, made some employment
gains during the postwar period, and these should not
be overlooked. Blacks have increased their represen-
tation among professional and managerial workers,
with the proportion of blacks in these jobs increasing
from 4 percent in 1940 to 14 percent in 1980, and
they are much less likely than in the past to be found
in domestic and farm employment. However, blacks
are still more likely than whites to be found in the
low-skilled blue-collar occupations, and joblessness
is very high among blacks with less than a high
school education. Among black adults without a high
school diploma, only about one-fourth of the women
and one-half of the men are employed.

Changes in family income. Economic well-
being, as measured by family income, is closely
related to employment for most families, since the
bulk of income is derived from wages and salaries.
Changes in absolute and relative income for blacks
parallel the fluctuations in employment and economic
activity. Since World War H, as the U.S. economy as
a whole has expanded and contracted, the income
levels of blacks have increased and decreased accord-
ingly. Between 1947 and 1986, the gross national
product (GNP) increased more than 250 percent in
real terms (that is, adjusted for inflation), and real per
capita disposable income doubled-but most of the
growth took place between 1960 and the mid-1970s
(table 1). During that period of rapid economic
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Table 1
Median Family Income, by Race, Selected
Years, 1947-1986 (constant 1986 dollars)

Income
Year Whites Blacks Black-White Ratio
1947< tS ,97 - 792 51,
196 1S6891 8,513 5 E4.3
. z --........ ...,

1960 21,603 11,959 55.4
1965 25,198 13,876 55.1
1967' 27,040 16,729/16,010 61.9/59.2

1971 28,89g3 17....4,, 35 .R,' OZ :,

1 97.2'. iZZ'30,69 . z -127,80 9 90z .-.. S4 zz
1973 31,076 17,935 57.7
1974b 29,812 17,801 59.7
1975 29,067 17,885 61.5

ZZZ. ZBZ}Z. ;;Z ZZZ Z;:ZR:Z.Z: Z .:.:.Z ................... 'Z::':;':::Z:"':ZZ::1.9.7S zzZ igZi2992X~ 17-.Z,zz 7801'5'i.R.Z 2 ZZ.,95 '1 4 zzzz.2Z~ :n .......zzt Z z-Z7:AZz E'RS.E v. .. Rzz iz'-'ZZ~aZR a Zw...... ............ . 5zl:ZwWZESS... ............. .R ':RR:.ZZZ
19878 . -Z'' . g,.O 87 OB . . ....1Z.. 4 Z. ...Z Z
1979 30,875 17,483 56.6
1980 29,146 16,864 57.9
1981 28,352 15.993 56.4

.. ... 2 . ..<"'.... 'aR Z a G ZR~i 15 B L BE0. ............. 8 .. ZZ. 2 ,435 1,025 .. ...- . . ...
Z : ..:.' .;Z..........z~z . i> oo zEzg-g .z 5.......-....Zz

1985 29,713 17,109 57.6
1986 30,809 17,604 57.1

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1988), table Io.

Note: Beginning in the year 1979, data are based on householder
concept and restricted to primary families. For the years 1960 to
1978, the number of white and black-and-other-races families are
based on the 1970 census. For the years 1979 to 1986, data are
based on 1980 census population controls.
Blacks and other nonwhites to 1967, blacks only afterwards.
Both figures are presented for 1967.

bBased on revised methodology. Periodically, the Census Bureau
revises its estimates to reflect changes in the composition of the
population. Data for the year of the change and all succeeding
years are not strictly comparable to those in previous years.
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Since [the mid-1970s]
the median real income
of black families has
stagnated, and in
relation to the income
of whitefamilies, the
median real income of
black families has
fallen.

expansion, median family income for blacks in-
creased both absolutely and relative to white family
income. Since that time, however, the median real
income of black families has stagnated, and in
relation to the income of white families, the median
real income of black families has fallen.

In absolute terms, black median family income as
adjusted for inflation fell during much of the past
decade (1976-1985). By 1986 it had regained some
of the lost ground, but in that year it was still lower
(at $17,604) than it had been in the mid-1970s (more
than $17,800).

XiThe ratio of black to whie iiiedidn family income
shows a comparable pattern. In the mid-1970s, the
median income of black families was 61 percent of
the median income of white families; in 1982 it had
fallen to 55 percent, and by 1986 it had regained
some of the lost ground and had risen to 57 percent.

Table 2 clearly shows the effect that lack of full-
time employment-and the smaller number of family
members who can work full-time-has on black
family income. Black families in which the head was
fully employed in 1986 had a median family income
of $28,690, compared with a much lower median of
$17,604 for all black families. The median income of
black families with a fully employed head of house-
hold was 75 percent of the median income for compa-
rable white families. Among families in which both
husband and wife were employed, black income was
82 percent of white family income. In contrast, black
families with one or no earners had incomes that were
between 59 percent (female head) and 71 percent
(male head) of the incomes of comparable white
families.

Obviously, the employment problems of black
adults have more of an effect on black family income
than does the position of black youths within the
labor market. Yet the poor position of black youths
in the work force may have dire consequences for
future black family income. Young people who have
little labor market experience are more likely to grow
up to be marginal participants in the labor force. And
young women who do not obtain employment are-
more likely to have children early and be unable
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Table 2
Median Family income, by Race, Family Type,
and Employment Status of Householder,a 1986

All Famliles

Income
Black-White

Whites Blacks Ratio

All families $30,809 $17,604 57.1%
Married couple 33,426 26,583 79.5

Wife employed 38,972 31,949 82.0
Wife not employed 26,421 16,766 63.5

Male householder 26,247 18,731 71.4
Female householder 15,716 9,300 59.2

Famliles With Householder Who Worked Full-Time,
Year Round

Income
Black-White

Whites Blacks Ratio

All families $38.413 $28,690 75.2%
Married couple 40,375 34,179 84.7

Wife employed 42,957 37,679 87.7
Wife not employed 35,521 24,304 68.4

Male householder 32,018 26,202 81.8
Female householder 23,353 17,985 77.0

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census (1987).

The householder is the person who owns the house or in whose
name the dwelling unit is rented. The Census Bureau no longer
uses the term head of household in recognition of the fact that
'many households are no longer organized with autocratic

-prinaples' (U.S. Bureau of the Census [1980a]).

to gain meaningful work experience, so that the like-
lihood of long-term welfare dependency increases. It
is especially troubling, therefore, that the changes in
relative rates of employment have been most adverse
among youths (ages 16-24). Whereas white youths,
both male and female, have increased their employ-
ment rates since the 1950s, black male youths have
had a sharp drop in their rates of employment
and black female youths have had few gains
(figure 2).
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Figure 2
Employment-to-Population Ratios for Youth, by Race and Sex,
1958 and 19878
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Future prospects. The growth in the U.S. labor
force is expected to slow down over the next decade
because of low population growth and a leveling off
of the labor force participation of white women.
Nevertheless, the employment prospects for low-
skilled workers, especially blacks, will not necessar-
ily improve. Blacks are not well represented in the
occupations that are expected to grow the fastest
between 1986 and 2000 (such as medical assistants
and computer programmers), and they are overrepre-
sented in the slow-growing or declining occupations
(such as machine operators and assemblers). More-
over, even though the labor force as a whole will be
growing less rapidly, competition for low-skilled jobs
is likely to remain strong, as new immigrants con-
tinue to enter the country. Immigrants, currently 7
percent of the work force, are expected to account for
about 23 percent of the increase in the labor force
during the final 15 years of the century. (The effects
of immigration are discussed in more detail at the end
of this chapter).

The Shift From a Manufacturing
Economy to a Service Economy

The growing unemployment rates of blacks-
particularly black males-also reflect changes in the
goods-producing sector of the economy, especially
manufacturing. 4 That is the sector that has tradition-
ally provided high-wage jobs to workers with low
levels of skills and education. Between 1940 and
1975, the job opportunities within manufacturing
were a major means for black families to move up
into the middle-income bracket. Between 1980 and 1985,

However, during the entire postwar period, the black employment [fell]
manufacturing sector has been declining. This considerably faster than
decline is clearly reflected in the proportion of al overall employment in 5
U.S. workers which that sector used to employ and of the 7 [declining manu-
which it has employed in recent years. In 1947, facturing industries].
manufacturing employed more than one-third of all
U.S. workers; in 1985, it employed less than one-
fifth-a decline of 40 percent. Furthermore, the
Bureau of Labor Statistics projects that employment
in manufacturing industries will decline by more than
4 percent between 1986 and 2000. On the basis of
that projection and other projected changes in em-
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ployment, it is predicted that manufacturing will
account for only 13.7 percent of all jobs in the
year 2000.

On the surface, the decline in manufacturing
would seem to have been offset by a corresponding
rise in the service-producing sector-a sector in
which a substantial proportion of jobs are low-wage,
low-skill.5 Between 1948 and 1985, full-time equiva-
lent employees in all services increased by approxi-
mately 30 percent; FIRE services alone (finance,
insurance, and real estate) increased their share of
full-time equivalent employees by approximately 80
percent. in i85, the iiRE, retail, and wholesale
services accounted for a larger share of employment
than manufacturing did (27.5 percent and 20.1
percent, respectively). But although that shift in the
demand for low-skilled labor may have allowed many
workers to escape extended periods of unemploy-
ment, it had an adverse effect on the wages of the
low-skilled. The service jobs that poorly educated
workers were qualified to fill did not pay as much as
the manufacturing jobs they had lost, nor did the
service jobs provide as much job security or as many
employee benefits. This squeeze on low-skilled
workers has been particularly serious during the past
10 years.

The decline in manufacturing employment and
the shift toward service employment that has accom-
panied it have had consequences for the distribution

The service jobs that of earnings among members of the work force.6 As-
poorly educated workers discussed earlier, manufacturing employment has
were qualified to fill did ibeen declining as a share of total employment
not pay as much as the throughout the post-World War II period. However,
manufacturing jobs they the negative impact on black workers has only been
had lost, nor did they noticeable in recent years. Between 1977 and 1985,
provide as much job manufacturing employment, as measured on the basis
security or as many of full-time workers, declined from 24 percent of
employee benefits. total U.S. employment to 20 percent (see Comprehen-

sive Table C in the appendix). Black workers have
suffered large and serious employment losses over
this same time. During the first part of the period (up
to 1980), in industries which experienced employ-
ment decreases, black employment declined less than
total industry employment did. Between 1980 and
1985, however, when total employment declined in 7
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of the 12 manufacturing industries we examined,
black employment declined considerably faster than
overall employment in 5 of the 7 (electrical machin-
ery, chemicals, fabricated metals, apparel, and iron
and steel). And in the manufacturing industries with
employment growth, the new employment appears to
have gone disproportionately to whites. In 4 of the 5
industries that increased their payrolls (plastics,
furniture, wood, and household products), black
employment declined. The only exception to this
trend was motor vehicles, where black employment
increased.

An alysis of industry-specific wages clearly
shows that few sectors pay wages comparable to
those in manufacturing (figure 3). In 1980, fully one-
quarter of all manufacturing jobs paid more than 50
percent above the mean wage for the economy as a
whole (the mean wage was $13,007). This share was
matched by construction and distributive services, but
within the main private industry service sector, only
finance, insurance, and real estate even approached
that percentage. In the retail, consumer service, and
nonprofit sectors, only 7 to 14 percent of jobs were
high-wage. And well over one-half of all service jobs
paid wages that were only one-half to three-quarters
the U.S. mean wage.

Moreover, if we look at industry earnings by race
and sex, we find that blacks and women are more
likely to suffer as a result of these sectoral shifts.
Although white males are more vulnerable to the loss
of very-high-wage jobs in manufacturing, it appears
that blacks and white women may suffer more if
forced to take jobs outside of manufacturing. They
are much less likely than white males to have above-
average earnings in nonmanufacturing industries, and
they are more likely to land in very-low-wage jobs
(figure 4).

The Impact of Changes in
International Trade

One reason for the decline in America's manufac-
turing sector is the changing nature of the U.S. role in
the world economy. Since the end of World War II,

In the manufacturing
industries with em-
ployment growth, the
new employment
appears to have gone
disproportionately to
whites.
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Figure 3
Percentage of Workers In High and Low Earnings Classes,
by Industry, 1980
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imports as a share of GNP have increased three times
as fast as exports. In recent years, the U.S. public has
become aware of the growth in the nation's interna-
tional trade deficit-that is, the difference between
exports and imports.7 Many observers believe that
the current trade deficit reflects the failure of Ameri-
can businesses and workers to compete effectively in
the international arena. Those observers also believe
that the failure has caused the shift in the distribution
of employment among different industries, as dis-
cussed in the previous section.

However, our detailed analysis of the interna-
tional trade situation reveals that the relationship
between trade and employment is very complicated.
If economic and other changes originating outside the
United States contribute to the trade deficit, the effect
on U.S. employment is likely to be adverse. But if
domestic factors (such as problems with the structure
and performance of U.S. industries) are the source of
the trade deficit, then the deficit is not the cause of
changes in domestic employment.

Between 1982 and 1987, domestic factors clearly
contributed to the growing trade deficit. The tax cuts
passed in 1981 increased domestic demand, including
the demand for imports. Other changes in the econ-
omy, such as downsizing (the scaling down of
corporate staffs) and corporate takeovers, indicate
the presence of problems with the industrial structure
of the U.S. economy-problems that have led to inef-
ficiencies in the allocation of labor and other factors
of production. But although jobs may have shifted
from one company or sector to another, the net effect
on the number of jobs available in the economy is
unclear. In any case, if there has been a change in
total employment it cannot be corrected by the estab-
lishment of trade barriers, since the problems are
internal to the U.S. economic system.

Disturbances in the economies of foreign coun-
tries between 1982 and 1987 also contributed to the
huge trade deficit. After 1982, the major industrial
countries of the world, as well as the developing
countries (except in Asia), had lower rates of growth
than the United States did, and that gap tended to
increase the U.S. demand for imports relative to other

The major industrial
countries, as well as
the developing coun-
tries (except in Asia),
had lower rates of
growth than the United
States did, and that gap
tended to increase the
U.S. demandfor
imports relative to
other countries'
demand for our
exports.
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Figure 4
Distribution of Workers Among the High, Middle, and Low Earnings
Classes,a Manufacturing and Retail Trade Sectors, 1980
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countries' demand for our exports. In addition, the
United States was at a disadvantage in international
markets because of the high foreign-exchange value
of the U.S. dollar. This has had a significant impact
on the developing countries of the Third World,
whose importing capacity is limited and which
constitute a large potential market for American
products.

Finally, other countries' trade barriers are some-
times cited as another factor contributing to the U.S.
trade deficit. Our analysis, however, does not show
a clear link between these barriers and U.S. com-
petitiveness in world markets. The effect of trade
barriers varies, depending on the types and character-
istics of the products being traded.

Within that framework, the task force analyzed
the data for the mid-1980s. Our analysis revealed
that external disturbances were in fact a major cause
of the loss of U.S. jobs that would otherwise have
been created between 1983 and 1987. Before 1983,
the trade deficit was responsible for only a minimal
loss of jobs. Beginning in that year, which is when
the United States began to experience more economic
growth than some other nations, trade-deficit-related
job losses increased. The number of U.S. jobs that
would have been created in the absence of the trade
deficit (potential jobs as opposed to jobs that already
existed) grew from 1.2 million in 1983 to 3.2 million
in 1986 (see Comprehensive Table F in the appen-
dix).8 Although this is a small portion of total
nonagricultural payroll employment in the United
States, the growth in U.S. payroll employment
between 1985 and 1986 was only 3.1 million. There-
fore, the loss of employment from trade contributed
to a significant loss in potential employment growth.

However, this finding does not lead to the conclu-
sion that trade barriers will increase domestic em-
ployment. Some U.S. producers may be adjusting to
the unfavorable international environment by shifting
the share of their company's production among the
United States and other countries in which they have
affiliates, to minimize the combination of labor and
transportation costs. Data on intrafirm imports reveal
that a significant proportion of imported items in fact

The high foreign
exchange value of the
U.S. dollar... had a
significant impact on
the developing coun-
tries of the Third
World, whose import-
ing capacity is limited
and which constitute a
large potential market
for American products.
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contain some domestic labor; that is, those products
were initially worked on in the United States, were
then exported for further work, and were subse-
quently imported. Thus, measures to reduce the
volume of imports might have an adverse effect on
U.S. employment rather than a positive effect.
Moreover, the ability of companies to shift produc-
tion levels among countries in which they do business
indicates that policy changes will generate further
adjustments. So any policy that is rigidly applied will
soon be rendered obsolete.

Tne impact of immigration
Another influence on the domestic work force is

immigration.9 It is not just imports and exports that
move across international boundaries. Labor does as
well, and the international movement of labor has an
impact on the employment of native-born Americans.

In recent years, the heavy influx of immigrants
into the U.S. job market-has drawn the attention of
policy makers, and the inflow is projected to continue
into the next century. In the year 2000, it is estimated
that immigrants will constitute over 20 percent of all
new entrants to the work force. A common impres-
sion is that immigrants adversely affect the well-
being of native-born residents by taking jobs away
from them and imposing social costs on taxpayers.
However, a careful analysis of immigrant workers
indicates that their impact depends on the characteris-
tics of both the immigrants and the native-born
workers.

in the year 2000, it is Immigrants who enter the country for economic
estimated that immi- reasons-that is, to obtain better income and employ-
grants will constitute ment opportunities (as opposed to those joining
over 20 percent of all family members or seeking political asylum)-
new entrants to the usually have a positive impact on the overall econ-
workforce. omy in the long term; they provide additional produc-

tion and add to the domestic demand for goods and
services. In the short term, though, these immigrants
do provide competition for certain types of jobs.
Immigrants with few job skills, in particular, have an
adverse impact on native-born workers. They tend to
lower the wages for all low-skilled workers, since
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initially the supply of such workers increases while
demand remains relatively stable. As a result, native-
born workers in low-skilled jobs become worse off
economically than in the past. The increased compe-
tition for these jobs makes it relatively more attractive
for workers to invest in education and job-specific
skills since the spread between the wages for low-
skilled jobs and the wages for high-skilled jobs would
increase. However, workers may not have the funds
that would enable them to take advantage of the
potential gains from moving to higher-skilled em-
ployment, and offsetting policies would have to be
implemented to limit the negative effects of immigra-
tion on low-skilled native-born workers.

Endnotes
l.The task force recognizes that employment is not

the only important economic issue that needs to
be addressed. Racial differentials in wealth, par-
ticularly business ownership, are another. Like-
wise, we acknowledge that other levels of
government-states and localities-also have to
be involved in these policy areas. However, the
decision was made to focus on only one area for
the purpose of this document, so that the issues
could be examined in detail.

2. Conducted by the Gallup Organization for the
Joint Center for Political Studies.

3. Separate statistics on blacks were not tabulated
in 1948; however, blacks were 90 percent of the
nonwhite group at that time.

4.In addition to manufacturing, the goods-produc-
ing sector includes agriculture, mining, and
construction.

5.The service-producing sector includesdistribu-
tive services, producer services, consumer
services, nonprofit services, government serv;-
ices, and other services.

6.For a detailed discussion of these issues, see
Williams, 1988, JCPS Working Paper.
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7.For a detailed discussion of international trade
issues, see Johnson, 1988, JCPS Working Paper.

8.The potential loss, called the trade-related
employment gap, is calculated by combining the
labor requirement gap for U.S. exports and the
labor requirement gap for domestically produc-
ing U.S. imports. See Comprehensive Table F in
the appendix for a detailed explanation.

9.For a detailed discussion of immigration issues,
see Chiswick and Alexis, 1988, JCPS Working
Paper.
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3. WORKER PRODUCTIVITY:
INVESTMENT IN
HUMAN RESOURCES

A s this document has made clear, the U.S. econ-
omy is undergoing changes that create adverse

A \ effects for some American workers. Overall
employment has been expanding modestly; neverthe-
less, the labox supply for low-skilled jobs has in-
creased at the same time that the number of high-
wage low-skilled jobs has declined. These changes
dictate the need for policies that will improve the
employability of those workers at the lower end of
the labor market.

Policies directed toward low-skilled workers are
needed not only to improve individuals' prospects but
to improve the economy's performance as well.
Projections of the coming shortage of labor suggest
that the country will be in greater need of skilled
minority workers. Real GNP is expected to increase
by 2.4 percent a year between 1987 and 2000. This
projected rate of economic growth is slightly lower
than the rate for the 14-year period 1972-1986 but is
higher than the rate for the 7-year period 1979-1986.
On the international side, the competition from
foreign countries that has prevailed during the past
six years is not likely to dissipate, which means that
U.S. producers will face stiff competition both at
home and abroad.

In order for the United States to increase the rate of
economic growth and improve its competitiveness, it
will need more productive workers. In the past,
investment in human resources has been a major
factor in the expansion of the U.S. economy as well
as in improving the well-being of individuals within
U.S. society. The projections for the future indicate
that this investment may be even more important
now. Three areas of investment are crucial: basic
education, occupational and job-specific training, and

Three areas of in-
vestment are crucial:

* basic education,
occupational and job-
specific training, and
health care.
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health care. Although both public and private re-
sources are needed to address these issues, we
focus here on the public role in human resource
development.

Education and Training
The training provided to workers both before they

enter the work force and during their work lives is
critical to their performance in the U.S. economy and
to the United States' performance in the world
economy.' Although the major burden of financing
education at- rinino, has been borne by individuals
and businesses, different levels of government have
played differing roles in education and training for
most of this century. Every state in the Union pro-
vides free public education through the 12th grade,-
and government at the federal, state, and local levels
provides funds for vocational training and adult basic
education. Federal and state. governments make
scholarships available for the pursuit of higher
education, and the military provides training for
individuals who enlist. More recently, federal funds
have been provided for government-sponsored
training programs that are offered to disadvantaged
individuals through local delivery systems.

A number of serious
deficiencies remain in
programs for displaced
workers and individuals
with low levels of
education or little work
experience.

Although significant advances have been made in
the provision of basic education and training to U.S.
workers since World War II, a number of serious
deficiencies remain in programs for displaced work-
ers and individuals with low levels of education or
little work experience. These deficiencies are par-
ticularly important for two reasons. First, projections
for the year 2000 indicate that the fastest growing
occupations, such as medical technician and com-
puter analyst (for a ranking of these and other occu-
pations see Comprehensive Table G in the appendix)
will require greater levels of education than the
fastest growing occupations in the past have required.
Second, a strong correlation exists between education
and economic status: regardless of race, individuals
with more education do better economically than
those with less. Individuals with high school diplo-
mas are substantially more successful economically
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than individuals without such diplomas, and those
with education beyond high school are generally the
most successful, although whites gain more from
additional education than blacks do.

Over the next 12 years, the labor force is expected
to increase by only 17 percent as the working-age
population starts to shrink. Therefore, workers who
had been considered expendable will be needed in the
labor force, but only those workers with sufficient job
skills will find employment. The share of jobs
requiring workers to have completed at least one year
of college is expected to increase over the coming
decade, while the share requiring only a high school
diploma is expected to decline. The sharpest em-
ployment decreases are expected in those jobs where
most workers have less than a high school education.
This means that workers who enter the labor force
without basic skills will find it harder to obtain jobs,
especially jobs with any opportunity for upward
mobility. Even the manufacturing jobs that remain
will be restructured to require more technical skills
than many current employees have. These facts have
serious implications for black workers since 25
percent of them have less than a high school educa-
tion and only 12 percent have four or more years of
college, compared to rates of 17 and 23 percent,
respectively, for white workers.2

Economic gains are also associated with enroll-
ment in some of the government-sponsored training
programs offered outside an educational setting.
Selected activities operated under the three federally
funded programs-Manpower Development and
Training Act (MDTA), Comprehensive Employment
and Training Act (CETA), and Job Training Partner-
ship Act (JTPA)-have been effective in increasing
the employment and earnings of women (especially
minority women) but have been much less successful
for men. Evaluations of these training activities
indicate that they are most beneficial for the economi-
cally disadvantaged and seem to lead to a modest
decline in the size of welfare payments.3 However,
the most effective programs tend to be those that are
the most comprehensive and that have the highest
costs per participant.

The most effective
[training] programs
tend to be those that
are the most compre-
hensive and that have
the highest costs per
participant.
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Health Care

Plor health is associ-
ated with lower earn-
ings and that is more
truefor blacks than for
whites.

A review of the literature on the health status of
individuals shows that poor health is associated with
lower earnings and that this is more true for blacks
than for whites. 4 Further, the way in which earnings
are affected by poor health is different for blacks.
Whites in poor health are more likely to remain in the
labor force than are blacks in poor health. There are
two plausible reasons for this difference. For whites,
poor health may result in moving to lower-wage jobs,
but this option may not be available to black workers
because they are more likely to have occupied low-
wage jobs before iheir ileaidi worsened. if iius is
true, poor health is causing low-income blacks to
spend less time on the job or to leave the labor force.

An alternative explanation for the racial differen-
tial in the relationship between health and earnings is
that blacks may suffer from different and more severe
health problems and this could contribute to the
different impact poor health has on their earnings.
However, not much evidence exists on the effects of
specific illnesses on the labor productivity of blacks
and whites. The primary reason it is difficult to
determine which mechanism is chiefly responsible for
the racial differential in the relationship between poor
health and decreased earnings is the lack of race-
specific data. It is clear that these data are needed in
order to develop appropriate policies to reduce the
impact of poor health on worker productivity.
Although available studies of the costs of health con-
ditions do not contain race-specific cost estimates, the
total costs of lost earnings from arthritis, drug and
alcohol abuse, and mental illness are available.
These estimates make it clear that substantial earn-
ings losses do exist at the aggregate level. For
example, an estimated $190.7 billion in earnings were
lost in 1980 because of alcohol abuse, drug abuse,
and mental illness.

Given this connection between the health of
workers and labor productivity, it is clear that
changes in the financing and delivery of health care
are needed to improve the economic condition of
workers at the low end of the employment ladder.
Currently, many of these workers (and the unem-
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ployed, as well) remain uncovered by adequate health
plans. Many health plans do not cover preventive
health care, increasing the likelihood that workers
will develop chronic health problems that are not
adequately treated. Policies are needed to reduce the
economic loss to society that results from these
chronic conditions.

Endnotes
1. For a detailed discussion of employment and

training issues, see Simms, 1988, JCPS Working
Paper.

2. The figures for blacks are even worse when the
entire black population (which includes all jobless
blacks) is considered. A little over 39 percent of the
black population over the age of 16 has less than four
years of high school education (compared to 26
percent of whites) and only 9 percent have college
degrees (compared to 18 percent of whites).

3. These findings are based on evaluations of the
MDTA and CETA programs. JTPA activities have
not been thoroughly evaluated yet, but many of these
activities are similar to those operated under CETA.
Since many of the evaluations do not involve actual
experiments, the results cannot always be conclusive.
Some evaluations, for example, are based on the use
of comparison groups that may include individuals
who participated in the program (but who cannot be
identified as program participants), and the results are
probably biased downward.

4. For a detailed discussion of health care issues,
see Headen, 1988, JCPS Working Paper.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

A s we enter the 1990s, federal policy must
focus on accelerating economic growth and

A increasing international competitiveness.
These are prerequisites for overall expansion of
employment, but targeted programs are needed as
well. As indicated throughout this statement, it is
clearly in the national interest that those concerned
with economic growth and international competitive-
ness address the employment prospects of blacks.
Strategies need to be developed that address the
impact of industrial change, international trade, and
immigration on black participation in the U.S.
economy. In addition to general policies in the areas
of macroeconomics, trade, and immigration, targeted
programs in education, training, and health care have
been identified as necessary to improve the employ-
ability of low-skilled workers.

The previous chapter documented the reasons for
the policy recommendations presented at the begin-
ning. We want to emphasize the importance of the
recommendations at this point.

Macroeconomic policy. As explained throughout
this statement, the growth rates of the 1980s were not
sufficient to reduce unemployment among blacks to
the levels of earlier periods, and many of the jobs
created in the 1980s pay low wages and provide little
room for upward mobility. If the past is an indicator
of the future, it will take a period of stronger eco-
nomic expansion to bring down unemployment rates
among blacks. Rapid economic growth will also
make it easier to obtain funding for the targeted
employment, education, and health programs that are
so badly needed, especially for low-skilled workers.
While acknowledging that the federal deficit is a
valid concern, blacks can still push for policies that
have a beneficial effect on those at the lower end of
the economic scale.

L is clearly in the
national interest that
those concerned with
economic growth and-
international competi-
tiveness address the
employment prospects
of blacks.
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International trade. In developing strategies to
improve U.S. competitiveness in the world economy,
policy makers should aim toward increasing worker
productivity in order to make gains in both employ-
ment and consumption. Black Americans in particu-
lar are not well served by policies that protect Ameri-
can products without protecting American jobs, or
those that increase consumer prices while reducing
the range of products available.

As weface a new
presidential adminis-
tration, it is critical
that new policies be
developed to address
the needs of black
Americans. What is at
stake is not just the
future of blacks, but
the future of all
Americans.

Education, employment, and training. Policy
makers must also give high priority to providing
adequate education, employment, and training
programs. This has been a refrain throughout this
statement, but it cannot be emphasized enough. Such
programs are vital to improving the economic condi-
tion of more disadvantaged workers, who are dispro-
portionately black. They provide the best hope for
black manufacturing workers displaced by industrial
change and international competition to maintain
their standard of living. These programs are also
needed because low-skilled workers-both native-
born and immigrants-will be a larger proportion of
the work force and should have access to a wider
range of employment opportunities. The key to the
well-being of workers and their families in coming
decades is the ability to obtain a job that pays a living
wage and provides opportunities for upward mobility.
Programs that are effective in this regard are not inex-
pensive. However, the investment is a sound one.

As we face a new presidential administration, one
that could take us most of the way to the year 2000, it
is critical that new policies be developed to address
the needs of black Americans. What is at stake is
not just the future of blacks, but the future of all
Americans.
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APPENDIX

Comprehensive Table A
Unemployment Rates, by Race, Selected Years, 1948-1987

Unemployment
Unemployment Rate Ratios

Black Black & Other/ Black/
Year White & Other Black White White

1948 3.5% 5.9% - '1.69 -
1953 2.7 4.5 - 1.67 -
1958 6.1 12.6 - 2.07 -
1963 5.0 10.8 - 2.16 -
1968 3.2 6.7 - 2.09 -
1973 4.3 9.0 9.4% 2.09 2.19
1974 5.0 9.9 10.5 1.98 2.10
1975 7.8 13.8 14.8 1.77 1.90
1976 7.0 13.1 14.0 1.87 2.00
1977 6.2 13.1 14.0 2.11 2.26
1978 5.2 11.9 12.8 2.29 2.46
1979 5.1 11.3 12.3 2.22 2.41
1980 6.3 13.1 14.3 2.08 2.27
1981 6.7 14.2 15.6 2.12 2.33
1982 8.6 17.3 18.9 2.01 2.20
1983 8.4 17.8 19.5 2.12 2.33
1984 6.5 14.4 15.9 2.22 2.45
1985 6.2 13.7 15.1 2.21 2.44
1986 6.0 13.1 14.5 2.18 2.42
1987 5.3 11.6 13.0 2.19 2.45

Source: Council of Economnic Advisors (1988).
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Comprehensive Table B
Employment-to-Population Ratios for Youth, by Race and Sex,
1958 and 1987a

Males
Ratio

1958 1987

16-19
Black 42% 29%

'I.:,'- 4, 7S

20-24
Black 71 62
White 1 76 80

Females
Age Ratio
Race 1958 1987

16-19
Black
White

20-24
Black
White

23% 26%
35 49

40 49
43 69

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Statsfics
(1959 and 1988).

'The employment-population ratio is
the employed as a percent of the
noninstitutional population.
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Comprehensive Table C
Distribution of Full-time Equivalent Employees, by Industry,
1948,1977, and 1985

Percentage of Full-Time
Equivalent Employees

Industry 1948 1977 1985

All industries' 100.00 100.00 100.00

Agriculture 4.31 1.90 1.60
Mining 2.06 1.02 1.00
Construction 4.74 4.58 4.80
Manufacturing 32.27 24.10 20.10
Servicesb

Distributive Services
Transportation 5.93 3.34 3.10
Communications 1.54 1.41 1.30
Utilities 1.10 0.92 0.90
Retail Trade 12.57 14.18 15.40
Wholesale trade 4.97 5.68 5.90

Producer Services
FIREc 3.49 5.29 6.20

Consumer Services
Hotelslodgings 2.71 2.00 1.30
Auto and repair 0.73 0.86 0.80
Movies, amusement,

recreation 0.96 0.85 0.90
Private household 3.27 1.27 0.80

Nonprofit Services
Health 1.72 5.19 6.20
Education 0.89 1.15 1.40

Government Services
Government (total) 14.16 19.57 17.90
Education 2.95 6.44 5.90

Sources: Noyelle and Stanback (1982), table 2.1; Williams (1988), JCPS Working
Paper, table 6.

'lncludes industries in addition to those listed below.
bServices not included are as follows: personal services, business services,
misc. repair services, legal services, social services, and misc. profes-
sional services.

'Finance, insurance, and real estate.
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Comprehensive Table D
Distribution of Workers Among Earnings Classes, by Industry,
1980 '

Percentage of Workers in Earnings Class

Middle
High Earnings Earnings Low Earnings

153.0% 115.0% 77.0% 46.0% 45.9%
and to to to and

Industry Highera 152.9%' 114.9%8 76.9%8 Lower'

All industries 19.3 13.7 19.6 19.1 28.4

Construction 23.9 15.5 21.6 18.2 20.7
Manufacturing 24.8 17.5 21.7 18.9 17.7
Distributive services 30.7 20.2 19.8 14.3 14.9

TCUb 34.1 22.7 18.5 12.1 12.6
Wholesale trade 24.9 16.0 22.1 18.1 18.9

Retail trade 9.4 8.0 14.0 19.4 49.2
Producer services 19.2 11.3 20.6 23.4 25.4

FIRE, 19.9 10.8 21.5 26.2 21.6
Corporate services 18.3 11.9 19.5 19.5 30.9

Consumer services 6.7 5.3 12.0 20.1 55.9
Nonprofit services 14.4 11.7 21.2 20.8 31.9

Health 11.4 9.7 22.4 27.7 28.8
Education 13.9 14.1 21.6 15.8 34.5

Public administration 24.6 18.2 24.7 16.0 16.5

Source: u.s. Bureau of the Census (1980b).

'Percentage of all-industry average wage ($13,007/year).
'Transportation, communications, and utilities.
'Finance, insurance, and real estate.
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Comprehensive Table E
Distribution of Workers Among Earnings Classes, by Race, Sex, and
Industry, 1980

Percentage of Workers in Earnings Class

Middle
High Earnings Earnings Low Earnings

153.0% 115.0% 77.0% 46.0% 45.9%
Industry and to to to and
Race,Sex Higher8 152.9%a 1 14.9%a 76.90/%1 Lowera

Manufacturing
Black women
White women
Black men
White men

Construction
Black women
White women
Black men
White men

3.2
3.9

16.8
36.4

3.0
4.8
9.2

27.1

8.1
8.6

19.2
22.2

6.8
7.2

11.7
16.6

20.3
24.9
24.4
20.1

34.7
33.5
20.6
10.7

19.8 28.8
24.0 28.9
21.2 25.5
21.5 16.5

33.6
29.1
19.1
10.7

41.6
35.1
32.4
18.3

Wholesale trade
Black women
White women
Black men
White men

Health
Black women
White women
Black men
White men

Retail trade
Black women
White women
Black men
White men

1.4 3.8 13.0 29.3 52.5
4.6 7.5 24.5 31.8 31.6

11.8 14.8 24.6 24.3 24.4
34.3. 19.5 21.1 12.0 13.1

2.9 6.9 24.6 34.1 31.6
3.5 8.8 23.1 31.5 33.1

10.8 10.9 26.6 26.0 25.7
39.9 13.4 18.2 13.4 15.1

1.5 2.6
1.8 2.9
6.8 9.0

18.3 13.7

9.8
9.8

17.5
18.4

25.0
22.2
22.8
15.5

61.8
63.3
43.9
34.3

(-onrd.)
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Comprehensive Table E (continued)

Percentage of Workers in Earnings Class

Middle
High Earnings Earnings Low Earnings

153.0% 115.0% 77.0% 46.0% 45.9%
Industry and to -to to and
RaceSex Higher 152.9%a 1 14.9%a 76.9%a Lower'

FIREb
Black women 2.3 6.1 24.3 39.5 27.8
White women 4.8 7.2 24.0 36.6 27.5
Black men 12.3 13.8 25.5 24.6 23.6
White men 43.8 16.2 17.0 10.0 12.6

Education (nonprofit)
Black women 7.2 12.2 21.7 20.2 38.7
White women 6.0 11.8 22.7 17.8 41.6
Black men 15.3 14.6 22.2 18.5 29.6
White men 29.9 19.1 20.1 10.4 20.4

Source: Williams (1988). JCPS Working Paper, table 12.

Percentage of all-industry average wage ($13,007/year).
b(nance, insurance, and real estate.
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Comprehensive Table F
Trade-Related Employment Gap Resulting From Recent U.S. Trade
Deficits (numbers In thousands)

Total Trade-
Labor Requirement Labor Requirement Related

Year Gap in Exports' Gap in Importsb Employment Gap,

1982 0 0 0
1983 -1,888 -678 -1,210
1984 -2,571 525 -3,096
1985 -4,101 -1,566 -2,535
1986 -5,506 -2,320 -3,186

Source: Johnson (i988), JCPS Working Paper, table 7.
'The labor requirement gap due to changing exports is calculated by subtracting the
labor requirements for trend exports in a given year from the labor requirements for
the actual volume of exports produced that year.
bThe labor requirement gap due to changing imports is calculated by subtracting the
domestic labor requirements needed if imported goods were produced in the United
States from the domestic labor requirement that would be needed to produce
domestically that volume of goods based on past import trends.
-The total trade-related employment gap is the cumulative labor requirement gap for
both exports and imports. It is determined by subtracting the labor requirement gap
in imports from the labor requirement gap for exports.
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Comprehensive Table G
Fastest Growing Occupations, 1986-2000
moderate alternativea
(numbers In thousands)

Change in Percent
Employment employment of total

Projected 1986-2000 job growth
Occupation 1986 2000 Number Percent 1986-2000

Paralegal personnel
Medical assistants
Physical therapists
Physical and corrective

therapy assistants and
aides

Data processing equipment
repairers

Home health aides
Podiatrists
Computer systems

analysts, electronic
data processing

Medical records
technicians

Employment interviewers,
private or public
employment service

Computer programmers
Radiologic technologists

and technicians
Dental hygienists
Dental assistants
Physician assistants
Operators and systems

researchers
Occupational therapists
Peripheral electronic

data processing
equipment operators

Data entry keyers,
composing

Optometrists

61
132
61

125
251
115

64
119

53

103.7
90.4
87.5

36 65 29 81.6

69
138
13

125 56
249 111

23 .10

80.4
80.1
77.2

331 582 251 75.6

40 70 30 75.0

75 129
479 813

115
87

155
26

38
29

190
141
244
41

59
45

54 71.2
335 69.9

75
54
88
15

21
15

64.7
62.6
57.0
56.7

54.1
52.2

46 70 24 50.8

29 43 15 50.8
37 55 18 49.2

50

0.3
0.6
0.2

0.1

0.3
0.5
0.0

1.2

0.1

0.3
1.6

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.1

0.1
0.1

0.1

0.1
0.1

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labor Stafsscs (1987), p. 58.

- 'The Bureau of Labor Statistics makes three projections for all economic trends-low, moderate, and
- high. The moderate projections are used most often.
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10. THE EFFECTIVENESS OF GOVERNMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

Margaret C. Simms
The Joint Center for Political Studies

The Commission on Workforce Quality and Labor

Market Efficiency is charged with making recommendations

for the Department of Labor and the nation to increase

the excellence of the American workforce. Among the

Commission's responsibilities is an examination of the

roles and effectiveness of privately and publicly

provided job training and education. This paper is

designed to provide information on the effectiveness of

government training programs for the Commission's

deliberations.

INTRODUCTION

The federal government has provided support for

public job training efforts for a number of years.

During the 1960s most of the programs were offered under

the Manpower Development and Training Act (MDTA). In

the seventies, the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act (CETA) was the major vehicle and during the period

since 1982, the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA) has

been the umbrella for most training activities. There

have been additional programs directed toward specific

groups--dislocated workers, individuals on public

assistance, and youth.

Although the enabling legislation and the

structures under which the programs have been offered
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have changed over the years, the activities themselves

have been fairly consistent. Classroom basic skills

training, work experience, specific skills training, on-

the-job training, and job search assistance have been a

part of the federal government's training "arsenal" for

most of the twenty-five year period. Therefore, an:

assessment of the effectiveness of training programs can

stretch across different legislative initiatives.;

Likewise, even though the legislation has been targeted

toward different groups, the characteristics of

participants in the programs have been similar enouah to

allow comparisons to be made in terms of the

effectiveness for specific groups.

This paper does not report on new evaluation

research, but instead synthesizes the existing body of

work for these sets of government programs. The

emphasis is on how effectiveness relates to a set of

objectives that the federal government might have in its

pursuit of increased efficiency of the workforce.

Consequently, the paper begins with a delineation of tIii

alternative objectives that policymakers may have in

developing and implementing training programs. Then

several groups that are most likely to be in need of

government-subsidized employment and training programs

are identified. The third section of the paper reviews

the literature on the effectiveness of training programs

2
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for the groups identified and relates the success to the

objectives outlined in section two. The last section of

the paper presents some public policy questions.

ALTERNATIVE OBJECTIVES FOR GOVERNMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS

For most of the twentieth century increased

productivity has been instrumental in the growth of the

American economy. Denison (1979) and others have

estimated that increased education and training have

been major contributors to increased productivity and

economic growth in the United States since 1930.

Education and training are also associated with higher

earnings and lower levels of joblessness for individual

workers. Therefore, training is beneficial both to the

individual and to society.

Training may be needed by workers at various points

in their working lives--when the worker is preparing to

enter the work force and when the worker is moving (or

trying to move), from one job to another. The training

that is needed may be basic skills training, such as

reading and basic mathematics, or it may be technical

training to perform a specific job or progress within a

given occupation.

In the past, basic skills training has been seen

primarily as the responsibility of the public school

system. It has been expected that individuals would

leave the school system with a basic grasp of reading,

3
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writing, mathematics and other subjects. The

acquisition of job specific skills has varied. For

certain occupations and for entry level jobs the worker

has also been expected to acquire the skills outside of

the workforce, either through private training programs

paid for solely out of individual and family resources--

in school or apprenticeships--or through education and

training programs subsidized by public funds. Once a

worker has obtained a job, further training can be

provided on the job or in formal training programs paid

for by either the employer, the employee, or some

combination of the two. The extent to which the

employer is willing to pay is related to the proportion

of the benefits from training *that accrue to the

company. If the training increases the likelihood that

the employee will look for and obtain a job with a

different employer, the current employer is unlikely to

fund it.

The projections for the American workforce suggest

that training provided to workers before they enter the

workforce and over the course of their work lives will

be critical to their performance in the U.S.,economy and

to the United States' performance in the world economy.

Some of this training can be provided by the private

sector, but clearly there is a role for the public

4
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sector in terms of planning and in terms of service

delivery.

For the most part, the gains from education and

training accrue to either the worker or the employer

and, therefore, the two should be willing to bear the

cost of the training. However, there are several social

objectives that would lead the government to participate

in the training process. When there are a sufficient

number of skilled workers in the available labor pool,

expansion in employment can take place with minimal

disruption to production. However, when there is a

shortage of skilled workers, production is disrupted and

labor costs increase as employers bid up wages to

attract the limited number of workers available. While

much of the shortage may disappear in time, the economy

suffers from lags in production and that affects

domestic Gross National Product and reduces the United

States' competitiveness abroad. Therefore, society

would benefit if the government facilitated the process

by which workers upgraded existing skills and acquired

new ones. This may be especially true if employment

expansion is taking place in small firms which may not

have the working capital or management cadre to provide

training for their workers.

Another societal objective may be to assist

individuals who could not otherwise obtain employment at

5
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wages high enough to make them self-sufficient.

Individuals who lack basic or job-specific skills have

difficulty obtaining moderate or high wage jobs. The

society then bears a double burden. The productive work

effort is lost and the government frequently pays costs

*in terms of public assistance income and through crime

and other anti-social behavior. During the past fifteen

years, workers who did not have basic skills and

training to take new job opportunities were increasingly

likely to leave the labor force. This group was

disproportionately composed of workers with less than a

high school education. (Simms, 1986)

Adult workers can be divided into four groups--

employed workers, displaced and unemployed workers,

returning workers, new entrants with little or no prior

work experience. Each group has different needs as far

as training is concerned. The currently employed worker

may not be in need of immediate training, but it is

likely that he or she will need additional training over

the course of the life cycle in order to perform the

current job better and to prepare for other jobs.

Displaced workers can be subdivided into those who have

no reemployment problems, those who have good job skills

but have poor job search skills and those who have fewer

transferable job skills and/or have low literacy.

6
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The problems of the low-skilled jobless also apply

to those new entrants to the work force who have had

little or no prior work experience. Women who are long-

term welfare dependents fall into this group. Most have

very little work experience and testing in several

locations has veri fied that many have basic skills

deficiencies, (Nightingale and Burbridge, 1987). Youths

are similar to this1 group in that they have no work

experience. In addition, a substantial proportion of

the noncollege youth population, especially those who

have not completed high school, lack basic skills as

well. I

To summarize, the societal objectives in providing
/ I

/"employment and training programs may include:

1. Training for mobility--both intrafirm and

interfirm--in order to reduce disruptions

associated with technological and structural

change;

2. Increasing skill levels--current workers, new

entrants, and returning workers, in order to

increase productivity and raise income levels.

Identifying the appropriate public sector training

programs for achieving either objective is dependent

upon the evaluation of program performance for different

subgroups in the population. Evaluation can take place

on a number of levels. One measure of evaluation would

7
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be how well the program is carried out-is it efficiently

run, does it have appropriate outreach, is it serving

the target population? The next level of evaluation

would be what effect it had on the participants-are

individuals placed in the program that best fits their

needs, does it have positive outcomes?

Answering the last question is not simple or

straightforward. It is certainly possible to compare

the situation of the participant before program entry

with his or her situation after program exit, but this

gross impact approach would not take account of the fact

that the individual's situation might have changed even

if they had not been in the program. If their

employment and earnings situation would have improved,

then using the gross impact as a measure would

overestimate the impact of the program. On the other

hand, it is possible that their situation would have

deteriorated in the absence of intervention. In this

case, the gross measure would underestimate the impact

of the program.

To arrive at a measure of the net impact of a

program it is necessary to have a group with which to

compare the participants, a group that has many

characteristics that are similar to those of program

participants except for the fact that they do not

receive treatment. It is possible to get a control
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group of this type by randomly assigning program

applicants to treatment (admit to the program) and

nontreatment (reject the applicant) groups. However,

this approach is usually avoided by program operators

because of the possibility that an individual would be

denied access to a program that could substantially

improve their lives (Heckman, et al, 1987). The

alternative to random assignment has been the use of

comparison groups, individuals who share many of the

characteristics of the treatment group, but who have not

received the treatment.1 However, in this situation,

there may be a number of differences that are not

measured, such as motivation, etc. Researchers attempt

to correct for these differences by the use of various

modeling and correction techniques to control for sample

selection bias and other complicating factors. (Barnow,

1987)

Finally, evaluating a program may also involve

comparing the gains from the program-employment and

earnings for the individual, increased tax revenues and

reduced welfare and anti-crime costs for society-with

the costs of the program-public expenditure outlays and

foregone income by the participant and, possibly,

displacement of other workers from jobs. Such a cost

benefit analysis would involve estimating the costs and

benefits over a period of time, which would include an

9
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estimate of whether the program benefits decayed or were

enhanced over time. (Barnow, 1989; Bassi, 1983)

GOVERNMENT TRAINING PROGRAMS, 1962-1989

Following World War II, the interest in employment

and training programs dates from the Manpower

Development and Training Act of 1962. This program was

originally designed to retrain individuals who were

displaced from their jobs due to automation. In the

early years of the program the majority of enrollees

were unemployed family men who had been employed at

least three yeark before their job loss. However the

economic expansion of the mid-1960s and the interest in

the War on Poverty led federal policymakers to change

the program's focus. By 1966, the majority of enrollees

were from disadvantaged groups with more basic

employment problems. In 1973, MDTA was replaced by

CETA, which was more explicitly designed to assist

disadvantaged groups (Ginsberg, 1980; Levitan and Gallo,

1988; Barnow, 1989).

While two types of activities were possible under

MDTA, formal institutional training and on-the-job

training, CETA included a more diverse set of

activities, reflecting the greater needs of the CETA

target population. Under CETA, adult work experience

was included to provide those with no prior labor market

experience a familiarity with the "world of work."
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Classroom training was added for those who lacked basic

skills and for those occupations in which the classroom

was deemed the most appropriate setting for skill

acquisition. So while MDTA includbd two types of

activities, CETA provided four basicd activities:

classroom training, work experience and public service

employment (PSE), on-the-job training (OJT) with a

private employer, and direct job placement.

JTPA, which replaced CETA in 1982, provides all of

the same activities that were available under CETA,

except for public service employment. However, it does

limit the use of work experience and stipends for

participants are subject to a severe budget restriction.

JTPA's primary target groups are disadvantaged youths

and adults (especially welfare recipients), under Title

II and displaced workers, under Title III.

In addition to these major programs, there have

been other employment and training programs designed for

or available to adults. These include the Work

Incentive program (WIN) for welfare recipients (first

adopted in 1967), the Community Work Experience Program

(CWEP), "workfare", programs offered under the Trade

Adjustment Assistance Act (TAA) and various local

demonstration programs sponsored by both governmental

and nongovernmental units. Youth have been included in

the major adult programs and have had summer employment

11
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and Job Corp programs available under both CETA and

JTPA. In addition, several youth initiatives, including

the Youth Employment Demonstration Program Act (YEDPA),

have been tried in the past 25 years.

The framework for reviewing the programs is as

follows: within each major program, the major target

groups and their needs are identified. Then the program

activities they participated in are summarized and the

effectiveness is measured. Several factors are

considered:

1. Did the program serve those it was designed to

help and what percentage of the eligibles were

served?

2. What types of activities did the participants

have access to?

3. What were the outcomes?

Training Proarams Under CETA

As indicated earlier, CETA was designed to be a

program that targeted disadvantaged individuals. Over

the nine years that CETA was in operation, the program

standards and eligibility criteria were revised in order

to restrict the program to individuals who were thought

to be most in need of the type of assistance offered by

CETA (Ginsberg, 1980: Bassi, 1983). A review of the

characteristics of program participants indicates that,

on many measures, participants met the "disadvantaged"

12
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standards set as one of the program goals. However,

there are also some indications that during the early

program years, CETA did not serve women at their levels

of eligibility and that women in CETA were

underrepresented in nontraditional programs and in the

higher wage programs such as OJT (Berryman, 1981; Simms,

1985). Some analysts have also asserted that the

program took the best of the group eligible to

participate (this is called "creaming") (Levitan and

Gallo, 1988).

- In order to facilitate the evaluation of CETA

programs, the Department of Labor established a database

which consisted of a sample of program participants. A

comparison group was developed from the Current

Population Survey to go with this Continuous

Longitudinal Manpower Survey (CLMS). The original

evaluation research on CETA was completed by Westat,

Inc., which had developed a set of matching techniques

for the comparison group (Bryant and Rupp, 1987). Later

evaluations by other researchers relied heavily on the

Westat comparison group, but varied in a number of other

respects, such as the particular groups of CETA

participants included in the evaluation, the matching

procedures utilized, the postprogram period used for

observing program impacts, and the statistical equations

used for estimating the program effects (Barnow, 1987).
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Estimatina Benefits. As a result of the differences

in approach, the estimates for the net impact of CETA

vary widely. (See the appendix for a summary of the

different techniques used and the impact estimates from

major CETA evaluations.) Reconciling these very.

different estimates has been difficult to do. And

determining which estimates (or magnitude of estimates)

are closest to the true gain to participants has been

practically impossible. Some researchers (LaLonde and

Maynard, 1987) have asserted that it is not possible to

find estimation techniques that properly correct for all

the differences between the participants and the control

groups in the case of nonexperimental data--those that

use comparison groups and not random assignment , but

others have produced some evidence to the contrary

(Heckman, et. al., 1987).

Even though the true estimates for program gains

have not been determined with precision, some patterns

are consistent across research studies. The earnings

gains from CETA were judged to be relatively modest,

between $200 and $600 for program participation,

although the gains from some CETA activities were

estimated to be somewhat higher. Most evaluations found

the program to be more effective for women than for men.

In fact, few studies found consistent positive and

significant gains for minority men. Public service
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employment and OJT were the programs most likely to show

any significant positive effects for men (Bassi, 1983;

Barnow, 1987). For the most part, the increased

earnings appeared to be in the form of greater

employment (more hours worked) and not in the form of

higher wage rates. This would certainly help to explain

the gender differences since women are more likely to be

in the position of increasing the number of hours

worked, while disadvantaged males may be more likely to

be working before program participation but at

chronically low wages (Burbridge, 1986).

Costs and Cost Effectiveness. Program activities in

the employment and training program vary widely in terms

of costs. For low intensity programs such as job search

assistance, cost estimates are between $50 and $250.

More intensive programs have costs ranging from $1500

(for classroom training) to $5,000 to $10,000 per

participant for work experience, OJT, and PSE activities

(Bassi, 1985; The Urban Institute, 1986).

The wide fluctuation in estimated net impacts makes

it difficult to conduct cost-benefit analyses. Even if

the direction of impact is judged to be fairly uniform,

the inability to obtain a precise measure limits the

ability to construct a cost-benefit ratio. Based on the

findings for women, however, it could be argued that the

more effective programs are the more costly ones. In
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order to judge this program cost effective, it may be

necessary to prove that the benefits do not decay

rapidly and therefore the present value of the benefit

stream does exceed the costs for society. Bassi (1983)

did estimate cost-effectiveness for the four major CETA

programs for economically disadvantaged enrollees (who

had higher gains than the nondisadvantaged) and found

only classroom training and on-the-job training to be

cost-effective, with benefit cost ratios of 1.05 and

1.11 when benefits do not decay for five years and 1.69

and 1.80 if the benefit stream lasts for ten years.

Trainina Proarams Under JTPA

Criticism of the operation of CETA, especially the

PSE component, led to the restructuring of the

employment and training delivery system under the Job

Training Partnership Act. In addition to reducing the

amount of money available for job training, the new law

decentralized the program, provided for more state

oversight and introduced more accountability. States

were given more flexibility in the administration of the

program and Service Delivery Areas (SDAs) were required

to establish performance standards to hold service

providers accountable for outcomes from the use of

funds. While the regulations allow SDAs to set their

own performance standards, within given parameters, the

majority started the program with employment and
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earnings standards (Nightingale, 1985). Some of the

early reviews of the implementation of JTPA asserted

that these performance' standards led to program

structures that emphasized quick treatment and screened

out the hard to serve. This appeared to be a particular

problem for youth who were high school dropouts. Some

program evaluators noted that youth were being asked to

take literacy tests and were rejected if they did not

road at a ninth grade level (Orfield and Slessarev,

1986; Levitan and Gallo, 1988). This tendency was

aggravated by a reduction in funds that limited the

percent of the eligible population that could be served.

Consequently, it was argued, the program was not serving

the mandated populations--youth and disadvantaged

adults--to the extent that it should.

Is JTPA Serving the Target Population? An analysis

of JTPA participation by the National Commission on

Employment Policy (Sandell and Rupp, 1988), disputed the

argument that JTPA was not serving the mandated

population by comparing data on JTPA participants in

Program Years 1984 and 1985 (obtained from the Job

Training Quarterly Survey) with estimates of the

eligible population constructed from the March 1986

Current Population Survey. They defined the true

target population as those who met the JTPA eligibility

standards and who were unemployed. The argument they
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developed was that a true indication of willingness and

availability to participate in a JTPA program was to be

unemployed (not employed and actively looking for work).

By this definition, they concluded that JTPA was serving

about 13% of the eligibles who were likely to volunteer

for program participation. This is a rate substantially-

higher than other estimates, since it eliminates

individuals who are either employed or not in the labor

force (about 88% of the eligible population at the time)

from consideration. Using their definition of the

"active eligible", the researchers fouiid that walfarn

recipients and minorities were served at rates

comparable to their representation in the eligible

population and youth were overserved. The only

population they identified as being underserved was

adult high school dropouts. While they were 38% of the

unemployed eligibles, they were only, 26% of the JTPA

participants.

There are some drawbacks to the Sandell and Rupp

approach to defining the group of eligibles that are

likely to enroll in JTPA. For youth the unemployment

measure ("are you actively looking for work") is much

more unreliable as an indication of interest in and

willingness to participate in an employment and training

program. The labor market status of youth is much more

fluid, with movement in and out of the labor force being
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quite volatile. Moreover, since the goals of employment

and training programs for youth are often broader than

immediate postprogram employment, the concept that may

work for adult males, will probably be less useful for

youth. It may also be somewhat problematic for women on

welfare as well. The income likely to be generated by

employment without skill enhancement would leave many

welfare recipients financially worse off than they are

- on public assistance and the lack of affordable child

care could also reduce their likelihood of actively

seeking work. That may not mean that they are unwilling

to participate in a training program that would increase

their wage earning capacity, providing child care were

available.

Evaluations of Title II Proarams

When JTPA was initiated, the evaluation plan was to

continue with the type of database that was available

under CETA. However, a review of the CETA evaluations

and other evidence led a Labor Department panel to

recommend the abandonment of the Job Training

Longitudinal Survey in favor of a random assignment

experiment and research on structural modeling that

would resolve the problem of selection bias.

.(Stromsdorfer, 1987) That evaluation is currently

underway. In the meantime, the data on the impact of

JTPA is quite limited. The most recent national study
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of JTPA is the Department of Labor's Inspector General

audit (DOL, 1988) In addition, several states have

undertaken evaluations of their own programs. Two of

these studies are reviewed here.

The Inspector General (IG) report is not a net

impact analysis. Instead, it is a review of the

characteristics of the participants and an analysis of

the postprogram outcomes. The audit is based on 58

sites selected for review. No -comparison or control

group is included so that it is hard to say definitively

how these outcomes compare with what would have happened

in the absence of program participation.

The report's review of program participation led

the Inspector General's Office to assert that the

program has not been targeting the hard-to-serve

population. An analysis of the age, educational

attainment, work history, and receipt of public

assistance of participants was conducted. The IG found

that 60% of the participants had a high school education

or better and the typical participant had prior work

experience. One-half of the adults received

nonoccupational training, the majority getting job

search assistance. Of the one-half receiving

occupational training, the group was almost evenly split

between OJT and classroom training. The audit was

fairly critical of the programs offered, asserting that
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60% of the OJT participants would have been hired by the

employer in the absence of a program and pointing to the

fairly short periods of program involvement. Job search

participants were only in the program for one month,

remedial education participants for three months and

occupational training enrollees for an average of six

months.

While placement rates were fairly high, with 70% of

program terminees entering unsubsidized employment, only

58% remained on the job in which they were placed for

more than 4 months. Sixteen percent were in second jobs

and 26% were unemployed. The vast majority (70%) were

earning less than $5 per hour and only the participants

who were under the age of 35 showed an increase in wages

over pre-program earnings. Among youth, 50% of those

not entering unsubsidized employment had other positive

outcomes such as enrollment in other training (45%),

attainment of other employment competencies (34%),

school completion (16%), and enrollment in

apprenticeship programs or the military (5%).

Several states have undertaken evaluations of their

JTPA programs, using guidelines similar to those issued

by the National Commission on Employment Policy and

reports from Indiana and Nevada are discussed here.

The state of Indiana conducted a net impact

analysis evaluation of its JTPA program for individuals
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who were in the program between October 1, 1983 and

March 31, 1984 (State of Indiana, 1986). The comparison

group used for the analysis was Employment Service

applicants. The two groups showed similar declines in

earnings prior to application to the respective

activities. However, there were differences in the

demographic characteristics of the two groups. The

Employment Service applicants were more likely to be

white, more likely to be female; they were slightly

older and less likely to be on welfare.

Unlike the CETA evaluations, the Indiana study

found positive outcomes for all participant groups

examined. For men who participated in 1983-84, the net

income gain in 1985 (post-program year) was $1400 (in

constant 1983 dollars). White women had net income

gains of $1000 in the first postprogram year. No gains

were calculated for minority women because of concerns

about the dissimilarities between the participant group

and the comparison group for minority women. Welfare

recipients had increases in net income of $1200, an

amount equivalent to their preprogram annual earnings.

The welfare grant reductions were $105 per month, an

amount that peaked approximately 12 months after program

termination. This peak occurred because many welfare

recipients were able to move off welfare within two

years without program intervention. The analysts
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attributed the large net gains for welfare participants

to the fact that the comparison group is heavily

weighted by WIN mandatory individuals who are required

to register for work, but who are probably not extremely

motivated.

The findings of positive impacts for males is

somewhat surprising, given the fairly consistent

findings of no gain under CETA. Moreover, while there

were no significant differences by race or ethnicity,

measured impacts were highest for Hispanic males, next

highest for black males, and lowest for white males.

Since minority males were least likely to have gains

under previous programs, these findings raise several

questions. The study cites the absence of stipends as a

possible explanation, arguing that males who are

enrolled in JTPA really have to be motivated while those

who were in CETA programs were motivated primarily by

the stipend. However, the choice of a comparison group

may also have affected the findings. The black male

JTPA participants were more likely to be high school

graduates and were more likely to be veterans. Both

factors should have made them more attractive to

employers. On the other hand, the participants had a

very large preprogram dip in earnings that began four

years before program enrollment, while the ES applicants

had dips two years prior to the enrollment period, which
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would suggest that intervention was necessary for the

program participants to recover income. Given that

Indiana is a state that underwent severe employment

problems as a result of both cyclical and industrial

change, it might be expected that males who may have

lost jobs in manufacturing industries would need a

strong intervention to move them back onto a high and

sustained earnings path.

The Nevada evaluation also used Employment Service

applicants as a comparison group, and they found similar

aarnin~gs gains .. males (Hanna and Tuiiaey, 1988). Thl-

study covered JTPA participants, aged 22 to 65, enrolled

in Nevada programs between July 1, 1985 and June 30,

1986. The researchers estimated the net income gain

based on three quarters of postprogram wage data. The

comparison group included only those ES applicants who

were economically disadvantaged, but it was difficult to

find a match group. Even after adjustment, the female

JTPA participants appeared to be more disadvantaged than

the comparison group. The annualized estimates of net

gains for males ranged from $1436 to $1726, depending on

the program. It appears that OJT may have been more

,successful than classroom training. Women had gains

between $632 and $926, with most of the gains coming

from increases in time employed and not increases in

wages. Gains for men did show a wage effect.
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Displaced workers (Title III). The General

Accounting Office (GAO) recently conducted a review of

the services provided to displaced workers under JTPA

(GAO, 1987). They estimated that approximately 7% of

the eligible displaced workers were served by Title III

programs between the beginning of JTPA and June of 1986.

The vast majority of those receiving services (84%) were

provided with job counseling and two-thirds were given

job 5earch assistance. Only about one-quarter had

classroom training and 16% were placed in OJT slots. A

mere 6% received remedial educational services. Title

III programs had a high placement rate, with 69% of

program terminees having jobs at the end of the

enrollment period. The average wage rate of $6.61 was

lower than previous wages and below the $8.52 average

for private sector workers, but above the rates for

terminees from other employment and training programs.

The relative success of the JTPA program must be

judged against its shortcomings. Although the

Department of Labor had not set performance standards

for displaced workers programs, about 80% of the states

did, and most of these were place. a.t standards. These

standards may have been a factor in the selection

criteria used by service providers, causing them to

screen out harder-to-serve applicants. The participants

in Title III programs were predominantly white males
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between the ages of 22 and 44, with at least 12 years of

education. When compared with the profile of the

typical displaced worker during that time period, it

appears that older workers and those with less education

were less likely to be served by JTPA than would be

expected, given their representation in the population

of displaced workers. GAO found this was especially

true if the service provider screened entrance into the

program. These findings suggest that those individuals

who are most in need of assistance have been the ones

least likely to receive it under jiPA programB Zro

displaced workers.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS FOR YOUTH

Structuring and evaluating programs for youth has

been a more difficult task than for adults. In many

cases, the purpose of an employment and training program

goes beyond immediate postprogram employment. At the

upper end, the expectation is that program intervention

will place the youth participants on a different life

track leading to further education and training,

increasing long-run earnings curves, reducing criminal

and other anti-social behavior, and decreasing the

incidence of early parenting and long-run welfare

dependency. Clearly, for most youths, a work experience

program is too limited to have such a large impact on an

individual's life. Increasingly, policymakers- and
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policy analysts are pointing to the one program that has

been widely judged a success for youth, the Job Corps,

as a model for youth programs. The Job Corps was

designed as a massive intervention into the lives of

high school dropouts. The individuals who enrolled in

the Job Corps were taken to residential sites away from

what was considered to be a negative urban environment

and offered a fairly lengthy curriculum that included

both basic skills and occupation-specific training. In

addition, participants were provided with counseling and

health services and a broad range of other support

services. An evaluation of the Job Corps by Mathematica

Policy Research, Inc. (Mallar, et. al., 1980) indicated

that the program not only increased employment and

income,2 but resulted in youths seeking more education

and training, being more likely to enroll in the

military, and being less likely to engage in criminal

activity or be dependent on welfare.

These findings, in combination with some concerns

about the ability of JTPA, as originally structured, to

assist the youths most in need of help, led to the

development of several programs that combine JTPA

activities with additional services. Two programs that

are currently in place are the Summer Training and

Education Program (STEP) and JOBSTART.
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STE is a program that was developed as a

demonstration by Public/Private Ventures of

Philadelphia. (Sipe, et al, 1988) The program was

introduced as a demonstration at five sites (Boston,

Fresno, San Diego, Seattle, and Portland) in 1985.

Participants in the program, which combines a

government-subsidized summer job with remedial reading

and mathematics and life skills instruction, are 14 and

15 year olds who are eligible for the Suimmer Youth

Employment and Training Program (SYETP) under JTPA Title

MIb. Youths who are targeted for the program !are loW

achievers who are high dropout risks but who are still

enrolled in school.

The STEP program consists of two summers of work

experience and classroom activities and support services

during the intervening school year. The program

evaluation used SYETP enrollees as a comparison group

and the gains that were measured included 1) net math

and reading gains for the first summer; 2) retention in

school the following year; 3) gains in math and reading

during the second summer; 4) changes in sexual and

contraceptive behavior. In the four years of the

demonstration, approximately 4500 individuals have been

followed and postprogram evaluation will continue until

1992.
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The rationale for the program was based on findings

that jobs alone (as was tried under YEDPA) were not

sufficient to prevent at risk students from dropping out

of school. Instead, stronger interventions that

improved basic skills and changed behavior were needed

(Berlin and Sum, 1988). In-program and postprogram data

indicate that the program does have modest impacts on

basic skills. STEP participants had significant net

gains in reading and math during the first summer.

While the control group lost skills over the course of

the summer, program participants in 1987 gained and the

difference between the two groups was 0.5 years for

reading and 0.6 years for math. The impact of the life

skills course was less apparent the first summer. While

their knowledge of contraception increased, not all

program cohorts had increased the use of contraception

and few changes in sexual behavior were reported.

During the school year, modest impacts were seen for

individuals who had strong support services. Second

summer gains were also recorded for reading and math,

but only two cities followed the control group, so the

net impacts are not clear.

JOBSTART is another program that combines regular

JTPA programs with additional activities, including both

education and skills training. (Auspos, 1987) The

program, which is being evaluated by the Manpower
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Demonstration Research Corporation, began in August 1985

and includes 16 sites, 13 demonstration sites and three

nonresidential Job Corps programs.. Participants in

this program are high school dropouts who would not.

normally be recruited for JTPA since they were reading

below the 8th grade level. The emphasis is on longer

term, more intensive training than the JTPA system

usually provides.

Individuals were enrolled in JOBSTART on a random

assignment basis so the control group would be

comparable on most dimensions and sample selection bias

would be eliminated. Enrollees received basic education

and occupational training over an average of six months,

either sequentially or concurrently (Auspos, et al,

1989). In addition support services and life skills

courses were available at some sites. Individuals in

sequential programs received more basic education, but

significantly less occupational training. On average

individuals participated in the program activities for

over 400 hours. Young mothers were the only group that

had significantly lower hours of participation. Those

who did receive training were most likely to be in

moderate skill level programs. The interim followup

findings indicate that all subgroups had positive

outcomes, with the treatment group being more likely to

receive GED certificates, but less likely to be employed
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than the control group. However, since most were in

JOBSTART for much of the time between enrollment and the

followup interview, this is not unexpected.

POLICY ISSUES

This brief summary of recent experiences with

government-subsidized employment and training programs

reveals that many of the programs have had positive

effects, but the effects have been quite modest.

Evidence also exists to indicate that the more effective

programs for youths and for adults with serious labor

market problems are the more expensive ones.3 In

general the programs have served only a small proportion

of the eligible population. Under JTPA, estimates of

the percent of the eligible population served has ranged

from 5 to 13%. Moreover, under JTPA, some of the most

disadvantaged--older workers, high school dropouts, etc-

-have not been served at rates proportionate to their

representation in the eligible population. While some

findings indicate that JTPA has had positive outcomes

for those who need low intensity services, the regular

JTPA programs have not done very well at achieving the

objective of reaching the hardest to serve. Evidence

from-demonstration projects such as JOBSTART indicate

that the system can, in fact, be adapted to meet this

goal.4
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These findings suggest several important policy

questions:

1. Given that past programs have been able to

serve only a small proportion of the

population, should future programs:

a) continue to have the same mix of activities

with more funds and more participants?

b) change the mix of programs to serve fewer

participants more intensively or more

participants less intensively.

2. Should more attention be paid to the

assignment of individuals to specific program

activities, to ensure that individuals get the

most appropriate service and does doing this

infringe on the participants' choices in an

unreasonable way?

Answering these questions within the current budgetary

climate will not be easy. .
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In its 1984 work. Westat weighted the CLMS cases by the inverse of the
probability of being sampled. The rationale here is that the impact might
vary by the characteristics of the participants so that the estimated impact is
actually an average impact. If this is the case. then weighting the observa-
tions is one method of correcting for this specification error. Note that both
types of weighting used by Weslal are inlended to correct for implicit

specification errors, whereas the more common neighfing scheme used to
correct for heleroscedasticily is used to improve efficicncy.

The explanatory variables in Westae's regressioMs were similar to thos
used in the matching procedures wihh several nolable exceptions. First,
dummy variables were added for paFlicipaltiot in CE TA acltiviies. Second.
SSA carnings were enlered as conlenuous variables father than as a series of

i
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sequence of this procedure is that very few explanatory variables remain.
Because the Bassi and Westat (1981) studies used the same data, the first
and third columns of Table 3 can be compared to see the effect that using a
first difference estimator has relative to including a large number of explana-
tory numbers. The comparison is complicated somewhat because Bassi uses
two different base years for computing her first differences, and she per.
forms no analyses for white men because she found the Westat comparison
groups to be unacceptable. Bassi's findings were generally consistent with
those of Westat. but in some specific race-sex-activity combinations there
were significant differences. For example. Bassi's overall estimates for
minority men and women bracketed the Westat findings, and her estimates
for estimated impact for white women was about $750compared It Westat's
estimate of $500. However. Bassi estimated that participating in multiple
activities lowered earnings for minority men by about SI 900. while Westat
estimated the earnings loss to be only $300.

DJW noted that Westat did not include earnings for the year immediately
prior to program participation in their regressions, and when they added this
variable to the Westat formulation the impact estimate decreased from S265
to S173. Earnings in the year immediately prior to participation in a training
program tend to decline from the trend in the years preceding it.' The
treatment of the "preprogram dip" in the analysis can play a substantial role

Is se. WesIxi (1981 anid 1984)w diagiamigs llostaiung the pr--o and magnit oe of ite
decline in ramel in the period pririo pnam m, As piopr.g -dipi.n.ainiswasalso
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in the estimates of program impact, I the dip is a transitory phenomenon.
then it could influence selection into the program without having a long-
term impact on earnings. If this viewiscorrect, than Westat's use of earnings
in the period immediately prior to program entry as a variable for matching
but excluding it from the postprogram earnings functions can be justified.
On the other hand, if the dip indicates a permanent decline in human capital
(or the value placed by society on the human capital), then earnings in the
period immediately prior to program participation is likely to be a key
variable in explaining later earnings.

Which interpretation of the preprogram earnings dip is correct? Unfortu-

nately. both interpretations are likely to be correct in certain instances, and
when an individual with such a decline in earnings is identified it is difficult to
say a priori whether the decline is transitory or permanent. Note that the
CETA programs were likely to attract individuals with different types of
declines in different activities. The PSE program served a countercyclical
funstion, so it was likely to attract individuals with a temporary decline in
earnings who would use the PSE job as a means of tiding them over until the
economy improved. Training programs, on the other hand, were more
likely to attract individuals with a permanent decline in earnings. In the
evaluation of the Downriver program, which served laid-off auto workers, a
large permanent decline in earnings was observed; see Kulik. Smith. and
Stromsdorfer (1984).

In the CETA evaluations considered here, the researcher must determine
whether the decline that precipitated or was associated with program entry
was transitory or permanent (or. more precisely, how it was perceived by the
participant), and he or she must also determine the nature ofsuch declines in
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NOTES

1. One problem that frequently arises with the use of
comparison groups is that members of the comparison
group have, in fact, received the treatment but they are
not identified as such.

2. The only group that did not have significant
increases in income was women with children.

3. These findings are supported by findings from
demonstration projects such as the National Supported
Work Demonstration and work-welfare demonstrations
conducted by the Manpower Demonstration Research
Corporation.

4. Several program models in the work/welfare system
show that JTPA is also playing a large role in
del ivering services to welfare recipients. See

Burbridge and Nightingale, 1989.

38
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Black Youth Face an
Uncertain Jobs Future

Growing Racial Disparities in Employment Signal Need
for Policy Changes

by Dr Margaret C. Simms

W hile the U.S. economy continued to expand
during 1987, gains made by black youth didW not keep pace with the progress of their

white counterparts. Data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor
Statistics (BLS), illustrating slow expansion in black
youth employment and College attendance, are disturb-
ing indicators that young blacks may not fare well in
the fax r-!. The oars in emnplvmn- K--or hl-kt nft

whites may widen over the next decade as the chang-
ing economy produces a larger proportion of jobs re-
quiring highly trained workers.

Economic Growth in 1987
The stock market slide in October of 1987 obscured

the fact that the U.S. economy continued to expand
last year. Over three million jobs were added to the
economy, according to the BLS, with the unemploy-
ment rate declining steadily over the year from an an-
nual average rate of 7.0 percent in 1986 to 6.2 percent
in 1987. And by December, the civilian unemployment
rate stood at 5.8 percent. The BLS reports that the
number of discouraged workers (those who have stop-
ped looking for jobs because they do not think they
can find them) dropped to just over 900,000 in the
fourth quarter of 1987, the lowest it has been since the
fourth quarter of 1979-a year of similar economic
growth and relatively low unemployment.

Black workers shared in the job expansion, picking
up just under 500,000 jobs over the course of last year.
The overall unemployment rate for blacks dropped
from 14.5 percent in 1986 to 13.0 percent in 1987,
while the employment-to-population ratio for blacks
(the proportion of the population over the age of 16
that is employed) rose to 55.6 percent, a new high.

Despite these advances, blacks made few gains in the
labor force relative to whites. The 13.0 percent black
unemployment rate was nearly 2YV times the 5.3 per-
cent rate for whites. And the employment-to-population
ratio was nearly seven percentage points less than that
for white workers (62.3 percent). Blacks were also

Dr. Simms is deputy director of research at the Joint Center
for Politiscol Studies.

disproportionately represented among discouraged
workers. (See Focus, April 1987, Update on the Job
Status of Blacks. )

Fewer Jobs for Black Youth
The largest differences in employment between

blacks and whites in 1987 were among young people
undier the age of 2i. niack youth seeking work were
twice as likely as white youth not to be hired. And
since unemployment rates exclude individuals who are
not looking for work, they tend to understate jobless-
ness among black youth. Only one-quarter of all black
teenagers 16 to 19 years of age had jobs for some
period during 1987, compared with nearly one-half of
all white teenagers. About 1.4 million or just over one-
half of black youth aged 20 to 24 were employed at
some time in the year, while three-quarters of the
whites in that age group held jobs.

BLS data also reveal that nearly two-thirds of black
teenage males did not work at all during 1986, com-
pared to only one-third of white teenage males and
one-half of Hispanic teenage males. And close to one-
quarter of black males between the ages of 20 and 24
were jobless the entire year, while less than one-tenth
of white males in that age group reported not working.

Large differences existed between black and white
females as well. Nearly two-thirds of black teenage
females, and one-third of black females in their early
20s, did not work at all during 1986. These propor-
tions were twice as high as those for white females in
the same age groups.

There were several reasons for the disparities in
employment between black and white youth. First,
black youth were less likely to be in the labor force,
that is, to be among those actively seeking work. Only
57.3 percent of blacks between 16 and 24 were in the
labor force, compared to 70.8 percent of whites.

About 17 percent of black youth (mostly young
women with children) had home responsibilities that
kept them out of the work force. This was also true of
18 percent of young whites. Only 4 percent of black
youth reported that they were not looking for work
because they thought they could not get a job. Even
so, that was twice the rate for white youth.
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The unemployment rate for black teenagers was 34.7
percent in 198?, and the rate for blacks between the
ages of 20 and 24 was 21.8 percent. These compare
wvith rates of 1 4.x percent for wshite teens and 8.0 per-
cent for whites in their early 20s

Table 1. Unemploymuent Rate. by Age, Race-, nd Gende.,
1987

Unemployment Rate

% lack3 % Whites
Age htae Femae Mae Female

All Worke. owe iS 12 132 5.4 532
16-19Yearu 344 3149 155 134
Z0-24 Year 20.3 23 3 8 4 7 4
2-259Yars 130 14.8 55 53

Source .S. Bureau of Labor Satistics, Employment and Earnings,
January 1988

Jobs and Education
Both labor force participation and unemployment are

closely linked to educattonal attainment. Regardless of
race, individuals without high school diplomas are
much less likely to be employed than those with 12 or
more years of education. However, even when blacks
and whites with the same amount of education are
compared, there are racial disparities in joblessness and
in expected earnings. Data from the Washington-based
Children's Defense Fund show that black males 20 to
24 years of age who had not graduated from high
school had mean earnings of only S2,825 in 1984,
compared to 37,674 for young white males who had
not completed high school.

Blacks in their 20s and earIv 30s who had low levels
of education were less likely than their white counter-
parts to be in the labor force in 1987. Furthermore,
they had unemployment rates that were more than
twice those of whites with similar educational
backgrounds.

Table 2. Unemployment Rate by Edaculosal Attalfmeot.
race, nod GCedee for Workers Beiee 25 tad 54
Yeors of Age, 1987

Unemployment Rate

% Black. I Whites
Age Male Female Male Female

i.e. Than 4 Year of
High School 23.5 25.4 14.0 14.7

4 Yea of High School 1359 15.9 7.2 6.5

1-3 Year of College 79 9.2 5 0 4.0
4 or More Yean o Colege 5.0 4i8 2 8 2.3

Source U.S Bureau of Labor Sftistic. "Educatioal Attimenet
of Workers," March 1987.

among individuals in their late 21s. blacks still suffered
greater joblessness than 5 bites at eser, age and educa
tional level

Prospects for the Future
Despite the fact that the overall black population is

younger than the white population, and therefore will
become a larger part of the work force in the future,
the employment outlook for black youth without at
least some college education is not promising The BLS
projects that the black work force will grow almost
twice as fast as the white work force over the next 12
years (1.8 percent per year vs 1 0 percent). In addition,
the BLS forecasts that in the vear 2000 blacks will con-
stitute more than 17 percent of the American labor
force, compared to just under II percent of the labor
force in 1987. However, this relative increase in
representation will not necessarily mean lower rates of
joblessness. Skill requirements for workers will in-
crease, with a larger proportion of jobs requiring at
least one year of college

An examination of the distribution of occupational
growth shows that job opportunities will be greater in
high paying, white collar jobs over the next 12 years
While overall employment is projected to expand 19
percent, employment in executive, administrative. and
managerial categories is expected to grow by nearly 29
percent. Moreover, jobs in professional fields Will grow
27 percent, while opportunities for technicians and
related support workers will increase about 38 percent
Currently, the individuals holding those jobs have from
I to 6 years of college or university education. Thus,
the prospects for those who do not go on to college
are limited.

In 1987, only 34 percent of blacks in the labor force
had I or more years of college, compared with 46 per-
cent of white workers While the high school gradua-
tion rate for blacks continues to rise, their college at-
tendance rate has declined About 2.8 million young
Americans of all races graduated from high school in
1986, and more than one-half of them, 54 percent, had
enrolled in college by October of that year But while
blacks were 13 8 percent of the high school graduates,
they were only 9 4 percent of college freshmen Today
only one-quarter of black high school graduates 18 to
24 years of age are in college compared to over a third
of white high school graduates, and the gap between
black and white college entrants is now larger than it
has been in 20 years

The inability of black youth to share proportionately
in college enrollment and employment opportunities is
a problem not only for the youth of today and their
families but for the larger economy as well. If the
United States is to increase its economic competitive-
ness in the international market place, policies must be
implemented to increase black college enrollment and
to provide more job opportunities for black youth
across the board. U
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While differences in employment between the races
were smaller among those with more education and
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DIFFERENCES IN QUALITY BETWEEN POSTSECONDARY SCHOOLS AND
ELEMENTARY AND SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Representative SOLARZ. Thank you very much.
Let me ask you a question which I asked the previous panel.

How do you explain the fact that we seem to have an outstanding
system of postsecondary education in the country but seem to have
a flawed system of elementary and secondary school education in
the country? Mr. Packer.

Mr. PACKER. Well, there has been considerable work on that.
Part of it is the choice in the postsecondary situation. If a college is
poor, it gets fewer and fewer students. It goes out of business.

John Bishop has written an interesting paper on another prob-
lem. Employers and most colleges do not care about your high
school performance as a student. All you have to do is graduate.
Bishop's evidence is that the typical employer does not care if you
studied basket weaving or mathematics or if you got A's or C's. He
says do you or do you not have a high school diploma. If you say
yes, you are hired as far as that is concerned. He may give you a
test, but there is very little incentive for good high school perform-
ance.

In the United States, if you do not want to go to an elite college,
if you want to go to the State community college system, again, a
high school diploma gets you in, and it does not matter if you do
well or take it easy.

Now, the Japanese system, on the other hand, is easy at the col-
lege level, and the colleges are not very good. But you work very
hard in high school because high school in Japan determines what
college you get into.

Mr. CARNEVALE. I would agree with what Arnie Packer says.
I would take it a step further back than that. We have been the

master of an economic system for quite some time, since 1870, with
the highest productivity rates in the world, succeeding the British
as the world's productivity leader. The system that we used to do
that in the workplace was one where you put all the smart people
at the top, all the people with the education, these white collar,
and technical elites, your engineers, scientists, managers, and pro-
fessionals in another class. Then you had a whole gaggle of people.
It did not matter how much they knew or how good they were.
What really mattered was their work effort and their ability to
show up to work. We have a different kind of economy now.

In those days we had a mass production economy and we built
the mass production education system which basically produced
two kinds of students, college-bound students-the schools I went
to-and the students who were not college bound. If you were in
the other half of the high school class, you did not matter very
much. You did not get much education or much good education.
You were there to make the numbers right for the people at the
top. When you went into the workplace, you got a job that was de-
signed in a way that did not challenge you very much with very
rigid and fixed technology and repetitive tasks and so on. There
was not a lot of skill required. You could be an autoworker and
have a very bad education and make a lot of money.
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The economic system that is out there now demands that that
other half be of a much higher quality and that is where we do not
compete well. We still make, I would argue, the best white collar
and technical elites in the world, but it is the other half of our
companies--

WHY DO THESE DIFFERENCES EXIST?

Representative SOLARZ. That is my question. Why?
Mr. CARNEVALE. Because it worked before admirably well. All

you needed was an elite group of very bright people and a lot of
hardworking people for them to move around.

Representative SOLARZ. But presumably that was true for other
countries as well, and yet the other countries seem to have adapted
their educational systems in ways that are producing better re-
sults.

I am just thinking aloud. Is it perhaps that the fault lies not in
the schools, but in the society, that the problems you are describing
in the schools are a reflection of problems in the society? Perhaps
in some of these other countries they do not have the deeply rooted
social problems we have in our country, they do not have as much
of an underclass perhaps as we do or the same kind of racial ten-
sions or drug problems or the like that produce students that are
very difficult to help. They come from broken homes, single parent
families, and high-crime neighborhods. Transpose that to Japan
and I suspect the Japanese schools would not be doing as well as
they are doing now. I don't know.

Could that be really the explanation?
Mr. CARNEVALE. I do not think so. See, I guess my training is an

economist, and I always think the sociology follows the economics
and not vice versa.

This question is naturally asked, why is it that we came out this
way and they didn't? The story that has come up lately among
economists is, well, it did not happen for them that way because
they got lucky. They tried to copy us and they couldn't.

In Germany, for instance, after the war, when this system came
full blown in the Untied States, they tried to produce for mass
markets, but they did not have any. They had very small market
sizes. Therefore, they had to have a much more flexible production
system.

They also had a strong leftwing tradition in those countries that
did not allow them to utilize unskilled labor the way we have. They
developed a very highly funded apprenticeship structure that
forced them to use people differently than we did.

If you were a German carmaker, Volkswagen, at the end of the
war you wanted to make a mass produced car, but you had to make
it for Italy and Sweden, and those are two different cars. One was
heavy, a gas guzzler for a northern climate, and the other one was
for a southern climate. The Italians taxed gas and cars by weight.
The Swedish did not. You have to have a different assembly proc-
ess, more flexibility and a better utilization of workers.

They also did not have the white collar and technical elites.
The story that emerges-and it is suspicious because it says that

they were lucky, not good-among economists these days is that at
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end of the war, because they did not have our market structures,
they went in another direction toward flexibility in their organiza-
tions, in their work structure and their use of technology. When
the flexible technology came along, the computer, they were ready
to use it and we were not. There is fairly strong evidence in that
regard, that they were utilizing work structures and flexible tech-
nologies and flexible workers much more successfully than we are.

That to me is an unsatisfactory explanation, but it is part of the
story, and maybe the other pieces are the pieces you are referring
to.

IS OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM IN CRISIS?

Representative SOLARZ. Well, let me ask you this. Would you all
agree that our educational system is in crisis, and that if we do not
begin to do a much better job, the country is going to pay a very
heavy price economically in the 21st century?

Ms. SIMMS. Congressman Solarz, I would just like to say a few
words on the last issue.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, answer that one.
Ms. SiMMs. Yes. It is connected.
Representative SOLARZ. Let the record reflect heads nodded up

and down with various grunts of assent, with varying degrees of
emphasis. [Laughter.] But there seems to be a consensus.

Yes, Ms. Simms.
Ms. SIMMS. On the issue of problems of the children and where

the fault lies. It is certainly true that the United States, in compar-
ison with Japan, does have a much more diverse student popula-
tion, and our school system has failed to come to grips with this.

The issue of family problems is not one that is isolated to a par-
ticular segment of the population, and I think we have to come to
grips with it-single families occur across the spectrum. Two work-
ing parents is also an issue with regard to interaction with the
schools. And we have not been flexible in our workplaces. We have
not been flexible in our schools in terms of adapting to changes-
within the society. And I think we have to look at that. I do not
think we are alone in that regard either.
WOULD FULL FUNDINGS OF HEAD START, WIC, AND CHAPTER 1 MAKE A

DIFFERENCE?

Representative SOLARZ. How much of a difference do you think it
would make if we somehow or other did muster the political will to
fully fund WIC, Head Start, chapter 1? Let's just concentrate on
programs that can relate to how people do in the elementary and
secondary schools. If we were to provide enough money so that
every child in the country who is eligible got into Head Start, got
into chapter 1, benefited from a WIC Program, do you think that
that in and of itself would make a significant difference in the
dropout rate, in terms of how our kids did compared to the kids in
other industrialized countries on these surveys they conduct? Or do
you think if that was all we did, nothing else, no restructuring and
the like, that it would at best only be marginally beneficial?

Ms. McBAY. I think it would be a major step in the right direc-
tion to do that because I think what would happen as a result is
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that you would have minority children and low-income children
coming to school, coming to kindergarten knowing their colors and
knowing sizes and shapes, and they would not so immediately be
labeled as needing special education. So, I think it would make
quite a difference to have that preschool experience.

Now, having said that, you cannot just fix one part of the system.
You are getting them ready for school, but school has to also be
flexible, adaptable to what students bring, the experiences that
they bring. We must also address the quality of the educational
program that students receive-we have teachers unfortunately
who are teaching subjects that they are not qualified to teach. So,
you are going to have to also focus on retraining them, on getting
more qualified teachers, on getting teachers who are interested in
working with low-income children. So, it is not just enough to do
what you are suggesting; it certainly is necessary, but not suffi-
cient.

Ms. SIMMS. I would say from the Federal perspective, that would
be a key element. Those are the areas in which the Federal Gov-
ernment has provided both leadership and funding in the past. The
National Government cannot get involved in some of the day-to-
day operations of schools, and should not be involved.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, if part of the problem is not simply
a shortage of resources, but the way in which the schools are struc-
tured and operate-you describe at some length, Ms. McBay, the
problems that teachers have low expectations of the kids, they
spend more time trying to keep order than they are teaching, and
so on and so forth. We heard earlier that principals need more au-
tonomy, the parents should be more involved, so on and so forth.
WHAT CAN THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT DO TO CORRECT THE PROBLEM?

Let's assume all of these things are problems and need to be cor-
rected. What can the Federal Government do to get them correct-
ed? I am here as a Member of Congress. I can introduce a bill to
provide x billions of dollars for Head Start. It is not at all clear to
me what I can do to get teachers who have low expectations of
their kids to have high expectations. It is not clear to me what I
can do to get the teacher you saw who spent most of his or her
time trying to keep the class quiet to spend more time teaching. It
is not clear to me what I can do to get more authority to the princi-
pal of the school down the block so that he or she has more of an
ability to tailor the education in his or her school to the require-
ments of the students that are there.

Do you have any thoughts on this, particularly keeping in mind
that I think something like only 5 percent of all the money spent
on elementary and secondary education in the country comes from
the Federal Government? Isn't that about it?
- Mr. CARNEVALE. It is a little more than that I think, or has it

gone down that far? Seven percent I though.
Ms. SIMMS. No more than 7 percent.
Representative SOLARZ. I understated it by 40 percent. [Laugh-

ter.]
Mr. CARNEVALE. Let me answer in a couple of ways. First, this

same problem was faced by American and private employers a
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short while ago in their own performance. For a whole variety of
reasons, given that you cannot control what goes on in the class-
room these days any more than you can control what goes on in
the assembly line-what they ended up doing was opting for a new
organizational format which was highly decentralized and flatter
in structure. Then what they did is sort of managed at a distance
by measuring outcomes and allowing work teams to do whatever
they liked as long as the outcomes were met, and then intervened
when the outcomes were not.

We are involved at the moment in all States in the Nation in the
same process in the public sector, that is, trying to build a system
of standards so that we can begin to measure outcomes in schooling
and in a whole variety of public programs. It happens to be very
difficult in the public sector because as a matter of history and tra-
dition in the United States and elsewhere, we guarantee access to
public services and not outcomes. But I think our basic instinct and
the one you hear from Bob Jones in the previous testimony and
this commission that Arnie Packer is going to run is to begin to
build standards and then to release money on the basis of people's
ability to meet those standards. If they do not meet the standards,
they do not get the money.

I think that is a different business in the public sector. A lot of
public professionals are opposed to that, but the same processes in
organizational reform are at work in public organizations as they
are in private, and ultimately we are going to get to that point
where we are measuring the outcomes of public work.

Representative SOLARZ. Would you then, in effect, make full
funding of these programs conditional on meeting certain perform-
ance standards?

Mr. CARNEVALE. I would make the performance standards highly
decentralized, that is, decentralize them as far as I could in the de-
livery system, certainly down below the State level to the class-
room level if possible, and award people for building such stand-
ards. I would also make those standards and enforce them at the
Federal level, that is, begin to look on public programs in terms of
their performance.

MAKE FEDERAL MONEY AVAILABLE BASED ON PERFORMANCE

Representative SoLARz. Well, let me see if I understand what you
are saying. You are saying the Federal Government should say to a
local school district we are willing to give you enough money so
that every kid in your school district can be in a chapter 1 program
who needs it. But before we are going to give you any money, you
have to define some performance criteria because we want to make
sure this money will be well used. Presumably the performance cri-
teria would relate to the number of kids in the program who got up
to grade level in a certain amount of time.

My sense is that their incentive is to keep those standards as low
as possible in order to make sure that they continue getting the
money.. In a way it almost gives them a perverse incentive to have
low standards rather than high standards because the higher they
set the standard, the less likely they are to continue getting the
money.
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Mr. CARNEVALE. I think in this case what you rely on is the coop-
eration of the community and the parents, and obviously this is a
political act as much as it is a managerial one at this point. When
you set that in motion in public programs, you will get differences
in standards in different places and rightfully so.

Representative SOLARZ. Why not have it set by the Federal Gov-
ernment?

Mr. CARNEVALE. I think that is illegal. I am not sure, but isn't
the States' prerogative to manage and set standards for education
even if the money is Federal? I am not sure of that.

Representative SOLARZ. I do not imagine that is anything uncon-
stitutional by saying if you want our money, then you have to dem-
onstrate that 75 percent of the children who participate in this pro-
gram reach a certain grade level by the time the program is fin-
ished. And if you cannot do that at the end of the year, then you
get less money.

Ms. McBAY. Then the students suffer from that.
Representative SOLARZ. Well, except the argument would be that

if they are not reaching that standard, they are not benefiting and
the taxpayers are losing. Personally, I am all in favor of providing
more money for these programs, but that is in the assumption the
programs are working. If, in fact, they are not working, then it is a
waste of money.

I do not see in principle what is wrong with the performance
standard. In other words, we all like Head Start because the tests
or surveys seem to indicate it works. If the tests or surveys indicat-
ed it did not work, it would not have as much support as it does.
But what is wrong with

Ms. SIMMs. I don't think there is a problem with setting stand-
ards for programs. I think what we have to be careful of is the way
in which the standards are set. We went through this with JTPA,
and you can set standards and the incentives may be such that the
original intention of the program is slightly perverted in order to
meet the performance standards. That does not mean that people
do not get served, but maybe those that you might want to be at
the head of the queue do not get to the head of the queue because
of performance standards.

THE VALUE-ADDED APPROACH

I would think that a value-added measure is more appropriate
than an absolute standard.

Representative SOLARZ. What do you mean by a value added?
Ms. SIMMs. In other words, how much do you raise the perform-

ance of the children, not setting, at least initially, an absolute
standard because the children will come in with differing levels of
preparation. And what you want to encourage is adding the most
to their preparation not necessarily taking those who need the
least added to it.

Ms. MCBAY. In addition to providing resources to the schools
based on that, I would also reward the teachers who made those
accomplishments possible. In addition to that, the Federal Govern-
ment could also engage in a number of activities. I know there are
bills around that address this, that have as the desired outcome
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raising the status of the teaching profession. And I really think
that has to happen at the same time so that you could attract a
different or a better quality of teacher.

ELEVATING THE STATUS OF TEACHERS

Representative SOLARZ. How does the Federal Government raise
the status of the teaching profession?

Ms. McBAY. Well, there are professional standards being devel-
oped that the Federal Government is helping to support, and other
non-Federal sources are supporting efforts to raise standards that
teachers have to meet. But at the same time, they are also advocat-
ing increasing the pay that teachers receive.

When we talk about extending the school year, we are also ex-
pecting teachers to work. Teaching is the only profession I know
where you work only part of the year. Most people work year
round. Obviously, they would need vacation. They do not have to
be teaching the same thing they have been doing the rest of the
year. But there are things they can do to improve. They can use
that time to improve their understanding of the subject they are
teaching. They can work on curriculum materials. They can try to
learn more about the cultures of the children they are teaching. So,
there are things that you can do to support raising the status of
the profession.

THE TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT APPROACH

Mr. PACKER. First, I would suggest we have had a revolution in
this country in manufacturing. We have a lot of world-class manu-
facturing companies. They have followed some principles that I
think can be applied to the education system. Edward Deming is
the foremost advocate of what is called total quality management. I
gather every defense contractor who wants to bid in the future will
have to have a TQM plan within their proposal.

The first thing Deming has said is focus on quality. Do not think
you are going to get away cheap. If you produce a car that is a
lemon, that is a very costly operation. School systems that produce
lemons get denigrated. We have problems with JTPA systems in
which tracking or making people look as if they are second class is
just counterproductive. And when schools have a 25-percent drop-
out rate, we are not focusing on quality.

We tend sometimes in legislation to say, well, let's cover every-
body. We cover 6 percent in JTPA. Is it going to be twice as good if
we cover 12 percent? I think Bob Jones is saying in some cases, we
are better off putting in more quality.

IMPACT OF SOCIOECONOMIC BACKGROUND ON PERFORMANCE

Representative SOLARZ. Let me ask you something about that. I
doubt that anybody has ever tried the following experiment, but I
am curious what you think would happen if the following experi-
ment were tried.

Take two schools in the same city: one school in a sort of well-to-
do area, the other school in a poorer area. And presumably the
kids in the well-to-do area in their school are doing better on all
sorts of scores than the kids in the poor area. Now, take the kids
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from the poor area and send them all to the school in the better
area. They have the same facilities, the same teachers, that were in
the well-to-do area. And then take the kids from the well-to-do area
and send them to the school in the poorer area. So, they are now in
the school, same school, same facilities, plaster falling down from
the ceiling. The same teachers that were teaching the poor kids are
now teaching them.

Do you think that the results would reflect the school and the
staff, or would the results reflect the students who go in the first
place?

Mr. PACKER. Sometimes it reflects the expectations of the teach-
ers. There have been studies in which they have told the teachers
lies about students' IQ tests. At the end of the term, the kids end
up where the teachers think they came in. That if, if they think
Johnny is dumb, Johnny gets a C, and if they think Sally is smart,
Sally gets an A even though that is not the way the real--

Representative SOLARZ. So, let's say in the school in the well-to-
do area-let's say 80 percent of the kids were at grade level in
reading and everything, and the poorer area 30 percent were at
grade level. Do you think if you flip-flopped it, it would turn out
that the kids from the poorer area were now at 80 percent of grade
level and the kids from the well-to-do area were at 30?

Mr. PACKER. No.
Ms. SIMMs. It is not going to be that simple.
Ms. McBAY. Are you going to let the teachers know that you

have done this? It is the expectation issue again. There are certain
assumptions that are made by teachers when they see students
who come from certain kinds of circumstances.

Ms. SIMMs. I think there is also the issue of what the parents of
the children from the well-to-do school choose to put up with. And
if they decide that the quality of the school their children have
been moved to is not sufficient, they have the resources to either
make the school better, supplement it with private resources, or
take their children out of those schools. And that is an option that
is not available for all we talk about choice. Those options are not
available to the parents who do not have economic resources.

Mr. PACKER. But if, for example, the sorts of things that Dr.
Comer, the psychiatrist at Yale, has been doing were more widely
used, the early evidence suggests that it would make a substantial
difference. Whether his work really requires a heck of lot more re-
sources, I don't know.

Ms. McBAY. Well, he has $15 million.
Representative SOLARZ. Has anybody ever measured the relative

impact on how well kids do in school of the kind of families and
homes from which they come compared to the kind of school in
which they were?

Mr. PACKER. The mother's education is the single most signifi-
cant variable in determining how well a youngster will do.

Ms. SIMMs. But, of course, that is so tied up with the other re-
sources that it is hard to disentangle the effects. High income and
high education go with the school.

Representative SOLARZ. But that is sort of common sense, isn't it?
I must say I think, obviously, the schools play an important role,
but I think there has been a slight tendency here to saddle the
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schools with a little bit too much of the responsibility. No doubt
they can do better, and they should do better. And it is cheating
kids when teachers have low expectations which is unfair to a kid.
Every kid should be entitled I think, at least initially, to the high-
est expectations. But a lot does depend on the kind of family the
kid comes from. Of course, I suppose there are a lot of kids who
come from wretched families and desperately poor families and
families with all sorts of afflictions who end up doing well.

Mr. PACKER. But there has been evidence that the right kind of
interventions can overcome that. That is what Head Start is about.
That is what Dr. Comer's work is about. That is what the comput-
er-based education that is appropriate does.

U.S. ECONOMIC CHALLENGE FROM OTHER INDUSTRIALIZED COUNTRIES

Representative SOLARZ. I am thinking of putting together some-
thing called an Omnibus National Security Act of 1990, which is
based on the notion that the real challenge to our security now
that the cold war is over comes from the economic challenge we
face from the other industrialized countries. And this legislation
would provide over 5 years for the following.

Full funding for a whole series of programs designed to enhance
the human resources of the country, Head Start, WIC, chapter 1,
adult literacy programs, science and math programs, all of that
stuff, so that at the end of the 5 years every kid in the country who
is eligible for these programs would get the benefit of them.

Also provide additional resources to deal with the physical infra-
structure problems that we have, roads, highways, airports, and
the like, while simultaneously eliminating the deficit over 5 years
on the grounds that that is needed for the health of the economy.

And that would come through a combination of reductions in de-
fense spending made possible by the end of the cold war, plus a
fairly substantial increase in revenues because the cumulative defi-
cit over 5 years to which one would have to add the increased fund-
ing for these human resources and physical infrastructure program
comes out to quite a bit of money. But with something like a 25-
cent-a-gallon gasoline tax, some sin taxes, an increase in the elimi-
nation of the bubble, increase in the personal income tax rate
from, say, 15 to 16 percent and from 28 to 30 percent, you could do
all of that in 5 years.

Now, I would be interested to what your reaction would be to
this. I want to ask you two questions. In general, is this something
you would support? Do you think that this would be a worthy in-
vestment for the country and something for which the American
should be willing to pay somewhat more in taxes?

And second, if the answer is yes, to what extent would you link,
if at all, the increased funding for the human resource programs to
some performance standards that would have to be met in order
for local schools and communities to get the benefit of the addition-
al funding? What do you each think?

EXTEND SCHOOL YEAR

Ms. McBAY. Well, first of all, I hope you will have in the package
extending the school year because there is one point that has not
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come up here: there are studies that show that low-income children
and minority children tend to lose 80 percent of what they learned
during the year over the summer. So, I just want to make sure that
the school year is in the package.

Representative SOLARZ. That is in the package. What is it? The
20 largest school districts in the country? Twenty-two.

Ms. McBAY. Great.
DO WE NEED A SAFETY NET FOR SCHOOLS THAT FAIL?

My only concern about the performance standards is that I do
not see what happens if schools fail. Under that scenario, how do
you prevent the children from not getting a quality education? So,
the school does not meet the standards, and then what? The State
has the responsibility to provide some education for all children.

Representative SOLARZ. I would imagine if we did that, it would
be based on this assumption. With sufficient will they can meet the
performance standards, that if you say to them, look, this money is
available, if the communities know it, if the States know it, if the
cities know it, if the parents know it, they will find ways to make
sure the standards are met. And if in fact the standards are not
met, then it is not worth the money.

THE VALUE-ADDED APPROACH

Ms. McBAY. I think you ought to modify, as Ms. Simms suggest-
ed, to the value-added measure because I think, first of all, no one
is going to agree on one standard. But if you did talk about a delta
improvement and linked it to the size of that delta, I think that
would be certainly acceptable.

Representative SOLARZ. What do the rest of you think?
Mr. CARNEVALE. That piece, it seems to me as you outline it, is

the priority piece.
Representative SOLARZ. Which piece?

A DEMAND-SIDE INCENTIVE

Mr. CARNEVALE. Well, fully funding a whole set of programs that
essentially provide human capital development for disadvantaged
folks. The other piece is a whole set of services now necessary for
working Americans which is an expensive piece of the action.

Representative SOLARZ. JTPA you mean.
Mr. CARNEVALE. No. That is for people who have fallen out of the

work system. I'm talking about people who are already at work-
and a variety of competitiveness commissions and others have rec-
ommended support for the development of the current work force.

Representative SOLARZ. What?
Mr. CARNEVALE. We need some sort of a demand-side incentive

here. We need to set the hook in the workplace by giving employ-
ers themselves an incentive to train so that they will utilize
trained workers more and more. So, to the extent that we already
provide very large tax benefits, let's say, to employers for invest-
ments in machine capital, we ought to build a more level playing
field here in terms of their willingness to expend moneys to train
the workers they have-in the interest of the workers, and in the
interest of the competitiveness of American organizations.
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Representative SOLARZ. To the extent that training their own
workers would increase their productivity and competitiveness, it
presumably would increase their profits. Doesn't our system give
them sufficient incentive to do it?

Mr. CARNEVALE. All the way back to the early 1960's, it has been
the general presumption mostly in American economics that Amer-
ican employers do not invest sufficiently in machine capital. Prior
to and beginning in a fairly aggressive way with the Kennedy tax
cuts, we have ever since, with a little bit of a rollback starting in
1980, increased the incentives to invest in machine capital.

Representative SOLARZ. But we do not have a tax incentive to
invest in human capital?

Mr. CARNEVALE. No, we do not.
Representative SOLARZ. Really?
Mr. CARNEVALE. No.
Representative SOLARZ. In other words, if I am employer and I

buy a machine, I get some kind of a tax credit for that.
Mr. CARNEVALE. Yes. You get depreciation allowances. There are

a variety of wavs.
Representative SOLARZ. But if 1 want to take a worker anu send

the worker to some training programs for 10 weeks in order to im-
prove the worker's productivity, for that I get nothing.

Mr. CARNEVALE. That becomes a business expense that is not de-
preciated over time. And in general and in the employer economy,
the incentives are very weak to do that because you lose the skill
of the worker. That is, the person can wander off. You do not own
the worker, and for a whole variety of other reasons.

As a result of that, a whole series of institutions have been sup-
portive of some measure-and it is not clear what is it. The usual
one is a tax credit.

AN APPROACH UTILIZING A TAX CREDIT

Representative SOLARZ. Is there any proposal out there that em-
bodies this concept you have described?

Mr. CARNEVALE. The MIT Commission on Industrial Productivity
suggested tax incentives thinking of a tax credit. The Secretary of
Labor's Commission on the Skills of the American Work Force sug-
gested a tax credit and specified the credit.

Representative SoLARz. How much did they estimate it would
come to?

Mr. CARNEVALE. They do not know. Well, the best guess on these
sorts of things is if you run the numbers and pattern them after
the R&D tax credit assuming similar behavior-that is, invest-
ments in human resources are roughly parallel to investments in
R&D because there is lots of uncertainty involved and so on-then
one supposes that the costs are similar to the R&D tax credit. And
memory does not serve me here as to what those were. You are
talking about something on the order of $3 or $4 billion. Am I right
about that? I think so.

Representative SoLARZ. How many workers would benefit?
Mr. CARNEVALE. Currently employers provide training for about

10 to 13 percent of American workers. Currently that represents
about 1.4 percent of payroll nationally. The companies who are in-
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dustry leaders in this, such as IBM, do 7, 8 percent. You would
want to raise the number I would suppose. How much is enough? I
don't know. But if you wanted to go from 1.4 to 2 or 3 or 4 percent,
you are talking about a doubling of the current expenditure, which
is about $30 billion. Maybe you would want to go to $60 billion as
sort of a first cut.

Representative SOLARZ. $60 billion a year?
Mr. CARNEVALE. You would want employers to expend $60 billion

a year.
Representative SOLARZ. How much does that cost us in taxes?
Mr. CARNEVALE. I think that is $3 or $4 billion.
Representative SOLARZ. Are you saying $3 or $4 billion in tax ex-

penditures would leverage up to $50 to $60 billion in employer ex-
penditures?

Mr. CARNEVALE. I'm doing this from memory, but we have
played with this before, and it is something on that order depend-
ing on how you structure the tax credit.

Representative SOLARZ. Could you get back to me on that?
Mr. CARNEVALE. Sure.
Representative SOLARZ. Because I think that kind of proposal

would fit very nicely into the kind of omnibus approach I am
taking.

AN APPROACH USING THE UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE TRUST FUND

Mr. CARNEVALE. Well, let me try two other things on you then.
There is another commission-there is always another commis-
sion-that will report out of CEO's. And Secretary Brock and
former Secretary Marshall in a month or two will also recommend,
in addition to the tax credit, that we do something with the unem-
ployment insurance trust fund, which is a whole other way to do it.

Representative SOLARZ. What is that?
Mr. CARNEVALE. Frankly, the unemployment insurance trust

fund confuses me, too. The basic proposal is to add a very small tax
on top of the unemployment insurance trust fund, and that em-
ployers that expend up to a certain percent of payroll would not
have to pay the tax. Those who do not expend up to a certain
amount of payroll would pay the tax into a national fund which
would be redistributed for adult educate:- and retraining is that
basis of that proposal.

DEVELOP A HUMAN RESOURCES MITI

The third piece of their plan will be, I judge as a member of the
commission without anybody having signed off on this, a set of pro-
posals on the presumption that the way to get employers to do
things is you either make them or you persuade them or you show
them. The show-them option is to increase-and it is the cheap way
out of this-the infrastructrue available to do R&D on all of this
stuff, that is sort of a human resources MITI in the United States.
We expend, the arguments usually run, $130 billion a year on edu-
cation research at the Federal level alone. We expend nothing on
research on how we select, appraise, reward, and train employees
at work.
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Representative SOLARZ. Shouldn't that be done by the Depart-
ment of Labor?

Mr. CARNEVALE. But they do not have a budget for that. That is,
the R&D budget for these purposes literally does not exist. We do
not spend any money on these things. If an employer wants to
know how to install machinery or train a technician, they do not
know where to go to find out.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, I think we will want to follow up
with you on these particular pieces, but they certainly sound very
intriguing.

AN OMNIBUS BILL APPROACH

What do the rest of you think about this approach of an omnibus
bill which would do the things I have described?

Mr. Packer.
Mr. PACKER. Well, I think there are some very interesting things

in it.
I would suggest you might want to look at Congressman Sawyer's

UL.Lrcy urnvhf a er fd An research. Sawyer's bill has
some incentives for teacher training and technology in the adult
literacy area, and some of those provisons might be of interest to
you.

I do think that it is important to link any substantial additional
resources to performance. I think in the long run the American
public will react negatively to more money spent for no more re-
sults.

Representative SOLARZ. So, as a practical matter, how would you
deal with that in the context of this kind of bill? I obviously do not
have the capacity to draw up the standards myself. Would you, for
example, ask the secretaries of the relevant departments with the
responsibility to draw up the standards in consultation with com-
munities and States and relevant providers around the country and
then make that subject to congressional approval? Or how would
you like it?

Mr. PACKER. Well, first generalls, one of the things suggested in
the last of these "Workforce 2000' reports is that it would be good
if States which now pay 100 percent of their dollars on average
daily attendance would cut back to, say, 70 percent of the costs on
average daily attendance and another 30 percent paid as incentive
payments for meeting performance requirements. For example, the
Feds might say, we will put in another 5 percent if you will shift to
an incentive based system. The incentive should be based, as two
colleagues of mine have suggested, on the students' improvement
rather than absolute levels of standards.

I think that if the Federal Government could recommend some
performance standards but let the States, if they want to, choose
their own standards. Some Federal approval of State standards
might be appropriate, but some incentive from the Federal Govern-
ment that would say if you will go--

Representative SOLARZ. Presumably you would make, for exam-
ple, in the area of education, the Secretary of Education responsi-
ble for developing standards or promulgating standards that might
be developed by the localities or perhaps by-
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Mr. PACKER. I even have the audacious hope that this SCANS
commission might come up with some ideas of what those stand-
ards might look like or at least what a model set of such standards
would be.

Ms. McBAY. I would hope that the Secretary or whoever would
be charged with this would look at some of the work that has al-
ready been done. Attorney Hornbeck has done this, for example,
with a group of people with the State of Kentucky. I think looking
at that work and then looking at some of the standards that have
been set up by associations, like the National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics have standards, the NSTA, National Science
Teachers Association. So, I think we would want him or whoever is
charged to look at existing work and build on that as opposed to
creating 50 different versions.

Representative SOLARZ. What kind of standards would you have
for something like Head Start?

Ms. McBAY. Well, I think you would want to have social skills.
There is a certain socialization that needs to occur with children
before they enter school. I think just basic things like sizes and
colors and shapes and up from down, just things that children nor-
mally would be expected to know in a home where parents were
able to provide that. I do not think that we should get too much
into trying to make them start kindergarten 2 years early or first
grade 3 years early.

Representative SOIARZ. Ms. Simms.
Ms. SIMMs. Yes. I think that the type of bill that you are propos-

ing is not only a worthy investment, I think it is a necessary in-
vestment as we move toward the year 2000.

On the issue of the performance standards, I think that we have
to give more consideration to the mechanisms by which they are
set. Rather than having the Federal Government set absolute
standards, we should ensure that different parts of the community
are included in the setting of performance standards so that par-
ents, for example, are not excluded from participation in this activ-
ity.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, I think that is a very useful sugges-
tion and we will certainly try to incorporate some language along
those lines in it.

Now, the programs that we are talking about in the area of edu-
cation and job training are WIC, Head Start, chapter 1, math and
science education, extend the school year for at risk youth, student
financial aid-what is that Pell grants-Pell grants, fully fund
that, JTPA programs-I think we expanded by what? Two or
three? Three, tripling the number of slots for JTPA-and adult lit-
eracy. Other than the things that Mr. Carnevale mentioned about
the on-the-job training and the tax credits for that, is there any-
thing else you can think of that you would like to see in such a
bill?

Ms. SIMMs. I would like to follow up on a comment that Ms.
McBay made with regard to taking account of things that we al-
ready know. I think one of the things that the Federal Government
can do at relatively low cost is to make information available about
replication of programs that are successful. A lot of work has been
done, a lot of experimentation has been tried. And not everybody
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knows about it. We tend to think everybody does because we know
about it here in Washington.

Representative SOLARZ. But aside from the things I mentioned,
do any of you have anything you want-speak now or forever hold
your peace.

Mr. PACKER. Some people might think about the work welfare
program, the jobs program for welfare recipients.

Representative SOLARZ. Yes, Mr. Carnevale.
Mr. CARNEVALE. One other thing that I would add, and it is

something that does not cost a lot of money. There are still some
things we have not done with dislocated workers that could be
done, changing the structure and eligibility provisions of some Fed-
eral programs so that middle-class workers in the United States do
not have to do a free fall from middle-class status to poverty before
they are eligible for lots of programs once they have been dislocat-
ed from a job in which they have had at least 2 to 3 years' prior
full-time experience. We started down that road, and I lost track of
it a few years ago as to why it did not work. But it is a matter of
changing eligibility provisions in some programs so that a dislocat-
ed worker would have access to a program that young people and
people who meet poverty criteria do.

Representative SOLARZ. Yes, Ms. McBay.
'Ms. McBAY. One other thing I would add is the provision for ap-

prenticeships during high school through which students would
have an opportunity to experience what is required in the work
force and be prepared for work after spending some time with a
mentor.

Representative SOLARZ. Is there an established program which
does this or some bill that would establish it?

Ms. McBAY. No, not that I am aware of
Mr. PACKER. The Labor Department is moving toward that. I

think that Bob Jones referred to some of that today. Jim Van
Erden, who works for Bob Jones, is heavily involved in just that
particular issue and extending the apprenticeship concept beyond
the construction industry.

Representative SOLARZ. And how would this work? Kids would do
this after school?

Ms. McBAY. No. They could spend actually a certain number of
hours each week at a job site, and they would have an adult
mentor at the job site.

Representative SOLARZ. This is sort of what the Germans do?
Ms. McBAY. Right.

NATIONAL HIGH SCHOOL AND ELEMENTARY SCHOOL COMPETENCY EXAMS

Representative SOLARZ. Now, let me just ask you finally. Do you
think it would make any sense to have national, by which I mean
Federal, high school or elementary school competency exams?
[Laughter.]

Mr. CARNEVALE. You are supposed to be afraid of that and we
aren't.

Ms. McBAY. It would require an awful lot to put that together. I
just think you would have so many different opinions about what
would be included in it, but I think the professional societies and
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lots of thoughtful people have already given some consideration to
standards. So, maybe we could take a stab at it. But I'm not sure
that I would leap to recommend that.

Mr. PACKER. This is a complex issue. I think one has to discrimi-
nate between assessment programs that we do have, like the Na-
tional Assessment of Educational Progress and the "wall chart"
that just came out, which are national standards that measure
State programs, as opposed to national standards for individual stu-
dents.

I think one of the things that Deming said about cars, applies to
kids too. You cannot test in quality. We spend too much time in
education testing the kids to see who we should screen out instead
of looking at ways to improve educational quality. Tests become a
fearsome thing. And I think that whole arena could use consider-
able attention, and it is a very tricky business.

Representative SOLARZ. Do most of the other OECD countries
have central governments that play a much more active role in
their elementary and secondary education systems?

Mr. PACKER. Oh, yes. The French system. At 11 o'clock on any
morning the French Minister of Education can tell you what is
going on in every school in the country.

I was in Dublin a couple of weeks ago at a European meeting.
The European Community is trying to establish European-wide
standards so an architect from Belgium can practice anyplace in
the European Community and so forth.

CONCLUSION

Representative SOLARZ. Well, this has been very helpful and I do
appreciate it.

We have a vote on. So, I am going to have to end the hearing.
Let me just say that if and when I introduce this bill and people

start shooting at me from all directions, I am counting on all of
you to stand up and be counted and provide some cover for me.

Ms. McBAY. Well, we hope you will say when, not if and when,
but when.

Representative SOLARZ. I am actually planning to do this, but
there are a lot of details still to wrap up. I think our country needs
it. I think if we are really serious about coping with the new chal-
lenges we face, we have to do something like this. I do not think it
is going to be a panacea, but I think it is a necessary step in the
right direction. And if we are not willing to do it, then we are
going to unfortunately pay the price in terms of a gradual decline
in the standard of American living, the role our country plays in
the world, the preservation of our national values and our preemi-
nence among the family of nations.

I know that the American people have always been willing to re-
spond when they can see the nature of the threats they face. This
is just as serious, perhaps not quite as visible, a crisis as the ones
that have confronted us in -the past. I think that we need to edu-
cate people about what is required to deal with these problems.
But, obviously, the crisis is a very real one, and the handwriting is
on the wall.
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The question is whether we respond in bold and imaginative and
creative ways, whether we continue to engage in ultimately futile
and sterile and debilitating arguments here about the kinds of
issues that we tend to get bogged down in.

So, I thank you all very much for coming. Thank you very much.
Ms. McBAY. Mr. Chairman, may I just say that we are already

paying the price. If you visit any inner city, you will see that we
have already paid the price there.

Representative SOLARZ. Thank you. The committee stands ad-
journed.

[Whereupon, at 5:02 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to
the call of the Chair.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SOLARZ, PRESIDING
Representative SOLARZ. The committee will come to order.
This afternoon the Joint Economic Committee examines the rela-

tionship between national security, energy needs, and the environ-
ment.

This is the fifth in a series of hearings on America's national se-
curity needs in the coming century. As we move from a period
where defense is the leading component of national security to an
era where the major concern is with economic security, it is impor-
tant that the Nation examine the factors affecting its economic
future. The focus of today's hearing is energy and the environment
as national security interests.

In the 1970's and early 1980's, energy needs were of paramount
concern. Even today, the mention of an energy crisis evokes the
specter of gasoline shortages and spiraling energy prices. However,
growing public concern with the threats to the environment has
eclipsed our former preoccupation with our Nation's energy needs.
We now recognize that just as energy supplies and prices are inex-
tricably linked to other conditions and developments around the
world, so too is the state of the environment.

Thus the future of the United States, and its economic security,
will be influenced by decisions we and others make about energy
and environmental policy. Our well-being depends upon a clean en-
vironment, but we should not pretend that preserving the environ-
ment will be cost free. In particular, we are increasingly aware of
the tradeoffs between environmental protection and the develop-
ment of reliable and affordable energy sources.

Reducing our dependence on foreign energy sources may require
environmentally controversial actions, such as offshore drilling, in-
creased use of coal, or nuclear power, as well as major efforts to
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improve energy conservation. Similarly, reducing emissions that
cause acid rain and higher levels of carbon dioxide will increase
the cost of energy to both consumers and business. How do we bal-
ance these conflicting needs?

These and related issues are the topics to be considered today.
This afternoon the Joint Economic Committee is pleased to hear
from two panels of expert witnesses.

On our first panel we have representatives of the Department of
Energy and the Environmental Protection Agency. They are Linda
Stuntz, the Deputy Under Secretary of Policy, Planning, and Anal-
ysis of the Department of Energy, and J. Clarence Davies, the As-
sistant Administrator for Policy, Planning, and Evaluation of the
Environmental Protection Agency.

After we hear from them, we will hear from two witnesses from
the private sector. Jessica Tuchman Mathews, who is vice president
of the World Resources Institute, and Alan Randall, a professor of
resource economics and environmental policy at Ohio State Univer-
sity.

Ms. Stuntz, do you want to begin? Then, Mr. Davies, we will hear
from you.

STATEMENT OF LINDA G. STUNTZ, DEPUTY UNDER SECRETARY
FOR POLICY, PLANNING, AND ANALYSIS, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY
Ms. STUNTZ. Thank you, Congressman Solarz. I appreciate the

opportunity to testify on the subject of this important series of
hearings, "American Economic Power: Redefining National Securi-
ty for the 1990's." With your permission, I will submit my prepared
statement for the record and briefly summarize it for you.

Reviewing the statements of previous witnesses who have ap-
peared before the committee during this series of hearings, I was
struck by the consistent focus of those witnesses on economic fac-
tors as key variables in the definition of U.S. security. We at the
Department of Energy are especially cognizant of the role of
energy, science, and technology in a vibrant and productive econo-
my. We certainly are in full agreement with your view that the
pace of technological change and current challenges to our historic
world leadership in the development of new technology, require us
to devote greater attention to the economic side of the security
question.

The economic side of security encompasses in itself a wide range
of issues, including trade and competitiveness, management of the
ecological consequences of development, the availability of compe-
tent workers and the ability to achieve in mutually supportive
ways national and international objectives in environmental, eco-
nomic, and security policy.

The President has tasked Secretary Watkins with the responsi-
bility to. lead the development of a national energy strategy that
examines energy options, taking into account these multiple eco-
nomic, environmental, and competitiveness objectives. Because
energy policy affects virtually every American producer and con-
sumer as well as virtually every agency in the Federal Govern-
ment, we have embarked upon an unprecedented public consulta-
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tion process in order to promote the widest possible debate on the
decisions that we face as a nation, many of which were outlined in
your opening statement.

What we have learned thus far is that environmental objectives
will substantially influence United States and international options
to produce and use the energy required to fuel a dynamic world
economy. At the top of the public agenda are protection of wilder-
ness areas, cleaning up water pollution, and disposing of toxic and
other wastes.

We would place the treatment of wastes, whether they are toxic,
radioactive, solid or liquid, as the key U.S. environmental issue of
the 1990's. Dealing with waste problems, the United States has the
opportunity to demonstrate both economically prudent domestic
action and international leadership.

Market approaches to environmental regulation where perform-
ance standards are set and industry is given the ability to select
the most efficient control scheme we believe will reduce costs and
bring about quicker and surer environmental benefits. The Presi-

dvrtspr OaA acid rrn cnntrol program is based on this ap-
proach. We are persuaded this approach will be economically and
environmentally more efficient than past command and control
policies.

As is the case with an increasing number of environmental
issues, global climate change is by its very nature and terms inter-
national in scope. Response strategies require worldwide coordina-
tion, but in a manner that considers the uneven capabilities of na-
tions to contribute to the response and the relative economic
burden that each can assume.

To paraphrase from the Secretary's recent speech to the White
House Conference on Science and Economics, the production and
consumption of energy is a primary contributor to greenhouse gas
emissions worldwide and is at the center Qf a number of other envi-
ronmental issues. Yet, energy is also the primary contributor to
worldwide economic growth and development.

If we are to achieve economic growth in an environmentally
sound fashion, we must develop and display energy technologies
that contribute to our global stewardship. It is unlikely that devel-
oping nations and the emerging Eastern European democracies will
be able, by themselves, to mobilize the resources necessary to ad-
dress both their existing environmental problems which, as we are
observing with the crumbling of the Iron Curtain, in many cases
are quite severe, and invest in technologies and practices which
minimize the buildup of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.

One thing is clear. If foreign aid is to be provided to assist these
nations, multilateral approaches will be required.

Let me now turn briefly to a number of the other specific ques-
tions which you asked us to address.

First, petroleum and national security. With U.S. oil imports in-
creasing dramatically, our 1990 imports are projected to account
for about 44 percent of our consumption. Persian Gulf nations will
supply about 2 million barrels per day or more than one-quarter of
the projected 7.7 million barrels per day that we will be importing.

Present trends in domestic oil production-which is substantially
falling-and demand, virtually assure higher levels of import de-
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pendence in the coming years. Lower cost oil imports provide eco-
nomic advantage to the United States if competitively priced do-
mestic oil is not available. On the other hand, dependence by the
United States and its allies on sources that have been historically
volatile and the almost certain expectation that world oil produc-
tion will be increasingly concentrated- in four or five countries in
the Middle East warrant our careful consideration of dependence
on imported oil both as a matter of strategic security and as a
matter of economic security.

As part of the national energy strategy development, the Depart-
ment is examining a range of oil supply and demand options, in-
cluding various forms of energy taxes. Our initial review of such
tax measures indicates that all these taxes would, to varying de-
grees, reduce energy use, but they differ greatly in terms of macro-
economic effects and in terms of the burden that would be borne by
different consumers and regions of the country.

In general, our bias is toward user fees which help compensate
for demonstrated market failures, such- as the failure of market
prices to properly or adequately reflect externalities associated
with supply security or with environmental effects, as against
broad based consumer taxes.

Other options to reduce oil imports include incentives for in-
creased domestic production, improved technologies, such as infill
and horizontal drilling, and exploration of the Outer Continental
Shelf and other frontier areas. The environmental value, as Con-
gressman Solarz suggests, of some of these areas may be such as to
suggest indefinite postponement of development. It would be pru-
dent nonetheless, we believe, to permit at least an assessment of
the resource base in those areas in order to know what is there.

If a national decision is made to forgo any given energy option,
whether it is oil and gas from the Outer Continental Shelf or nu-
clear power or coal generated electricity, then the alternatives
available to fuel our economy and maintain our competitiveness in
the future become correlatively narrower. Conservation and energy
efficiency measures offer promising options, and we will pursue
those aggressively, and so do renewable fuels and other potential
technologies, such as electric vehicles and mass transportation sys-
tems.

Each of these options, however, has pluses and minuses from the
perspectives of economic security and environmental factors. Even
with aggressive efforts to pursue alternative fuels, the Nation's de-
pendence on oil, especially for transportation, will continue into
the next century. This will translate into reliance on transporta-
tion of oil by ships. Current U.S. laws and regulations are not ade-
quate to cope with oil spills. We need revisions to ensure a strict
compensation system and appropriate high liability limits, in order
to assure that polluters are held responsible for cleanup.

Let me now turn to nuclear power. We believe that in order to
meet future demand for electric power, which is expected to grow
with economic growth, unlike other energy sources which tend to
be growing at a slower rate, neither the United States nor other
nations should foreclose any technology option. We view nuclear
technology as an essential contributor to the energy mix and a po-
tentially critical contributor to environmental objectives.
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I would note parenthetically that this past February, a record 24
percent of U.S. electricity was generated by nuclear power plants.
These plants were operating at record 76 percent capacity factor.
We would suggest that those who would foreclose that option think
about the effect on emissions in the air and otherwise if that com-
ponent of our electricity sector was not there.

The future viability of nuclear technology will depend on several
factors, including minimization and safe disposal of radioactive
waste, improved and less costly reactor designs, a certification of
new, demonstrably safer reactors, and perhaps most importantly, it
will depend on our ability to demonstrate to a doubting public that
we can competently manage the technology.

In conclusion, let me state the view of many of the witnesses pre-
viously before you that national security is defined by American
economic power. We believe that the Department of Energy and its
national laboratories will be able to contribute demonstrably to the
science and technology aspects of our economic productivity.

This concludes my remarks, and I look forward to your questions.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Stuntz follows:1
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF LINDA G. STUNTZ

Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to participate in the

Committee's timely exploration of the role that energy and

environmental policies will play in shaping national security

considerations in the 1990's and beyond. The unprecedented

changes that have occurred in Europe's and Latin America's

political landscape should confirm our thinking about the

relationship between political freedom and human achievement. We

have seen demonstrated that economic misery translates into

environmental abuse, and that policies that are inimical to

personal well-being will not long sustain a viable society.

American economic power has historically sustained our military

might as well as our ability to address the environmental

consequences of our national development. We have been most

successful when we have been willing to invest in knowledge.

Science and technology have defined the American character in the

last century and will define our future, if we are able to

nurture the great capacity for creativity and innovation that

people possess when they are free.

As one of the Federal government's premier science and technology

departments, we view energy and environmental issues as

opportunities for beneficial change rather than insurmountable
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problems. Our national security could very well be defined by

our ability to develop new technology and manage it with

competence.

Mr. Chairman, you have asked us to address a number of questions

that might define the nature of problems we, as a Nation, are

confronting. These questions, and others, have preoccupied the

Department of Energy in recent months as we seek to develop a

National Energy Strategy (NES). One of the principal differences

in scope between the NES and previous energy plans is the

ineegra~ion of eo A-^n.mic and energy policy, that we

believe is essential to achieve.

The National Energy Strategy we are building will provide a frame

of reference for the United States to examine its energy options,

taking into account their real and potential effects on the

environment, on national security, and on the economy. A

comprehensive assessment of these options, as part of a unified

strategy, should give us the means to avoid piecemeal erosion of

a secure energy foundation.

The energy policies of the 1990s will need to serve multiple

objectives. More often than not, the success of a policy will
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depend upon coordinated action across national borders.-

Environmental objectives will substantially influence the energy

supply options used by the U.S. and others to produce and use the

energy that will be required to fuel a dynamic world economy.

Environmental Policy and National Security

The public consensus for environmental action is neither

unconditional nor generic. A recent survey conducted by Cambridge

Energy Research Associates/opinions Dynamics Survey found that

"...some of the issues with the most sweeping implications for

energy policy - global warming, acid rain, and nuclear waste

disposal - do not rank high among the national priorities that

the public is willing to spend money to resolve.' The survey

found that the public placed greater importance on protection of

wilderness areas, cleaning up water pollution, and disposing of

toxic waste and chemicals. The survey also found that a majority

of Americans are willing to compromise on some environmental

issues in order to reduce dependence on foreign oil.

We would place the treatment of wastes (toxic, radioactive, solid

and liquid) as the key U.S. environmental issue of the l990s. To

deal with our waste problems, the United States will rely on

technology that has largely been developed domestically, and on a
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regulatory regime that harnesses market forces to achieve

environmental goals in the most cost-effective way.

Economic security would be jeopardized by government strategies

that would impose such high costs on commerce and industry as to

render the U.S. internationally uncompetitive. By the same token,

U.S. leadership in providing answers to global waste problems

could inspire action by other nations and provide opportunities

for trade in knowledge and technology. Other nations,

particularly the emerging democracies of Eastern Europe, have

pressirlg air and Water pollution p -ob.-..s in addition rws

problems.

The regulatory policy chosen to manage environmental issues is a

key determinant in how addressing such issues affects the

economy. We have in the past used command and control regulatory

approaches that frequently have imposed economic burdens without

providing expected environmental results. Market approaches to

environmental regulation, where performance standards are set and

industry is allowed to find the most efficient control scheme,

reduce costs and generally bring about quicker, greater

environmental benefits. The latest example of this is the

President's proposed acid rain control program.
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GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE

Notwithstanding the immediacy of air/water pollution and waste

problems in the U.S. and in other nations, the potential for

global climate change is capturing increasing policy attention.

As is the case with an increasing number of environmental issues,

global climate change is, by its very nature, an issue of

international dimensions. Response strategies need to be

coordinated on a world-wide basis, but in a manner that considers

the disparate capabilities of nations to contribute to such

strategies.

The share of energy-related global CO, emissions from developing

countries is expected to grow significantly in the future. In

1986, the developing world, including the newly industrializing

countries of the Pacific Basin, accounted for 30 percent of

global fossil fuel emissions. In contrast, the Organization for

Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) nations' share in

that year was approximately 45 percent, and the Soviet

Union/Eastern Europe share was 25 percent. In 2025, those shares

are projected to change to approximately 48 percent for the

developing world, 36 percent for the OECD region, and 17 percent

for the USSR and Eastern Europe. The actual share of emissions

from various regions is uncertain and will depend on such things
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as the success of restructuring in Eastern Europe, and on the

nature and relative rates of economic growth.

There are many uncertainties about the likelihood of global

climate change, its magnitude, the pace at which it might occur,

and the consequences of change to different nations and regions.

The United States is leading in the conduct of scientific,

environmental, and economic research, in support of the work

undertaken by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change.

The U.S. budget for global climate change research for FY 1991 is

more than $1 billion, an increase of nearly 57 percent over FY

1990. The Department of Energy alone proposes to devote S66

million to research that will improve our understanding of how

the climate changes and why.

While we are investing heavily to obtain new knowledge, we are

taking actions to reduce net greenhouse gas emissions where

justified on other environmental, energy and economic grounds.

We support the worldwide phase-out of CFCs and halons by the year

2000 where safe substitutes are available. This phase-out will

eliminate greenhouse gases that currently comprise about 17

percent of total man-caused radiative forcing. Improved

efficiency for refrigerators and freezers, obtained from the
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implementation of our regulatory program, is estimated to reduce

CO, emissions by an estimated 10-12 million tons annually by the

year 2000.

Improved lighting for Federal and commercial buildings, the

adoption by States and local authorities of Integrated Resource

Planning and of voluntary Federal building standards, will reduce

the need for electricity, *and, hence, CO, emissions. The

President's five-year tree.planting program will annually

sequester an estimated 66 million tons of CO, by the year 2000.

If this planting effort were continued for 20 years, it would

annually sequester an amount equal to 5 percent of current CO,

emissions.

In addition, the acid rain and alternative fuels provisions in

the President's proposed Clean Air Act Amendments would provide

CO, reduction benefits estimated at over 60 million tons per

year, largely because of the way those proposed amendments would

encourage energy efficiency. Additional CO, reduction could be

achieved if we, as a Nation, allow hydropower to reach its full

potential in balance with environmental values. And, finally, a
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great deal of benefit will be derived both at home and abroad

from increased investment in renewable energy technology

research, development, and use.

Some people believe that developing nations and the emerging

Eastern European democracies are unlikely to be able to, on their

own, mobilize the resources necessary to both address their

existing environmental problems - air and water pollution, toxic

contamination, deforestation and soil erosion - and invest in

climate change mitigation action. This is an issue which has yet

to be resolved One thing is clear. if foreign aid is to be

provided for this purpose, it should be multi-lateral.

No single country can meet all the needs of developing countries,

nor would such massive unilateral assistance be desirable from an

international trade perspective. Multi-lateral support will be

required if developing nations are to be fully engaged in climate

change policy development and implementation.

It is equally clear, however, that developing Nations have the

responsibility to adopt policies that will use financial

assistance most effectively, and that will promote the most

efficient use of their current energy resources. Economic

41-333 - 91 - 10
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liberalization, free trade, and protection of intellectual and

technology property rights will be key factors in the emerging

environmental relationship between developed and developing

Nations.

PETROLEUM AND NATIONAL SECURITY

U.S. energy security problems have historically been associated

with dependence on oil imports from potentially unstable regions

of the world. In 1989 our net imports represented 41 percent of

the oil we consumed, up from just 27 percent in 1985. Most of

this oil came from U.S. neighbors but increasing amounts are from

the Middle East. Our net 1990 imports are projected to rise to

44 percent of consumption, with the Persian Gulf supplying about

2 million barrels per day (MMBD) of the 7.7 MMBD that will be

imported.

Present trends in domestic oil production and demand virtually

assure that even higher levels of import dependence will

characterize the 1990's. It should be noted that the

availability of lower cost oil imports provide economic

advantages if competitively priced domestic oil is not available.

Nevertheless, viewed from the perspective that most future excess
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oil production capacity available to the U.S. and its allies will

be in volatile areas of the world, these trends pose challenges

that need to be considered.

Changes in the oil market, in our emergency preparedness, and in

political conditions over the last decade have substantially

reduced our vulnerability to oil supply disruptions. The U.S.

now has a large Strategic Petroleum Reserve that will grow to the

750 million barrel target level by 1999. Other major oil

consuming nations also have large, government-controlled

stock._iles. in addirinn. a number of OPEC nations have invested

in refining facilities in consuming countries. These

"downstream" investments reduce the likelihood of politically

inspired embargoes or other production cutbacks.

Many OPEC producers with substantial reserves have stated their

belief that the maintenance of stable oil prices is the best

means of protecting the market for their oil in the longer-run.

Others within OPEC, those producing closer to full capacity,

continue to argue for higher oil prices today as the best way to

maximize oil revenues over the expected life of their reserves.
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As OPEC gains a greater percentage of the world market share in

the 1990's, the concern over production sharing (large volumes of

oil chasing too small a market) that dominated OPEC's

deliberations in the past several years is likely to recede.

Market power within OPEC will increasingly be concentrated in the

hands of those few key producers with surplus capacity.

The issue for the United States is at what level does dependence

on Persian Gulf suppliers pose unacceptable represents strategic

security issues, or can oil trade be viewed in straightforward

economic terms. In either case, options to reduce overall

American consumption of oil can be evaluated and exercised if

they are responsive to U.S. interest.

As part of the process of developing the National Energy

Strategy, the Department of Energy is examining a broad range of

energy policy options including various forms of energy taxes.

As this Committee is aware, each of these measures has different

costs and benefits, and needs to be evaluated within the broader

context of impacts on the economy.

The Administration has opposed new taxes and tax increases. Past

studies have indicated energy taxes are counterproductive.
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Nonetheless, as you point out in the questions you distributed

for this hearing, a number of suggestions have been made that the

United States should raise taxes on energy use. We have seen

this interest demonstrated in comments we received on the

National Energy Strategy. Parties favoring tax increases

maintain that taxes and user fees are effective ways to reduce

energy consumption and pollution and thus have environmental and

energy security advantages. Parties opposed maintain that taxes

and user fees are unnecessary, unfair, and counterproductive.

Given this interest in taxes and user fees, we will consider them

as part of the National Energy Strategy development process.

Our review to date of possible energy taxes illustrates the

inherent conflicts among the goals of energy security,

environmental quality, economic efficiency, and distributive

equity. All of the taxes would, to some degree, reduce energy

use. Existing studies indicate, however, that such taxes would

need to be relatively high in order to have a significant effect

on consumption. All have some environmental benefits, although

the nature and extent of these gains vary from one measure to

another. The taxes differ greatly in their contribution to

energy security. There are also significant differences among

the measures in their macroeconomic effects, and in the incidence
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of the tax burden. Virtually all energy tax measures, however,

are regressive to some degree in the sense that low income

families are likely to incur a larger cost, relative to their

incomes, than are higher income families.

Another option available to reduce energy imports is to encourage

greater domestic exploration and development. A number of our

most promising remaining oil and gas deposits, however, are

located in environmentally sensitive areas, or in areas that have

been designated as wilderness.

Environmental concerns have always played a major role in

decisions regarding exploration and production of oil and gas in

new frontiers. Last year's oil spill in Alaska's Prince William

Sound (although a transportation rather than an exploration or

production incident) has intensified these concerns.

The potential benefits from opening new areas to domestic oil and

gas exploration and development are many: reduced reliance upon

imported oil, increased energy security, and benefits to the U.S.

economy. However, in some cases the value of environmentally

sensitive areas may be so high that they should be left

undeveloped, at least until new technology and management ability
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is available to reduce the environmental risk posed by il and

gas production.

There are options available in between these two extremes. It is

critical that decisions on these important matters be grounded in

scientific and technical data, including the relative risks to

the environment of alternative sources of supply. In addition we

should at least be able to assess what our resources are, and

define the value of foreclosing their development, so that we

will be able to plan for their use, should circumstances require.

If a national choice is made to forego domestic oil and gas

development, then the alternatives are narrowed in terzs of

meeting future energy demand. Conservation and energy efficiency

measures offer promising alternatives, as do cost-effective

development and use of alternative fuels, new energy supply

technologies, and technologies that increase oil recovery in

existing fields.

Turning to the highly visible issue of oil transportation,

current U.S. laws and regulations are not adequate to cope with

oil spill incidents. We need revisions to the current law to

ensure that there is a strict compensation system, with high
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liability limits, to make certain that those responsible for oil

pollution will be held responsible for the cost of cleanup. We

also need to provide for enhanced tanker transportation safety.

The Congress is currently considering legislation that creates a

comprehensive oil pollution liability and compensation system,

including both prevention and response. We believe any revisions

to current law should reflect the philosophy that spillers are

initially and primarily responsible for cleaning up oil spills.

We, therefore, would be concerned about any legislative

provisions that appear to place initial responsibility for

responding to an incident on the Federal Government, rather than

on the spiller.

Both Houses of Congress are currently considering new

requirements for oil tanker construction. The Administration

prefers the Senate bill and supports double hulls on newly

constructed tanker vessels, unless the National Academy of

Sciences (NAS) determines that significant safety concerns would

be -raised, and the Secretary of Transportation concurs in such a

determination. We would modify the Senate provision to provide

for a rulemaking that would allow the Department of

Transportation to assess whether double hulls for existing ships
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would enhance navigational safety or whether greater protection

could be achieved by other structural requirements.

The Role of Nuclear Power

Demand for electricity, unlike demand for transportation fuels,

has kept pace with U.S. economic growth. Even with expedited

achievement of greater-energy efficiency, we will require new

electric generation capacity in the next decade and beyond. We

believe it is essential not to foreclose any technology option to

meet the demand for new electricity generation capacity. This is

narticularly triie of nuclear technology, whv h Ye v-ei-.:a an

essential contributor to the world-wide energy mix. I would note

that in February 1990, 24 percent of the nation's electricity was

nuclear generated. This record contribution was due, in part, to

a 76 percent nuclear plants capacity utilization, and was

obtained with no significant emissions of CO,, SO., or NOB.

The future viability of nuclear power will depend on several

factors. First, improvements will need to be made in the

management of this technology. Secondly, nuclear waste will need

to be minimized and disposed of in a safe and environmentally

acceptable way. The Monitored Retrievable Storage (MRS) facility

for spent fuel - prior to the availability of permanent geologic
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disposal - will be especially important to utilities and

regulators as they consider new nuclear power projects. Thirdly,

improved and less costly reactor designs will need to bel

available. DOE hopes to obtain NRC certification for a 130,O MWe

advanced light water reactor by 1992, and for a simplified 600

MWe Advanced Light Water Reactor by 1995. NRC certification for

the modular, high temperature gas reactors (140 MWe) and for the

liquid metal reactors (155 MWe) should be available after 2000.

CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, I would conclude by rephrasing the title of these

hearings: National security is defined by American economic

power. We believe that the considerable scientific and

technological resources contained in the Department of Energy and

its national laboratories can likely find solutions to the energy

and environmental problems that face this Nation. We also need

to maintain a strong and diverse private sector which has the

incentives-to invest in R&D and in energy development. We hope

that our national strategy will help refine the options available

to the American people.
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Mr. Chairman, the understanding of these complex issues can best

be obtained through sustained discussion and-debate, as you have

done with these hearings. An informed national constituency will

be less likely to foreclose reasonable policy options and to

better understand the scope of the choices that are required to

support our economic life.
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Representative SOLARZ. Thank you.
Mr. Davies, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF J. CLARENCE DAVIES, ASSISTANT ADMINISTRA-
TOR FOR POLICY, PLANNING, AND EVALUATION, U.S. ENVIRON-
MENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Mr. DAVIES. Thank you, Congressman SOLARZ. I will also try to

summarize my prepared statement briefly. You asked-two ques-
tions about what are the major domestic and international prob-
lems. In response, I am somewhat resistent to making that distinc-
tion because as we learn more and more, the world, for various rea-
sons, becomes more and more interdependent, and that holds true
for environmental problems as well. The line between domestic and
international problems is a pretty blurry one at this point.

I would, therefore, suggest that maybe we could take a different
slice at it. It seems to me that one of the major challenges we face
is to take a more holistic view of the kinds of environmental prob-
lems we face. And I think we are coming to that in part because
we have discovered that the failure to do so has resulted in serious
mistakes in the past.

It is not too much of an exaggeration to say that in the past most
of the pollution control efforts in this country and elsewhere have
operated as if the law of conservation of matter has somehow been
repealed or superseded at least by the air-and-water laws. If you
got rid of a pollutant in one medium, then you did not have to
worry about what happened to it somewhere else. We are learning
that that is not true, that if you do not control all the sulfur diox-
ide that comes out of a stack, you better worry about what happens
to the remaining amount. And the amount that you take out with
a scrubber and put in the sludge may cause you trouble somewhere
downstream as well.

So, I think taking that more holistic view and looking at prob-
lems and tackling them in that more holistic way is something that
we have learned with difficulty, learned the hard way, but I think
we are beginning to do that both in terms of global cycles like
carbon, which we are forced to begin to understand not out of some
idle scientific curiosity but because there are very important stakes
riding on the answers, but also in terms of more localized phe-
nomenon.

We are, for example, wrestling with the problem of lead and
have been wrestling with it for a long, long time. But I think we
have come to understand that, expecially when dealing with things
like heavy metals which do not disappear from the environment,
you had better take a coordinated, integrated view, figure out what
are the major sources, where is it going, how does it cycle through
the environment, what are the chemical transformations, if any,
that occur, and then figure out where you want to intervene in
those cycles and how you want to protect the public looking at all
forms of exposure.

The other major problem is how to get sustainable development
in a realistic way. The term "sustainable development" has been
used by all kinds of people in all kinds of ways, but I think it does
have real meaning. In particular, I think it means that for both de-
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veloping and developed countries, what we have to do is inculcate a
sensitivity to environmental concerns in the whole range of deci-
sions that a society takes.

I have told my people within EPA and various other groups as
well that if you look at where the payoffs, in terms of environmen-
tal quality, are going to come, even in the near term, they are
probably more likely to come from changes in energy policy,
changes in agricultural policy, and so on that they are from any
direct command and control regulations issued by the Environmen-
tal Protection Agency.

What that says to me is that the real payoffs are in achieving
sustainable development, getting an attitude of sustainable devel-
opment, if you want, that says when we make economic decisions
or agricultural decisions or transportation or land-use decisions, we
have to think about the environmental consequences of those kinds
of decisions, and we have to do that early on and up front. Only by
doing that are we really going to get on top of the environmental
problems we face. Let me turn to a few of the other questions you
asked. You asked about the greenhouse problem. I am sure we may
return to that . tquestion p eI -0 LUU.

I would say a couple of things. One, as I indicated in my pre-
pared statement, the posture of the administration is not that we
do research and do not take action until the research is done. The
administration and the President himself has make it quite clear
that those actions which can be justified on other grounds, but
which help in the reduction of greenhouse gases, are things that
ought to be done now, and in fact they are being done in a fairly
impressive scale. The President's reforestation initiative, the
energy conservation initiatives that DOE has put out, the provi-
sions of the Clean Air Act, all of those things are going to have a
significant impact on emissions of greenhouse gases.

In fact, if you try to calculate the impact on greenhouse gas
emissions, our rough calculation is that they result in about a 15-
percent reduction in such emissions over the next 10 years or so.
That is a rough cut figure which we are, frankly, trying to refine
more precisely. But I think it does indicate that the administra-
tion's posture is not one of inaction. It is one of doing reasonable
actions now at the same time that we learn more about the prob-
lem.

You asked about CFC's as well. I think the one point I might
make about the CFC issue is that, as with the global warming
issue, a major dimension is going to be the international dimen-
sion. In effect, with respect to CFC's, it seems to me that the major
problem now, the major question mark as to how much progress
the world is going to make, lies not in whether or not we can get
agreement among the developed countries, but rather to what
extent we are going to get the developing countries to go along
with whatever agreement is reached. China and India and a
number of other important developing countries are not signatories
to the Montreal Protocol, and that I think is a key question that
lies ahead in that area.

Let me stop there, and I will welcome any questions.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Davies follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF J. CLARENCE DAVIES

Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee.

I am Terry Davies, Assistant Administrator for Policy, Planning and

Evaluation at the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in

Washington, D. C. Thank you for the opportunity to address several

stimulating questions you've raised related to our environmental

policies and national security. I will try to outline my response

to some of them.

You ask two questions related to what are the two most

important environmental problems facing the United States and the

world. In responding, I do not want to make a sharp distinction

between United States and world problems because, increasingly,

domestic problems are inseparable from international ones.

Environmental problems over the last twenty years were viewed as

fundamentally national problems. Ones we could fix alone. Many

of the continuing environmental problems before us, however, are

problems of international consequence and cannot be addressed by

the United States alone. Ozone depletion and acid rain, for

example, are not only challenges we must commit to as-a nation, but

also which we must address as a global community. -
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I would suggest that there are two very important

environmental problems which cut in different directions and which

pose challenging international and national challenges for us.

First, is the problem of human-induced pressure on the global

environment. Today, we recognize that much of the stress on the

global ecosystem is created by pollutants emitted by countries

hundreds of miles from our shores. People everywhere now recognize

the complex links between population growth, energy use,

deforestation, waste disposal and problems ranging from degradation

of the ozone hole to ocean pollution. We have learned that we have

interfered with, over the past 100 years or so, the global cycle

relating to basic elements such as carbon -- hence, creating an

imbalance in carbon dioxide and a potential global climate change

problem. As another example, we have intruded into the natural

cycle involving sulfur, creating an acid rain problem.

We need to understand the nature of such cycles and their

vulnerabilities. Such a holistic view is difficult, but failure

to take this type of integrated approach will lead to intervention

that creates problems rather than solves them. We have got to

align our policy approaches with the realities of the natural

world.

The second major problem is sustainable development--the need

to integrate environmental awareness into every sector, whether it

be farming, transportation, or energy. Sustainable development was
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defined in a 1987 World Commission on Environment and Development

report as development that meets the needs of the present without

compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own

needs." This is a general definition, yet one with far reaching

implications.

Movement toward the goal of sustainable development requires

a much closer linkage between economic development decisions and

their implications for long-term maintenance of the environment.

If we are to meet the goal of not compromising the ability of

future generations to meet their needs, maintenance of the

environmental support structure must be an integral consideration

in economic planning.

Sustainable development implies a far longer range perspective

for setting goals and assessing impacts of our program actions than

we are used to. This has implications for our work in planning,

monitoring and forecasting, and research. It has implications for

all sectors of our economy--transportation, energy, agriculture.

Sustainable development is not just a third world, developing

country issue. The environmental future of the United States and

every other nation depends on the ability to develop on a

sustainable basis, and to incorporate environmental quality and

resource protection as an integral part of all major decisions.
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Environmental, quality has got to be a concern of every federal

agency, every state agency, every major firm.

You specifically asked about the greenhouse problem. The

greenhouse phenomenon is the process by which certain gases in the

atmosphere trap energy and thereby cause the earth's temperature

to increase. It is a problem that involves -several gases: CO 2.

CFCs, Methane, N20. Each of these gases has different potency and

lifetime in the atmosphere, -and comes from a variety of sources.

Currently many scientists believe that for an equivalent doubling

of greenhouse gases that global temperatures would increase between

1.5° and 4.50C. There is uncertainty concerning the exact magnitude

a.d Liming or the problem, the damages, and the costs and other

consequences of acting to fix the problem. However, neither the

United States nor other countries will be able to wait for total

enlightenment to inform our policy decisions. We need to act now,

in the face of inconclusive information...in the face of

uncertainty. We are responding to this need and to these

uncertainties by taking actions now that are both prudent and

effective. Administrator Bill Reilly outlined six steps of action

at the April White House Conference on Science and Economics

Research Related to Global Change. Briefly summarized, they are:

- We must work together. No one country is alone and none

of us can effectively address global climate problems apart from

the others. Consequently, we are actively contributing to the

international collaboration efforts as a high priority.
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- We are devoting substantial resources to strengthening the

science of climate change and to broadening our knowledge of the

economic impacts. Clearly, sound science is critical to future

decisions related to climate change. It is also critical that the

many consequences associated with global change are fully

understood and accounted for.

- We have learned valuable lessons about how to put together

an international response to a global environmental issue through

our efforts to protect the stratospheric ozone layer and we will

pay attention to them as we move forward.

- We are moving forward on President Bush's proposal for a

major reforestation initiative.

- We want to move forward on a stronger Clean Air Act

consistent with the Administration's proposal.

- Finally, we are pursuing with other federal agencies a

variety of energy conservation initiatives, all of which are

important in eliminating greenhouse gas emissions.

These activities represent some of the ways we are addressing

the global climate problem. Some of your questions were directed

at examples of other possible solutions to future environmental

problems. As I've noted, future environmental problems will become

increasingly complex to solve for a number of reasons. For two

decades EPA has relied heavily on command-and-control regulations
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to address environmental problems. These involve setting and

enforcing pollution standards for industrial facilities, defining

acceptable work practices, and specifying emission standards for

many types of consumer products (e.g., automobiles). This approach

has been effective--but it must be complemented with additional

approaches which are more able to address the environmental

consequences of more dispersed and difficult to identify

activities.

Market-oriented approaches to control offer effective

opportunities in this regard. Not only can they potentially affect

activities that would be extremely intrusive to affect with

traditional forms of regulation, but they can substantially reduce

control costs. Under command-and-control regulation, government

must decide which controls to install and who must install them.

Because of government's limited access to cost information, this

inevitably results in overcontrol for some firms (whose costs of

control are high) and undercontrol for others (where costs of

control are low). When market incentives are used, these decisions

are made by industry, which has better cost information and has

strong incentives to control the cheaper sources of pollution

before the more expensive ones.

Another approach to complement our command-and-control

decisions are incentive-based decisions. Incentive-based policies

seek to influence but not to dictate the actions of the targeted
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parties. These policies work by creating or enhancing private and

public incentives to take actions that protect and enhance the

environment.

Incentive-based policies are also consistent with the polluter

pays principle. Adopted by all OECD countries in 1975, this

principle states that the polluter should be charged with the costs

of whatever pollution prevention and control measures are

determined by the public authorities. Incentive policies,

including fee approaches, can be an important tool in ensuring that

polluters pay for the full costs of cleanup.

For the last twenty years, the United States has been a leader

on environmental issues and we will continue to maintain this

leadership. As the environmental problems change, and our response

to them necessitates greater use of innovative approaches, greater

interaction among federal agencies, and greater involvement at the

international level, we will meet these challenges.

You have also asked about EPA's views on oil and gas

exploration in environmentally sensitive areas. While the

Secretary of the Department of the Interior has the final authority

for most oil and gas leasing decisions, the EPA has reviewed

Environmental Impact Statements (EIS) for oil and gas lease sales
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in the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, offshore of the coast of

Southern California, and offshore of the Carolinas under the

authority of the National Environmental Policy Act and Section 309

of the Clean Air Act. In the case of the Arctic National Wildlife

Refuge EPA reached agreement with the Department of the Interior

(DOI) which requires that an EIS be prepared at each stage of the

process to identify the impacts and develop appropriate mitigation.

The current lease sales offshore of Southern California are part

of the President's Outer Continental Shelf Task Force review, and

the President has not made a determination on whether or how to

proceed with leasing in this area. A protective buffer zone has

been established off the coast of North Carolina where exploratory

drilling is proposed. EPA's comments on the EIS identify the

deferrals, deletions, protective buffers, and protective

stipulations that we believe that the Secretary must include in the

lease to ensure protection of the environment. EPA continues to

work effectively with DOI to resolve many concerns about oil and

gas leasing and development.

This concludes my prepared testimony. I would be happy to

address any questions.
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Representative SOLARZ. Thank you very much.

THE TWO MOST IMPORTANT ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS CONFRONTING
OUR NATION AND THE WORLD

Let me ask you what you would say if you had to choose among
the many environmental problems we face, what are the two most
important environmental problems confronting our own country
and the two most important environmental problems confronting
the world? They may be the same or they may be different.

Mr. DAVIES. Well, I would rank the global problems, particularly
stratospheric ozone depletion and potentially the global warming
problem.

Representative SOLARZ. Global warming is the flip side of the
ozone layer problem?

Mr. DAVIES. No. They are related in some indirect ways, but they
are essentially two distinct problems.

The problem of stratospheric ozone depletion involves the reduc-
tion of the ozone shield in the upper stratosphere and that shield
protects us from ultraviolet radiation coming down. So, the main
problems that result from a deterioration, a chemical deterioration,
of that ozone protective layer is increased ultraviolet radiation
which results in a significant number of increased skin cancers and
a number of other changes, a lot of which are not totally predict-
able.

So, that is one problem, and that is distinct from the warming
problem which is a matter of not all the heat that comes down
through the atmosphere going back up off the Earth. Some of it is
held there by the layer of gases that constitute the atmosphere. So,
you have a certain amount of warming, which is necessary for life
on Earth, which is created by the so-called greenhouse effect. It is
the same general phenomenon as you get in a greenhouse where
not all the heat that comes in through the greenhouse goes back
out. So, you have a rising of temperature inside the greenhouse.

The problem in terms of global warming is the possibility, which
is debated, but the possibility that because of adding carbon dioxide
and a number of other gases to the atmosphere, we are trapping
more and more of the heat in the Earth.

Representative SoLARz. Does the depletion of the ozone layer con-
tribute to the global warming effect?

Mr. DAVIES. I should warn you that I am a political scientist by
training, so you may be stretching my scientific knowledge here.
And, Linda Stuntz, I would welcome your help if you can.

Ms. STuNTz. We both have the same background.
Mr. DAVIES. My recollection is that in fact upper level ozone is

itself a greenhouse gas and therefore in general the two things
work against each other.

Representative SoLARz. I do not want to take you out into un-
charted waters here.

Mr. DAVIES. I can provide a more authoritative answer for the
record.

Representative SOLARZ. In any case, you are saying the two most
serious global environmental problems are the depletion of the
ozone layer and the greenhouse effect.
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Mr. DAVIES. And the greenhouse effect-I must stress that there
is scientific uncertainty. So, it is not clear whether it is a problem
or not, but ascertaining whether or not it is, is at the top of the
agenda. Yes.

Representative SOLARZ. What would you say are the two most se-
rious environmental problems confronting our own country? They
could be the same ones.

Mr. DAVIES. Yes. I would put them at the top of the domestic
agenda as well. There clearly are more strictly domestic problems
which would have to rank very high.

EPA did a study a couple of years ago titled "Unfinished Busi-
ness" which attempted to rank all of the environmental problems
on the basis of several dimensions-health effects, welfare effects,
and so on. The Science Advisory Board of the Agency has just com-
pleted a review of that report, and for the most part it held up
pretty well. There were a few changes.

Representative SOLARZ. What did it show?
Mr. DAVIES. Things that were on the top of the list coming out of

that. report were pesticides, narpluin radon.,d Po
source water pollution, criteria air pollutants, those five.

IMPACT OF ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS ON ECONOMIC SECURITY

Representative SOLARZ. What impact do these environmental
problems, particularly the two big ones you mentioned, the ozone
layer and the global warming effect, have on our economic securi-
ty?

Mr. DAVIES. Well, there has been a lot of debate, and more
debate than research I am afraid, in terms of what the likely ef-
fects would be of global climate change. Again, EPA has issued a
fairly lengthy report on the effects of global climate change, but it
is not by any means exhaustive and it is not clear really what the
economic effects will be. In fact, in some ways it is not clear what
the direction of economic effects will be. There is at least one
school of thought that says there will be winners, as well as losers,
with respect to climate change, and that Russia, for example, may
have a net gain economically and in other ways.

In terms of the economic effects, they are likely to be primarily
through impact on agriculture, including forestry. There is a possi-
bility that there will be major climate changes that go with the
warming such as increased drought, increased extremes of temper-
ature, more severe storms, and things of that kind.

Representative SOLARZ. Would it be fair to say that to the extent
that the global warming effect can be mitigated or the worse case
consequences avoided, that we cannot do it by ourselves, it would
require global action by all countries, but that without our partici-
pation in such a program, it could not succeed? Or could it succeed
without our participation?

Mr. DAVIES. Well, success or failure is difficult to define in this
area, but there is no question that what makes both potential
global change and stratospheric ozone depletion global problems is
that, yes, they do depend upon the actions of other countries for a
significant impact to occur on C02 emissions. At the moment, the
United States is responsible for slightly under 25 percent of green-
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house gas emissions. That is going to decline fairly markedly over
the next few decades. And an increasing amount of the emissions
will be from China, India, and other developing countries. We have
the same kind of situation with respect to CFC's.

So, in both those cases, yes, action by the United States has to be
part of any solution, but unilateral action is not going to successful-
ly deal with the problem. /

Representative SOLARZ. So, we are a necessary but not sufficient
part of the solution.

Mr. DAVIES. I think that is fair to say.

USER FEES

Representative SOLARZ. Now, Ms. Stuntz, you mentioned that the
Department was reviewing various kinds of energy taxes in order
to assess their impact both on energy consumption and conserva-
tion, as well as the economic impact. I would like to mention a
number of different possibilities and get your reaction to them. At
least, perhaps you could think aloud a little bit.

But before I get into that, you said the administration's prefer-
ence was not for-I think you characterized them as broad-based
consumption taxes-but for user fees. What do you mean by user
fees in the area of energy? I assume a gasoline tax you would con-
sider a consumption tax, and you say a user fee is better. What are
user fees in this area?

Ms. STuNTz. Well, let me say, for example, the Atlantic Council,
which is a nonprofit group supported by industry, academia, and
others, came before one of our National Energy Strategy hearings
and made a proposal for what they called a user fee. It was, in es-
sence, a gasoline tax, but it started out at a very low level and was
phased in over a number of years. It basically represented their es-
timates of the way the market currently underprices gasoline.

Now, there is a lot of disagreement about that. We had a lot of
people that came to us and said we do not think we are paying too
little for gasoline. We would be very unhappy if we had to pay
more. It would affect, obviously, industries that depend upon trans-
portation fuels.

In general, what we are trying to say is there may be areas
where the market is not currently reflecting the actual costs of
energy, whether it is gasoline, or whether it is the cost of securing
supplies of imported oil; either because of the cost to secure the
supply or because of environmental externalities. That is usually
the example economists use.

We would and are trying to take a careful look at quantifying
those externalities-there is a lot of work being done in this coun-
try and throughout the world-and internalizing those things in
the cost of energy. That is the sort of approach we think is better
to take than to simply say, well, let's do a Btu tax or something
that really is a baldfaced revenue raising measure without any at-
tempt to determine what market imperfection it is you are trying
to correct.

Representative SOLARZ. Doesn't government have a need to raise
revenues from time to time?

Ms. STUNTZ. Yes, it does.
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Representative SOLARZ. Supposing a judgment is made that the
Government needs revenue for certain purposes, energy taxes I
presume are one way to approach that. You are saying that what?
That we should be mindful of the economic consequences of it?

MS. STUNTZ. Sure.
Representative SOLARZ. Any tax has an economic consequence.
MS. STUNTZ. That is correct, but certainly-and one of the things

we are discovering is-there are differences in terms of their
regressivity, how much they affect--

Representative SOLARZ. Right.
MS. STUNTZ. And in terms of their effect on our competitiveness.
Representative SOLARZ. Well, I want to get into that when we

return. Right now there is a vote on on the floor. So, I hope to be
back in about 15 minutes. We will take a temporary recess until
then. I hope you will forgive me, but like Pavlov's dogs, I have to
respond to the call of the bell.

[A short recess was taken.]
Representative SOLARZ. The hearing will resume.
Ms. Stuntz, you were saying that there are various forms of

energy taxes that could have differing ifnpatct economically. Let
me try out a couple of them and tell me what you see as the posi-
tives and the problems.

HIGHER ENERGY TAXES TO STIMULATE CONSERVATION

What about a higher tax on all forms of energy to stimulate con-
servation?

MS. STUNTZ. I think one benefit is that it would tend to stimulate
conservation. The downside may be that by increasing the costs of
inputs to the U.S. manufacturing sector, which energy would, then
you might disadvantage them internationally unless they were able
to become so much more efficient that they were able to offset the
difference.

It also would tend to make energy less affordable to consumers
unless there could be commensurate changes in either energy as-
sistance or some other area. So you would have to be concerned
about the impact on consumers.

HIGHER ENERGY TAXES TO REDUCE RELIANCE ON FOREIGN SOURCES

Representative SOLARZ. What about higher taxes on all forms of
imported energy in order to reduce our reliance on foreign sources
of energy?

Ms. STuwrz. Well, that has a different mix of effects. It would
tend to benefit domestic producers of energy, whether it is oil or
gas-because those tend to compete with each other-and by in-
creasing the price of their competition, it would tend to be a pro-
duction incentive for them.

It would, however, have differential impacts regionally. Some re-
gions of the country, the Northeast as I am sure you are aware, is
much more dependent right now, almost exclusively dependent, on
imported oil and imported heating oil as compared to other parts of
the country.

It also becomes difficult in terms of how we deal with our West-
ern Hemisphere suppliers. We get still the majority of our oil and
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the majority of our imported gas from Canada and Mexico. And if
we were not to exempt them, certainly I would think that would
cause problems with respect to the Free Trade Act and other mat-
ters. If you did exempt them, you have made such a large hole in
your tax that it may not have the effects you wish.

Representative SOLARZ. We would have to presumably exempt
Canada because of the Free Trade Agreement. What about Mexico?

Ms. STuNTz. Well, I think again there are reasons why you would
want to exempt Mexico. They might relate to other policies in
terms of helping Mexico.

Representative SOLARZ. If we exempted both, it would dramati-
cally diminish the revenue benefits of such a tax?

Ms. STUNTZ. That is correct.

HIGHER GASOLINE TAXES TO REDUCE AUTOMOBILE USE AND IMPROVE
FUEL EFFICIENCY

Representative SOLARZ. Now, what about higher gasoline taxes in
order to improve air quality by reducing automobile use and im-
proving the fuel efficiency of cars and trucks?

Ms. STUNTz. Sir, as with all of these taxes, our analysis is not
completed, but preliminary results suggest that gasoline tax in-
creases would have to be substantial, perhaps as high as 50 cents
or so, in order to have appreciable differences in the amount that
people drive and therefore to get at the kinds of benefits that you
want.

It also, as I suggested earlier, would tend to hit most hard those
industries that depend on things like tourism or trucks or airlines.

Finally, it has different regional effects. One of the things that
people tend to overlook-I know I do being from the Midwest-is
that great cities in this country, such as Los Angeles and Houston,
were not sort of medieval cities developed at the time of horse and
carriage like New England and a lot of Europe. They are basically
premised on the ability of commuters to travel great distances. It
really would have substantially different effects in the West than it
would in other parts of the country.

Representative SOLARZ. I have seen it said that if we add a 25-
cent-a-gallon increase on the Federal gasoline tax, that the real
cost of gasoline would still be less than it was in 1973 when you
adjust for inflation. Is that true?

Ms. STUNTZ. I believe that is correct. I think the real price of gas-
oline, adjusted for inflation, that we are paying right now is almost
lower than any time going back a very long way, certainly the
early 1950's.

Representative SOLARZ. So, doesn't that then, in effect, encourage
people to use automobiles?

MS. STUNTZ. Well, that is correct. Certainly compared to those in
other countries who pay substantially higher prices for gasoline.

ENERGY AND ENVIRONMENTAL PROGRAMS THAT NEED TO BE'
INCORPORATED INTO AN OMNIBUS BILL

Representative SOLARZ. Let me ask you both, finally. I am in the
process of trying to put together a bill, which I call the Omnibus
National Security Act of 1990, which is based on the notion that
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with the end of the cold war, the real threat to our security comes
not from the possibility of Soviet military aggression, but from the
economic challenge we face from Japan, the unified Germany, and
an integrated Europe, and that in order to meet that challenge,
you have to invest more in our human resources and our physical
infrastructure and also eliminate the deficit. This would be done
over 5 years, provide major increases in funding for education and
job training programs and infrastructure programs, and it would
be funded through reductions in defense spending and increases in
revenues.

What I want to ask you is in terms of this kind of conceptual
approach, which is designed to make our country more competitive
as we move into the 21st century, are there any particular energy
or environmental programs or initiatives that you think would con-
ceptually fit into such an approach?

Now, I realize you have not cleared this with OMB. I am not
asking you if the administration supports it. But just in terms of
your own personal thinking, are there any environmental or
energy programs or initiatives that you think would fit into this
kind of nnproah r^^^.zing that th re are a lot of problems in
the country that this bill will not be directly dealing with, ranging
from health care to drugs to all sorts of other problems, such as
housing? But in terms of a bill that is designed to focus on our ca-
pacity to be competitive with the other major industrial democra-
cies in the 21st century, are there any energy or environmental
programs that you think would conceptually fit into this or not?

Mr. DAVIES. I think in some ways the previous dialogue that you
had with Linda Stuntz has implied some of them in my opinion.
They are those things that cut across a wide variety of problems.
Greater energy efficiency and use of alternative fuels are the two
that come to mind most readily in terms of dealing with a wide va-
riety of environmental problems, helping the economic and com-
petitive position of the United States and being a real technological
and economic challenge to the country.

Representative SoLARz. So, what programs or initiatives would
that entail?

Mr. DAVIES. Well, I would think the development and encourage-
ment of alternative kinds of fuels, renewable fuels presumably, and
in terms of increased efficiency, the previous dialogue covered a
number of them, more effective ways to achieve that. And there
are other tools that are in existence, the CAFE standards, for ex-
ample, and a variety of other kinds of standards. DOE sets efficien-
cy standards for home appliances, for example. So, there are a vari-
ety of tools, instruments, even existing provisions of law that en-
courage greater energy efficiency.

Representative SoLARz. Ms. Stuntz.
Ms. SruNTz. Well, these are not things one would ordinarily

think of as energy programs, but your focus on human resources is
one that we absolutely share. Secretary Watkins has been very out-
spoken, and believe me, it is a sincere belief of his that we cannot
have a successful national energy strategy or a successfully com-
petitive United States unless we dramatically increase, particular-
ly, the math and science literacy of the American public. Without
this literacy, we are not going to be able to develop the technol-
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ogies we need to reconcile these problems and achieve these objec-
tives, and we are not going to be able to manage the technologies
in a way that gains public credibility.

I guess, second, we need to deal with the issue of congestion. It
will not matter how efficient we make cars and really what alter-
native fuels we use if we cannot do something about the Shirley
Highway every morning and some other areas that are worse in
this country. We are not building roads fast enough or getting
people out of cars, whatever. Whatever means it is it will probably
require a mix of means. We have to do something to try and cut
down that congestion, and that in turn I guess is a larger problem
of urbanization in gneral that affects air quality, that affects every-
thing. But it is a problem for us. It is a problem for the rest of the
world.

THE USE OF NUCLEAR POWER

Representative SOLARZ. What is the administration's policy on
nuclear power? First of all, are we opening up any new nuclear
powerplants in the country, or has that all been suspended?

Ms. STuNTz. I believe there are about three in the pipeline, but
we have not ordered a nuclear power plant for over 15 years in this
country. I think there are only two or three left to be completed.
Seabrook, I would say, has been completed, but there remains con-
troversey. Shoreham, it does not appear, will ever be operational.
There are a couple in the TVA system.

Representative SOLARZ. So, what is the administration's view of
this?

Ms. STuNTz. Our view at this point is that it would be premature
to strike that option. We recognize there are problems. We are
trying to figure out how to solve those problems.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, has the option been struck in any
way?

Ms. STuNTz. It appears for the time being that it has. There have
not been any orders placed for nuclear plants.

Representative SOLARZ. There is no law that prohibits it.
Ms. STUNTZ. No, sir, but there are legal and regulatory barriers,

as well as public acceptance barriers, that I think are as real as
laws right now.

Representative SOLARZ. So, you are saying because of the legal
and bureaucratic obstacles, not to mention public opinion, it is in
effect an option that has been precluded.

So, is the administration making any changes in the law or the
administrative procedures that would make it a live option?

MS. STUNTZ. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission last year did
promulgate a rule which would streamline the licensing process,
allow for the certification of a few designs of plants that could then
be replicated, much like the French have done. We think that is
important, and we are trying to pursue achieving some of those
precertified designs.

We are also working hard to solve the waste problem, which is a
critical barrier. If we cannot get this controversy over as to what
will happen with the disposal of civilian waste, we cannot give the
industry or any utility who would order a nuclear plant any ability
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to think that there is going to be a place to dispose of their waste.
Why would you then order a plant?

Representative SoLARZ. Well, do you consider that the major ob-
stacle to nuclear power is the inability to figure out what to do
with the wastes?

Ms. STuNTz. I would say really it is all three. It is getting a certi-
fied plant design so that the licensing process is manageable, get-
ting the waste problem solved, and getting public credibility again
that we can manage the technology safely.

Mr. DAVIES. At the risk of treading on DOE's territory, I would
add a fourth, which is, at least based on my conversations with
utility people, that it costs at this point about twice as much to run
a nuclear powerplant as it does an up-to-date coal-fired plant. So,
just the economics of the thing do not work out very well.

Representative SoLARz. Well, I want to thank you both very
much. This has been helpful and I appreciate it.

Ms. STuNTz. Thank you, sir.
Representative SOLARZ. If our next witnesses will come up.
We will now hear from Jessica Tuchman Mathews. vice Dresi-

dent of the World Resources Institute and Alan Randall, professor
of resource economics and environmental policy at Ohio State Uni-
versity. Ms. Mathews, do you want to begin?

Let me say that your prepared statements will both be included
in the record. We appreciate your willingness to submit these state-
ments and to share your thoughts with us on these questions.

STATEMENT OF JESSICA TUCHMAN MATHEWS, VICE PRESIDENT,
WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE

Ms. MATHEWS. Thank you, Congressman Solarz. I would like to
applaud you and this committee for this initiative to put some
meat on the bones of our skeletal view of how national security is
changing, and in particular for adding this particular hearing be-
cause I think that we are on the threshold of another important
shift in our notion of national security.

The last one I think happened in the early 1970's when we
broadened the definition from a purely geopolitical one to a defini-
tion that recognized the importance of international economics. We
added an Under Secretary of State for Economic Affairs. We added
an office at the National Security Council on International Eco-
nomic Affairs. And basically the whole foreign policy and national
security apparatus was redesigned to include international econom-
ics although many would argue that it still has not yet been fully
integrated into the concept, and with that I certainly agree.

But I think what is happening now is an analogous broadening
to include environmental issues and particularly the global envi-
ronmental issues with the recognition that our sense of what na-
tional security will be in the coming decades is shifting from a defi-
nition that is principally a bilateral one, a zero-sum sense that as
one nation's security gets bigger, another one's will decline, to a
sense of collective global security measured by the condition of the
global economy, which is clearly now a global one, and the global
environment. And that requires some rather far-reaching changes
in our behavior and in how we allocate our resources.
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This little document that you have in front of you, that I would
like to have entered in the record, was an effort taken 2 weeks ago
jointly by the World Resources Institute and the American Assem-
bly to look at exactly what those changes might be institutionally
and policywise by a group of about 80 people from 17 countries,
principally Americans. It brought together international relations,
political science, international law and economics with experts
from the environmental community to consider what changes in
international governance are likely and are called for by the global
environmental issues.

And as you can see from the first paragraph in that report, there
is a very strong statement of what I have just summarized, namely
that economic interdependence and global environmental threats,
of which the group felt three were most important, are shifting na-
tional security concerns to a new focus on collective global security.
The three are human population growth, global atmospheric
change which includes both ozone depletion and greenhouse warm-
ing, and tropical deforestation and biodiversity loss.

In answer to the committee's two questions about what are the
two most important, rather than three, problems--

Representative SOLARZ. Well, you can make it three.
MS. MATHEWS. No, but I think it is a useful kind of discipline to

attempt.
For the United States, I would put first without any question

that our largest environmental problem is the lack of a clear na-
tional energy policy, which leaves us with an extremely wasteful
energy economy. It requires twice as much energy for the United
States to produce a dollar of GNP as it does in Germany and
Japan, indeed, in all of Western Europe with the single exception
of the U.K. and they almost hit that mark. And until we have an
international energy policy, which sets clear goals and which is ori-
ented toward the demand-side approach, that is to say, managing
how much energy we need rather than how much supply we can
produce, we will not be able to solve any of the other environmen-
tal problems.

And second, I would put greenhouse warming.
For the globe as a whole, looking particularly at the developing

countries, I would put population growth first. We are heading
toward, on the current trend, a tripling, very nearly a tripling, of
the current global population, that is to say, 14 billion people.
Nearly everybody assumes that we are still on the official decade-
old U.N. median projection trend, which in fact takes us to 10 bil-
lion, which is difficult enought to handle on this planet. I can imag-
ine solutions to most of the global environmental problems in a
world of 10 billion, although it would take some heroic efforts.
However, I find it very difficult to imagine those solutions in a
world of 14 billion and in a world where even minimally acceptable
standards of human welfare are met. That I simply do not person-
ally foresee.

Representative SOLARZ. Let me just interject a question here.
You know you look at these charts of the population of the world
at various points in history, and it obviously begins to incease dra-
matically I guess toward the latter part of the 19th century. What
do we have now?
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MS. MATHEWS. We are about 5.2 billion.
Representative SOLARZ. So, there are 5 billion roughly in the

world. When was it 1 billion?
MS. MATHEWS. 135 years ago, I believe.
Representative SOLARZ. SO, 135 years ago--
MS. MATHEWS. That may be wrong. Well, it is very recent. The

curve is extremely steep.
Representative SOLARZ. If 135 years ago somebody had said can

you imagine a world with 5 billion people, I suppose it would have
evoked shrieks of anguish and expressions of incredulity and
claims that life could not be sustained and the like because that
was an increase of 5 billion. But it turns out life is sustainable with
5 billion people.

It may well be that 14 to 10 billion is unsustainable, but on what
do you base that conclusion?

MS. MATHEWS. That is a very fair question because certainly
nothing is more laughable then looking back on prior efforts to
look ahead at what technology can achieve.

But I would take issue with one thing which is that I do not
think we do know that life with. 5 billion people is sustainable. We
are certainly not in a substainable mode right now with respect to
virtually any of the global environmental trends. And we have
more than a billion people living in absolute poverty, that is to say
without either adequate food, clothing, shelter, or jobs.

Representative SoLARz. That is 20 percent of the population. You
know, 135 years ago with a billion people you might have had 40
percent living in absolute poverty as it was defined then. Nobody
kept those statistics.

MS. MATHEWS. That is right.
I think your question is a fair one, and obviously looking ahead a

century, I can only tell you that my answer is based on looking in
very gross terms at the numbers, what it would take, for example,
to stabilize the atmosphere in greenhouse terms, of what land is
currently available for additions to arable land, of what the num-
bers would be, what we would need to get if we were to adequately
feed 14 billion, current soil trends, water trends. And I do not
mean it to be anything other than a very ball park kind of a sense.
I do not think, putting everything I know together and not in an
equation that I can show you, that the planet can sustain 14 billion
people at an acceptable quality of life. And I think it is possible,
but not easy to do it with 10 billion. I think you have to take that
as one person's hunch and nothing more.

No. 2, for the globe as a whole, I would include global warming.
I think that all of these issues will only yield, as you suggested in

an earlier question, to a collective global effort, and that the divi-
sion of labor will be that the northern countries will have to reduce
their very heavy per capita intensity of resource use. And by re-
sources, I include not only the kind you dig out of the ground or
cut down, but the use of waste disposal, waste receptacles in the
biosphere and in the atmosphere and water. And the developing
world will need to slow population growth where 95 percent of the
projected growth is to occur, and that is the approximate division
of labor since the stress on the planet is the product of the number
of people times their per capita demands.
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Turning for a second back to the U.S. energy situation and to the
related issue of global warming, you pointed out earlier that it is
necessary, but not sufficient, for us to do it alone, and I think that
is certainly right. But it is worth pointing out the degree to which
we dominate the global energy picture.

Right now the United States accounts for 26 percent of C02 emis-
sions from fossil fuel sources. The rest of the G-7 altogether ac-
count for 18 percent. So, when you put the seven most powerful
economies in the world together you have one colossus in terms of
002 emissions at 26 percent, and the next economy, Japan, is at 5
percent.

Representative SOLARZ. CO2 is what?
MS. MATHEWS. Carbon dioxide.
Representative SOLARZ. And that is produced by what?
MS. MATHEWS. By all fossil energy use. That is its principal

source. The other major source, about a third of global C02 comes
from deforestation, but that is a developing country contribution.

So, we loom over the rest of the planet, and there will be no
chance for a concerted global effort to stabilize the atmosphere
unless and until the United States takes steps to cut its emissions.

Happily for us I think that efforts to do that will not only not
cost us in a net sense economically but will improve our competi-
tiveness simply because currently our energy use is so wasteful as
compared to the other economies. As I said, we are putting in twice
as much energy per dollar of GNP and that costs us in all of our
exports, including services, because of the very high-energy and
transportation costs.

The connections to environmental issues in a more traditional
sense are also essential. I think that the reason Congress has had
such a terrible time grappling with the Clean Air Act, not just this
year but for years past, has been because we are trying to achieve
clean air separate from, entirely divorced from, what we are doing
with energy. We think of them as two completely separate issues.
We have two different agencies, two different sets of regulations,
two different armies of lawyers and law books. And the fact, 80
percent of all air pollution comes from energy use.

So, it is clearly impossible ultimately to achieve a sensible, work-
able clean air strategy without considering in an integrated sense
either energy use or transportation. And that I think is the reason
why clean air has proven to be such a terrible bramble in the side
of Congresses and administrations past.

And just to reinforce that, you asked earlier about the real cost
of gasoline. It is, in fact, lower today than it has been since 1918,
that is to say, ever since we had the automobile.

With respect to what we might do about it, my own feeling is
that taxes, user fees in a broad consumer sense, are the most eco-
nomically efficient way to go. I think that is becoming to be virtu-
ally the universal consensus from all parts of the ideological spec-
trum. Of the four options that the committee put forward for con-
sideration, it seems to me that the carbon tax and the gasoline tax
have substantial advantages over either of the other two approach-
es. The guide for policy ought to be to maximize the benefits that
you get from one of these taxes other than the revenues, which are
obviously the first concern. And choosing between the carbon tax
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and the gasoline tax becomes a mix of political considerations and
economic ones that is very hard to disentangle.

I personally believe, as this op-ed piece that you have in front of
you lays out, that a long-term, large, phased-in gasoline tax-and
the one I specifically propose is a dollar a gallon indexed to infla-
tion, phased in over 10 years, which is a very generous phase-in
period-would have an enormously positive impact on the econo-
my. The key with the gasoline tax in my view is not to swallow the
political pain of doing it for a tax that is too small to give you any
benefits. And I think that anything lower than 50 cents a gallon is
unlikely to bring you any net benefits other than revenue. And the
reasons why are laid out in this op-ed.

But we have enormous needs both to bring down the deficit and
the trade deficit, and oil is now the largest item on our import bal-
ance and automobiles are the second largest. And we do need to
win back the 30 percent of our domestic automobile market that
we have ceded to imports largely because after the first oil crisis,
we could not produce high-mileage automobiles. And we are far-
ther behind Japan and Europe now than we were in 1973. The gap
between what Detroit has in testing, prototypes, and what are
being tested in Europe and Japan is far larger today.

Representative SOLARZ. In terms of miles per gallon.
MS. MATHEWS. Yes.
Half a dozen European manufacturers have cars that are being

tested, four and five passenger cars, that get over 70 miles per
gallon, and several Japanese manufacturers do as well. We have
nothing in that category. Those cars are being developed and tested
and waiting until oil prices go back up, which they will certainly
do.

A carbon tax has other tremendous benefits. It allows you to
target reductions. First of all, it spreads itself across the entire
economy, whereas the gasoline tax is obviously highly focused. It
gives you larger revenue for what appears to be a smaller tax, that
is to say, in terms of cents per unit and therefore might be more
politically acceptable. That is traded off against the question of
whether the country is willing to accept a tax that sounds like we
have reached a national consensus on greenhouse warming. There
are pluses and minuses on both sides.

But I think that, particularly with the gasoline tax, if we could
reach a consensus that allows you to phase in a tax over enough
time to give the economy time to anticipate and adjust, you would
-minimize the macroeconomic costs and find that the benefits would
be very large.

The thing that is unacceptable is to drive up the costs of driving
without giving consumers an alternative, that is to say, other forms
of getting to work, obviously. And that is what we would do if you
had, for example, a very high tax imposed immediately with no
phase-in period or one where Detroit did not feel that there was a
national consensus behind an effort to move to much higher mile-
age cars.

Perhaps I will just respond to your questions earlier about what
from this area belongs in a newly defined National Security Act
and what can be honestly related to economic competitiveness. In
my view there are two broad, essential answers to that. The first is

41-333 - 91 - 11
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obviously energy, and the two sectors where we have the most to
gain are transportation, we have discussed, and the electrical
sector. It is I think virtually unanimously agreed right now that
there are very large\ opportunities for energy efficiency improve-
ments in the electric sector at net negative cost, that is to say, they
cost less than nothing, that give immediate payback.

Representative SOLARZ. What do you mean by the electrical
sector?

MS. MATHEWS. Production of electricity.
And the thing that is blocking them both is habit. Utilities have

to change from a traditional notion of being an energy supplier to
being a supplier of energy services, that is to say, of supplying
their customers with the energy they need to meet their needs,
rather than a particular number of kilowatthours. The other block
is the anachronistic way that the utilities are regulated.

There is a way to solve that at the Federal level in one- easy cost-
less step. And that is under the interstate commerce clause, or
using the policing powers of the Clean Air Act, to require that
State utility regulatory commissions require utilities to use what is
called least-cost planning in their operations and to regulate them
in such a way that the utilities can make a profit in doing that.

Environmentalists have been pushing for the first change for a
decade and wondering why it never happened, and the reason it
never happened is when utilities are asked to cut back on the
number of kilowatthours that they produce, they are being asked
to stop making money because that is how they make their money.
So, until they can make a profit by saving energy as well as by pro-
ducing it, the changes will not happen.

And those changes are starting to happen State by State. Several
States have made precisely those changes, some under lawsuit im-
petus and some voluntarily. It would help us along a lot if we could
do it for all 50 States at once.

The other initiative that I would recommend is a far more broad-
based effort to recognize that the long-term trends for the globe are
the need to use both energy and all resources with very high effi-
ciency, namely, that the only way the planet can accommodate
three- to five-fold economic growth, which is predicted over the
next 50 years, a doubling or tripling of energy use and a' compara-
ble increase in wastes, is if we redesign the economy from the
inside out. The way we are going now, there is no way the planet
can conceivably accommodate all that growth, all that use of land,
all that waste. And we have learned in the last 20 years that regu-
lating at the end of the pipe is the least efficient way to do it. We
have to go back upstream and redesign the process. So, what we
need to do is redesign energy, manufacturing, agriculture, materi-
als use and manfuacturing, communications, all of them with an
eye toward minimizing global environmental impact.

I think if we do that, we will be the economic winners in the
world. Indeed, if you look at Germany and Japan, it is precisely
what they are doing in effect.

If I could just take 1 more minute. It is to me a tremendous irony
that the response to global warming right now is that the United
States is carrying virtually the entire global share of the research
burden, $1 billion a year depending on how you measure it. Japan
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is spending $17 million with one of the most powerful scientific es-
tablishments in the world, virtually nothing. On the other hand,
the United States continues to see global warming as a tremedous
economic threat and Japan is looking at it as a great economic op-
portunity.

And just last month they announced the creation of something
called the Institute of Industrial Technology for the Global Envi-
ronment. And it is an institute designed to do exactly what I just
recommended, that is to say, a mutually government and industry
funded effort to do long-term, high-tech research to develop the
new technologies and processes that will own the marketplace in
the globe that we can already see coming.

We know how to do this in the defense sector. We have done it
through DARPA for years and years and years very successfully.
What we ought to do is set up an agency to do it in the civilian
sector with the overall global environmental goal in mind, and we
will end up being the No. 1 economy.

Thank you.
Lm -- ----- t-. -andi - - -- r - --- Ms. Mathews fol-

low:]
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PREFACE

On April 19, 1990, 76 men and women. from 18 countries,
representing a spectrum of government, business, labor, academia, the
media, and the professions, gathered at Arden House, Harriman, New
York for the Seventy-seventh American Assembly entitled Preserving
the Global Environment: The Challenge of Shared Leadership. For
three days the participants discussed how the United States should
reorient its policies and relations toward other countries and
international institutions to preserve our global environment. This was
the third in a series of American Assembly programs exploring the
changing global role of the United States in the 1990s.

This program was jointly sponsored by the World Resources Institute
(WRI) and The American Assembly. Dr. Jesssica Tuchman Mathews,
Vice President of WRI, served as director and edited the background pa-
pers prepared for the participants. Authors and titles of these papers,
which will be compiled and published as a W.W. Norton book, are:

Daniel A. Sharp
James Gustave Speth

Jessica Tuchman Mathews

Nathan Keyfitz

Kenton Miller
Walter V. Reid

Richard Elliot Benedick

George W. Rathjens

Tom H. Tietenberg

Richard N. Cooper

Peter H. Sand

Abram Chayes
Antonia H. Chayes

Jessica Tuchman Mathews

Preface

Introduction and Overview

Population Growth Can Prevent the
Development That Would Slow
Population Growth

Deforestation and Species Loss

Protecting the Ozone Layer:
New Directions in Diplomacy

Energy and Climate Change

Managing the Transition:
The Potential Role for Economic
Policies

The World Economic Climate

International Cooperation:
The Environmental Experience

Adjustment and Compliance
Processes in International
Regulatory Regimes

The Implications for U.S. Policy

Evening programs during this Assembly included an address by
Maurice F. Strong, Secretary General, 1992 U.N. Conference on
Environment and Development; and panels on 'Arms, Conflict, and the
Environment" (Lincoln P. Bloomfield, Professor of Political Science,
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Moderator; Nicole Ball, Director
of Analysis, The National Security Archive; Michael Klare, Director,
Five College Program in Peace and World Security Studies; Kosta
Tsipis, Director, Program in Science and Technology for International
Security, Massachusetts Institute of Technology); and a panel on 'The
Common Environment of Eastern Europe" (Robert H. Pry, Director,
International Institute for Applied Systems Analysis, Laxenburg,
Austria, Moderator; Tamas Fleischer, Senior Research Fellow,
Research Institute for World Economy of the Hungarian Academy of
Science, Budapest; Andrzej Kassenberg, Institute of Geography and
Spatial Economy, Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw; Jaromir
Sedlak, Krupp Senior Associate, Institute for East-West Security
Studies, New York).

Following their discussion, the participants issued this report on
April 22, 1990; it contains both their findings and recommendations.

We gratefully acknowledge the support of the following organizations
which helped to fund this undertaking:

Principal Funder Rockefeller Brothers Fund

Major Funders John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur
Foundation
The Pew Charitable Trusts
The Tinker Foundation, Inc.
The George Gund Foundation

Funders The Ford Foundation
CITIBANK/Citicorp
The Overbrook Foundation
Volvo North America
Rockefeller Family Fund, Inc.
Texaco, Inc.
Xerox Foundation

These organizations, as well as the World Resources Institute and
The American Assembly, take no position on subjects presented here for
public discussion. In addition, it should be noted that the participants
took part in this meeting as private individuals and spoke for
themselves rather than for the institutions with which they are
affiliated.

We would like to express special appreciation in- preparing for the
fine work of the drafting committee of this report: Ian Burton, Harlan
Cleveland, Charles Ebinger, T.N. Khoshoo, Carlisle F. Runge,
Alexander Shakow, Bruce Smart, James Gustave Speth, and Jennifer
Seymour Whitaker.

James Gustave Speth Daniel A. Sharp
President President
World Resources Institute The American Assembly

The printing and distribution of this report has
been funded by a special grant from CITIBANK

and from The Pew Charitable Trusts.
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FINAL REPORT
of the

SEVENTY-SEVENTH AMERICAN ASSEMBLY

At the close of their discussions, the participants in
the Seventy-seventh American Assembly, on
Preserving the Global Environment: The Challenge of
Sha'-d Leadership, at Arden House, Harriman, New
York, April 19-22, 1990, reviewed as a group the
following statement. This statement represents
general agreement; however, no one was asked to sign
it. Furthermore, it should be understood that not
everyone agreed with all of it.

Three indivisibly linked global environmental trends together
constitute an increasingly grave challenge to the habitability of the
earth. They are human population growth; tropical deforestation and
the rapid loss of biological diversity; and global atmospheric change,
including stratospheric ozone loss and greenhouse warming. These
trends threaten nations' economic potential, therefore their internal
political security, their citizens' health (because of increased
ultraviolet radiation), and, in the case of global warming, possibly
their very existence. No more basic threat to national security exists.
Thus, together with economic interdependence, global environmental
threats are shifting traditional national security concerns to a focus
on collective global security.

The 1990s offer an historic opportunity for action that must not be
allowed to slip. Not only do the global environmental trends pose an

-urgent threat to the planet's long term future, but the waning of the
Cold War also lifts a heavy

The industrialized countries psychological and economic

must prove through concrete burden from both governments
and individuals, freeing human,

-action that they take physical, and financial
environmental issues resources to meet the new

seriously. challenge.
There is evidence that

developing countries are ready to become partners in this global
endeavor. However, their willingness to act will depend on help from
the industrialized countries to alleviate the poverty which is a major
aggravating cause of population growth and environmental
degradation. It will also depend on the industrialized countries'
demonstrated commitment to reduce their heavy per capita
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consumption of natural resources and ecological services. The
industrialized countries, in short, must prove through concrete action
that they take environmental issues seriously. The other side of the
equation that determines environmental stress, which must be
addressed, is population growth: 95 percent of which will otherwise
occur in the developing countries.

The global response must therefore be launched as a mutual
commitment by all countries. The certainty that all nations will share
a common destiny demands that they work together as partners.

The global environmental challenge is fundamentally different
from previous international concerns. Unlike the effort to avoid
nuclear war that dominated international relations for the past
forty-five years, success or failure will not hinge on the actions of
governments alone. It will rest equally on the beliefs and actions of
billions of individuals, and on the roles played by national and
multinational business. The importance of individual behavioral
change and the major new roles to be played by these
non-governmental actors demand profound change in the institutions
and mechanisms of international cooperation.

POPULATION GROWTH
The degradation of the global environment is integrally linked to

human population growth. More than 90 million people are added
each year-more than ever before. On its present trajectory, the
world's population could nearly triple its current size, reaching 14
billion before stabilizing. With an heroic effort, it could level off at
around 9 billion. However, today's unmet need for family planning is
huge: only 30 percent of reproductive age people in the developing
world outside of China currently have access to contraception.
Women's full and equal participation in society at all levels must be
rapidly addressed.

Policy makers must recognize that actions taken during the critical
decade of the 1990s will largely determine whether human population
will double or triple before stabilizing. Nigeria, for example, could
grow from about 30 million in 1950 to around 300 million in 2020-a
tenfold increase in one lifespan. In the absence of rapid progress in
family planning, future governments may be tempted to restrict
human freedom in order to deal with unmanageable population
increases.

The pressure of population on the environment is bound up with
poverty: in the Sahel as well as other areas threatened by famine and
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environmental deterioration, poor people have no other option but to
consume all available local resources. Sustaining the environment
thus requires a balance between wise environmental management,
active efforts to slow population growth, and equitable economic

development.

No Administration can be In many developing
regarded as serious about countries, population

pressures on the land
the environment unless it is threaten national security as
serious about global people migrate in search of
population growth. sustenance, aggravating

territorial disputes and often
creating violent conflict.

While population pressures affect the planet as a whole, they must
be individually addressed by each nation and its citizens. Countries
must make their own assessments about population levels and
growth, ordering their development priorities and incentives
accordingly. Industrialized nations can offer much needed technical
support and experience in family planning to help developing nations
and individual couples achieve their goals.

Despite its complexities, the problem clearly calls for several policy
initiatives aimed at:

* Universal access to family planning by the end of the
decade-this will require a global expenditure rising to reach $10
billion a year by the year 2000.

* Giving priority to investment in education for women and in
bringing women into full economic and political participation.

* Greatly increased research to provide a wide array of safer,
cheaper and easier birth control technologies.

* Stepped up mass communication aimed at increasing support for
family planning.

Since 1981, the United States has retreated from the strong
leadership role on world population it exercised in the two previous
decades. The ideological debate has destroyed a bipartisan consensus
that laid the groundwork for crucial international cooperation. Money
for research has fallen sharply, and the global family planning effort
has been gravely weakened. Positive U.S. leadership needs to be
reestablished, through the restoration of U.S. support for the major
international population and family planning organizations and
annual population assistance budgets more commensurate with
global requirements. Ultimately, no Administration can be regarded
as serious about the environment unless it is serious about global
population growth.
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TROPICAL DEFORESTATION AND
LOSS OF BIODIVERSITY

Tropical deforestation and the loss of a diverse set of species rob the
earth of its biological richness, which undermines long-range
ecological security and global economic potential. Nearly 20 million
hectares of tropical forests are lost every year. Conservative
estimates put the extinction rate at one hundred species per day: a
rate unmatched since the disappearance of the dinosaurs. Escalating
human populations, deforestation, disruptions of watersheds, soil
loss, and land degradation are all linked in a vicious cycle that
perpetuates and deepens poverty, and often creates ecological
refugees.

Because deforestation and the loss of biodiversity result first from
mismanagement at the local level, effective interventions must also
occur at this level, building upon local norms, traditions, and cultures
that will promote sustainable managenelli. ReveiIi effHu-is to Lesturlie

common property management by indigenous peoples in the Amazon
basin of Colombia and Ecuador are notable initiatives. This approach
respects the rights of indigenous populations and the wisdom of their
institutions, and is likely to be low in cost.

At the national level, effective management will require a
commitment to conservation, land use planning, secure property
rights, and sustainable agroforestry, so that forests provide a
continued flow of goods and services with minimal ecological
disruption. Timber harvesting must reflect long-term scarcity values,
consistent with full environmental and social cost accounting.
Tropical forests are often sacrificed for a fraction of their real value by
nations in-search of quick sources of foreign exchange. While
"debt-for-nature" swaps by the private sector are helpful and should
be expanded, they are unlikely to be sufficient either to save forest
ecosystems or to relieve debt loads. However, the opportunity exists
to include government debt in this process and to complement the
international debt strategy by linking reduction in public sector debt
to policy reforms with environmental benefits.

What policy goals and means are appropriate locally, nationally,
and internationally?

* While respecting local and community property rights which
promote ecologically sound management, national governments can
help most by eliminating distorted economic incentives that
encourage mismanagement, such as the granting of property titles in
return for forest clearing, and below-cost timber sales. International
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institutions should encourage such reforms which, at the same time,
relieve the pressure on remaining tropical forests and help bring
about their sustainable exploitation.

* Forest conservation is not enough; it must be accompanied by
aggressive, ecologically sensitive reforestation and land
rehabilitation, especially on arid lands and where fuelwood demands
are high.

* These measures will be costly. Current international funding
levels (such as called for in the Tropical Forest Action Plan) should be
increased tenfold from about $1 billion to $10 billion. The additional
funds will only achieve their goals if accompanied by increased
training and broad non-governmental participation in the planning
process.

* An international Strategy and Convention on Biodiversity would
provide a means to actively engage many institutions, and to
formulate a global action plan for identifying and funding critical
needs in ecological "hot spots." The Strategy and Convention should
be readied for the 1992 Conference on Environment and
Development.

* The World Bank in its lending policies should be sensitive to
encouraging land use and forest practices that are consistent with
environmental sustainability.

ATMOSPHERE AND ENERGY
Human activities are substantially changing the chemical

composition of the atmosphere in a way that threatens the health,
security, and survival of people and other species, and increases the
likelihood of international tensions. Depletion of the ozone layer and
global warming are two salient examples, but other unforeseen effects
cannot be ruled out.

Ozone
The depletion of the ozone layer by chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)

allows increased ultraviolet B radiation from the sun to enter the
earth's atmosphere, threatening human health and the productivity
of the biosphere.

The 1987 international agreement to limit production and use of
CFCs in the Montreal Protocol to the Vienna Convention was a
landmark achievement and a promising precedent for international
agreements on other global environmental issues. However, the
Protocol itself is an unfinished story. Full participation by the less
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developed countries has not yet been achieved, issues of acceptable
alternatives and technology transfer remain unresolved, and the
treaty itself must be revised to require complete elimination of CFC
production and use by industrialized countries no later than 2000.
How these issues are resolved will have important implications for
addressing climate change and other global ecological problems.

The Greenhouse Effect
There is a scientific consensus that rising concentrations of

greenhouse gases will cause global climatic change. Atmospheric
levels of carbon dioxide have increased 25 percent since the beginning
of the industrial era. Most of the C02 emissions derive from energy
use. About 90 percent of the world's current energy use is met by the
burning of carbon-based fuels. Tropical deforestation is also a major
source of carbon dioxide. Other greenhouse gases, methane, nitrous
oxides, and CFCs, are collectively as important as carbon dioxide in
their greenhouse effect and are increasing more rapidly.

Therefore, the earth is set to experience substantial climate change
of unknown scale and rapidity. The consequences are likely to include
sea level rise, greater frequency of extreme weather events,
disruption of ecosystems, and potentially vast impacts on the global
economy. The processes of climate change are irreversible and major
additional releases could be triggered from the biosphere by global
warming in an uncontrollable self-reinforcing process (e.g. methane
release from unfrozen Arctic tundra).

"Insurance" actions to reduce C02 emissions and those of other
greenhouse gases are therefore needed, starting now. The associated
risks are much less than those of not acting and in some cases require
no net increase in cost.

Past and present contributions to greenhouse gases come largely
from the industrialized countries. However, the less developed
countries already contribute significantly through deforestation, and
their share will increase sharply with development and expansion of
fossil fuel use, especially coal.

The international community should work quickly toward a
multilateral framework ultimately involving national targets for
reducing emissions of carbon dioxide and the other greenhouse gases.
There is no need for the industrialized countries to await universal
agreements. They should act now: individually and/or in concert.
Indeed, some in Western Europe have already begun.

- Initial steps involve the deployment of a range of policy
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instruments to achieve energy conservation and efficiency,
demand-side management, and changes in the fuel mix. A

considerable expansion of

This American Assembly support for research and
development into alternative

strongly endorses the global energy sources is urgently
target ... of a 20 percent required. There may be a

reduction in C02 emissions future for nuclear energy if
credible assurances can be

by 2005... provided with respect to
safety, waste disposal, nuclear

proliferation, and comparative costs.
This American Assembly strongly endorses the global target now

under study by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) of a 20 percent reduction in C02 emissions by 2005 as a
minimum goal.

GOALS AND MEANS OF
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

Global environmental damage threatens the physical as well as
economic security of individuals and nations without exception,
giving new reality to traditional concepts of collective security.
Environmental threats are also likely to create new sources of
conflict. The risks of collective insecurity call for an unprecedented
strategy of international cooperation.

The health of the global environment is the product of behavior by
billions of individuals. National governments must increasingly take
into account the views of their citizens as they design policies to
confront environmental concerns, and can increasingly rely on the
influence and impact of changes in individual behavior. Coalitions of
non-governmental actors can be a powerful force in hammering out
bargains, hardening scientific consensus, and developing legal
concepts and new institutional frameworks " overnments and
international institutions can then set widely applicable norms and
standards.

In this new international context, institutions and mechanisms are
becoming more fluid: the complex and swiftly evolving environmental
dilemmas demand it. Thus we need to seek global consensus in the
United Nations as work proceeds in many other arenas to reach more
limited agreements. These include unilateral action by individual
governments, small groups of nations bargaining on discrete issues,
an active role by companies and non-governmental organizations
(NGOs), regional arrangements, and hybrid public-private
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partnerships (such as the collaboration between pharmaceutical
companies and the World Health Organization on new birth control
measures-a pattern that should be copied for ecological restoration).
Actions and decisions should always be taken at a level as close as
possible to the people affected by them.

Within the UN system, the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) has demonstrated its capacity to serve as
innovator, monitor, and catalyst-notably in the Mediterranean
cleanup and the 1987 ozone treaty. UNEP should be strengthened
and much more dependably funded to continue this important role.

Among key priorities for international action are the following:

Establishing Norms and Setting Goals
The first task of the international community as a whole is to

develop a broad consensus on norms of global survival, and to
estab1ish specifie enuirnnmntfal goals-for exampl]A hnoindqrv

conditions on pollution of the atmospheric commons, targets for the
protection of biodiversity, and population policy goals-toward which
public and private efforts should be directed.

Meeting the Costs
Industrial countries must make major investments to improve their

own performance. Developing countries must, in their own interest,
increasingly incorporate sound environmental practices as part of
their own development programs. Resolving the debt overhang is
crucial. But industrial countries will also need to make a special
effort to expand flows to developing countries if needed investments
in global environmental priorities-slowing population growth,
protecting the ozone layer, limiting greenhouse gas emissions,
preserving biodiversity, and many other non-global environmental
needs-are to occur. Because of resource scarcities, developing
countries are otherwise unlikely to act.

The UNEP, United Nations Development Program (UNDP), and
the World Bank have proposed a $1 billion, three-year pilot facility
for this purpose; it deserves strong support. Much larger resource
flows will be needed in the future. As a source of such funds, serious
consideration should be given to establishing an international fee (for
example, on carbon use) because conventional sources of finance are
simply not adequate to, or appropriate for, the task of reducing global
environmental risks.
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Policy Reforms
While additional financing is required, many other measures can

make a major impact. International agreement is needed to introduce
into national accounting methods the full costs incurred in depletion
of natural resources and use of the global commons; this could serve
as a valuable guide to all nations' decision makers to use scarce
resources well. International trade is a major source of revenues for
development; the current Uruguay Round of the General Agreement
on Tariffs & Trade (GATT) negotiations should be used to strengthen
environmental considerations in trade policy. All international
financial and planning institutions should take account of how policy
recommendations affect environmental policy.

Technical Assistance and Research
All countries need additional environmental expertise and

research. An International Global Environmental Service Corps
should be established to provide technical help and build local
environmental capacity.

Expanding the Role of the Private Sector
Government and international organizations have special

responsibilities, but the private sector may have the most impact.
Where central planners and government bureaucracies have tried to
replace free markets, neither economic development nor
environmental protection has been well served.

The private sector should be spurred to anticipate-and benefit
from-the changing structure of regulation and market demand by
developing environmentally superior technologies. Governments need
to encourage such environmental entrepreneurship through the use
of taxes, subsidies, and other signals, including codes of conduct. An
international structure of targets and standards is needed to support
this approach.

Within the private sector, an enormous number of citizen
organizations now play an important part in establishing priorities.
In all the actions we propose, active and early participation by
representative groups at the local, national, and international level
should be encouraged.
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The 1992 U.N. Conference on Environment and Development
None of these environmental challenges can be met without a new

era of heightened cooperation between the industrial and developing
countries. This will come in many shapes and forms, using ad hoc
coalitions of governments, active participation of NGOs and the
private sector, and other new arrangements designed to meet varying
needs.

The 1992 conference provides a unique opportunity to build on
these initiatives to advance international action on the points noted
here-in short, to achieve a global compact for environmental
protection and economic progress. The conference should affirm that
slowing population growth is an integral part of meeting the
environment and development challenge. It should agree on how the
additional resource needs of the decade should be met. It should
establish a new official methodology for calculating national income
accounts. And it should complete legal agreements on conventions
already under negotiation-for protection of the atmosphere, and
biological diversity.

A CHALLENGE TO THE UNITED STATES
As the world's largest economic power and consumer of

environmental resources, the United States must play a key
leadership role both by example and through international
participation. This calls for strong action at every level from private
households to the White House. Change is difficult and not cost free.
It will take commitment and courage. But the long term benefits will
be worth every penny.

Essential to this drive is the development of a national
environmental strategy, through the joint efforts of government,
private industry, NGOs, and individual leaders. It should be aimed at
global goals that include:

* A halt to the buildup of greenhouse gases;

* A lower per capita environmental cost of industrial and
agricultural practices and consumption patterns, particularly in the
United States and other wealthy nations;

* Slowing and then reversing deforestation;

* A drastic reduction in the rate of human-caused species
extinction; and,

* Stabilization of world population before it doubles again.

To develop and carry out such a strategy will require integration of
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policies and more effective coordination of agencies within the U.S.
government, and a major review should be launched to determine the
needed changes. Equally important, the strategy can benefit from
close cooperation between private industry and environmental

experts to identify, develop,
... enough is known about the and adopt environmentally

risks of global warming and superior technologies.

climate change to justify an With its preeminent
scientific research capacity, the

immediate U.S. policy United States is in a position
response. materially to aid development,

improve the environment, and
increase the planet's carrying capacity. Government research and
development funding should be shifted from a preoccupation with
defense to greater concern for the environment, to increase knowledge
of natural phenomena and trends, to expand our understanding of the
human dimensions of global change, and to develop more benign
technologies, particularly in energy, manufacturing, and agriculture.
Incentives for private environmentally-related research and
development should also be considered.

In addition to lending strong support to the multilateral initiatives
identified above, U.S. action is needed in the following areas:

Adopt New Policies on Global Warming and Energy
Despite considerable uncertainties, enough is known about the

risks of global warming and climate change to justify an immediate
U.S. policy response. Without waiting for international consensus or
treaties, the United States should take actions to reduce substantially
its emissions of carbon dioxide, CFCs, and other greenhouse gases.
The United States should promote a global phase-out of CFC
production by 2000. U. S. energy strategy should emphasize reducing
fossil fuel use through aggressive energy efficiency improvements,
especially in transportation and in the production and use of
electicity, backed by greater efforts to introduce renewable energy
sources. Research on nuclear energy should be pursued to determine
whether designs can be developed that might resolve safety and
proliferation concerns and restore public and investor confidence.

In addition to performance standards and other regulatory
approaches, economic incentives are essential to achieving energy
efficiency. Most important is a large, phased-in increase in the federal
tax on gasoline and the adoption of a carbon dioxide emissions fee
applicable to users of fossil fuels. To avoid competitive imbalances,
other industrial nations should be urged to adopt similar policies.
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Strengthen Cooperation with the Developing Countries and
Eastern Europe

Recognizing that meeting many of today's environmental
challenges will require major actions by the developing countries, the
United States should launch new programs and strengthen existing

ones that can encourage and
support these undertakings.

Most important is a large, Operating in concert with

phased-in increase in the international partners
federal tax on gasoline... whenever appropriate, these

programs should: 1) provide
strong financial and other

support for universal access to family planning and contraceptive
services, accompanied by efforts to improve the status of women and
their employment opportunities; 2) launch major new financing
initiatives aimed at facilitating developing country participation in
international negotiations, and at meeting the large need for
investments in sustainable forest management, biodiversity
protection, watershed rehabilitation, fuelwood production, and
techniques adapted to the needs of small-scale farmers; 3) facilitate -

the transfer of needed technology, expertise, and information in
energy, environment, and population; 4) assist the developing
countries with training and capacity building both in government and
in NGOs; and 5) redeploy a substantial fraction of military and
security-related assistance to help developing and East European
countries to alleviate their environmental problems. Two important
objectives of these efforts should be to make improved technologies
available to developing countries at affordable costs, and relatedly, to
assist in finding environmentally acceptable ways of meeting their
energy needs.

Recent political changes in Eastern Europe afford an immediate
opportunity to reduce environmental stress of local and global
importance. Resolving the region's severe environmental problems
requires collaboration and assistance from the United States,
including the private sector. Such collaboration is a commercial
opportunity, and should be one of the more economically efficient
ways of reducing environmental degradation. It is vital, however, that
the needed transfer of technology and funds from the West should not
be made at the expense of resource flows to the developing countries.

Revise Agricultural and Forestry Policies
The United States, through negotiations abroad as well as

unilateral actions at home, should phase out agricultural subsidies
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that encourage overproduction, excessive use of chemical fertilizers
and pesticides, and mismanagement of water resources. Eliminating
overproduction and adopting full cost pricing will open U.S. and other
markets to developing country producers who enjoy a natural
comparative advantage, thus aiding their economic development and
intervening in the poverty-population-environment degradation cycle.
Similarly, U.S. national forestry policies should be amended to
eliminate the federal subsidization of timber sales at below market
prices, and jointly with Canada, to conserve the last remnants of old
growth temperate rainforests.

A FINAL WORD
On this Earth Day 1990, we call attention to the need for

immediate international action to reverse trends that threaten the

If the world community fails
to act forcefully in the
current decade, the earth's
ability to sustain life is at
risk.

integrity of the global
environment. These trends
endanger all nations and
require collective action and
cooperation among all nations
in the common interest. Our
message is one of urgency.
Accountable and courageous
leadership in all sectors will be

needed to mobilize the necessary effort. If the world community fails
to act forcefully in the current decade, the earth's ability to sustain
life is at risk.
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ABOUT THE WORLD RESOURCES INSTITUTE

The World Resources Institute (WRI) is a policy research center
created in late 1982 to help governments, international organizations,
and private business address a fundamental question: How can
societies meet basic human needs and nurture economic growth without
undermining the natural resources and environmental integrity on
which life, economic vitality, and international security depend?

The Institute's current areas of policy research include tropical
forests, biological diversity, sustainable agriculture, energy, climate
change, atmospheric pollution, economic incentives for sustainable
development, and resource and environmental information.

WRI's research is aimed at providing accurate information about
global resources and population, identifying emerging issues, and
developing politically and economically workable proposals.

ABOUT THE AMERICAN ASSEMBLY

The American Assembly was established by Dwight D. Eisenhower at
Columbia University in 1950. It holds nonpartisan meetings and
publishes authoritative books to illuminate issues of United States
policy.

An affiliate of Columbia, the Assembly seeks to provide information,
stimulate discussion, and evoke independent conclusions on matters of
vital public interest.

American Assembly Sessions

At least two national programs are initiated each year. Authorities
are retained to write background papers presenting essential data and
defining the main issues of each subject.

A group of men and women representing a broad range of experience,
competence, and American leadership meet for several days to discuss
the Assembly topic and consider alternatives for national policy.

All Assemblies follow the same procedure. The background papers
are sent to participants in advance of the Assembly. The Assembly
meets in small groups for four or five lengthy periods. All groups use
the same agenda. At the close of these informal sessions participants
adopt in plenary session a final report of findings and
recommendations.
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A $1 Per Gallon Gasoline
Tax,

By Jessica T. Mathews

taring us in the face is a
relatively painless solu

tion tohe budget crisis
It would not only erase
the Federal deficit but
g reatly improve our

trade deficit, stabilize the dollar, ret
duce dependence on foreign money.
form the core of a sound energy poli-
cy, brighten economic growth pros-
pects for all the world's oil importers,
force Detroit back into healthy
competition for the 30 percent share
of the market it has ceded to higher-
mileage imports and reduce our vul-
nerability to a politically motivated
disruption of Middle Eastern oil.

This magic bullet is a policy pack-
,, based on g gasoline tax - but not

just any gasoline tax The small - 10
to 20 cents per gallon - short-term
tax recently urged by, among others.
Alan Greenspan, Lee Iacocca, Felix
Rohatyn. economists and energy ex-
perts from all points of the political
compass would not do the trick, and
would be a waste of the political effort
required to enact IL

What is needed is a higher tax, ris-
ing to at least SI per gallon, a long-
term commitment to the tax (at least
10 years) and a gradual phase-In of
the tax (giving the economy time to
adjust). Why, In the face of broad sup-
port for a gasoline tax, which would
confer many benefits, has one not
been adopted?

In addition to natural opposition to

Jessica ruchman Mathews is vice
president of the World Resources In-
stitute, a policy research center in
Washington.

Without Tears
any new tax, many Americans fer- site is true. All three measures -the
vently believe in their God-given average number of vehicles per
right to cheap gasoline. Except for household, the number of miles
Canada's economy, Americans is driven per household and motor fuel
alone among the seven major econo- expenditures per household - show
mies of the non-Communist world In that car use rises steeply with in-
having a gasoline tax of less than SI come. The average family with in-
pergallon. come between $5000 and $10,000 per

In most, the tax Is well over that year spends 0453 on gasoline; the
amount In some, it Is closer to $2, average family with $35,000 or
while today America's combined more in household Income spends
Federal and state tax amounts to $1639.
about 25 cents. In 1987, Americans
paid, on average, 82 cents per gallon
for regular gasoline, tax Included (to-
day, they pay about 92 cents). By con- r'
trast, in 1987 the Italians paid $3.71 C uei-
per gallon: the French, $295; the or
Japanese, S289; the British. 52.24. efiCiency
and the West Germans. 52.09.

Far from hobbling the economy. a standards
comparable tax would make the
United States more competitive with must
the most successful economies c
those that have already recognized rise tp 40
the long-term need for high energy ef-
ficiency.

Americans do not realize that miles per
cheap gasoline Is crippling Detroit in
Its competition with European and galiOnl.
Japanese producers and that several
hundred thousand jobs will eventu -
ally be at stake If American
industry cannot produce high mile-
agecars.

It Is widely but erroneously be-
lieved that the poor drive more than
the rich, and that a gasoline tax would
thus be highly regressive. The oppo- (
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Meeting this modest goal would put
us 10 years behind France. which has
a voluntary 39 miles per gallon stand-
ard for 1990. BuI It would mean
an oil savings o vwell over one million
barrels per day for America. If other
nations followed suit, energy savings
worldwide would be immense, keep-
ing oil prices low for everyone.

Thereis the argument that gasoline
represents a disproportionately large
share of a poorer family's budgeL
This Is only partly true.

The Congressional Budget Of fice
recently analysed seven Federal ex-
cise taxes and found that tfor all bur
the highest lover S50,0001 and lowest
ulnder $5,0001 income classes, the tax

on gasoline would have the same af-
fect on all Income classes. It said:
-Increases in all other excise taxes
lexcept that on winel would be at
least marginally regressive. Thus.
the gasoline tax it not Ihe unfair tax it
is thought to be. Still, a large increase
would hurt poor families, and they
should be exempted.

Another myth that has blocked a
tax is the belief that it would be un-
evenly felt among the country's re-
glons. Actually, people In the spacious
West use only 9 percent more gaso-
line on average than do people
In the crowded Northeast Yes, there
1s a difference, but it is much
smaller than generally believed and
can be offset with the right policy
mix

Opposition stems from the eco-
nomic plight of our oil industry, which
makes America's oil states and their

C.

representatives Isplacable opponents
of any energy policy that does not ad-
dress their needs.

Our oil resources are aging and exs
pensive. The very large fields, and
most easily accessible oil, have al-
ready been exploited. Production In
the lower 40 states has been declining
for 18 years: Alaskan production will
soon begin to do likewise. The result-
ing growing dependence on Imports
makes the oil industry's trouble our
whole countrys concern.

What ihe country needs is a price
floor that allows a sate level of do-
mestic production and enough confi-
dence in tomorrow's price to support
an adequate level of research. explo-
ration and capial investment.

The right tool is a artatle import
fee ihat ould take ellect hen ihe
world market price falls below $18
per barrel and disappear when the
price rises above that level. This is a
fee the country can afford and that,
coupled with energy efficiency incen-
tives can promote prospei ty.

By far, the most important of these
incentives is a determined national
policy to achieve high-milcage cars
The auto accounts for halt of sit
United States oil used, and there is a
vast technological potential for say-
Ings.

New American can average 2t
miles per gallon. and the automakers
oppose any further increase In the
fuel efficiency standards that boosted
them this high. Yet Volvo and
Peugeot each have passsenger-car
prototypes that get 70: Toyota has
one that gets 980 and late last year Re-
nault road-tested its 124 mites per
gallon prototype. The best of these
new designs also promise improved
performance, safety. comfort and
lower emissions.

Closing this widening gap between
Japanese and European manufactur-

Over all, :
in 1987
we paid
82 cents
at the pump.

ers and Detroit, requires a policy
that affects both consumer prefer-
encesand Detroit view of the future.

That means a long-term commit-

'n°, ui trO.5tfle~ meni to a gasoline tax coupled with a
rise in fuel-efficiency standards from
today's 26 miles per eale"- Iverlee in

Putting all of this together, a suc-
cessftul politically feasible package
looks like this:

1. A 10-year gasoline tax to be
known as the National Solvency Tax.
starting at 10 cents per gallon and rs-
Ing to Sl per gallon. with the revenues
earmarked for deficit reduction

2 An exemption for families with
household Income under S10,0000 ad-
ministered through the food stamp
bureaucracy, with eligibility deter-
mined by income, and possession of a
driver's license and motor vehicle
registration.

3. An import tee on imported crude
oil figured at SI1 per barrel
and the price equivalent on refined
products.

4. Average fuel economy siandards
rising to at ianst 4u miles per gallon
for cars and 35 for light Irucks by the
year 2000-

Gasoline prices are now so low -
nearly half of what they were in 1981
- that the first several years of the
tax would have negligible economic
ImpacL In later years, the cost to In.
dividuals would be substantial. But
these costs could be reduced to zero
- or turned Into large savings - if
the consumer was able to buy a hish-
mileage car, and chose todoso. , .

For example, in IS. the avetlge
household spent S1.274 per year-on
gasolne driving a 16 mile per
gallon vehice Over 10 years, that

cost would be 512.740. and the tax
would add $5940. for a total of more
than S18.000. However, if in the fifth
year. Mr. Average traded in his car
for one that got 32 miles per gallon,
his total cost would drop to 512.428-
wiping. out the Lax completely Sind
putting an additional 5312 in his pock-
et. A consumer who bought a car that
gets 32 miles per gallon in the first
year of the tax and traded It in after
seven years for a car that gets 64
would pay only S7.654 - a net SS 00
savings!

Since 100 billion gallons of gasolilne
are now used per year. tax revenues
would be very sizable They would
also be largely predictable, allowing
sound national economic planning.
The growing number of vehicles and
of miles driven.per vehicle means
that even with very large mileage Iotn
provements per car, revenues would
likely be about St0 billion in the last
yearof the tax.

Revenues from the oil import fiee
would be muth less predictable. The
added profits to the oil industry would
reinvigorate Western and Southweast-
ern staes' economies, partly com-
pensating for the greater distancos
driven there. v

Finally, the largest benefit would
be to the nation's security through
removing potentially serious con-
straints on our foreign policy. o
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Representative SOLARZ. Thank you.
Mr. Randall, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ALAN RANDALL, PROFESSOR OF RESOURCE EC-
ONOMICS AND ENVIRONMENTAL POLICY, OHIO STATE UNI-
VERSITY
Mr. RANDALL. Thank you, Congressman Solarz. I appreciate the

opportunity to testify before the committee and I certainly endorse
the committee's judgment and the importance of these issues.

I want to start out with some rather general comments on com-
petitiveness in general, then perhaps get to some of the issues that
might more nearly be on the legislative agenda.

First, global interdependency will eventually render the idea of
national security increasingly obsolete. The power of nations to
control their own domains has been undermined by developments
such as high-speed capital movements, communications revolution,
open borders, or effectively more open borders. Environmental
problems are emerging on a global scale and we have talked about
some of those already.

The second point that I would like to make has been mentioned
before also, and that is that the essential requirement for national
security is a strong and flexible economy. I have mentioned in my
prepared statement that, taken to extremes, both the pursuit of
military security and the pursuit of self-sufficiency in vital prod-
ucts can, in fact, undermine national security.

The third general point is that a healthy environment is a major
component of a strong economy. The environment is both a product
and a resource. Standard of living is or should be measured in
quality of life terms, and longevity, good health, a pleasing living
and working environment, attractive recreation facilities, vacation
destinations, et cetera, are all important components of standard of
living properly measured. As standard of living increases, the
demand for environmental amenities rises even faster.

Environmental resources are major national assets in the tradi-
tional sense, soil, forests, fisheries; in the more comtemporary
sense, waste assimilation, restoration of the carbon-oxygen balance,
health of the human work force, and in new ways, ways we are just
starting to think about. Competitiveness in a high-technology world
will depend among other things on the capacity to attract highly
trained immigrants, and environmental quality will be a major
part of that story.

That leads to a couple of kind of punch lines. First, it is simply
incorrect to think of environmental programs as always a cost, a
drag upon competitiveness. Second, I think it is important to devel-
op national accounting systems and incorporate environmental
services into the product account and the enhancement or deple-
tion of environmental assets into the net investment accounts. And
from the organization that Jessica Mathews comes from, there has
been some pioneering work in doing that, and it has shown big di-
ferences to those accounts.

While environmental services and amenities are genuine goods
and environmental resources are valuable assets, it is still valid to
ask whether we are allocating resources to the environment in
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roughly the right way or not. In general, I would say that I do not
believe the United States is approaching overinvestment in envi-
ronmental protection. As far as I can see at this point, the pro-
grams that we have entered into for environmental purposes have
produced benefits in proportion to their costs, benefits probably ex-
ceeding costs.

Nevertheless, there are some programs that are obviously rela-
tively inefficient. Those programs that require particular technol-
ogies do not provide opportunities for innovation in pollution con-
trol from the private sector, and impose standards nationwide
where the problem may vary with local conditions might be exam-
ples.

And third, on this point, continued monitoring of benefits and
costs of environmental programs is appropriate and ought to be en-
couraged.

My fifth general theme is the economic success of Japan and the
newly industrialized countries on the Pacific Rim has been spectac-
ular, and we have now become concerned with persistent negative
trade balances with those countries. But I guess I want to suggest
that their success has been built on some things which I think are
not sustainable in the long run, or at least not their success, but
their rapid success. Their increasing trajectories are developed on
things which are maybe not sustainable.

The U.S. umbrella, a relatively paternalistic social and political
environment, has been able to maintain high rates of savings,
profit, and investment while resticting consumption to a lower pro-
portion of gross domestic product than you would tolerate in this
country.

And a willingness on each of those countries to serve for perhaps
a generation long as an environmental sink, that is, to permit very
high pollution loads for 10, 20 years in order to promote produc-
tion, exports, and capital accumulation. Japan did that in the
1950's and 1960's, Taiwan in the 1960's and 1970's Korea also. Now,
Taiwan is tired of serving that role and is, in fact, using Thailand
and Malaysia for that purpose. But we see rapid capital accumula-
tion obtained in those countries in part at environmental cost and
we see an unwillingness for them internally, domestically in those
countries, to continue to bear that cost for more than 20 years or
SO.

While we worry in terms of competitiveness about how the Japa-
nese are doing, and it is true that they are walking around the
world with large sums of money to buy things, it is also true that
they provide their citizens about 50 percent of the U.S. standard of
living in purchasing power parity terms. And while we worry about
competitiveness-and I think we should, particularly from the
human capital-technology point of view-if we correct the Ameri-
can accounts for purchasing power parity and for the level of envi-
ronmental quality we deliver to our citizens and for the level at
which we sustain our environmental resource base, I do not think
we are doing so badly. I guess I am making what seems to me a
fairly strong statement against any sacrifice of the environment or
the resource base because of misplaced fears about competitiveness.

My sixth major point concerns what is going on in Central and
Eastern Europe. Well, first, in the European Community, by and
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large, America is ahead of the European Community in terms of
the environmental performance of its industrial base. And, of
course, Eastern Europe, the disintegrating Comecon countries, have
demonstrated to us that it is possible simultaneously to perform
abysmally both economically and environmentally.

And there are going to be major needs for capital to make impor-
tant improvements in the European Community, environmental
performance and to completely rebuild the industrial and environ-
mental base of Central and Eastern Europe. And it seems to me
that America is going to enjoy some advantages in that process be-
cause I believe we have become the leader in environmentally
benign technologies, just as we are not the leader in energy use
technologies. There will be an opportunity here, and I think it will
be an opportunity that we should pursue entrepreneurially
through the market and in some cases through subsidies. We may
need to subsidize and encourage Eastern Europe in these respects
in part to guarantee ourselves a place in their markets.

The last of my general themes is rising economic expectations in
the Third World. We have smiled upon that. It has benefited us po-
litically in recent years, and the expectation that it would do so
has been part of the rationale for our international development ef-
forts.

Nevertheless, with rising populations, with rising industrial ca-
pacity, we can expect major accumulations of greenhouse gases and
of traditional industrial pollutants.

First World countries cannot do much and have no moral author-
ity to do anything to slow down this process, but we do have a gen-
uine interest in promoting and quite likely subsidizing the adoption
of environmentally benign technologies in the Third World, energy
saving technologies, pollution minimizing technologies.

There is a great danger that the United States and First World
attention to Central and Eastern Europe will divert funds from the
tropical countries and other Third World countries that desperate-
ly need help in managing deforestation, desertification, and extinc-
tion of species and whole ecosystems.

Now, to the more specific questions, the two most important
problems facing the United States and the world. For the United
States I listed toxic and hazardous wastes, and listed that as large-
ly a domestic problem for us; that is, what we do does not affect
many other countries.

The very same problem exists all over Europe and in Europe it is
an international problem because of the Mediterranean Sea and
the Baltic Sea as sinks for large numbers of countries with differ-
ent economic systems, because of river systems that flow through
different countries, et cetera. And so, these same problems show up
as international problems from, say, the European perspective.

I listed global climate change, greenhouse gases, depletion of
upper atmosphere ozone as a major U.S. problem, but it is clearly a
world problem.

And for the world, I listed the human encroachment on national
areas, including tropical rain forests and sloping terrain with frag-
ile soils, and I listed the pressures on natural resources and the ca-
pacity of the environment to assimilate wastes will accompany in-
dustrialization and the improvement in standard of living. In the
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Third World, these problems are both related to the climate change
problem, and they are both related to the problem of rates of popu-
lation growth in the Third World.

Perhaps this is a good place to stop, and I would be pleased to
answer questions.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Randall follows:]

41-333 - 91 - 12
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF ALAN RANDALL

I appreciate the opportunity to testify before this Committee. The premise of

these hearings - that in a post-cold-war world, national security will come to depend less

on military might and more on a robust and competitive economy - is a sound one. The

Committee and Congressman Solarz exhibit great foresight in raising these important

and far-reaching issues. Of necessity, given the wide-ranging topics under consideration

here today, my responses will be rather more general than specific. But at this stage in

our national thought process on these questions, perhaps it is general insights rather than

specific answers that are needed.

First, I offer several general observations. Then, I have some specific comments

on the questions addressed to today's witnesses.
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L General Observations

1. In the long run, global interdependency will render the idea of national

security increasingly obsolete. First, the power of nation-states to control

their own domains has been undermined by such developments as

instantaneous capital movements around the globe, the communications

revolution, and borders increasingly open to people and goods (including

illicit goods). Second, environmental problems are emerging on a global

scale such that nations are unable independently to either implement

effective solutions or escape the consequences of failure to solve the

problems. Potential global climate changes due to greenhouse effects and

depletion of the ozone layer would be obvious examples of such problems.

Less obvious, perhaps, is the global significance of the threats to

biodiversity and soil and timber resources. Biodiversity is a planetary

heritage; wholesale destruction of tUmber will upset the globai carbon

dioxide balance; and, while loss of topsoil is a local but widespread

phenomenon, its effects will be felt worldwide since national boundaries

will be unable to contain the people displaced. Solutions must be

implemented on a global scale.

2. Global interdependence in the long run does not trivialize the idea of

national security in the 1990s. The essential requirement for national

security is a strong and flexible economy.

Military expenditures, by weakening the economy, may

actually detract from national security. While direct military

spending has accounted for more than 6 percent of United

States GNP since the Second World War and the full cost of

the military effort is surely greater than that, the comparable

figure for Japan is 1 percent The military component of

total public and private research has been about 45 percent
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in the US. but only about 1 percent in Japan. There seems

to be some merit to the claim that Japan, basically a

nonparticipant, has been the big winner of the cold war.

Self-sufficiency in vital products - food, fiber, energy, and

strategic materials - is often promoted for national security

purposes. However, if self-sufficiency requires the diversion

of resources to grossly inefficient industries and activities, it

may well undermine national security by weakening the

national economy. Self-sufficiency in exhaustible resources is

self-defeating for nations with limited reserves, since it

accelerates the rate of depletion.

3. A healthy environment is a major component of a strong economy. From

a national perspective, the environment is a product and a resource.

Environmental programs become a net cost only when the value of things

we sacrifice to maintain and enhance the environment exceeds the value of

the environmental amenities and assets created.

Standard of living is, or should be, measured in terms of quality of life.

Longevity, good health, a pleasing living and working environment, and

attractive recreation facilities and vacation destinations are all important

components of standard of living, properly measured. As standard of living

increases, the demand for environmental amenities rises even faster.

Environmental resources are major national assets in the traditional sense

(soil, forests, fisheries), in a more contemporary sense (waste assimilation

capacity, restoration of the C02 -oxygen balance, and the health of the

human workforce), and in ways we have scarcely begun to think about

(competitiveness in a high technology world will depend on a nation's
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capacity to attract highly triined mnmgrants, and a healthy and pleasing

environment will be a major attraction).

Tbinking of the environment as always a cost, always a drag

upon competitiveness, is misleading. Environmental services

contibute to a nation's standard of living, and environmental

assets are an integral component of its resource base.

Nevertheless, some environmental investments bear fruit only

in the long run. In these cases, current generations may

suffer current losses in competitiveness. International

cooperation in environmental policy should always be

encouraged as preferable to beggar thy neighbor strategies.

D* evelppment Of O.-.l ,,~-jAnmting n vstems that

incorporate environmental services into the product account

and the enhancement or depletion of environmental assets

into the net investment accounts is to be encouraged. For

example, a pilot study along these lines (by Robert Repetto

of the World Resources Institute) showed that, for 1971484,

Indonesia's impressive 7.1 percent growth in gross domestic

product was actually about 4 percent when corrected for

resource depletion. Similar corrections reduced Indonesia's

buoyant gross domestic investment substantially in most

years. A complete system of such accounts would do much to

provide each nation with a more realistic picture of its

progress, and clarify the issues of international

competitiveness.

4. While environmental services and amenities are genuine goods and

environmental resources are valuable assets, it is still valid to ask whether
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there is a resource allocation problem in U.S. Have we, in the U.S,

allocated too much of our resources to producing environmental goods and

protecting environmental assets? Are we in imminent danger of doing so?
Are the costs of environmental protection in danger of exceeding the
benefits?

* As one who has some experience in estimating environmental

costs and benefits, I do not believe that the U.S. is

approaching overinvestment in environmental protection.

The measurable benefits of many major environmental

programs are equal to or greater than their costs; and the

benefit estimates typically understate the full benefits.

* Nevertheless, some particular environmental protection

programs are blunt instruments that are inherently difficult to

fine-tune. Examples include the new source performance

Best Adequately-demonstrated Control Technology

requirements in air pollution control, and the many cases

where rigid standards and/or prohibitions are imposed with
little regard to local environmental conditions. There are

many instances of resource misallocation at the margin.

Reforms to make environmental protection as cost-effective

as possible should be pursued, consistent with the overall

goals of environmental protection. Market-based incentive

approaches have much to recommend than in this respect.

Continued monitoring of the benefits and costs of

environmental programs is appropriate and should be

encouraged.
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5. The economic success of Japan and the newly industrialized countries

(NICs) in Asia in the post-war years has been spectacular, so spectacular

that the United States has become concerned about its persistent negative

trade balances with these countries and with Japan's increasing clout in

international financial markets.

The success of Japan and the NICs can be attributed to many things,

including cultural, social, and political factors. Without detracting from

such factors, however, I want to draw attention to some circumstances that

I believe will ultimately limit the growth of economic power in these

countries. Among the factors that explain Japan's economic progress are

continuing U.S. guarantees of Japanese military security, U.S. subsidies,

direct investment, and favorable trade arrangements, especially during the

---!y yean; a rLntive!y paternalis"c in!ou and political environment in

Japan, that was able to maintain high rates of savings, corporate profits,

and investment, while restricting consumption to a lower proportion of

GDP than would have been tolerated in the U.S.; and a Japanese

willingness to serve for about a generation as an environmental sink, Le., to

accept very high pollution loads in order to promote production, exports,

and capital accumulation. A similar combination of factors helps explain

the rapid growth of the NICs.

However, these factors are not sustainable in the long run. Rising wealth

brings a dernand for improved environmental amenities. First Japan, then

Taiwan and South Korea began to take environmental protection seriously.

While Japan is a heavyweight in international financial markets its citizens

enjoy about one-half of the U.S. standard of living, in purchasing power

parity terms. It is predictable that the citizenry will demand a greater

share of their nation's output, which will reduce the Japanese savings rate

and perhaps its productivity growth from their unsustainably high levels.
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* The economic progress of Japan and the NICs is less of a

threat to U.S. competitiveness than might appear, since it has
been based on environmental policies and socio-political

conditions that do not seem sustainable over the long haul.

* It would be unfortunate if exaggerated fears of economic

competition from the 'Asian Tigers", combined with a false

definition of competitiveness that ignored the production of
environmental goods and the enhancement of environmental

resources, led the U.S. to back away from its basically valid

environmental protection objectives.

6. The really big news, it seems to me, concerns political and economic

harmonization in the European Community, and the relationships that will
emerge between the EC, the independent western countries such as Austria
and Sweden, and the newly liberated countries of central and eastern

Europe. These events have been viewed from the U.S. largely as

opportunities. Surely, there will be disturbances and disappointments along
the way, but I expect that the opportunities will in fact more than

counterbalance the challenges. It is important that the U.S. be active, in
the public and private sectors, to make the most of these opportunities.

In some respects, western Europe has not kept pace with the U.S. in
pollution control and environmental protection. While the EC has rejected
formal harmonization of environmental policies, we can expect continued

pressure from the EC on member nations for improved environmental
performance.

The Soviet Union and the disintegrating Comecon bloc demonstrated that

it is possible to manage the system of production so as to produce
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simultaneous economic and environmental disaster. Thus, there is an
opportunity to start over, with new, more productive and cleaner capital

equipment It seems to be in the U.S. interest to participate actively in
rebuilding these economies.

Given its history of environmental protection, one would

expect the U.S. to be a leader in pollution control technology

and environmentally benign production systems. We should
aggressively pursue opportunities to serve emerging demands

for these technologies in Europe and elsewhere.

7. Rising economic expectations in the Third World have benefitted the U.S.,

geopolitically, as many developing countries have sought to emulate the

U.S.'s liberal political and economic institutions. This, of course, has been
an important part of the rationale for America's international development
efforts in the post-war period.

Nevertheless, rising expectations in populous Third World countries

threaten the global environment If one worries about carbon gas
pollution, the idea of 1.2 billion mainland Chinese with the world's largest,
but unfortunately quite dirty, coal resources is a little scary. Likewise, the

distinct possibility that 900 million Indians could soon embrace the

automobile age.

First World countries can do little, and have no moral

authority in any event, to slow down modernization in the
Third World. They do, however, have a genuine interest in
promoting (and in some cases subsidizing, if necessary) the
adoption of environmentally benign technologies in the Third
World. Economic growth has become less fossil fuel
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dependent in the First World since 1973, and will continue to

do so. It is in our interest to help the Third World minimie

its dependence on fossil fuels for growth and development, by

developing and sharing conservation and alternative energy

technologies.

IL The Questions

Now, I wil address the specific questions provided to the witnesses. The

questions are broad-ranging and properly so. Complete answers may be too much to ask

for but I hope I can provide some helpful insights.

Ql: Identify the two most important environmental problems facing the US, and the

World.

I believe the following environmental problems are especially important.

a) For the United States

(i) Toxic and hazardous wastes. This is largely a domestic problem for

the U.S. and its solution will be expensive. I don't see it as a major

national security problem. Since other nations have similar

problems but, in many cases, are not so acutely aware of them,

America may well be (or become) the technological leader in'

remediation. This, of course, would be favorable for national

competitiveness.

(ii) Global climate change due to greenhouse gases and depletion of

upper atmosphere ozone. The increasing concentration of carbon

gases and the continuing release of CFCs is well documented. The

long-term effects in terms of climate change are more speculative.

In general, we have computer simulations with disasterous outcomes,
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but less confirming evidence from actual observations. Nevertheless,

the potential effects from these problems are enormous and

pervasive, so the threats should be taken seriously. The national

security implications are speculative, but could include the following:

* increasing redundance of the very idea of national

security in a potential global environmental crisis.

* major changes in economic comparative advantage

among countries, as temperature and precipitation

patterns change in ways not fully predictable, and the

oceans rise.

b) For the world

(i) Human encroachment on natural areas. including the tropical

rainforests, and sloping terrain with fragile soils. Effects include:

disturbing the oxygen-CO2 balance, destruction of biodiversity, and

loss of soil and timber resources; loss of soil pollutes streams, silts

reservoirs, and undermines hydroelectric alternatives to fossil-fuel-

fired generators.

(ii) The pressures on natural resources and the assimilative capacity of

the environment that will accompany the inevitable and desirable

industrialization and improvement in standard of living in much of

the Third World.

Underlying both of these problems is the high rate of population

growth in much of the Third World.
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These problems impact U.S. national security by

* contributing to global climate change.

* increasing the demands of the world's destitute masses

for relief and, given the United States' porous borders,

immigration to the U.S.

* perhaps causing a major increase in economic and

political instability in much of the world. Nuclear

weapons delivery technology is becoming less

expensive, making Third World political instability a

greater threat to national and global security.

These problems may also offer opportunities for the U.S., given its

status as a leader in developing environmentally benign

technologies.

Q 2,3,6,8: Fossil fuels, national security, and related environmental issues.

These questions share a concern about use of fossil fuels, increased reliance on

imported fuels, pollution from fuel combustion, oil spills, and oil exploration and

extraction in environmentally sensitive areas. First, let me state a few general

principles that may help us think through the issues.

(i) Fossil fuels are a transitional source of energy. Since they are finite,

high standards of living for an increasing proportion of the world's

growing population requires that we develop more energy-efficient

modes of production and consumption and more sustainable energy

sources. Economic theory tells us that impending scarcity of fossil

fuels will be signaled by rising real prices, which will provide
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incentives for conservation and alternative energy sources But,

higher real prices, if they were to occur suddenly, would cause

genuine hardship and economic disruption. Given the extent of the

unknowns, economic theory does not provide very strong arguments

against a fossil fuels tax, especially if the proceeds were targeted

toward research on conservation and alternative energy.

(ii) A policy to increase domestic production of oil and gas in the name

of national security has an in-built contradiction: with finite reserves,

increased extraction will hasten the economic exhaustion of what

reserves we have. What is needed for national security is not more

current extraction of domestic reserves, but more capacity for

extraction in some future emergency.

(iii) Oil spills and pollution from fuel combustion are real costs of using

fossil fuels. Exploration and extraction in environmentally sensitive

areas are real costs of domestic production. The fact that future oil

developments seem to be concentrated in environmentally-sensitive

areas provides evidence that these costs are rising. At the very

least, these costs should be reflected in the cost of fuels to

consumers.

With these principles in mind, I will comment on the Committee's specific

questions.

Q2: Alternative fuel and pollution tax proposals

Higher taxes on all oil and gas used in this country to stimulate conservation and

alternative energy sources may be justified. We need the revenue, and it may be

prudent to provide incentives for conservation and alternatives energy before the

market does.
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Taxes targeted on imported oil would be undesirable since they would accelerate

depletion of domestic reserves.

Taxes on polluting fuels may be appropriate. Where regional impacts may be

disproportionate - erg, in the case of sulfur taxes on midwestern coal -

compensation mechanisms should be implemented.

Q4: Laws and regulations concerning oil spills.

Current laws and regulations do not appear to be adequate to cope with oil spins.

However, there is a 'wild card" in the deck. Laws that allow public trustees for

damaged natural resources to sue for money compensation may yet provide

substantial incentives for careful transportation. But, it is too early in the

litigation process to know whether the resulting damage settlements will be large

enough to change transportation practices. In the interim, laws and regulations

need to be tightened, at least to ensure a more adequate emergency response to

spills when they occur. The oil industry and the users of petroleum products

should bear the lion's share of the costs.

Q6: National security and oil imports.

National security with respect to interruptions in the supply of imported oil is

enhanced by

(i) reducing dependence on oil in general

(ii) maintaining large domestic reserves of oil in the ground

(iii) maintaining an adequate stock of capital in domestic exploration and

extraction

(iv) maintaining a large domestic reserve of crude oil in storage.
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Perhaps the key point, here, is that (ii) and (iii) are in conflict. Increased

domestic production maintains the capital stock in the domestic oil industry but

depletes domestic reserves. This suggests (iv) maintaining large crude oil reserves

as a buffer against short-term interruptions in imports, and (i) reducing

dependence on oil, generally, as a long-term strategy.

Q8: Oil deposits in environmentafly.sensitive areas.

Oil deposited in environmentally sensitive areas is high-ost oil, if the

environmental costs are recognized. Current laws and political-administrative

decisions evince an attitude of public skepticism toward exploiting these deposits,

an attitude that I believe is basically correct. One can ask whether institutions

can be developed to minimize the environmental costs by confining oil

development to the less-sensitive and more valuable of these sensitive

environments and requiring strict environmental safeguards where deveiopment is

permitted. I would counsel continued vigilance, to insist that any development

meet these conditions.

Q3: Global warming.

The evidence of-increasing carbon dioxide accumulations in the earth's

atmosphere seems sound, while recent evidence shows no detectable global

warming, yet. Human encroachment on the tropical forests and rising standards

of living in the Third World will surely exacerbate the accumulation of

greenhouse gases. In the case of encroachment on the tropical forests, there is

more than the balance between oxygen and carbon dioxide at stake: for example,

the loss of biodiversity could be catastrophic. Let me offer the following

observations:

(i) By preserving tropical forests, Third World countries will surely benefit

themselves: on its own narrow terms, settlement in tropical forests is often

uneconomic. In addition, they will provide important public goods -
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biodiversity, and protection against climate change - for the world at large.

There is a strong case for the rest of the world, and especially the richer

countries, sharing in the costs of preserving these forests.

(ii) The inevitable and desirable increase in standards of living for much of the

Third World implies more greenhouse gas emissions and more CFCs that

deplete upper atmosphere ozone. The U.S. is a leader in technologies for

emissions reduction and CFC-free refrigeration. The U.S. should do

everything in its power to encourage the world-wide adoption of these

technologies, including: encouraging international agreements; aggressive

marketing of its technologies; and technology sharing or subsidization in

the case of poorer countries.

Q5: Nuclear power in the U5& energy strategy.

The trade-off that matters most in the U.S. in the short-term is that between very-

long-lived nuclear wastes from current nuclear power technology and the short-

lived but environmentally destructive effects of burning coal. Several

commentators have noted the apparent inconsistency of discouraging nuclear

power plants because of dangers that are potential and speculative, while such a

policy serves to encourage coal-fired power plants whose emissions are known

contributors to human mortality and morbidity. Other commentators sympathize

with what appears to be a rather general human aversion to introducing

technologies that are generically different from familiar technologies and

introduce the possibility (no matter how remote) of catastrophic results.

The public demands very strong assurances that the risks from nuclear power has

been minimized, by using the safest possible technologies and by locating nuclear
plants at a safe distance from population centers. I cannot quarrel with these

demands.
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For the longer term, potentially much less dangerous nuclear technologies such as

fusion should be encouraged.

Q7: Market-based approaches to environmental policy.

Market-based approaches to environmental protection have several major

advantages over command-and-control approaches:

(i) They encourage least-cost pollution abatement

(ii) They encourage innovation in pollution control and investment in less-

polluting capital equipment

(iii) They provide mechanisms for continued economic growth and resource

rcawuuuauu while maintaining puiuuuu WWuuuugag s.

(iv) Remaining environmental costs are imposed on the polluters and thus

reflected in the prices of goods and services.

Market-based approaches are especially appropriate for familiar pollutants with

well-established tolerance levels. For new and unfamiliar environmental threats,

where tolerance levels have not been identified and the public perception is of

very low probabilities of disasterous damage, market-based approaches seem less

suitable.

If one believes that environmental policy is best viewed as a matter of choosing

an optimal allocation of resources among material goods and services and

environmental services and amenities, and implementing an efficient set of policy

instruments to attain that optimal mix, market-based policy instruments have

much to recommend them. The use of market-based instruments can and should

be expanded. Given a reluctance in the U.S. to impose direct pollution taxes on
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polluters (a reluctance not shared by, eg+, The Netherlands), the methods of
transferable pollution 'rights - offsets, banks, and bubbles - pioneered in air
pollution control could be adapted for wider application.

Economists have been in consensus for the last quarter-century concerning the
general desirability of market-based environment policy strategies. However,
these approaches have made only modest inroads into the policy packages
implemented.

Opposition to more pervasive use of market-based approaches comes from several
sources, including some regulators, attorneys, and regulated firms. I want to focus
on the opposition from many environmentalists. The argument seems to be that
the environmentalist agenda is to develop a whole new, post-industrial public
morality, in which destruction of the environment is seen as fundamentally
immoral. To treat environmental protection as simply a resource allocation
problem, a matter of choosing the right mix of material and environmental goods
would - some environmentalists believe - undermine this moral agenda.
Economists, wondering why market-based approaches have been adopted only
hesitantly despite their obvious advantages, need to develop a sympathetic
understanding of the environmentalist position.

There seems little doubt that a new environmental consciousness has spread
through American society in the last two decades. This consciousness is of
positive value, since it supports public and private environmental enhancement
efforts and mobilizes volunteerism as well as self-interested adaptation to market
incentives and/or the regulatory environment. Further, arguments that
environmental destruction is immoral have played a part in developing this
environmental consciousness.
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There will be continued resistance to market-based environmental instruments if

they are seen as destructive to the emerging environmental morality, as they might

be, if characterized as instruments that let those who can afford it pollute all they

wanL Supporters of market-based approaches need to educate the skeptical But

they also need to develop market-based instruments (and rationales for them) that

reinforce rather than undermine the emerging environmental consciousness and

morality.
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Representative SOLARZ. Well, thank you very much for some very
thoughtful testimony.

IMPACT OF MAJOR ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS ON NATIONAL SECURITY

Ms. Mathews, you talked about three major environmental prob-
lems confronting the world-the atmospheric problems which are a
part of the global warming effect, population increase, and I think
the loss of biological diversity. How do each of these impact on the
national security of our own country?

Ms. MATHEWS. Well, if we start with global warming, the expect-
ed impacts-and I think it is important always to add the caveat
that there are a great many scientific uncertainties about this
issue that remain, but all the studies that have been done suggest
that same range of impacts, of which the most important, sort of
general conclusion is that mankind wherever he lives, rural, urban,
industrial, developing, is far more dependent on climate than we
have ever before understood, and that as you start to look at the
consequences of climate change, particularly rapid change, which is
what we are expecting-in the history of the planet we are looking
at change far more rapid than anything that has happened-it ap-
pears that everything will be affected.

Terry Davies mentioned agriculture and forestry. Yes. The ef-
fects on unmanaged ecosystems could be devastating with conse-
quences that we do not know, species extinction, forests that
cannot move to where their new climate allows them to be. When
we had the drought 2 years ago in the Midwest, we found the Mis-
sissippi River was a parking lot for barges, and our entire agricul-
tural export system was disrupted. In fact, the 1988 drought was
kind of a nice example in a very microsense of one sort of climate
,change.

It is not a very specific answer, but I think actually the best
answer to that question I have ever heard was one that Senator
Bennet Johnson gave when he introduced his Global Warming Act
and made references to a Louisiana preacher who said that if God
means anything, he means everything. And, indeed, if greenhouse
warming is what we think it is, it probably does mean everything.

Representative SOLARZ. Hasn't the world gone through ice ages
and hot ages in which there have been major impacts on the envi-
ronment? And isn't this part of the sort of cycle of life on the
planet? If there were no greenhouse effect, wouldn't there be an-
other ice age?

Ms. MATHEWS. If there were no natural greenhouse effect, there
would be no life on the planet. The problem is the unnatural part
of the greenhouse effect, which is coming from man-caused anthro-
pogenic emissions of greenhouse gases.

The ice ages that we have been through are different in two re-
spects. One is that in these terms they happened very slowly. The
onset is very slow. They happened over geological time rather than
human time. And second, the actual amount of the warming that
we are looking at is far greater than the changes that have come
before back about 150,000 years. And mankind as a species
emerged about 40,000 years ago. So, we are looking at changes that
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dwarf anything certainly in the history of the human species on
the planet and that may exceed anything in rate even before.

Life will probably persist, at least if we stop it at some still many
ageable level below 15 degrees centigrade or something, but at that
level of warming, it probably will not include mankind.

IMPACT OF POPULATION INCREASE ON NATIONAL SECURITY

Representative SOLARZ. How does the population increase impact
on our national security?

Ms. MATHEWS. Again, bringing down fertility rates is clearly
linked essentially to raising economic standards of living. It has
always been the case. And there is kind of a race that has to go on.

And the question is at current rates of growth, which are in abk-
solute terms larger than anything that has come before-the world
is growing by about 94 million people a year now, far larger in
terms of absolute numbers than anything in history-whether the
developing countries will ever be able to take off in an economic
sense and get the economic development that will then bring down
the population growth rates. There is a cyclical problem.

If they cannot, then there are countries facing economic chaos,
which will inevitably lead to political chaos, that affects our eco-
nomic security in a selfish sense, simply in terms of our export^
markets, and in a broader sense because we know now that the
prospects for all developing countries economically are tied to a
global market. But our exports to developing countries are about 40
percent of our total. At least they were before the debt crisis.

So, there is both the selfish interest, and there is I think also a
moral component when you consider that by the end of this decade,
the developing countries will be home to 80 percent of the world's
population so that the percentage of the world that lives in the de-
veloped countries will have been halved since the end of World
War II. It is a huge change, and at some point, the developed world
becomes such a small island in a sea of suffering, that I think the
political dynamic changes in the world-but certainly for popula-
tion growth--

Representative SOLARZ. You mean at the end of World War II; 40
percent of the population lived in basically Europe and North
America?

Ms. MATHEWS. Yes, and by the year 2000, it will be down to
about 20 percent. It is a huge demographic shift.

Representative SOLARZ. Do you want to add anything to what has
been said just now, Mr. Randall?

Mr. RANDALL. No.

REDUCING ENERGY USE

Representative SoLARz. You have made the point that we need to
substantially reduce our energy use, both as a way of providing for
a more efficient economy and also as a way of dealing with the
global warming problem. How do we go about doing that?

One suggestion you have made, Ms. Mathews, is to have a very
large gasoline tax. Any other ways?
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MS. MATHEWS. Yes. The second way you do it is to go straight for
the electrical sector where there are very large and very low
cost--

Representative SOLARZ. Your least-cost idea.
MS. MATHEWS. My strong feeling is you start with the cheapest

options first, which is one of the problems I have with the adminis-
tration's move toward this reforesting program, which from every-
thing, just from bits we know, is one of the more expensive ways of
dealing with carbon.

There are many kinds of options for reducing electricity needs
which stem from changing one's kind of vision as to whether what
you need in life is energy or the performance of energy services.
We do not need a certain number of kilowatthours in this room to
see each other. We need a certain amount of light. And the ques-
tion is, how can we most efficiently provide that light?

We now have what are called screw-in fluorescent bulbs, which
go into the same sockets that incandescent bulbs go into, that use
20 percent of the energy of the incandescent, and because they
produce so much less waste heat, they also reduce the air-condi-
tioning load. Lighting is a quarter of our total electric demand in
this country, of all our electricity needs. So, if you were to do
enough retrofitting with these light bulbs, you could cut it in half
rather quickly. So, that is a 12 percent cut just like that.

These things pay for themselves. They are much more expensive
than a regular bulb when you buy it, but they are far less expen-
sive over the life cycle of the bulb because they last ages.

Representative SOLARZ. So, why don't people buy it?
MS. MATHEWS. The reason people don't buy it-the first reason is

because they are not widely on the market.
The reason they are not widely on the market is that consumers

insist on a payback period. Consumers are not rational economic
actors, as economists would all like us to be, and they are far more
sensitive to first costs than they are to life cycle costs. What the
data show is that they tend to insist on a 2- to 3-year payback time
for an investment, whereas energy producers are happy with a 15-
year payback. When you build an electric powerplant, you would
be very satisfied if you get your investment back and make a profit
in 15 years. So, in the gap between 2 years and 15 years is this
huge period in which all these low-cost options that cost less than
the electricity we are providing sit. What we have to do is arrange
our economic signals so that those are attractive to consumers and
to electric producers.

The way to do that is to help utilities behave as suppliers of
energy services rather than of kilowatthours. And to do that, you
simply have to regulate them. When you need to produce more
energy you say look at all the options, one of which is building a
new plant, and the others of which are different ways to retrofit
existing buildings, et cetera. If those retrofit options are less expen-
sive than building the plant, one, you ought to do it and, two, we
will regulate you so that you make a profit doing it. Otherwise it is
counterproductive for the utility to take those options under cur-
rent regulations. So, that is one.

The broad answer to your question is that to do the energy effi-
ciency things we know about that would be economically attractive

To
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to the country as a whole, you need a mix of pricing changes and
regulatory actions.

Representative SoLARz. How do we get that here at the Federal
level?

MS. MATHEWS. In the transportation sector, I think we need a
gasoline tax, and to raise the CAFE standard, the automobile effi-
ciency standard, from its current 26-per-mile-per-gallon level to 40-
miles-per-gallon for the year 2000.

Representative SOLARZ. Over what period of time?
MS. MATHEWS. I think we could do 40 miles per gallon by the,

year 2000, 35 for light trucks.
Representative SOLARZ. And what has prevented that?
MS. MATHEWS. I think that what principally has prevented it is

that the American automobile industry is the most innovation
averse industry in this country.

Representative SOLARZ. Why? It is obviously not something
which goes with the automobile industry qua automobile industry
because, as you point out, the Japanese automobile industry and
the French automobile in uII itry Gnu thle Ger... auto-Mobile ind-
try seem to be innovative in this area.

MS. MATHEWS. Right. All those countries are paying somewhere
between $1 an almost $3 per gallon of gasoline.

So long as Detroit believes and so long as the American people
believe that gasoline will remain cheap, then we will remain
chained to a single ground transportation option, the least efficient
one, which is basically the single passenger automobile.

Representative SOLARZ. How much does it add to the cost of the
car?

Ms. MATHEWS. That is the other problem. The cost of gasoline -is
a small part of the cost of owning and operating a car. When you
add purchase price, maintenance, parking, insurance, fuel is too
small a part of it at current prices to make consumers choose a car
on that basis.

So, I think you do need a mix there of the regulatory signal and
the price signal. The problem we have now is that the regulatory
signal over the past couple of years says go up toward higher effi--
ciency, and the price signal says go down.

Representative SOLARZ. It strikes me that, given the situation
you describe, there is a certain rationality that the American auto-
mobile industry is not investing much money in developing more
fuel efficient automobiles since there would not be an economic
payoff for it given the relatively low price of gasoline.

MS. MATHEWS. That assumes that gasoline will stay cheap, and I
think that is extremely unlikely. We have, as you know, an aged
oil resource in this country about which we can do nothing even if
we drill in all the environmentally contentious areas. Our produc-
tion has been declining for 20 straight years, which is something I
think few people recognize. So, we are headed toward increasing
important dependence, and the rest of the world, of course, is going
in the opposite direction.
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USING THE OMNIBUS NATIONAL SECURITY ACT TO INCREASE ENERGY
PRODUCTIVITY

Representative SOLARZ. Well, coming back to this Omnibus Na-
tional Security Act which I am thinking of introducing, if I recall
correctly, you seem to be saying there were two things that might
fit in this that relate to your concerns about the environment as an
essential element of our national security. One was a gasoline tax
as a way both of raising revenue and as fostering a diminished use
of automobiles.

MS. MATHEWS. Yes, I would phrase it more broadly, an immedi-
ate move to improve the energy productivity of this economy. It is
exactly the same concept as economic productivity. And I think
you could even set a goal, which I think an achievable and ambi-
tious goal would be 3 percent per year improvement for at least a
decade.

Representative SOLARZ. In fuel efficiency?
MS. MATHEWS. No, in the energy productivity of the overall econ-

omy, how much energy it requires us to produce a dollar of GNP.
Representative SoLARZ. But how do you do that legislatively?

How do you legislate a 3-percent improvement?
MS. MATHEWS. That's goal setting. That is a goal that Congress

can set, as we have stated many overall goals, and then it has to be
implemented through a huge number of steps. That has been the
difficulty with energy efficiency all along. It requires a great many
steps rather than one.or two.

Representative SOLARZ. But as a practical matter, is there any-
thing really accomplished by simply setting forth the goal unless it
is accompanied by practical arrangements designed to achieve it?

MS. MATHEWS. No, but I think it is tremendously important to
set goals. Without them you do not end up where you want to be.
Again, it is necessary but not sufficient.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, you say the goals should be an in-
crease in energy productivity of what?

MS. MATHEWS. Three percent per year. That is a little bit higher
than what we achieved after the first two oil price shocks.

Representative SOLARZ. What do you mean by energy productivi-
,ty?

MS. MATHEWS. That is the amount of energy it requires to
produce- a dollar of GNP in this economy. And one can measure it
across countries. It is not a precise comparison because it re-
flects--

Representative SOLARZ. In the last several years, has that been
going up or down?

MS. MATHEWS. It went up steadily from 1973 to 1986, and then
when the oil price dropped, it plateaued for 1 year, and then it
began to decline. And it has decline at about 3.5 percent per year
since.

Representative SOLARZ. And what was the average increase from
1973 to 1986?

MS. MATHEWS. It was 2.8 percent. The economy grew in real
terms 40 percent, and energy use stayed absolutely flat.
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USING THE OMNIBUS NATIONAL SECURITY ACT TO IMPLEMENT THE
LEAST-COST APPROACH

Representative SOLARZ. You also suggested this least-cost ar-
rangement. You said that could be put into the bill.

Ms. MATHEWS. For the electrical sector.
Representative SOLARZ. Yes. What is least cost? Least cost or

lease cost?
Ms. MATHEWS. Least
Representative SOLARZ. L-e-a-s-t
Ms. MATHEWS. Right.
Representative SOLARZ. OK.
Ms. MATHEWS. It is a directive to the State regulatory commis-

sions to say you must regulate your electric utilities in the follow-
ing way. One, you must require them to use least-cost planning.
They must, when faced with a need to produce additional energy,
investigate all the options and choose the least-cost ones first. And
second, you must regulate them in such a way that if they do that
and those options involve saving energy rather than producing it,
they make a comparable profit in saving energy as they do now in
producing it.

Representative SoLARz. Why wouldn't they choose the least cost?
Ms. MATHEWS. Because right now the least-cost options are all

energy efficiency, that is to say, instead of producing electricity,
the least-cost options all are things that cut their production. And
the way they are now regulated, they are not rewarded for doing
that. They are economically penalized for doing it.

Representative SoLARz. And what is the basis on which you
would require States to do this?

Ms. MATHEWS. The legal basis is the interstate commerce clause
and/or the policing power of the Clean Air Act.

Representative SoLARz. And every State has a regulatory com-
mission?

Ms. MATHEWS. Right.
Representative SOLARz. So, this would basically be an instruction

to the regulatory commissions.
Ms. MATHEWS. Precisely.
Representative SoLARz. And what would happen if they did not

meet the target? Supposing they did not do it, how would you pe-
nalize them?

Ms. MATHEWS. I suppose the Federal Government takes them to
court. I am not a lawyer.

Representative SOLARZ. Generally there has to be a penalty.
There have to be criminal penalties, or there have to be civil penal-
ties, or there has to be some cutoff in aid. You lose your eligibility
for something. Otherwise, what would you do if a State regulatory
agency said this is a screwball idea? We do not like it.

Ms. MATHEWS. You take them to court.
Representative SoLARz. What do you mean?
Ms. MATHEWS. They are in violation of the Federal law. So, you

take them to court.
Representative SOLARZ. But you have to have a penalty.
Ms. MATHEWS. Yes.
Representative SOLARZ. What would the penalties be?
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MS. MATHEWS. I would think that the penalty would simply be
forced compliance. I do not think it is comparable to, for example,
failure to meet particular clean air goals where you-I do not
think with this you would need that kind of--

Representative SOLARZ. Now, who is opposed to this least-cost ar-
rangement? If I propose this, who is going to be banging down my
door the next day telling me I have done something questionable?

MS. MATHEWS. My guess would be you would be very surprised at
the absence of banging. Several States have adopted this sort of ap-
proach, and there have been some extraordinary success stories
where one does not have to fight about whose study is right be-
cause they are actually happening in practice. And I would be
happy to give your staff some names. I am hard pressed to say
where the opposition would come from. There will be parts of the
utility sector that are, as always, uncomfortable with change; par-
ticularly this basic change.

Representative SOLARZ. What would be the implications of this-
economically and environmentally?

MS. MATHEWS. Well, the environmental implications are enor-
mous because electricity production is a very environmentally in-
tense activity.

Representative SOLARZ. So, electricity production would go all
the way down. The use of fossil fuels would thereby go down. CO2
emissions would thereby go down.

MS. MATHEWS. SO2 emissions would go down.
Representative SOLARZ. Global warming would go down.
MS. MATHEWS. Acid rain would go down.
Representative SOLARZ. Right. So, those would be the environ-

mental benefits.
MS. MATHEWS. Right.
Representative SoLARz. What would be the economic benefits?
MS. MATHEWS. Economic benefits ought to be that when you im-

prove the energy efficiency of the economy, you ought to be im-
proving our competitiveness in terms of exports, manufactured
products. You would lower consumers' electric bills. There are sub-
stantial ones. Again, I heartily agree with Alan Randall's recom-
mendation, although he might not have put it this way, that also
in your act ought to be a decision to redefine how we are calculat-
ing our national income accounts so that environmental costs are
included because right now if you have an Exon Valdez spill, you
add to GNP. The GNP of the State of Alaska went noticeably up
because of it.

IMPOSE A GASOLINE TAX

Representative SoLARz. You did this intriguing article on the
gasoline tax, which I have been looking at. And I wonder here if
you have not engaged in some peculiar accounting. You talk about
a dollar a gallon gasoline tax, and you give some examples. And
presumably this would generate a lot of money.

MS. MATHEWS. Yes.
Representative SOLARZ. But on the other hand, you say precisely

because the tax would be so onerous, people would be forced to buy
cars which get a lot of miles per gallon. And then you give several
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examples which you say that, in spite of the increased tax per
gallon, people will actually end up saving money because they will
buy fuel-efficient cars, so the amount of miles they get per gallon
will go up so much that they will actually be paying less in gaso-
line tax than they pay now.

Ms. MATHEWS. Right.
Representative SOLARZ. Well, if that is true, then we will not be

making any money from the gasoline tax.
Ms. MATHEWS. That would be the case except that the number of

vehicle miles driven every year is growing about 2.5 percent a year
so that we are facing very large growth.

We ran some rough calculations at what would one expect over
10 years. Cars have long lifetimes also, so you would have a small
turnover in that period. But we expected that by the end of that
time, you might be down to about 80 billion a year. You would be
way below what you would otherwise be at in terms of vehicle
miles traveled, pollution, et cetera. But in terms of the 100 billion
gallons that are used today, it would be a 20 percent net cut. So, it
is not phony accounting.

Representative SuLAnz. How do you deal .ith the TLs Angalep
effect, the problem of cities or localities where they have really no
mass transit facilities and where people have no choice but to use a
car to get to work?

Ms. MATHEWS. Well, I think that is one of the reasons you have
to phase this thing in because I think we can no longer exist with
only a single ground transportation option. We are going to have to
start to develop other commuting options. I think there are tre-
mendous opportunities through the marriage of transportation
with communications inventions.

Representative SoLARz. Can you envision any possibility whatso-
ever of getting a $1 a gallon tax enacted in this country?

Ms. MATHEWS. Yes, I can. But I think it requires Presidential
leadership.

Representative SOLARZ. Even with Presidential leadership. I
could see coming out of this summit with some agreement on taxes
which included, say, a gasoline tax. I suppose it is not inconceiv-
able. Maybe a 20-cent-a-gallon tax, maybe 25, 15, maybe 30-cents-
per gallon, but $1. For every penny you would get $1 billion. You
are talking about $100 billion in increased revenue.

Ms. MATHEWS. I think that it would have to be a slowly phased-
in tax. It would have to be a long-term commitment. I think that to
do it, there would have to be some very blunt talk about the state
of the economy, the state of the deficit, the state of the trade imbal-
ance. I think an environmental crisis would probably help.

I do not mean to minimize the political hurdle. It is obviously
enormous. But there has never been an effort to talk about the
pluses, talk about the other options, and what we might do. Unfor-
tunately the only person who speaks with a loud enough single
voice to articulate that is the President.

Representative SOLARZ. Is the technology to have cars with 100-
miles-per-gallon feasible?

Ms. MATHEWS. They are out there. Renault has a four passenger
one that gets 124-miles-per-gallon.

Representative SOLARZ. Why don't people buy it?
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Ms. MATHEWS. It is not being marketed. Those are prototypes.
Representative SOLARZ. Why aren't they being marketed?
Ms. MATHEWS. Because the price of oil is too low right now. The

companies are saving them. Some are still being tested, but it does
not make sense to put them into marketing at a time when the
price of gasoline is lower than it has been in 70 years.

Representative SOLARZ. Why? Are they more expensive to
produce than the cars that are out now?

Ms. MATHEWS. Even the ones that are. Volvo says that their 70-
mile-per-gallon car can be marketed at the same prices as the
sedan that it is comparable to in the Volvo line, the reason being
that they get magnesium so cheaply out of the North Sea. But they
lose their maximum comparative advantage by putting it on the
market at a time when efficiency is not at the top of consumers'
lists. So, it makes sense for them in a purely market sense to wait
until the gasoline price comes back, which they expect.

See, I think what Japan and Europe see is a long-term transition
over a couple of decades, and the transition in the automobile
sector will be managed through very high efficiency. And what De-
troit sees is a rather short transition managed through some other
liquid fuel. And the other end of the transition both see as hydro-
gen and electric cars. The question is whether one is looking for
sort of a short-term fix-that is why all this attention is being paid
to methanol and ethanol, et cetera, the other liquid fuels.

Representative SOLARZ. How do they lose by putting the cars out
now? There would be some people who would be interested in
buying them.

Ms. MATHEWS. Right, but if you have put a lot of money in a lot
of R&D into developing a really brand new technology, you want to
get the most out of it that you can. So, you bring it on the market
at a time when consumer demand is for high mileage.

Representative SOLARz. If they bring it out now, does that mean
that the other car companies will more easily be able to copy it?

Ms. MATHEWS. I'm sure that is part of it, but you now have me
commenting outside my realm. I am not an automobile executive.

Representative SOLARZ. Mr. Randall, do you have any sugges-
tions about what might be included in the kind of Omnibus Nation-
al Security Act I spoke about?

INVEST IN HUMAN CAPITAL

Mr. RANDALL. I would think that the key things involve, more
important than almost anything, the human capital, the technolo-
gy department. I think we have to recognize that-this is not the
day maybe to talk about education, but if you want to name the
single thing in which America is the far and away world leader,
you would name graduate education. We have the best graduate
schools in the world, more so than perhaps anything else we do
best. Now, if you look at mathematics, if you look in engineering,
for that matter, if you look in economics, but particularly I stress
mathematics and engineering, 70, 80, in some cases 90 percent of
the graduate students in the top programs are foreign students,
most of whom will leave the country at the end of their training.
And if there is one thing that we really need to do more than any-
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thing else it is to build and maintain that human capital domesti-
cally and through immigration to some extent.

DEVELOP ALTERNATIVE ENERGY

Now, in terms of the context of today, we need to find ways to
address that to energy and environmental problems. I think that
perhaps it is more important to set aside the money to make a seri-
ous attempt to build a research infrastructure to work on alterna-
tive energy, to work on conservation, to get the technology out
there.

I do not really feel terribly bad about buying lots of $20 a barrel
oil. It is fairly cheap. We can afford lots of it if we always knew it
was going to be out there, and if it was environmentally harmless,
it would not be that bad a deal.

We need to be more concerned about the real costs, which in-
clude the environmental costs. That would raise the price up and
we could manipulate the tax system to recover those costs.

The real thing I am worried about is it will not be out there for-
ever either because we ull use it %all nr hbzuarp thep nronla who
control it at the source are unstable, disorganized, whatever. So, we
need to have technologies in place that we can bring onto line rap-
idly in the event that political conditions change. We know that
our economic system will signal us when scarcity is approaching.
The prices will increase in a fairly smooth kind of a way, but if on
the other hand, political instability was to suddenly interrupt
supply, we cannot do much about that. And what we need to do is
to get the technology on line to invest in that.

THE GASOLINE TAX

Representative SOLARZ. What do you think of Ms. Mathews' idea
of a $1 a gallon gasoline tax?

Mr. RANDALL. I guess I would probably do the professorial thing
and go back and say, hey, what are we tring to accomplish here. Is
it to develop new technologies further out, to have them when we
need them when the cheap oil days are over? It may not be the
most effective way to do it immediately.

The cost of gasoline does not reflect the real environmental costs.
We certainly could develop what I guess has been mentioned today
as a user fee, a tax on gasoline to recover some of those costs. It
would be nice to direct some of that revenue to new things. We
have I think reached a situation in this country when Government
does too little, and too much of what it does is merely redistribut-
ing income from some folks to other folks. And I am sure you
know. I am sure you feel more strongly than I do about the prob-
lem of taxophobia and all the rest, but it would be nice to think in
terms of a user fee on gasoline which would generate revenue to be
used for environmental and energy technologies rather than to
solve the deficit problem that we are unwilling to solve through
the more traditional procedure of raising revenue to cover our ex-
penditures.

A dollar a gallon strikes me as very disruptive if implemented
immediately, and that is what she said. So, we are not disagreeing.
It seems to me pretty clear that the Sun Belt is not structured by
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and large to survive without the automobile, and if one wanted to
change that whole way of life, it would seem fair to introduce the
tax relatively slowly.

I do not really oppose a large gasoline tax. I do not feel terribly
strongly that we need it right away, although I think we could cer-
tainly use a lower tax for dedicated revenues. I should report that
on Friday I let certain colleagues in my department read my pre-
pared statement, and the coffee room group come down four square
for a dollar a gallon gasoline tax.

LEAST-COST ELECTRICAL REGULATION

Representative SOLARZ. What about her suggestion for least-cost
regulation of the electrical industry?

Mr. RANDALL. What she is saying is that there ought to be a way
that conservation strategies broadly defined, those things that
enable us to get more out of the energy we use and perhaps use
less, ought to be rewarding to the utility companies, and that is ba-
sically the point. And it is excellent.

Ms. MATHEWS. This is an economist who just said that there is a
free lunch out there. So, you have to see this as very important.

Representative SOLARZ. Would you be able to give us some lan-
guage that you think would accomplish this objective that we
might consider for inclusion in this legislation?

Ms. MATHEWS. Yes.
Representative SOLARZ. That would be helpful.

CONCLUSION

Well, I want to thank you both very much. This has been quite
interesting. You have raised some very important issues. You have
contributed to our understanding of the problems, and I will care-
fully reflect on what you both have to say. Thank you very much
for some very good testimony.

The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:20 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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OPENING STATEMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE SOLARZ, PRESIDING
Representative SoLARz. The committee will come to order.
We conclude today a series of hearings which we've been holding

in an effort to develop a new definition of "national security" in a
postcold-war era. So far, -we've had a series of hearings that have
contributed significantly to our understanding of the challenges
confronting the country now that the cold war has come to an end.
And I'm particularly pleased that we could have such a distin-
guished panel of witnesses with us today to contribute their
wisdom to our deliberations on this important issue.

I think that the country has always responded in the past when-
ever it has understood the nature of the threats which have con-
fronted it. Part of the problem now, I suspect, is that we dimly per-
ceive, let alone fully appreciate, the real character of the challenge
our country is likely to face as we move into the 21st century. And
I'm hopeful that our panelists today can shed some additional light
on that question, as well as offer us any specific suggestions they
might have about how we can best deal with it.

After we've heard from them, I want to explore, in particular,
their thoughts about the concept of legislation I've been working
on, the substance of which has been significantly shaped by these
hearings, which would be designed to enable the country to take
the kind of steps to equip us to confront and overcome the various
threats to our national security we're likely to face as we approach
the end of this century and move into the next one.

So, without further adieu, why don't we now hear from our wit-
nesses. Perhaps we can begin first with Ted Sorensen who's prob-
ably known to most of you here as someone who's made very dis-
tinguished contributions to public service in the course of his
career.

(377)
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Then we'll hear next from Dimitri Simes, who has been a fre-
quent witness before congressional committees, and who is one of
our leading experts on the Soviet Union.

And then as a cleanup hitter, we'll ask Paul Warnke, who has
also served with great distinction in various positions in the execu-
tive branch, and who is one of our most thoughtful students of the
national security process in Washington.

Ted, would you like to begin? And then we'll hear from Dimitri
Simes, and then from Paul Warnke.

STATEMENT OF THEODORE C. SORENSEN, PARTNER, PAUL,
WEISS, RIFKIND, WHARTON & GARRISON

Mr. SORENSEN. Thank you, Congressman Solarz.
I want to congratulate the committe for convening these hear-

ings on the redefinition of our national security.
I'm not among those who say that in today's world, national se-

curity has become an outmoded concept. I do not minimize the im-
portance of collective security efforts with our allies or the common
security obligations of all mankind. I do not doubt that the global
marketplace and global environmental concerns are necessarily
eroding traditional roles of national sovereignty. But our country is
still a special place to all of us; and instinctive obligations of na-
tional self-preservation and self-esteem require us to secure, before
all else, the survival of our nation's independence, institutions, and
inhabitants.

For over 40 years, our definition of national security has been
dominated by our concern about the Soviet Union-its military
might and alliances, its Marxist-Leninist ideology, its ruthless
treatment of its neighbors, its drive to export and exploit revolu-
tion around the globe, its desire to expand its ideological and mili-
tary reach into the affairs of others and, above all, its status as the
only military power on Earth able to threaten our national surviv-
al. Considerations of the cold war with communism-including the
prospects of a hot war with the Soviet Union-shaped virtually
every move we made overseas and every defense budget we adopted
here at home, virtually every aspect of our foreign alliances, our
foreign assistance, and our foreign policy.

Now, suddenly, that definition of national security is gone. The
cold war, the arms race, the worldwide Communist movement, the
Iron Curtain, the Berlin Wall, the military coherence of the
Warsaw Pact, the expansion of Soviet armed forces, all are gone.
Soviet ideology has been repudiated. Its attraction as a political or
economic model or mentor for new and developing nations has van-
ished. Its ability to invade, arm, subvert, subsidize, or even threat-
en those nations or virtually anyone else has been substantially re-
duced.

Clearly, the Eastern half of Europe has not become risk free.
Continued vigilance on our part will be required. But, equally
clearly, the old cold war criteria for this country's national security
are no longer meaningful. Our freedom and survival no longer face
a Soviet menace, nuclear, conventional, ideological, or any other.

The vacuum that this has created in our strategic thinking is
still hard to grasp. It is far easier to keep on warning that the Sovi-
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ets might reverse course or that they have never truly changed
course. It is far easier to content ourselves with marginal changes
in military spending, arms reduction agreements, foreign assist-
ance appropriations, and controls on exports to the so-called Soviet
bloc.

In truth, our nation urgently needs, Congressman Solarz, as you
have pointed out but no consensus has yet achieved, a new national
security strategy, a conceptual framework more relevant to the
new postcold-war era than simply the containment of communism.
If the President and Congress cannot soon fill this definitional
vacuum, I fear that it will be filled on the basis of political rather
than strategic considerations, reflecting log rolling among the
armed services, lobbying by ethnic organizations and foreign gov-
ernments, and pressure from local defense plants and other constit-
uent interest groups.

Even worse, such definitional vaccum could also be filled by a re-
surgent isolationism. For 40 years, many Americans believe, we
have put up with complaining allies, poured money into ungrateful
or undemocratic governments, opened oui arikets to disagrecable
competitors, involved ourselves in other countries's internal mat-
ters, and contributed funds to multilateral organizations in which
we were consistently outvoted, all to win friends against the Soviet
empire and to keep others out of the Soviet orbit. Now there is no
Soviet empire, no Soviet orbit, no enemy, and, as far as they're con-
cerned, no more reasons to get involved.

That is not the case. Indeed, so many subjects are now competing
for the label of new national security priority that the temptation
is strong to include every favorite cause. But not everything in our
national interest is a matter of national security. Not every foreign
adversity affecting our national well-being rises to that level. The
mystique of national security has too often in the past been in-
voked by the executive branch to justify or to cloak excessive or
unauthorized conduct for me to encourage an overly board defini-
tion of that term today.

I believe our national interests are truly threatened, for example,
by illicit narcotics invading our country from Latin America, Asia,
and elsewhere. I believe we are truly threatened as well by foreign-
sourced hazards to our Nation's environment, to the air, ozone,
oceans, and climate on which our very survival depends. We must
stop both threats before they undo us, first stopping our own con-
tributions to them. But we should be careful about conferring un-
defined, yet undeniably far reaching, powers of "national security"
on every law enforcement or military official engaged in combating
those two evils, lest we gravely harm the values and institutions
that the very concept of national security is intended to protect.

Instead, I want to stress today the two overriding themes or
goals that I believe now require the kind of Presidential, congres-
sional, and budgetary priority we have heretofore given to the con-
tainment of communism, two basic definitions for this country's na-
tional security in the 1990's and beyond: One, the preservation of
this nation's economic effectiveness and independence in the global
marketplace; and, two, the peaceful enhancement of democracy
around the world.

41-333 - 91 - 13
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This committee knows the worrisome economic outlook. We have
the world's largest trade deficit. We are the world's largest debtor.
We are losing both domestic and export market share in one key
industry after another: consumer electronics, machine tools, auto-
mobiles, steel, advanced computers, semiconductor chips, laser
printers, and design and manufacturing technology in general. We
have become dangerously dependent upon foreign sources for
energy and for advanced computer and semiconductor technologies.

Does all this affect or national security? Economic strength is not
a zero-sum game. America need not be No. 1 in every category for
its citizens to live comfortably in freedom. Our $5.5 trillion econo-
my still leads the world in total economic power, factory worker
productivity, and scientific genius. Foreign investors recognize the
harm to their own interests that Would accompany any sudden
withdrawal of their capital from this country. Absolute economic
independence is no longer possible in our interdependent world.

But if these attributes of deficit, debt, and relative decline are
permitted to persist, this Nation's economic effectiveness and inde-
pendence, in a world in which superconductors are becoming more
important to the balance of power than supercarriers, would be en-
dangered. We would become increasingly dependent upon the deci-
sions of other countries whose objectives and values are not inevi-
tably the same as our own. Like the United Kingdom before us, our
loss of economic influence would diminish our diplomatic and stra-
tegic influence, and make us more dependent on others to take
major initiatives, less of a model for others to emulate, and less
able to decide for ourselves the fiscal, monetary, trade, and foreign
assistance measures with which we promote our values and inter-
ests both at home and abroad.

Were our independence and way of life ever militarily threat-
ened to that extent, we would be preparing for war with the
enemy. But the struggle now is economic, not military; and blam-
ing a supposed enemy and declaring war-a trade war-would rep-
resent, in my opinion, a resounding defeat for our country, depend-
ent as it is on an open trading system.

Two concepts from the cold war days, however, may be transfera-
ble. First, the concept of burden sharing with Western Europe and
Japan, each of us in this case recognizing its obligation to accept
voluntarily a fair shar of each other's exports-as well as those
from developing nations-and, second, the concept of mutual deter-
rence, an undertaking, in this case, by the three economic super-
powers not to fire those ultimate economic weapons that could shut
down the world trading system.

But this country must also attack the domestic roots of our eco-
nomic problem, including our high budget deficits, low rate of do-
mestic savings and investment, high cost of capital, low rate of
technological development, and inadequate educational and job
training systems.

We have not permanently lost the technology race, for example,
if we can mount the same kind of effort that we mounted to
achieve technological superiority in the military arena, and can
stop devoting our Federal research and development funds almost
exclusively to military and space uses. And why must our second-
ary school students, compared to those in other trading powers
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today, continue to receive less training in math, science, and for-
eign languages, during a shorter school day and a shorter school
year, in an inadequately supported public school system, if we rec-
ognize the importance of an improved education to our national se-
curity?

The second priority or criteria for national security that I urge,
the peaceful enhancement of democracy around the world, is based
upon the premise that a global community of free nations, adher-
ing to democratic principles under law, would be a far safer world
for the United States. History tells us that governments who re-
spect the rights of their citizens are more likely to respect the
rights of their neighbors, and less likely to generate the kind of re-
gional, racial, and religious conflicts, terrorists tactics, and conven-
tional, chemical, or nuclear arms buildups that threaten the peace
and our own long-range security.

The enhancement of democracy must not become an excuse for
uninvited U.S. military or covert action in those nations that fail to
meet our standards but pose no viable threat to others. But those
standards must be set with tough-minded care, consistency, and
flexibility. We should not iook fur paw-Ls or clones of the United
States, not even for loyal allies alone, but for authentic-not self-
proclaimed-democracies. Our financial, military, and other sup-
port for oppressive and corrupt regimes in Africa, Asia, the Middle
East, and Latin America, can now come to an end. No longer can
they play one superpower off against the other. No longer can we
maintain that their willingness to speak in serious opposition to
Soviet expansion is more important than their willingness to toler-
ate serious opposition at home. We do not intend to dictate their
form of government, but neither are we obligated to support dicta-
torial forms of government.

I'm not talking simply, or even primarily, about foreign aid. Free
political institutions do not spring up and succeed automatically
with the first loud blast of freedom's trumpets. Those who have
long been denied information about human rights and political
reform are hungry to learn more-how to build a truly free legisla-
ture, an independent judiciary, a restrained policy authority, a
system of responsible local governments, and a civilian-controlled
defense force. Acknowledging the major role that Western Europe-
ans and others will also play, the United States-through the Na-
tional Endowment for Democracy, the Agency for International De-
velopment, the U.S. Information Agency, and otherwise-can
surely supply whatever expert consultants, instructors, and elec-
tion observers these emerging or reemerging democracies may re-
quest from us.

In addition, free economic institutions, trade preferences and
credits, debt relief, commodity agreements, investment guarantees,
technology transfers-including pollution controls-and access to
international finance and trade organizations are essential to the
economic growth that must underlie political freedom in these
countries. Our objective must be not only the short-term alleviation
of human misery but, more importantly, the establishment of long-
term practices that will strike at poverty's roots and make their
economic growth and independence sustainable over the long run.
Sustainable economic development requires, among other things,
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curbs on excessive population growth and on environmental degra-
dation, and our assistance should stress both requirements.

Foreign aid has a role-particularly foreign aid that is quietly
but consistently conditioned upon a country's promulgation of po-
litical reform, human rights, and free and fair elections. No nation
would be required to accept either our economic aid or our political
philosophy; but neither should we feel required in the postcold-war
era to subsidize repression.

These all too brief remarks, Congressman Solarz, are extracted
from my substantially fuller article on the same subject in the
forthcoming issue of Foreign Affairs. I am happy to submit that ar-
ticle to you with the understanding that its release is embargoed
until publication.

Representative SOLARZ. I think, Ted, it was Pocohantas who said
"speak for yourself, John Alden." And I must say, it's nice to hear
you speaking for yourself. Your testimony, when delivered, is just
as eloquent as when you've prepared it for others. And I think that
this has been a very helpful contribution.

[The article referred to for the hearing record by Mr. Sorensen
follows:]
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(From Foreign Affairs, summer 1990)

Theodore C. Sorensen

RETHINKING NATIONAL SECURITY

he touchstone for our nation's security concept-the
containment of Soviet military and ideological power-is gone.
The primary threat cited over forty years in justification for
most of our military budget, bases and overseas assistance is
gone. The principal prism through which we viewed most of
our worldwide diplomatic activities and alliances is gone. That
they are gone is cause for rejoicing in celebration of peace and
freedom. The search for a new national security focus has
begun, but if the president cannot soon lead the way to a
consensus among our national security decision-makers on
credible new goals to guide our basic foreign policy and
military planning for the long term, the current strategic
vacuum is likely to be filled not only haphazardly but unwisely
as well.

11

Unfortunately neither the leadership nor the consensus has
emerged thus far in this country, even on the need for a new
national thesis, much less on its content. Warnings that the
Soviet Union remains the foremost threat to our national way
of life continue to emanate from high places in Washington,
particularly in the Department of Defense. This is not wholly
surprising. The Soviets remain the only nation on earth
capable of bringing about our physical destruction. Soviet
military weapons and advisers can still be found in trouble
spots from Cuba to Vietnam. The size and irreversibility of
current Soviet arms reductions have been questioned. The
Soviets have been known in the past to alter course unpredict-
ably and to try deceiving, dividing and lulling the West by
putting on a temporarily peaceful face.

Moreover, it is argued, the recent Soviet change of position
has been led by one mortal human being whose continuation
in power cannot be guaranteed. Growing instability and sep-
aratist tendencies in a vast nation planted thick with nuclear

Theodore C. Sorensen is a Senior Partner at Paul, Weiss, Riflind,
Wharton and Garrison.
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missiles and armed forces are surely not cause for Western
complacency. No one knows whether there is a limit to the
number of defections, desertions, demonstrations and set-
backs that the Kremlin can stand before a violent reaction
would be triggered. Nor does anyone know whether. some
future turmoil in the Baltic republics, border conflict in the
Balkans or ethnic violence in the newly liberated but still
wobbly nations of Eastern and central Europe could escalate to
a point where both Soviet and Western forces would feel
obligated to intervene, not necessarily on the same side.

In short the past year's remarkable events in the eastern half
of the European continent have not eliminated all danger in
that region for the West. Indeed the possibility of a nuclear
launch-rational or irrational, deliberate or accidental-can
never be wholly eliminated. Nevertheless, in the real world of
comparative risk assessment, the actual likelihood of a threat
to our national security from a Soviet invasion of Western
Europe or a Soviet nuclear strike-the two threats for which
we are most prepared today and to which we have for so long
devoted so much of our wealth, talent and attention-ranks
far below a host of non-Soviet, and even nonmilitary, threats to
that security.

Those U.S. leaders and experts who coolly stressed geopo-
litical realities throughout the Cold War-the reality of Mos-
cow's ruthless treatment of its neighbors, its drive to export
and exploit revolution around the globe, its desire to expand
its ideological and military reach into the affairs of others and,
above all, its capability to inflict unacceptable damage upon
this country-must now face a new reality. The Soviet threat
has not only been contained; it has collapsed. The Soviet
empire has disintegrated. Its long-time ideology has been
repudiated. Its combat forces are being unilaterally drawn
down. Its military alliance is in tatters. Its attraction as a
political or economic model or mentor for new and developing
nations has vanished. Its ability to invade, arm, subvert,
subsidize or even threaten those nations or virtually anyone
else has been substantially reduced. Given the grave economic,
-ethnic, social and political problems that the Soviet Union
faces internally, the long-term future of its present form and
borders is in doubt.

A sudden full-scale reversal in course now, while not to be
ruled out, would only weaken still further the Soviet Union's
ability to enlist its citizens, neighbors and resources in a
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military battle against the West. Neither the American people
nor America's allies will believe any longer in a U.S. national
security policy based primarily on a Soviet military threat.

At the opposite end of the national security spectrum are
those who have concluded that the ending of the Cold War, of
the bipolar era and of any credible military danger to our
continued existence also signifies an end to the very concept of
national security. The global community has become too small,
they argue, and the destinies of its members too intertwined
for any nation to think in those narrow traditional terms. The
United States has learned there is very little it can accomplish
by itself even about its own international problems-for ex-
ample, freeing its hostages, stabilizing its currency, safeguard-
ing its ships and planes, halting the flood of nai-cotics. The
constant, largely unregulated flow of acid rain, illicit refugees
and electronically transmitted financial instruments across
international borders, including our own, should have put all
world leaders on notice that the old rules of national sover-
eignty have lost much of their meaning and effectiveness. Far
more important than ever before are the collective security
efforts that we undertake with our allies and the common
security obligations that we share with mankind.

Nevertheless every country, including our own, remains a
special place to its own citizens. In a world that is still heavily
armed, highly volatile and increasingly complex, our instinc-
tive obligations of national self-preservation and self-esteem
require us to secure before all else the survival of our own
nation's independence, institutions and inhabitants. The de-
mise of Soviet ambitions does not assure fulfillment of our
own. Even our global interests impose upon us national
responsibilities, some of them more daunting as the influence
we enjoyed in the.role of chief protector ebbs. There is merit
in the concepts of common security and collective security, and
merit in the argument of those who would place those obliga-
tions uppermost; but this nation is not yet ready to ignore its
own national security.

There is merit as well in the argument of those who
maintain that Washington has not focused on the Soviet Union
to the exclusion of other problems in recent years; that our
existing foreign policy and military tools are already coping
with a host of other threats to our national security, old and
new; and that thus there is no vacuum in our strategic thinking
or national security rationale that needs to be filled. Certainly
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instances of U.S. concerns that do not stem from our global
military and ideological confrontation with the Soviets can be
readily identified. Our dealings with Canada, Mexico, Japan
and Israel come to mind first. These examples, however, are
exceptions. Through nine administrations and 22 Congresses,
virtually every dimension and deployment of our armed
forces, virtually every weapon system developed, diplomatic
move taken and foreign dollar expended have been shaped
primarily by the need to wage and win the Cold War with
communism and to prevent-or to prevail in, if we could not
prevent-a hot war with the Soviet Union.

This concentration of mind and effort rested in large
measure upon legitimate concerns. Not since the earliest days
of the republic had a hostile nation possessed the power and
possible motive to threaten our very survival. But it also rested
in some measure upon political convenience. Nine successive
presidents, both Republicans and Democrats, invoked the
threat of international communism to help market unappetiz-
ing national commitments to the American Congress and
public-commitments to station large numbers of American
forces abroad in peacetime, to put American cities at risk for
the protection of West European cities, to provide military,
economic and technical assistance to dozens of countries
around the world, and to pay for a huge defense establishment
when we were not at war.

We established NATO, a panoply of other alliances and a
worldwide network of military bases and access rights primar-
ily to deter Soviet or Soviet-supported military expansion. We
devoted half of a tremendous military budget and developed a
host of high-tech battlefield weapons primarily to prevent a
Soviet invasion of Western Europe. We fought in Korea and
Vietnam, first isolated and then wooed China, imposed sanc-
tions on Cuba, subverted governments in Guatemala and
Chile, subsidized rebellions in Angola and Nicaragua, sup-
pressed rebellions in the Dominican Republic and Grenada,
placed our flag on the moon and on Kuwaiti tankers, and
engaged in countless other activities-including even fi-
nancing domestic education and highway construction-all in
the name of outbidding, outmaneuvering or outlasting Soviet-
sponsored communism.

We were wary of antagonizing South Africa, escalating
conflicts in the Middle East, shunning despots in Iran and
Cambodia and reducing military sales or assistance to dozens
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of dubious recipients, all because we feared the Soviets or their
proxies might step in. Even poverty and injustice in develop-
ing nations were combated at least in part with the argument
that any internal division or disorder could be exploited by
communism, thereby threatening some vital supply line, sea-
lane or potential spy-satellite site.

Clearly many of these measures had independent merit and
would have been sought or seriously considered by this coun-
try even if there had been no Cold War. But it was easier to
enlist the support of Congress and the public for these efforts,
and to pledge or cite them in oversimplified election cam-
paigns, as long as they were somehow linked to the danger of
Soviet or communist expansion. That was the basis on which
these measures were sold to the American public, and those
who made the "sales pitch' cannot now be heard Lo deny tnheir
representations and warranties.

111

The present conceptual vacuum, in short, is very real. Like
the astonished winner of a lottery or an upset election, the U.S.
government, the morning after communism's sudden collapse,
hardly knows what to do. The response thus far in both the
executive and legislative branches has been characterized
largely by inertia, inconsistency and improvisation. Some have
rushed to find new rationales for old force levels; others have
been content to warn of Soviet unpredictability and power.
Some have tinkered with marginal changes in military spend-
ing, arms reduction agreements, foreign assistance appropri-
ations and controls on exports to the Soviet "bloc," while still
others have continued to back weapons, commitments and
policies of increasing irrelevance. Even our transitional pro-
posals to help the passage of East and central European
countries out of communism have been inadequate stopgaps,
unrelated to the longer-range challenges ahead.

To be sure, it takes time for a superpower, like a super-
tanker, to change direction, particularly now that such a turn
in this country's foreign policies requires far broader agree-
ment within the executive branch, Congress and the nation
than it did forty years ago. It takes time as well to adjust in an
orderly way a huge military structure still targeted largely on
the threat of a Soviet attack (as symbolized by the aerial
command post still flown round the clock in preparation for a
sudden, devastating nuclear strike). Time should be taken. So
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many developments in the past year have come our way, and
so few of them were foreseen in advance, that any blind rush
to new long-term commitments now would be folly.

But in the absence of an early executive-legislative leader-
ship consensus on a conceptual framework defining our na-
tional security in the post-Cold War era, that vacuum is likely
to be filled by a mishmash of political considerations. Military
budget reductions will reflect not actual needs but log-rolling
among the services as well as pressures on the Congress from
local defense plants and bases. New or continued foreign
alliances, commitments and economic and military assistance
appropriations will reflect not new strategic priorities but the
relative strength and influence of domestic ethnic organiza-
tions and foreign government leaders and lobbyists. New
policies on international trade and finance will reflect not our
long-term objectives but turf battles in Washington and con-
stituent interest groups back home.

Worst of all, the lack of a clear national direction in world
affairs could open the way for a resurgent isolationism in both
major political parties. Instinctively doubtful about "foreign
entanglements," or too young to remember any foreign policy
before the Cold War, many Americans have only reluctantly
gone along while this nation put up with complaining allies,
poured money into ungrateful or undemocratic governments,
opened our markets to disagreeable competitors, involved
ourselves in other countries' internal matters, and contributed
funds to multilateral organizations in which we were consis-
tently outvoted, all in the interest of winning friends against
the Soviet empire and keeping others out of the Soviet orbit.
Now there is no Soviet empire and no Soviet orbit. Nor do
these recalcitrants see any other "visible" enemy to defeat or
wars to be fought. Without a clear presidential trumpet to
summon their support, their indifference or opposition could
handicap any effective global role for this country in the next
decade.

To be sure, there is no shortage of subjects competing for
the label of new national security priority. On the contrary, the
temptation is strong to include every favorite international
cause. But not everything in our national interest is a matter of
national security. Not every foreign adversity requiring action
or affecting our national well-being rises to that level. The
question is not merely what problems must be tackled today or
what countries might pose risks tomorrow, but what kind of
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world in the next decade and beyond would best protect our
values and strengths.

Too often in the past the mystique of national security has
been invoked by the executive branch to justify or cloak
excessive or unauthorized conduct, undeclared wars, uncon-
ventional covert operations, unaccountable secret decisions
and unprecedented limitations on citizens' rights. This time a
narrow definition of the term is in order.

I believe our national interests are truly threatened, for
example, by the invasion of our country by illicit narcotics
from Latin America, Asia and elsewhere. I believe we are truly
threatened as well by damage to our nation's environment-to
the air, ozone, oceans and climate upon which our very
suirvival depends. We must stoD both threats before they undo
us, first stopping our own contributions to them. But we
should be careful about conferring undefined yet undeniably
far-reaching powers of national security on every law enforce-
ment or military official engaged in combating either of those
evils, with their potential impact on the individual liberties and
business freedom of virtually every American, lest we gravely
harm the values and institutions that the very concept of
national security is intended to protect.

In my view, a bipartisan national consensus-essentially
fixing the new terms of reference while leaving ample room
for partisan disagreement on their application-could be
formed around two basic national security goals for the new
multipolar era, two long-term objectives deserving the kind of
presidential, congressional and budgetary priority we have
heretofore given to the containment of communism: the
preservation of this nation's economic effectiveness and inde-
pendence in the global marketplace, and the peaceful en-
hancement of democracy around the world.

Unlike our focus for the last forty years, these two goals-
economic independence and democratic enhancement-are
not primarily defense-oriented, although our defense forces
will continue to have important responsibilities; nor are they
primarily Soviet-oriented, although we must, as noted, remain
alert to risks in that region; nor are they as predominantly
Europe-oriented as our foreign policy has traditionally been.
They are not as negative in nature as containment and
defense, nor as costly in tax dollars, nor as easy to simplify for
political purposes. But they are equally global in scope, recog-
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nizing our continuing capacity and responsibility for world
leadership.

Like containment, both of the broad phrases stated above
are in need of further explication and in danger of being
invoked as justification for a multitude of sins. Either, if
misapplied in an aggressively nationalistic fashion, could re-
vive American failings of long ago-specifically, protectionism
and imperialism-bringing resentment and retaliation from
other nations and doing great harm to our own interests. Both
goals, however, if pursued constructively, creatively and in
cooperation with other like-minded nations, could achieve for
the United States a level of security far exceeding that we have
already achieved as the Cold War draws to a close.

IV

The once powerful beacon of this nation's economic
strength, particularly in relative terms-relative not only to an
economically ascendant Japan, a newly united Germany and
Western Europe and other nations in. general, but relative as
well to the worldwide ranking we once enjoyed and could
enjoy again-no longer shines so brightly in the global mar-
ketplace of today. We have the world's largest trade deficit. We
are losing our competitive position, our market share in both
domestic and export markets, in one after another of the
industries in which our leadership was once vaunted: con-
sumer electronics, machine tools, automobiles, steel, advanced
computers, semiconductor chips, laser printers, and design
and manufacturing technology. We have become dangerously
dependent upon foreign sources for the advanced computer
and semiconductor technologies that underlie modern infor-
mation industries, and dangerously d'-#ndent upon foreign
sources (once again) for the energy that we consume at a
higher rate than any other nation to fuel our factories, homes
and transportation systems. We have the largest gap between
earnings and savings, the highest budget deficit (in absolute
terms) and one of the lowest rates of productivity growth of
any nation in the industrialized world. We have become-
thanks to our trade deficit and the enormous foreign borrow-
ings required in light of our low savings rate and large federal
budget deficits-the world's largest debtor.

Does all this affect our national security? Economic strength
is not a zero-sum game. America need not be number one in
every category for its citizens to live comfortably and produc-
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tively in freedom and safety. Contrary to the alarm often
sounded, our $5.5 trillion economy still leads the world in total
economic power, manufacturing worker productivity and sci-
entific genius. Foreign bankers and businessmen recognize the
harm to their own interests that would accompany any sudden
withdrawal of their capital from this country. Absolute eco-
nomic independence is no longer possible in our interdepen-
dent world.

But if these trends of deficit, debt and relative decline are
permitted to persist and harden into fixed patterns, this
nation's economic effectiveness and independence-meaning
the flexibility to make decisions and the ability to fend for
oneself, which are indispensable parts of any country's na-
tional security-would indeed be endangered. The sense of
well-being that has generally characterized our way of life
since emerging from the Great Depression would become
increasingly dependent upon investments, deposits, credits-
and thus decisions-from other countries, whose objectives
and values are not inevitably the same as our own, and whose
decisions will be dependent at least in part upon their ap-
praisal of our national policies. The rise and fall of our
currency and our stock markets, the prospects for inflation,
recession and long-term growth in our economy, the price we
pay for our gasoline and the price we charge for our grain
exports-all would become more subject to the attitudes and
actions of others.

Our traditional sense of flexibility in foreign affairs-the
ability to mount, when needed, a Marshall Plan or Manhattan
Project, whatever the cost-would be severely limited. Like the
United Kingdom before us, our loss of economic influence
would diminish our diplomatic and strategic influence, making
us more dependent on others to take the initiative on interna-
tional economic problems, less of a model for others to
emulate, less able than others to provide assistance to strug-
gling democracies, and less able to decide for ourselves the
fiscal, monetary and trade measures with which we promote
our values and interests both at home and abroad.

Even our national pride and will, the certainty that our
children will live at least as well as their parents, the belief that
we inhabit a land of plenty in which no group need be denied,
the self-confidence and unity essential to the successful con-
duct of an affirmative foreign policy, all would suffer from the
realization that we have become more vulnerable economi-
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cally, that a substantial portion of our long-term assets were no
longer under American ownership and control, that we were
no longer among the world's top five countries in living
standards, no longer the central player on a world stage where
superconductors are becoming more important to the balance
of power than supercarriers.

In short, unless we reverse these trends, our ability to
control and protect our own destiny and daily lives-even the
wages, prices, jobs, profits, home ownership and higher edu-
cation opportunities of our citizens-would be threatened.
Were our independence and way of life ever militarily threat-
ened to that extent, we would prepare for war with the enemy.
But the struggle and threat now are economic, not military;
moreover, declaring war-a trade war-would represent a
resounding defeat for our country, dependent as it is on an
open trading system. Even to name and blame a supposed
"enemy" would only handicap our effort to keep that system
open.

That will not prevent many American politicians from
discussing the trade issue in Cold War terms: singling out and
verbally bashing an enemy in order to mobilize public opinion
at home; dividing the world into two or three blocs in order to
c.Contain" the other side; matching that other side move for
move (in this case, meeting their closed markets with our
closed markets); and focusing on the "enemy's" misconduct in
order to avoid attention to our own contributions to the gulf
between us. But no war, hot or cold, is in fact a useful model
to meet the challenge of world trade competition.

Nevertheless two concepts from our Cold War days may be
transferable. The concept of burden-sharing with Western
Europe and Japan-both of whom have enjoyed chronic
external balance-of-payments surpluses while we remained
deep in deficit-is as fair and indispensable in avoiding a trade
war as it was in avoiding a shooting war, and should be more
consistently pursued. Each of the three economic superpow-
ers-the United States, Japan and the European Community-
must recognize its obligation to accept voluntarily a fair share
of each other's exports (as well as those from developing
nations), regardless of allegedly inherent structural impedi-
ments and differences in marketing skills and networks. Per-
haps a new nonpolitical international trade equivalent of the
International Monetary Fund could nudge surplus and deficit
countries into balance over the long term, conditioning exter-
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nal help on internal reform, without the bilateral hectoring
that so often merely stiffens intransigence.

In addition, the concept of mutual deterrence, under which
the two nuclear superpowers have fulfilled for so long their
wider obligation to the world community not to make reckless
use of those ultimate weapons, could be matched by a similar
undertaking now by the three economic superpowers not to
engage in any firing of those ultimate economic "weapons"
that could escalate into a shutdown of the world trading
system. Instead they must collaborate in strengthening and
enforcing the General Agreement of Tariffs and Trade rules
to halt collusive arrangements, nontariff barriers and other
unfair trade practices.

But this country, while dispelling any imDression that its
efforts to open foreign markets on a reciprocal basis to
American exporters can be endlessly delayed, must also attack
the domestic roots of our problem: our high budget deficits,
low rate of domestic savings and investment, high cost of
capital, lag in technological development, inadequate educa-
tional and job-training systems, even our frequently improvi-
dent attitudes as individuals toward quality performance and
products.

We have not permanently lost the technology race, for
example. The same kind of effort that we mounted to achieve
technological superiority in the military arena must now be
mounted to integrate our military technology with commercial
activities, to translate our edge in basic research and innova-
tion into competitive and marketable high-tech products, to
become more adept at improving existing industrial technol-
ogies, and to move those improvements more quickly to
market with firm control of both cost and quality. But any
significant U.S. expansion of investment in new product
research, development and industrial facilities will require,
among other things, a recognition of their importance to our
national security and thus the folly of continuing to devote
federal funds for research and development almost exclusively
to military and space uses.

Winning the competitiveness struggle will also require the
application of more funds and talent to our educational
system. This country will soon face a serious shortage of
experts with engineering Ph.D.s, which are increasingly pur-
sued in our own universities by foreign instead of American
students. Our secondary school students, compared to those in
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other trading powers today, receive less training in math,
science and foreign languages during a shorter school day in a
shorter school year in an inadequately supported public school
system. We have long recognized the importance of improved
education to individual and family security. Now, more clearly
than ever, it has become a matter of national security.

V

The second priority that I urge, the peaceful enhancement
of democracy around the world, is consistent not merely with
the moral impulse traditionally underlying American foreign
policy but with our long-term national security requirements
as well. A global community of free nations adhering to the
democratic principles of pluralism, human rights and equal
opportunity under law would be a far safer and friendlier
world for the United States. History tells us that governments
that respect the rights of their citizens are more likely to
respect the rights of their neighbors. They are less likely to
generate the kind of regional, racial and religious conflicts,
terrorist tactics and conventional, chemical or nuclear arms
buildups that threaten the peace and unity of the world, on
which our own long-range security rests.

Facilitating democracy in those countries that wish it is a role
for which the United States has some preparation. From
Wilson's Fourteen Points to Kennedy's Peace Corps, we have
been less imperialistic and more generous toward weaker
nations than any other major power in history. Several U.S.
agencies have experience in democratization, much of it pos-
itive. The fortunes of war imposed upon us unique responsi-
bilities to lay foundations of freedom in the Federal Republic
of Germany and in Japan; on the whole we met both respon-
sibilities ably. President Truman was intent on furthering the
construction and reconstruction of democratic institutions
around the world before Stalin's increasingly aggressive pos-
ture began to dominate American thinking.

Since then our record in peacefully encouraging other
nations to move toward democracy has been mixed. President
Kennedy's Alliance for Progress had some successes and some
failures before it was abandoned by his successor. President
Carter's emphasis on human rights still reverberates. Today
we are hopeful about Namibia, South Korea and the Philip-
pines, and less so about South Africa and Haiti, but a final
judgment on any of them would be premature. The relatively
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new National Endowment for Democracy (NED) clearly helped
the democratic process in Chile and elsewhere; but thus far,
compared to other industrialized nations, we have been largely
onlookers in the democracy movements of Eastern and central
Europe and southern Africa.

Where we have most clearly failed has been in our recurrent
attempts to impose democracy on others by force of arms or
covert operations. Democracy by definition depends upon the
voluntary support and sense of responsibility of the indige-
nous population. Local officials who govern with the consent
of U.S. military or intelligence advisers are not governing with
the consent of the people. We have no wish or right to engage
in what Dean Acheson once called "messianic globaloney" to
direct the destiny of peaceful peoples; and we do not wish
other powers to do so either. The "enhancement of democra-
cy" must not become an excuse for U.S. military action or
uninvited internal meddling in nations that fail to meet our
standards but pose no viable threat to others.

Those standards must be set with tough-minded care, con-
sistency and flexibility. We should look not for pawns or clones
of the United States, not to our list of current arms and aid
recipients, not even for loyal allies alone, but for authentic
democracies. Inevitably we will have preferences, including
those democracies with whom we have historical ties and those
whose economies have been damaged by wars we urged or
fueled. But not every self-proclaimed democracy deserves
either that label or our support. Not every mistreated regional,
tribal or ethnic minority proclaiming the right of self-
determination deserves our embrace, if the community of
nations is not to splinter into a welter of politically unstable
and economically unsustainable units. Nor will every object of
our embrace be of strategic significance in traditional balance-
of-power terms. Nor will all of them feature an unmixed
market economy or support our every position in the United
Nations or in regional conflicts. A world "made safe for
diversity" must take into account historical, cultural, social and
economic differences.

But our financial, military and other support for oppressive
and corrupt regimes in Africa, Asia, the Middle East and Latin
America should now come to an end. No longer can they play
off one superpower against the other. No longer can we
maintain that their willingness to speak in opposition to Soviet
expansion is more important than their willingness to tolerate
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serious opposition parties and newspapers at home. As new
democracies emerge seeking from us financial and other
forms of assistance, we will have reason enough to move away
from those unwilling to adopt true reforms. We do not intend
to dictate self-righteously their form of government, but
neither are we obligated to support dictatorial forms of gov-
ernment.

The passage of nations from dictatorship to freedom is
inevitably slow, difficult and often impermanent. Facilitating
that passage is not simply or even primarily a matter of
economic assistance. Indeed foreign aid is frequently wasted if
the stagnant bureaucracies and stifled educational systems of
the old regimes do not simultaneously give way to new
governmental and legal structures. Free political institutions
do not spring up and succeed automatically with the first loud
blast of freedom's trumpets.

Considerable concern about the export of this country's
superficial political "packaging" methods attended the arrival
of American campaign consultants last winter in the new
democracies of Eastern and central Europe. But pragmatic
hands-on advice was in fact urgently needed by those who had
never been candidates, party organizers, election commission-
ers or opinion pollers in an open society. Practical politics in
this country, whatever its flaws, has a unique attraction for
those hoping, as a result of their harsh experience under
communism, to build new political parties that are less ideo-
logically oriented, less structured and less dominated by strong
leaders.

It is undisputed, however, that more than techniques and
tactics are required to develop the institutions of democracy.
As Czechoslovakia's President Vaclav Havel pressed upon the
U.S. Congress, those who have long been lacking not only
experience but also information about human rights principles
and political reforms are hungry to learn more-how to build
a truly free legislature, an independent judiciary, a restrained
police authority, a system of responsible local governments
and a civilian-controlled defense force. Acknowledging the
major role that West Europeans and others will also play, the
United States-through the Agency for International Devel-
opment (AID), the U.S. Information Agency (USIA), NED and
others-can surely supply whatever expert consultants, lectur-
ers, election observers, legal precedents, textbooks and in-
structors these nations may request from us.
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In addition to free political institutions, free economic
institutions must also be in place to make economic assistance
meaningful. From agriculture and banking to transportation
and energy, from the establishment of new enterprises and
export markets to true cooperatives and trade unions, the
need for technical and practical advice from the United States
and others is enormous in these nations, North and South,
making their way to freedom. The process of privatization, the
prevention of monopolies, the avoidance of gross economic
inequalities and predatory business behavior, the proper use
of economic incentives, the organization of effective joint
ventures and free enterprise zones-these are but a few
examples of American know-how of interest and value to these
infant democracies.

Nor is economic assistance confined to transfers of funds,
food, fuel and medical supplies, important as they are to
nations in transition. Food assistance should reflect their needs
as well as our surpluses. Trade preferences and credits, debt
relief, commodity agreements, investment guarantees, tech-
nology transfers (including pollution controls) and access to
international finance and trade organizations are also essential
to economic growth in these countries.

Building a stable and enduring democracy, always difficult,
is even more difficult when complicated by the kind of massive
economic problems faced today by new democracies in Eu-
rope, Central America and Africa-the very problems that
contributed ultimately to their rejection of a Marxist state. Our
objective must be not only the short-term alleviation of hun-
ger, human misery and poverty but, more important, the
establishment of long-term practices and policies that will
strike at poverty's roots and make sustainable over the long
run their economic growth and independence. Sustainable
economic development requires curbs on excessive population
growth and the emancipation and education of women re-
garding their choice of family size. It also requires effective
curbs on environmental degradation, on the long-term poi-
soning of a nation's land, water and air resources that will
ultimately defeat any economic recovery. Our assistance must
stress both requirements.

Foreign aid that merely increases government bureaucracy,
corruption and rigidity in a recipient country is worse than
none at all. Foreign aid that is quietly but consistently condi-
tioned upon a country's promulgation of political reform,
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human rights and free and fair elections should become a
more common practice. No nation would be required to accept
either our economic aid or our political philosophy, but
neither should this nation feel required in the post-Cold War
era to subsidize repression.

VI

As our priorities change, so must we change a federal
budget that now allocates to foreign assistance less than five
percent of the amount it allocates to national defense. The
Congress should not again be asked, as it-has been asked this
year, to allocate funds for new democracies on a one-shot,
country-by-country basis with no overall plan or direction. It
should not again be tempted to renege on U.N. dues in order
to find money for demobilization and reform in Central
America; to juggle scarce funds among programs for refugee
relief, defense reconversion, Namibia's transition and Pana-
ma's reconstruction; to choose between helping freedom
among the nations of Eastern, Europe, for which we have
striven for so long, and freedom among the poor and devel-
oping nations of the southern half of the globe that are far
more likely to be future sources of regional or even global
warfare.

Our armed forces are not about to be confined wholly to our
own shores. Whatever new "architecture" the leaders of Eu-
rope may initiate with our help, whatever new roles and new
boundaries for NATO, the European Community and the
Conference on Security and Cooperation in Europe may
evolve, a credible American presence-dramatically reduced
but not vanished militarily, and substantially increased both
diplomatically and economically-should remain on that con-
tinent so long as enough Europeans seeking a counterweight
(but not a military antagonist) to a reformed Russia, a resur-
gent Germany or recurrent European rivalries wish us to
remain. The nations of the Warsaw Pact alliance will continue
to require our vigilant attention, doing whatever we reason-
ably can do to facilitate further internal reforms, arms reduc-
tions and troop withdrawals. Nor can we precipitously aban-
don our presence and commitments in the Far East, where a
substitution of Japanese for American protection would not be
welcomed by all.

Nevertheless a fundamental reexamination of our national
security posture should result in an American military ma-
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chine vastly reshaped and reduced, reoriented more toward
the speedy projection of conventional deterrent forces to other
parts of the world, toward local low-intensity conflicts and
terrorist activities, toward hostile acts by undemocratic and
unpredictable governments in such countries as Libya, Iraq,
Iran, Cuba and North Korea, toward the defense of strategic
resource supply lines and the interdiction of illicit narcotics
supply lines, toward curbing the proliferation of nuclear,
chemical and ballistic weapons capabilities, toward verifying
the implementation of arms control agreements and even
providing disaster relief, infrastructural engineering and ref-
ugee shelter and transport in the least fortunate parts of the
globe. These tasks, however important, clearly do not require
the same levels or the same types of U.S. personnel, missiles,
planes, ships, submarines, tanks, military bases or military
spending as the threat of a Soviet attack.

Reorientation will not be limited to the Pentagon. The
National Security Council, originally intended to integrate
military and nonmilitary analysis, will need to expand its
capacity for the latter, relying on fewer generals and Kremli-
nologists and more economists and election analysts, inviting
to its meetings experts rarely invited in the past: from Com-
merce, Agriculture, the U.S. Trade Representative's office, the
Environmental Protection Agency, the Council of Economic
Advisers and nongovernmental organizations as well. The
State Department will need to devote more attention to its
stepchildren in USIA, AID, NED, the Peace Corps and other
multilateral diplomatic and financial organizations. The CIA

will need to find more experts on Germany and Japan as well
as the Soviet Union, on Islamic fundamentalism as well as
Marxism-Leninism, on industrial as well as military espionage,
and on oil-field as well as battlefield defense.

But the most important change of all is that required in the
attitude of the American people and their elected leaders in
Washington. Today, as a result of more than forty years of
patient and prudent determination, we are on the threshold of
securing the kind of world of which we have heretofore only
dreamed, a community of democracies united by their com-
mitment to law and peace, neither threatened by hostile armies
or ideologies nor dominated by any one nation politically or
economically. Because we have the largest economy, the most
wealth and one of the lightest tax burdens of any industrial-
ized nation in the world, because we are the only nation that is
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an economic as well as a military superpower, we have both the
obligation and the ability to play a principal role in building
that kind of world. Multipolarity means that we should be only
one member of the team in that effort. But at least we will be
on the field of play and not merely a cheerleader or spectator
on the sidelines.

Unfortunately, with neither foreign enemies nor domestic
leadership to spur the American public to new and greater
efforts internationally, our political thinking in recent years on
the range of issues discussed above has been characterized by
caution and deadlock, focusing on limiting our public reve-
nues but not our private consumption, on constantly polling
the voters but not enlightening them. In past years, this
country, whether challenged with world war or Cold War,
responded boldly and decisively. If we continue now to think
small, talk poor, preach gloom and always place our individual
private interests ahead of the public good, we will gradually
lose respect as well as relative strength and influence in a world
that will not wait. But if we can elect leaders with the courage
and wisdom to make the difficult choices required among the
many demands on our government and resources-and forge
a consensus on those choices-if we can put to constructive use
those additional resources that the ending of the Cold War has
made available to us (provided we have the good sense to
utilize them), then the prospects for maintaining this country's
genuine national security in a genuinely free and peaceful
world will be very bright indeed.
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Representative SOLARZ. We now have a vote in progress on the
floor, and those were the second bells. So the committee will stand in
recess for about 10 minutes, and then we'll resume with Mr. Simes.

[A short recess was taken.]
Representative SOLARZ. The committee will resume its delibera-

tions. I apologize but we have the Export Administration Act on
the floor and, unfortunately, we have a series of amendments
coming up.

In any case, Mr. Simes, why don't you proceed.

STATEMENT OF DIMITRI SIMES, SENIOR ASSOCIATE, CARNEGIE
ENDOWMENT FOR INTERNATIONAL PEACE

Mr. SIMES. Thank you very much, Congressman Solarz. I'm very
grateful for the opportunity to be here. Of course none of us,
myself included, can be distinctly described as a witness, because
we are talking about the future, and you cannot witness the future.

So what I will try to do, instead, is to make some observations.
And I am in the slightly different situation from my two col-
leagaes. I n had aTresp b job with any adllLinistLatiUll,
either in the United States or in the country I was born, the Soviet
Union. And I think that the only service I can try to provide use-
fully is to say things which are not necessarily very responsible
and things which I not necessarily myself would follow if I were in
your distinguished chair, but that I think is the only service an in-
tellectual like myself may usefully provide at a distinguished hear-
ing like this.

First, let me say that I'm very disturbed by the current mood of
self-congratulation in Washington over the victory in the cold war.
I remember such mood already from my own history in the Soviet
Union. And that, of course, was in the early 1970's after the Ameri-
can defeat in Vietnam. And we all decided that American imperial-
ism lost its nerve, that there was a new stage of withdrawal, that
American alliances were collapsing and after the world embargo
and its terrible effect on the Western economies, we decided that
capitalism was losing ground economically.

And when I'm saying "we," I really mean, we, because most
Soviet politicians and Soviet economists came to this conclusion.
Some cheerfully, some with a great deal of regret, but that was the
conclusion. I think it is very dangerous to look at the current
moment of history and to project it into the future. All we do know
is that there was a certain threat to the United States, and there
were certain circumstances in Europe and elsewhere which we
found disagreeable, and now these circumstances and the threat
gradually disappear. What is going to happen next is anybody's
guess. The international chemistry is far too complicated, there are
too many unknowns to be sure about anything.

Second, before we begin discussing the 21st century and how we
move in general to better tomorrow, let's talk a little bit about the
short end; namely, how to manage the current Soviet threat which
is extremely serious and extremely real. Now, it is a very different
Soviet threat than before. Never in my wildest imagination, if I
were asked 3 years ago what was the nature of the Soviet threat, I
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would say that the name of the Soviet threat is that the disintegra-
tion of the Soviet empire would become too chaotic and that it
would be in our interest to preserve a modicum of stability inside
the Soviet Union. /

And, yet, I have to agree with Soviet Foreign Minister Eduard
Shevardnadze, who recently addressing the Foreign Ministry, it
was his speech in April, said, just try to imagine a disintegration of
public order in the Soviet Union. It's a country with so many nu-
clear weapons, atomic power stations, chemical stockpiles, and you
have to appreciate the situation in the Soviet Union today. Nuclear
weapons are currently located in many extremely unstable areas.
Our Defense Minister, Marshal Yazov, admitted that there were
just 20 miles from Baku, during the riots in that capital city with
Azerbaijan in January, just 20 miles.

And I want to remind you that there were Armenian helicopter
gun ships, that there was Azerbaijani tanks, weapons they cap-
tured from the Soviet Army. But, fortunately, nuclear stockpiles
were not attacked, but you cannot take anything for granted, espe-
cially in a situation when nobody understands who is in charge of
what in Moscow. There are two presidents now in the Kremlin,
claiming offices in two buildings next to each other; one Sir Mik-
hail and one Sir Boris, and Sir Boris is saying that Sir Mikhail is
not the one presiding over Russia, and what is the Soviet Union
without Russia.

There are three different police forces now in Moscow. One
under the Central Government, Gorbachev, another under the Rus-
sian Republic Government, Boris Yeltsin, and the third under the
Moscow City Council interregional group and the liberals. It tells
you something about the situation and the extreme instability.

I think that the Bush administration is absolutely correct in
talking about the American stake in stability in the Soviet Union. I
think that, unfortunately, the Bush administration is missing the
boat, not appreciating that instability in the Soviet Union is not
coming from subversive forces but is coming from the inability of
the Central Government and, personally, Mikhail Gorbachev, to
rise to the challenge, to the challenge of great profound forces of
history which Mr. Gorbachev, himself, has created but he is in-
creasingly behind them.

The problem with Lithuania, in my view, and with other repub-
lics is not only that the United States is committed to their inde-
pendence, at least was committed for 50 long years. It is not just a
matter of principle, while I believe there is a matter of principle,
but there is also a matter of calculation. As Gorbachev's advisers,
Deputy Prime Minister Balkin, his top economic adviser, Nikilai
Petrokov, were the first to admit, the Soviet Union cannot proceed
with a meaningful radical economic reform without having a gov-
ernment of popular trust. You cannot create a government of popu-
lar trust without allowing multiparty elections. You cannot allow
multiparty elections when you are constantly preoccupied with the
brush fires all over the Soviet territory. It is a profound contradic-
tion between maintenance of the empire and perestroika. Some-
thing will have to be sacrificed. And I'm very concerned that in his
understandable desire to preserve the empire, or at least not to
allow the empire to disintegrate chaotically, Gorbachev is sacrific-
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ing his ability to maintain law and order, and to proceed with a
meaningful economic reform.

And I want to repeat that, in my view, the United States has a
stake in Soviet stability. And if this stability is not preserved, there
may be more unpleasant consequences for everyone involved.

My second concern is about American relations with new Russia.
Again, when I hear how this great country, the Soviet Union, is
disintegrating and declining, I think that we completely forget his-
tory. It takes just several years, usually no more than 5 years for a
country, if this country has wise economic policies and a govern-
ment which can sustain its policies, to recover its economic momen-
tum. That was true generally after World War I. That was true of
Russia once they introduced NEP, and that certainly was true of
Japan after World War II.

Which does suggest to me that, if the Soviets begin putting their
home in order, not by year 2500, not by 21st century, but 5, 6, 7
years from now, they may turn the corner and begin doing quite
well. Yes, the challenge is tremendous but so are their resources,
and thev have an abundance of highly qualified labor force.

But I am concerned about the emerging Russian nationalism, a
new factor in the Soviet political equation, a real challenge for
Marxist ideology and a potential new ideology of the new Russia.
And here we have the new democratically elected leader of the
Russian people, Boris Yeltsin, and the administration, instead of
trying to have some dialogue with him, is sniping at him. I am not
complaining about the administration dealing with Gorbachev. We
can deal with Gorbachev, we should deal with Gorbachev, but cer-
tainly not at the expense of other forces in the Soviet Union.

Incidentally, I would like to draw your attention to an excellent
column by S. Talbert, in the recent issue of Time magazine, where-
in he quotes senior Soviet officials coming with Gorbachev who
were saying they were very disappointed, hearing how White
House aides were publicly attacking Boris Yeltsin because this was
appealing to Gorbachev's worst instincts, and were precluding an
opportunity of cooperation between Gorbachev and Yeltsin. So, as
you can see, there are profound problems in just dealing with the
situation inside the Soviet empire.

The second group of problems is connected with the new order in
Europe. Again, I'm concerned that we're forgetting history. The be-
havior of the Bush-administration reminds me of the Athenians 25
centuries ago who were so preoccupied with maintaining their alli-
ance after their victory over the Persians that they did not under-
stand that to maintain your alliances and friendships, you have to
know when to withdraw. That you have to withdraw when your
mission is accomplished, but when you're still missed, except wait-
ing until others, in this case the Germans will tell you, and what is
your all and what do you still want.

Now, I do understand the need to preserve a modicum of Ameri-
can presence in Europe and in Gemany. But I am concerned that
the administration is attaching to this an undue priority, including
in relationship with the Soviet Union.

And that brings me to my third observation. That in a certain
nasty sense, cold war was a blessing in disguise. First of all, there
was a great deal of international discipline connected with the cold
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war. There were two groups of alliances and that provided the
United States and the Soviet Union with a strategic leverage which
we're not going to enjoy. It was true in the Middle East, it was true
in other areas. Sometimes it put the United States and the Soviet
Union close to a direct confrontation, but we also were more rele-
vant than we can be relevant today to finding a way to make
peace. We have to be ready to a much greater degree of interna-
tional uncertainty than before.

Second, we have to remember that democracy is not the natural
state of human affairs. That goes back to Plato, throughout history
there were two forms of government and under different circum-
stances, democracy was more logical and under other set of circum-
stances, dictatorship. That is not to suggest that we should support
dictatorships or accept dictatorships. That is to be ready to see
some dictatorships and some regimes surviving and even prosper-
ing in the new environment.

And finally, I have to say that it is also historical to suggest that
democracies never fight each other. I'm particularly amused when
I hear about a building which was damaged by a great democracy
called England. Certainly, when I hear it from the White House
which was even more damaged by the British, I find that lessons of
history are completely ignored. Incidentally, democracies fought
each other throughout history, starting with Rome in Carthage,
and going back to the Corinthians and Athenians and then, of
course, the British and the French.

And that, of course, means that, as the United States-Soviet ri-
valry is becoming less important, we'll have to be more preoccupied
with other sets of rivalries. In the past, we could safely assume
that if the Japanese or the Germans or the French don't like
American economic policies, they and we would have to adust our
grievances, simply because there were overriding security concerns
pushing us closer to each other. This is not going to be the case
much longer. You cannot visualize an alliance which does not in-
clude an element of a common threat, and I suspect that there will
be no overriding common threat which would allow us to cut rate
as easily as we used to before.

And that brings me to my final point, that we're going to be in a
new historic era with new opportunities and with new threats, and
that in many respects, while less well prepared to deal with this
era than we were prepared to deal with the old era, because the
whole American predominance was based on the cold war, on 'the
bipolar world, on primacy of strategy and security concerns over
economics. I think what is required is a profound rethinking of
U.S. national security strategy and redefinition of American na-
tional security priorities.

Thank you, Congressman Solarz.
Representative SoLARz. Well that, of course, is the purpose of

this hearing and, hopefully, when we get into the question and
answer period, you'll let us know what you think a new definition
of our national security should be.

But those were the second bells. I want to thank you for your
thoughtful and provocative observations, as always, Mr. Simes.

We'll return in about 10 to 12 minutes. I hope you'll bear with
us. I suspect you've been through this before. But, as you know, it's
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in the nature of the system, like Pavlov's dogs, when the bells ring,
we respond.

So we will stand in recess for that brief period of time.
[A brief recess was taken.]
Representative SOLARZ. The committee will resume its delibera-

tions.
Mr. Warnke, the floor is yours.

STATEMENT OF PAUL C. WARNKE, PARTNER, CLIFFORD &
WARNKE, AND FORMER DIRECTOR, ARMS CONTROL AND DIS-
ARMAMENT AGENCY
Mr. WARNKE. Thank you very much, Congressman Solarz.
In the light of the dramatic changes of the past year, it's certain-

ly imperative that we consider the nature of present challenges to
our national security and how we can best deal with them. And I
congratulate you and the committee for understanding these very
timely hearings.

I guess that what we have to consider at the present point is, is
there any remaining Sovies threat, and is there any ether external
threat? I think it's very important that we pursue our strategic
arms negotiations with the Soviet Union, because, despite the
change in the world's landscape, we still have many thousands of
nuclear weapons aimed at one another, and that's not a healthy
situation.

From that standpoint, I applaud the progress that's been made
on a START I Treaty. I think it's important that we conclude this
treaty. I hope we can do it within the next several months. It's a
positive step in the direction of eliminating any real risk of nuclear
war. Although the treaty won't achieve the widely advertised 50
percent cut in overall nuclear warheads, it does cut in half the
Soviet warheads on ballistic missiles. And those, of course, are the
most dangerous of the nuclear weapons. They're the weapons that
can strike targets in the other's heartland within the matter of
minutes.

The pending START Treaty does this by having a separate sub-
ceiling of 4,900 on warheads on ballistic missiles, and it cuts into
the core of the Soviet strategic arsenal by dealing separately with a
weapon that has always bothered us most, the SS-18, a giant mis-
sile much bigger than anything we have, with 10 warheads each.
I've a certain amount of affection for that particular provision, be-
cause we tried to achieve that in March 1977, as you'll recall, Con-
gressman Solarz. At that point, the Soviet Union would not even
entertain the idea. But it is a distinct improvement in getting away
from the risk of nuclear war.

I've been quite interested in some of the criticism by people like
Richard Perle, people like William Safire, who say that this really
doesn't amount to much because the Soviet Union insists on going
ahead with modernization of the warhead on the SS-18. But, at a
minimum, you can say that, instead of having 3,080 warheads to
modernize, they'll have 1,540, a distinct improvement.

And I think it's also interesting that we show no signs of being
willing to forgo modernization of our own nuclear missiles. I read
today an article in the New York Times that indicates that there's
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pressure to reopen Rocky Flats, so we can go ahead with a more
powerful warhead on the Trident II missile. Now, as we regard the
SS-18 as the most threatening, the Soviet Union, quite correctly,
regards the Trident II as the most threatening of our weapons.

And we ought, I think, to get away from the entire idea of fur-
ther modernization of strategic nuclear forces. I think that ought
to be one of the objectives of a START II Treaty. And I think the
negotiations for START II ought to begin as soon as we have
START I in the can.

The objectives there ought to be to eliminate any possible fear of
a preemptive strike. And we can do that in a variety of ways. One
is by stopping the tinkering with nuclear weapons. A second would
be to eliminate all multiple warhead ballistic missiles, either on
submarines or land based.

And then another objective ought to be to tighten up the very
loose constraints on cruise missiles. As you know, the treaty that's
taking shape undercounts cruise missiles. First, it doesn't include
sea-launched cruise missiles in the treaty at all. They're subject
only to a separate political statement in which both sides declare
the number of weapons that they have. I can guarantee, Congress-
man Solarz, that if I ever, in my incarnation as a SALT negotiator,
brought that sort of an agreement to the Senate of the United
States, I would have been either impeached or lynched, because
there's no way in the world of verifying that particular type of pro-
vision. Not only that, but the political statement will allow as
many as 880 sea-launched cruise missiles. Now, that's at least 100
in excess of what we plan to deploy.

With regard to the air-launched cruise missiles, a strategic
bomber with 20 air-launched cruise missiles counts as only 10 war-
heads against the overall ceiling of 6,000 warheads. And a strategic
bomber equipped with gravity bombs and short-range missiles
counts as only a single warhead.

I think that we ought to recognize that the nature of the threat
of nuclear war has now changed dramatically. And the greatest
risk today comes from a proliferation of nuclear weapons, from
their falling into the hands of combatants in regional conflicts, and
also possibly falling into the hands of subnational terrorist groups.
It's pretty hard to steal an ICBM and it's at least as hard to hide it.
But, cruise missiles are relatively small. They're going to be de-
ployed on a variety of platforms. Virtually any type of ship can
carry a cruise missile. And, given the instability to which Dimitri
Simes has referred in Eastern Europe and in the Soviet Union and
in many of the ports of call, I think that we are taking an extreme
risk.

We haven't paid enough attention to the proliferation problem.
There are a number of situations around the world today in which
the risk of the use of nuclear weapons is far greater than any re-
maining risk of their use by the Soviet Union, or by the United
States.

Just a couple of examples. Take the conflict in the subcontinent
of Asia between Pakistan and India over the Kashmir. We know
that India is nuclear capable. They exploded what they referred to
as a "peaceful nuclear device" back in 1974. The Pakistanis didn't
regard it as being all that peaceful, and the then head of Pakistan,
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Mr. Bhutto, said that the Pakistanis would eat grass in order to ac-
quire a nuclear weapon. There's every indication they've eaten an
awful lot of grass since that period of time.

There is still the bitter conflict on the Korean peninsula, and
North Korea has made no secret of its desire to achieve nuclear
weapons.

The Middle East, of course, is perhaps the most explosive situa-
tion possible. And the injection of more nuclear weapons in that
area could have the most tragic of consequences.

So we ought to be concerned about proliferation and about the
threat of other countries acquiring nuclear weapons. In that
regard, I think that one of the most useful measures we could take
would be to go ahead with the comprehensive test ban negotiations
that have now been suspended for about 12 years. I think that's the
single most effective step we could take to try and curb prolifera-
tion.

In addition to having a total ban on further nuclear testing, we
ought to go ahead with an idea that was first put on the negotiat-
inF table by President Eisenhower back many, many years ago,
which is a total cutoff of the production of weapons grade fissiun-
able materials. We're going to be up to our eyeballs in nuclear
weapons. With the INF Treaty, with a START Treaty that does in-
volve some significant cuts, the question is going to be, what are we
going to do with the excess warheads? We certainly don't need to
continue to produce fissionable materials for weapons purposes.

And if we had those two agreements, we should try and make
them international agreements with worldwide signaturies. But if
we had those two provisions, we could then empower the IAEA, the
International Atomic Energy Agency, with the kind of clout that
would enable it really to do an effective job. We could never be en-
tirely sure that we had caught all of the nuclear weapons but we
would have a much much more stable regime than we will have in
the absence of this sort of move.

I think we ought to capitalize on the opportunity at this point to
have a cooperative international situation, and the international
institutions can be far more effective if, in fact, the relationship be-
tween the United States and the Soviet Union continues to im-
prove. One of the reasons for the relative nonutility of the interna-
tional organizations has been the competition between the United
States and the Soviets; And with both of us having a veto on the
Security Council, that has sometimes effectively prevented the
kinds of useful moves that might otherwise have been made.

I know, from my own experience, that the Soviet Union is very
worried about proliferation. They've been much more worried
about it than we have. They undertook a voluntary unilateral mor-
atorium on nuclear testing back a couple of years ago, and persist-
ed in that for about 18 months. One of the reasons, or course, that
they've been more concerned about proliferation is that they
always figure that every nuclear weapon that is built is more apt
to be directed at them than at us. Hopefully, they will feel less be-
leaguered in a world in which they are a better neighbor. But we
ought to take advantage of their willingness to proceed on the non-
proliferation front.
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I think that there's no question that our national security is
going to be increasingly affected by our own internal situation. Mr.
Sorensen has referred to the inadequacies of our educational
system, and of course the lack of a proper educational system
means that generation after generation is condemned to an eternal
cycle of poverty and deprivation. It's the main cause of our drug
problem. So that if we can divert our attention from external
threats, because of the change in the international situation, and
devote more of that attention, more of our resources to dealing
with these fundamental problems, then I think that our national
security will be very well served, indeed.

Thank you, sir.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Warnke follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF PAUL C. WARNKE

American Economic Power:
Redefining National Security of the 1990's

As soon as World War 1I ended, the cold war began.

Accordingly, for most of this century we have thought of

national security largely in terms of military threats. Our

defensive posture and our alliances have been primarily

structured to deal with the possibility that the Warsaw Pact,

led by the Soviet Union, would launch a massive invasion of

Western Europe.

Now that threat has reached the vanishing point and,

indeed, the Warsaw Pact is now not even a paper tiger. It is

therefore imperative that we consider the nature of present

challenges to our national security and how we can best deal

with them. I congratulate the Committee for undertaking these

timely hearings.

Let me first address the question of strategic nuclear

weapons. I think it is important that we continue, in

bilateral negotations with the Soviet Union, to eliminate any

risk of nuclear war by measures of arms control that free both

sides from any fear of preemptive attack. In my opinion, the
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START Treaty agreed upon in principle at last week's summit

meetings, is a further postive step in that direction.

Although this treaty will not achieve the widely advertised

50% reduction in overall nuclear warheads, -it will cut in half

the Soviet warheads on ballistic missiles. It will do so by

setting a subceiling of 4,900 for warheads on ballistic

missiles.

The core of the Soviet strategic arsenal is the land-

based intercontinental ballistic missile force. Of that

arsenal, the largest and most dangerous missile is the 55-18,

with ten warheads each. This category is subject to a special .*

ceiling which will eliminate 50% of the 308 Soviet SB-les.

At the summit, there was also announced a set of

objectives for a START It Treaty. Although general in nature,

the further qualitative and quantitative controls should put

to rest any conceivable concern that either side might have

about the survivability of its retaliatory deterrent. For

scne time, I have believed that the only way in which a

nuclear exchange between the Soviet Union and the United

States could be precipitited is that. one or the other side

mig't panic at a time of crisis and fire first because of the

fear that it would not be able to fire second. Both the

charne of a major East-west crisis and any worry about the
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possible vulnerability of our retaliatory deterrent can no

longer be regarded as threats to our national security.

For the future, the greatest danger of nuclear war will

derive from regional conflicts fueled by ethnic and religious

hostility and border disputes. In short, we should focus on

the prevention of nuclear proliferation. The Kashmir dispute

on the Asian subcontinent involves India, that exploded a

nuclear device sixteen years ago and Pakistan, that has made

no secret of its intention to find a compensating nuclear

capability. There are legitimate concerns that nuclear

weapons may be acquired by North Korea and by the Arab Mtat:=

in continuing bitter confrontation with the State of Israel.

Israel itself, along with South Africa, is widely believed to

have nuclear weapons or the ability to build them rapidly.

Under these circumstances, we shoutd turn away from our

preoccuption with further modification and modernization of

our strategic nuclear forces and concentrate on measures that

will retard the creation of new nuclear weapon states.

In this regard, I believe it is a mistake to continue the

present laxity of controls on nuclear cruise missiles. In the

emerging STARMT Treaty, nuclear sea-launched cruise missiles

are not included in the treaty ceilings. They are subject
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only to a separate ceiling in a. separate political declaration

and that ceiling of 880 is substantially larger than the

number we plan to deploy.

Air launched cruise missiles with ranges in excess of 600

kilometers are only half counted. our strategic bombers can

carry as many as twenty, but will be charged as only ten

warheads. Accordingly, there will be an actual increase in

the numbers of cruise missile warheads. This seems to me to

be unwise. Because of their relatively small size and the

variety of platforms from which they can be launched, these

weapons will be vulnerable to capture by unstable or hostile

governments or even by subnational terrorist groups. This

danger is aggravated by the turmoil in Eastern Europe and

within the Soviet Union itself. It is impossible for me to

see why we need to increase cruise missiles and retain a total

number of warheads around 10,000. The notion that we need

anything like that number of warheads in order to attack

1o,000 or so Soviet targets is at best obsolete if indeed it

ever had any rational basis.

Other steps that should be taken to control nuclear

proliferation are the resumption of negotiations looking

toward a comprehensive ban on nuclear weapons testing and the

initiation of talks on a complete cutoff of weapons-grade
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fissionable materials. With the removal of warheads under the

INF Treaty and the prospective START Treaty, the stockpile of

nuclear weapons materials will be increased beyond any

possible military utility. Moreover, with a comprehensive ban

on nuclear weapons testing and the prohibition of the

production of plutonium or highly enriched uranium the

international Atomic Energy Agency can be given a

comprehensive charter and wide-ranging inspection authority.

The concept of national security inescapably contemplates

a healthy and prosperous society, with a strong economy and an

-na~ttons*1 system that prevents the perpetuation of poverty

and ignorance and allows the next generations to escape the

cycle of despair, drugs and crime, We need look only to the

Soviet Union itself to see clearly that military power does

not ensure national greatness or even national viability.

While citing and celebrating the failure of Communism, we

should not assume that this automatically ensures the success

of our own political, economic and social system. For those

of us who have had the advantage of a caring family and a good

education, things are working very well indeed. For those of

our fellow citizens who have lacked these advantages, there is

no individual security and their continuing if not growing

number now constitutes a threat to national security.
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I am not suggesting that we should preoccupy ourselva

with our own internal domestic problems at the expense of

international engagement. I believe that we should continue

to be an active participant in the Western Alliance and be

open to expanding the institutions, that have the potential to

involve all the countries in Europe, including the Soviet

Union, in a new security structure.

I believe that this continuing engagement can be

facilitated by retaining some American military presence in

Europe. If no longer needed for deterrence, this can provide

a degree of reassurance in a Europe of cha~ngng relation-

ships. In this regard, it seems to me that a larger Germany

and a somewhat smaller Soviet Union can live with one another

and with their European neighbors more comfortably if the

United States remains a participant in North Atlantic

affairs. This participation, however, does not require a

continuing defense budget of 300 billion dollars a year. A

good part of that expense can be diverted to programs that

promote genuine national security in a world where external

military threats are disappearing and our internal social

difficulties continue to increase.
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Representative SOLARZ. Mr. Warnke, your timing was exquisite.
We have another vote, so we'll stand in recess. And then when I
return, we'll begin the questioning.

[A short recess was taken.]
Representative SOLARZ. The committee will resume its delibera-

tions.

GREATEST U.S. THREAT IS ECONOMIC CHALLENGE

I want to thank all of you gentleman for bearing with me while I
go to the floor for these repeated votes. It's a hell of a way for a
grown man to earn a living, traipsing back and forth between these
buildings. Nevertheless, here we are.

How would each of you respond to the proposition that, given the
developments which have taken place in the Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe over the last year or so, that the main threat-not
the only threat, but the main threat-to our national securitv is no
longer the threat of Soviet military aggression but rather the
economic challenge we face from Japan, a unified Germany, an inte-
grated Europe. and perhaps the newly industrialized countries of
Asia, a threat which takes the form of an ecomomic competition
which, if unmet, would eventually lead us into the same kind of
slow but steady decline that other formerly preeminent powers
have faced over the course of history?

Mr. SORENSEN. Clearly, from my testimony, that's exactly what I
believe. An economic threat cannot compare with the possibility of
nuclear launch, accidental or otherwise, from a chaotic Soviet
Union, but, in terms of order of probability, the economic threat is
one that we clearly must address.

Mr. WARNKE. I certainly agree with that. And I think it's not
only a question of devoting more of our political attention to the
economic front, but it's really a question of tryring to change the
thinking of some of our business executives. I ve been practicing
law now for 42 years, some of my best friends are business execu-
tives, but a lot of them are now in service industries. I mean, they
used to be in manufacturing industries. A lot of those manufactur-
ing industries have been converted, and we've abandoned a lot of
the products that we used to sell worldwide. We're not making
enough things that people overseas want to buy..

Just take automobiles as perhaps one of the more conspicuous
examples, and a lot of the high-tech items. There's just been too
much emphasis on the price of the stock, and not enough emphasis
on making things well.

Mr. SIMES. Well, Congressman Solarz, I completely agree with
your proposition in the long run. In the short run, I still believe
that managing the disintegration of the Soviet empire is very im-
portant because, if it is not done right, we may have very serious
problems before we begin to be preoccupied with Western Europe
and Japan.

THE DISINTEGRATION OF THE SOVIET EMPIRE

Representative SOLARZ. Well, you sketched out in your testimo-
ny, Mr. Simes, a rather scary scenario about what could happen in
the context of the disintegration of the Soviet empire to the stores
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of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass destruction located
throughout the Soviet Union.

To the extent that this is a potential problem, is there, in fact,
anything we can realistically do about it?

Mr. SIMES. I think that we obviously primarily by standards. In-
cidentally, it was not my scenario. I just repeated what Foreign
Minister Eduard Shevardnadze said in his speech at the Foreign
Ministry, and I simply identified with what he said. I think that we
have to be very careful not to contribute to instability in the Soviet
Union, and not to allow our preoccupation with the fortunes of one
man, as important and distinguished as this man is, to obscure our
judgment.

THE THREAT OF NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

But let me mention another thing. In addition to problems with
Western Europe and Japan, ably described by my colleagues, I
think that we have to be concerned increasingly with what Mr.
Warnke talked about. Namely, a combination of new weapons tech-
nologies and nations which do not have the same constraints that
we do and which have very different aspirations. Throughout histo-
ry, a combination like that was a prescription for very major trou-
ble.

THE THREAT OF A CRUMBLING INFRASTRUCTURE

And then I finally will make a brief comment. I came to this
country 17 years ago, Congressman Solarz, and I am convinced that
when I came to this country, if you were traveling across Europe
and across the United States, there was no question where the in-
frastructure was more impressive. The way people lived better,
whose products were better, and the same was even more true if
you make a comparison with Japan. It's quite clear that as those
criterion are becoming crucial, we are further and further behind.

ZHE OMNIBUS NATIONAL SECURITY ACT OF 1990

Representative SOLARz. Now, since we more or less seem to have
an agreement that the main challenge we face is likely to take an
economic character, let me explore with you first, in general, and
then in more specific terms, an approach to this problem that I've
tried to develop during the course of '- -a hearings, recognizing
that there is no panacea for the problem which, all by itself, will
solve it. But given the resources available to the Congress and the
manner and mechanisms through which the Congress can operate,
I'd like your thoughts about whether the following approach, in
general terms, would make sense.

It would involve legislation, which I've tentatively entitled "The
Omnibus National Security Act of 1990." That would provide, over
the course of the next 5 years, for the elimination of the Federal
deficit, on the grounds that it is a significant impediment to the
kind of economic growth which we need, while simultaneously pro-
viding substantial additional resources for investment in our
human resources and physical infrastructure, in an effort to help
make the country more competitive economically, particularly viz-
a-viz the other industrialized countries in the world.
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The total package of deficit reduction plus additional spending-
and the additional spending would be roughly about $30 billion
over 5 years in the area of education and job training and about
another $30 billion in the area of our physical infrastructure, in-
cluding roads, bridges, highways, mass transit, air travel, and the
like-would come to around $600 billion. That would be financed
through a combination of cuts in defense spending and increases in
revenues.

Now, before getting into the specifics of the defense cuts and the
revenue increases which such an approach might entail, I'd like to
ask you in general terms whether you think legislation along these
lines, providing over 5 years for the elimination of the deficit plus
substantial new resources to be invested in education and in infra-
structure, would make a significant contribution to the ability of
the country to cope with this economic challenge which you all
agree is likely to constitute the main threat to our national securi-
ty.

Mr. SORENSEN. Congressman Solarz, you and I have discussed
your proposal before, and I think the concept is a very good one.
I'm not a professional economist-and my other habiLt are good,
also, as someone once said-but I know enough to express some
concern about assuming automatically that, 5 years from now,
you'll want a zero deficit. You may want a slight surplus, you may
want a slight deficit, you may even want a large deficit or a large
surplus, depending upon the conditions of the economy. So, while
deficit reduction is certainly an important part of strengthening
our economy, I'd be careful about locking yourself in, as Congress
has locked itself in during these last few years.

But are education, job training, and renewed infrastructure im-
portant to our national security? They certainly are.

Mr. WARNKE. I certainly enthusiastically agree. I think this kind
of approach is absolutely essential. I'm delighted to find that you're
not afraid to say the "T word."

Mr. SIM&S. Well, I'm also in complete agreement, with two addi-
tions. It seems to me that the deficit is the tip of the iceberg. And
there are very serious problems which have to be addressed, and
unless they are addressed, nothing is going to change fundamental-
ly.

IMMIGRATION REFORM

One, I think, is the immigration reform. I do understand that it's
much more popular and easier to declare the war on drugs than to
try to control immigration, but if this is not addressed, I think
we're going to be in a great deal of trouble, and it will be more
difficult to legislate, for people like you, at the beginning of the
21st century.

Second, I think we have a fundamental problem--
Representative SoLARz. You've come to the conclusion, based on

your 17 years as an immigrant to the United States, that we need
to control immigration if we're going to salvage the future of the
country?

Mr. SIMEs. Well, I came to the conclusion on the basis of my 17
years in this country and my study of world history starting with
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Rome, that uncontrolled immigration destroys a good concept and
is bad for everyone, including immigrants.

Representative SOLARZ. You ought to be careful with this line of
thinking, Dimitri, because somebody might be so convinced that
they decide to apply it retroactively with a 20-year grandfather
clause.

Mr. SIMES. I am a patriot and I am willing to be sacrificed for the
good of the republic.

Representative SOLARZ. And second?
Mr. SIMES. And second, I think we have to listen seriously to

people like A. Marita, even if the way they say it, as they say, is
not most tactful, kind, and gentle. And we have to appreciate that
in terms of our work ethics and particularly in terms of work
ethics of our business executives who are going in a very wrong di-
rection, which will make it difficult to compete, and appropriate
tax incentives and disincentives are very much in order.
THE DEFENSE PART OF THE OMNIBUS NATIONAL SECURITY ACT OF 1990

Representative SOLARZ. Let me ask you now to focus in on the
defense part of this package, keeping in mind two primordial facts
of life. The first is that the Soviet threat has obviously greatly de-
clined but, second, in an unsafe and uncertain world, there are re-
sidual threats which may require a military response from our
country which we may not, at the present time, be entirely able to
anticipate, so unilateral disarmament is no more of an option today
for anyone seriously concerned about the future of the country,
than it was during the height of the cold war.

It's quite clear that, if we're going to come anywhere near reach-
ing this figure of $600 billion over 5 years, or anything in that vi-
cinity, they're going to have to be some significant reductions in de-
fense spending. I'd like to know whether you would-and I realize
now we're talking in very general terms, but I just want to lay out
one option and get your reaction; whether you think it goes way
too far, or whether you think it doesn't really go far enough. I have
in mind a proposal in which we would reduce the defense budget
over the next 5 years by 30 percent in real terms. Based on some
figures that have been generated for me by the CBO, this would be
compatible with reduction in total number of Army active divisions
from 18 to 10; it would reduce the number of carrier battle groups
from 14 to 10; it would mean that we wouldn't proceed with the B-
2; Trident subs, instead of 18, which we have now, we'd go down to
17; we'd still have 50 MX's but not move the mobile MX. This
would save us about $150 billion over the next 5 years.

And I'd like to know whether you think that's probably more or
less about right, or it doesn't go nearly far enough, or is perhaps
too much of a cut, given the potential threats we might face.

Mr. SORENSEN. Can you first tell me upon whom all of those Tri-
dents and MX's that remain will be targeted?

Representative SOLARZ. Well, I assume they would be targeted
primarily on the one country that retains a sufficiently significant
nuclear force targeted at us, in order to make sure, if worse comes
to worst, that we still have an adequate basis for deterring them
from using their weapons against us.
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It seems to me, and this is really for the purpose of drawing you
out, but it seems to me that in terms of deterrents, if there is any
one defense requirement which remains for the foreseeable future,
it is the requirement to maintain an invulnerable nuclear response
capacity in order to make sure that, in the event the situation in
the Soviet Union dramatically takes a turn for the worse-if there
was some coup, for example, or if some Russian nationalist ele-
ments were able to take power, or, if in the context of a crumbling
empire and deteriorating economy, some adventurous efforts were
made to distract the attention of the people-that we had the 'ca-
pacity to rationally deter them from any nuclear attack against us.
And to the extent that requirement remains, I should think that
our Trident submarines constitute the most significant and essen-
tial element of our nuclear deterrents, since they're the ones that
are the most invulnerable.

Mr. SORENSEN. I agree with you, Congressman Solarz, that the
worst that could happen would be a nuclear attack from the Soviet
Union or, indeed, as Paul Warnke said in his testimony, from some
irresponsible government or terrorist group. But going back again
to the probability tables, while non on can Dredict what will
happen in the Soviet Union, just as no one predicted what has hap-
pened in the last 12 months, the notion of a deliberate Soviet
attack upon the United States, by this government in Moscow or
any imaginable successor government, seems to me to be quite low
in the order of probability. As a result, the nuclear deterrent, while
it should be maintained, need not be maintained at that high level
using up that amount of funds. We cannot unilaterally disarm; I
think conventional forces, which in the long run are more expen-
sive than nuclear forces, are going to be required and our ability to
project them rather quickly to all parts of the globe for low level
intensity conflicts will be necessary. But I think we need a very dif-
ferent examination of our strategic forces.

Mr. WARNKE. I have a feeling, Congressman Solarz, that that's
quite a conservative approach. But it probably is about as much as
you can get done in the next 5 years. It's awfully hard to stop the
momentum of the defense buildup. Now, I do think that we can re-
structure it in very many respects. I certainly agree, we don't have
to have a rail mobile system for the MX. Even in strategic terms, it
was a poor idea anyway.

I don't think we need to spend the vast amount of money that we
would need to have a very significant Midgetman force. I think we
have the best possible mobile missile at the present point, and
that's the Trident missile. It serves every purpose that a mobile
missile can serve, and it is even less vulnerable to any sort of pre-
emptive attack.

I think certainly you can come down from 14 carrier battle
groups to 10. I think, actually Sam Nunn, the chairman of the
Senate Armed Services Committee, has said that, too. I think cer-
tainly the idea of building as many as 75 Stealth bombers, at a cost
which would go up to more than $800 million each, is an idea
whose time has passed. You can't find a sensible mission for the
Stealth bomber.

I think, in addition to that, that there are very many things we
could cut without really interfering with our defense capability.
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We have to maintain a nuclear deterrent for a couple of pur-
poses. First, if it were to appear that the Soviet Union had mean-
ingful nuclear superiority, that would be a political disadvantage to
the United States. And our forces can serve not only a deterrent
purpose but a reassurance purpose. And from that standpoint, as
indicated in my prepared statement, I think we should maintain
some American physical military presence in Europe. I think that
does serve the cause of reassurance.

Representative SOLARZ. Do you know offhand, Mr. Warnke, what
the operating costs are for our Trident subs? In other words, how
much it costs us to operate 17 or 18 of them?

Mr. WARNKE. I have that figure some place, but not in my mind.
Representative SoLARz. So your feeling, then, is that on the

merits, we could probably have more than a 30-percent cut without
endangering the national security but probably this is realistically
the most we could get, and it's certainly consistent with our nation-
al security?

Mr. WARNKE. I think that's absolutely true.
I participated in a study group that was chaired by Larry Korbe,

who was an Assistant Defense Secretary under President Reagan.
And we concluded that you could have a 50-percent cut in 10 years
with very little difficulty.

Representative SoLARz. Well, just in case you're interested, I
have a chart here which indicates that Secretary Cheney has pro-
posed 12.5 percent reduction over 5 years. Senator Nunn, to whom
you referred, I gather is talking about a 25-percent cut. So this 30
percent is incrementally beyond Senator Nunn's but somewhat
short of the 50 percent.

Mr. WARNKE. I think it's certainly totally consistent with our na-
tional security.

Mr. SIMES. I think it is absolutely consistent with our national
security, and I agree with Mr. Warnke that it is conservative.
What I would hope is that it is not a cut across the board. That we
look at those forces which are directed specifically against the
Soviet threat, both nuclear and conventional.

For instance, I think that we may cut very significantly our con-
ventional forces, including Air Force, in Europe. Where I think I
-am uncomfortable is when we talk about aircraft carriers. In my
view, we have to anticipate the possibility of losing many of our
current bases. And moreover, some of the bases which are still
ours, that we would not be able to use as freely as before. And con-
sequently, I think we need greater force projection capability.

*Representative SOLARZ. Well, as a practical matter, I should
think that the way we'll have to deal with this in the bill would be
to simply establish the upper limits on what can be spent on de-
fense, and then leave it to the appropriate committees and the leg-
islative process to determine how its allocated. It would, of course,
be important, for illustrative purposes, to be able to demonstrate
what kind of force structure would be compatible with a budget of
that amount.

Well, you all seem to think this is conservative, and we can prob-
ably do a little bit more. Is there a consensus among you that a 50-
percent reduction in real terms over the next 5 years would more
or less be the appropriate target to shoot for?
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That's clearly Mr. Warnke's view.
Mr. WARNKE. No. I said 50 percent in 10 years.
Representative SOLARZ. In 10 years.
Mr. WARNKE. So that your approach would be a little more ambi-

tious. But I think that the situation has changed enough in the
months since that task force report to justify a further cut.

Representative SOLARZ. Mr. Sorensen?
Mr. SORENSEN. I'll see your 50, and raise you 10 more.
Representative SOLARZ. Mr. Simes.
Mr. SIMEs. I think it was a conservative figure, but I'm a con-

servative man.

POSSIBLE REVENUE OPTIONS FOR THE OMNIBUS NATIONAL SECURITY ACT
OF 1990

Representative SOLARZ. Let me ask you about the revenue op-
tions here. I've tried to put together a list of some of the possibili-
ties that might be included in such legislation. I will mention a
few, and then perhaps you can respond if you have some alterna-
tive suggestions.

First of aii, it wouid presumably have a few cats and dogs, by
which I mean, proposals that whatever their merits would not gen-
erate really large sums of money. For example, some of the sin
taxes, if you double the current alcohol tax, you get $3.8 billion a
year. If you double the cigarette tax, you get $3.1 billion a year. -Of
course, it adds up to a little bit more over 5 years. If you extend
Social Security to all State and local employees, you get $6 billion a
year.

The really big ticket items, it seems to me, would be an energy
tax. Illustratively, if we had a 25 cents a gallon increase in the Fed-
eral gasoline tax, you'd get $25 billion a year. And, in addition to
energy taxes, increases in the income tax.

If you eliminated the bubble, you get $8.8 billion a year. If you
added a new 30-percent bracket on top of the $28, you'd get $10.4
billion a year. There's a possibility you could add a 35-percent
bracket. You'd get $10.4 billion from a new 30-percent bracket.
You'd get $8.8 billion by eliminating the bubble.

It seems to me the only other alternative as a major revenue
raiser, other than an energy tax and some increase in the income
tax, preferably at the upper end of the scale, would be a value-
added tax, although there seems to be very little political support
for such an approach.

So I'd appreciate it if you could just sort of generally speculate
about some of these options that I've laid down and what you think
would be appropriate. If you have any other thoughts, obviously I
would welcome them. Keep in mind, if we're talking about elimi-
nating the deficit over 5 years-and I take Mr. Sorensen's point-
you know, you may decide really that it's best not to entirely elimi-
nate it or to have a surplus-but assuming that was the target, and
of course, this can be adjusted as time goes on, I mean, the Con-
gress can enact new legislation, we're not talking about a balanced
budget amendment which locks it in for which a super majority is
required, but if the target, which we all more or less seem to agree
on is a worthy target, is eliminating the deficit plus putting in new
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money for education and infrastructure, we have roughly a $600
billion nut that has to be cracked over 5 years.

Now, if you have a 30-percent cut in defense spending, that gen-
erates $150 billion. That leaves $450 billion to go to make up the
difference. And I suppose some could be found in cuts in domestic
spending, although I wouldn't anticipate major amounts would be
available for that.

So looking at the revenue side of it, realizing we have to get $450
billion or so, what do you think of these options? Or do you have
any alternatives you'd suggest? Or, upon reflection, looking at
these options, do you think they're so onerous and counterproduc-
tive that you've decided to rethink the whole idea?

Mr. SORENSEN. I don't regard any of them as that onerous, be-
cause I think our national security is at stake. While waiting for
our President to lead on revenue raising matters, it's certainly
worthwhile discussing what possibilities are available.

Representative SoLARz. Ted Sorensen, let me just say here, par-
ticularly for the record, if anybody should be listening in, that I
think it's quite obvious that there are no possibilities whatsoever
for the enactment of any of these measures without strong leader-
ship from the White House.

Mr. SORENSEN. Exactly.
Representative SoLARz. And I don't know exactly what they're

discussing over at the summit, but I do think it's important for this
committee to entertain all possibilities. It remains to be seen what
we ultimately accept and recommend. But it would be a sad day for
America if we were precluded from even discussing such possibili-
ties in relationship to our emerging national security problems.
- Mr. SORENSEN. I don't have any magic answers for you. But I
suggest that your staff could conduct some very useful research on
what goes on among the other industrialized countries and trading
powers in this area. It's my impression that we are among the most
lightly taxed of all of the industrialized countries and trading
powers.

Representative SoLARz. Your impression is correct.
Mr. SORENSEN. It is also my impression that you could triple the

sin taxes, rather than double them, and still not raise them to the
level that they have reached in many other countries, and the
same is true of energy and gasoline taxes. I hope your staff will
look at that.

Representative SOLARZ. To what extent would you be concerned
about the regressive impact of sin taxes and gasoline taxes?

Mr. SORENSEN. I regard the increase of the sin taxes as good for
the national health and, in that sense, not regressive. I regard the
increase in energy taxes as good for our economic independence.
Therefore I don't worry about the regression.

Representative SoL&Rz. And you're, of course, testifying on the
basis of, what is it now, I guess over three decades of experience in
national policy and politics, you've devoted much of your life to
trying to make this a better country, but you've also operated the
nexus of what is desired and what is possible.

In light of the experience which befell Mr. Mondale when he had
the chutzpah to suggest that taxes were necessary and perhaps in-
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evitable, do you think that revenue, increases of this magnitude are
politically feasible at the present time?

Mr. SORENSEN. First of all, I think Mr. Mondale was guilty of
candor, not chutzpah, that he simply spoke realistically; and that.
he lost for a variety of reasons of which I would rank that last.

I think that increased revenue is possible. I think, even today,
after a 10-year drumbeat against the idea of turning revenue over
to the Government, people are willing to support higher taxes
when they are confident that those revenues are going to be devot-
ed to something important and useful.

Representative SOLARZ. Apropos of what you've just said, I
gather that the referendum in California calling for a doubling of
the gasoline-I don't know if it was a doubling of the gasoline tax
but it was a significant increase-has just been approved.

Mr. SORENSEN. That's my understanding.
Representative SOLARZ. And inasmuch as California was the

home of proposition 13, which first set off this antitax movement
around the country, that may have some very special political and
symbolic significance.

Mr. Warnke.
Mr. WARNKE. I certainly agree. It seems to me that you're not

going to be able to generate enough additional revenue except by
an increased gasoline tax, and by an increase in at least the top-
bracket of the income tax. And I do think people will accept it if
it's explained to them that this is absolutely essential to our na-
tional security. Nobody's tried to do that. I don't really think that
the American public is all that greedy.

And as far as the gasoline tax is concerned, it's absurd that we
have so many single person commuters. And I support anything
that somehow penalizes the free ride that you get by using a pri-
vate automobile with very, very low gasoline charges.

Representative SOLARZ. It sounds like you've been caught on the
beltway lately.

Mr. WARNKE. Fortunately, I live close enough to my office, so I
don't have that problem.

Representative SOLARZ. Mr. Simes, I know you're not asked to
comment that often on American Tax Code, but there's always a
first time.

Mr. SIMES. And I'm not really going to because, while all of us
have views, I think that it's my responsibility to express views
when they're believed to be reasonably well informed.

I would simply say, as probably the only person at this table who
voted for George Bush, I think that if you are talking about sin
taxes, gasoline taxes, we are talking about something reasonably
noncontroversial, reasonably. If you are beginning to talk about an
income tax, I think that many of us will be deeply uncomfortable if
it is done in the period when the Soviet threat is declining, when
people are expecting peace dividends, and especially if there would
be no considerable cut in domestic statement spending.

IMPLEMENTING THE REVENUE-RAISING OPTIONS

Representative SOLARZ. Now, I'd like to ask particularly Mr. Sor-
ensen and Mr. Warnke, how you think we can muster the political
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will necessary to move along these lines. And let me put it in the
context of some historic analogies.

My sense of American history is that when the American people
recognize they have a real threat, it's possible for the political lead-
ership to galvanize the Congress and the country into taking the
necessary actions. But when they don't perceive a real threat, even
the most effective leadership may not be adequate. For example,
we were very lightly armed prior to our involvement in the Second
World War. Yet, Roosevelt succeeded in turning the country into
the arsenal of democracy once the threat was absolutely apparent.

President Kennedy-and I'm embarrassed to say I forget-but
when the Soviets put Sputnik up, pardon, 1957, or when President
Kennedy announced the target of sending a man to the Moon, I
think it was in response to some Soviet space achievement.

Mr. SORENSEN. Right.
Representative SoLARz. They had put--
Mr. SORENSEN. A man in orbit.
Representative SOLARZ. A man in orbit. And presumably, that fo-

cused the attention of the country and it was then possible to mobi-
lize sufficient support for the resources that were needed to achieve
the objective of putting a man on the Moon.

J -a This economic challenge we face, while very serious, is much
-more amorphous than the kind of threats we've faced in the past.
So how do we convince the American people that the threat we
face is sufficiently serious to justify what they will perceive as a
very great sacrifice on their part?

Mr. SORENSEN. There's no easy answer to that. I might analogize
it to President Kennedy's battle to increase foreign aid, which was
emotionally and politically and heatedly resisted, but which
reached a higher percentage of our budget during his presidency
than, I believe, at any other time, perhaps even including the Mar-
shall plan. I remember him saying at the time. "it was easier when
they could see the enemy from the walls." He recognized that for-
eign aid and poverty and chaos in far off lands were not enemies
that the American people were likely to recognize. But he did it.
And that's why I am not sure that I would separate the perception
of the threat by the American people from the galvanizing leader-
ship of the American President and other leaders.

I think that is the responsibility of the President, and our other
leaders, but the President has the best opportunity to put these
problems in perspective-to point out that these are indeed threats
to our national security, as your hearings have indicated, that our
economic independence and effectiveness-indeed, our very stand-
ard of living-are being adversely threatened, and that strong
measures are required in response.

Representative SoLARz. Do you think that if the President decid-
ed to go to the Nation with a program along the lines we've been
discussing and laid out the facts, and told the American people
that if we are going to keep the American dream alive, if we are
going to maintain our preeminent place among the nations, and if
we are going to give our children a better life than the one we lead
now, we have to do these things, and here's what it's going to take

- in terms of some increased revenues as well as cuts in defense
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spending, do you think he could carry the country with him on
this?

Mr. SORENSEN. I think he would outrage some members of this
body and the other body and assure his reelection in 1992.

Mr. WARNKE. I agree with that. We really aren't talking about
any serious sacrifice. I mean, if my tax rate went up to 35 percent,
believe me, that wouldn't hurt much.

Representative SOLARZ. I don't know where you were in 1980, but
if you were in the top bracket then, you'd still be paying only half
of what you are paying now.

Mr. WARNKE. Substantially less.
When I first got out of the Government in 1969, my top tax

bracket was 70 percent. So you're now talking about something
that's one-half of what the tax rate was at that point. And then, as
I say, as far as the gasoline tax is concerned, just drive your car
less, take more public transportation. You could save that amount-
of money quite easily.

Representative SOLARZ. Let me tell you an interesting figure. I
don't know how much it would mean to the American people, but
even if a 25-cent-a-galloin-gasoliie tax in real tarMsu, the ccst of a
gallon of gasoline would be less than it was in 1973 at the height of
the embargo.

Mr. WARNKE. Right.
Mr. SIMES. Congressman Solarz, my I try on this?
Representative SOLARZ. Certainly.
Mr. SIMEs. I'm becoming a little uncomfortable with the discus-

sion. Because what I hear, and I hope I'm wrong, that after we've
discussed very sophisticated and complex international challenges,
we are somehow arriving at the conclusion that the best response
to them is, one, to cut defense spending, and two, to increase taxes
on the American people. And it seems to me that unless defense
spending is cut in the right way, and unless certain things may be
increased in terms of our defense readiness, and unless this in-
crease in taxes is an integral part of a much larger reform, we
would be misleading the American people to believe that the sacri-
fice would be justified and would bring results.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, I fully agree, but that is precisely
what I've outlined. I mean, part of a comprehensive approach that
involves not just reducing the deficit but providing resources for in-
vestment in certain critical areas where we have to invest more if
we're going to meet these challenges. I also happen to think, and
the legislation will provide this, that it's important to link any in-
creases in domestic spending to performance standards in order to
provide the American people some assurances that we're not
simply writing checks and sending them out in the expectation
that all you have to do to solve problems is to make resources
available. If money isn't spent well, we've learned by now it's
better not to have been spent at all.

Now, Mr. Simes, you spoke at some length about the dingers cre-
ated by the emerging instabilities in the Soviet Union. And you
suggested, therefore, that you found yourself in the anomalous po-
sition of saying that we had an interest in helping the Soviet
Union preserve such stability as it can. Yet, I gather that you have
publicly expressed some displeasure over the fact that President
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Bush signed the trade agreement at the summit without receiving
some assurances on Moscow's policy toward Lithuania.

THE INSTABILITY OF THE SOVIET UNION

If you really believe we have an interest in stability in the Soviet
Union, given the degree to which the apparent or incipient collapse
of the Soviet economy is a major source of potential instability in
the country, wouldn't it follow from your analysis that a new trade
agreement, presumably MFN, would, if only marginally, do more
to contribute to stability than to instability?

Mr. SIMES. I agree with my friend and colleague from the Soviet
Union, A. Borovik, the reporter who, when appearing on "Night-
line," said that a blood infusion into a corpse cannot work.

Representative SOLARZ. Say that again.
Mr. SIMES. Blood infusion into a corpse cannot work. And the

point is that the Soviet system as it exists today simply would not
benefit--

Representative SoLARZ. A blood infusion?
Mr. SIMES. Yes.
Representative SoLARz. Oh. I thought you said blood and fusion.
Mr. SIMES. No. I know what I meant to say, and you said it much

better. And the point is that if you want to help the Soviet Union,
you have to encourage President Gorbachev to do what Aleksandr
Yakovlev, as I read it, is encouraging him to do, Eduard Shevard-
nadze and a number of others, to accept that the system is beyond
salvation, that this empire is beyond salvation, and his party is
beyond salvation, and align himself with those who are in favor of
radical reform. Before Mr. Gorbachev came to this town, he talked
to Lithuanian legislators and told them, suspend your independ-
ence declaration and in 2 years, you will have your independence.
After his little encounter with President Bush, he said, if they sus-
pend their declaration, maybe it would be from 5 to 7 years.

I wonder what happened during the Washington summit that
changed Mr. Gorbachev's timetable? And, I repeat, in my view,
every additional month of trying to preserve the Soviet empire
against angry population is destablizing the Soviet Union.

HOW THE SOVIET UNION COULD OBTAIN MOST-FAVORED-NATION STATUS

Representative SOLARZ. Let me ask you a conceptual problem.
Ever since the enactment of Jackson-Vannick in 1974, we've had
one target which the Soviet Union had to reach in order to qualify
for MFN. If we add to that some commitment on the part of the
Soviets to self-determination for the Baltics or to a process of nego-
tiations without economic pressure, to some extent we've changed
the target. If we do it for the Baltics, why not other issues? To
what extent are there, in fact, not substantial numbers of problems
in the Soviet Union that cause legitimate concern here, not just in
the Baltics?

I mean, and so, if that is the case, where do you draw the line?
Mr. SIMES. I have a very simple answer for you. You have a very

separate case of the Baltics. I am not talking about Gorbachev
granting them independendce, or even agreeing to supply them
with subsidized energy. That, in my view, should not be the re-
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quirement nor the linkage. But there are two different sets of
international obligations: in one case, the United States for 50
years refused to recognize the incorporation of these three repub-
lics into the Soviet Union. There was no other part of the Soviet
Union which you would not accept as a legitimate part of the
Soviet Union. That is point No. 1.

Point No. 2, there is a piece of Soviet legislation which was
passed by the Supreme Soviet in October and which grants just the
three Baltic republics, just them, a special economic status inside
the Soviet Union, allowing them to conduct independent foreign
economic relations. Which says, and there is the signature of Mik-
hail Gorbachev there, which in principle allows us to say that these
republics are entitled to obtain energy and other economic assist-
ance wherever they want on the basis of Soviet legislation.

My hope is that the Soviets would stop the economic blockade of
Lithuania and would allow Lithuania to obtain supplies wherever
they want to. If they do that, I see no problem; if they don't I don't
see how you can sign a trade agreement with a nation which, at
that verv moment, is blockading another nation.

Representative SOLARZ. So you would link MFN to a wilhingess
on the part of the Soviet Union to terminate its economic blockade
of Lithuania?

Mr. SIMEs. Absolutely. And Boris Yeltsin is willing to supply the
Lithuanians with energy. All Mr. Gorbachev has to do is to allow
the Russian republic to exercise its sovereign right.

Representative SoLARz. Is Mr. Gorbachev in a position, under the
Soviet Constitution, to prohibit the Russian republic from trading
with Lithuania?

Mr. SIMEs. Not to the best of my knowledge.
Representative SoLARz. Well, if that's the case, then presumably

the problem will shortly be solved. Mr. Yeltsin is prepared to have
Russia trade with Lithuania, and if Mr. Yeltsin can muster a ma-
jority in the parliament of the Russian republic, then they will pro-
ceed to trade with Lithuania and Mr. Gorbachev can't do anything
about it. Then the blockade is effectively terminated.

Mr. SIMFS. Congressman Solarz, this is very much my hope. But I
also know that when the Moscow City Council, the new majority
there was elected and it was not to Mr. Gorbachev's liking, in the
relation of Soviet Constitution, he passed a decree that there would
be no demonstrations in the center of Moscow without his special
permission. Mr. Gorbachev has a talent for interpreting the law in
his own way.

Representative SoLARz. Mr. Sorensen and Mr. Warnke, what
would be your view about any additional linkages on MFN with
the trade treaty with the Soviet Union, above and beyond the crite-
ria embodied in Jackson-Vanik?

Mr. SORENSEN. In my view, MFN is a status of normality in
trade. And trade, by definition, means equal benefit to both sides.
Therefore, while I would not grant trade preferences to countries
engaged in practices that we find abhorrent or a threat to our secu-
rity, I see no reason why we should withhold MFN any longer from
the Soviet Union, once it has met the conditions of Jackson-Vanik.
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Mr. WARNKE. I would agree with that. I just don't think we can
rationalize granting most-favored-nation treatment to the People's
Republic of China when they're doing what they're doing in Tibet,
which is infinitely more egregious than anything that Mr. Gorba-
chev is doing to Lithuania.

Mr. SIMES. Two wrongs don't make one right.
Mr. WARNKE. Well, you ought to have a consistent policy. And I

certainly think that if the PRC deserves MFN treatment, that the
Soviet Union does, once they comply with Jackson-Vanik.

NUCLEAR PROLIFERATION

Representative SOLARZ. Now, Mr. Warnke, you spoke about the
problem of nuclear proliferation.

Mr. WARNKE. Yes.
Representative SOLARZ. Obviously, it's a very serious problem.

It's one I've given a lot of thought to over the last decade or so.
And I just returned, as a matter of fact, from the subcontinent
where I went precisely in order to see what, if anything, could be
done to diminish the possibility of what would well be the first nu-
clear war since the end of the Second World War. But it's not clear
to me what we can really do about this. And I'd appreciate any
more specific thoughts you might have.

I mean, we have tried, with various degrees of ineffectiveness, to
get other countries to refrain from providing nuclear technologies
to those countries that are bent on acquiring this capacity. Given
the fact that greed exists in the world, and countries want commer-
ical benefits and the like, it's not at all clear to me how we can
effectively prevent countries that really want to obtain a capacity
which is now technologically possible from obtaining.

Mr. WARNKE. I think that the best way to approach that, Con-
gressman Solarz, would be to deprive nuclear weapons of their spe-
cial cachet. I mean, here we have what? I don't know how many
nuclear warheads we have in our total inventory at the present
time but it's immense. And, at the same time, we say we have to
keep on testing, because we have to modernize our nuclear forces.
We say that despite the fact that in 1963 in the Limited Test Ban
Treaty, we pledged ourselves to seek a total ban on all testing of all
nuclear weapons for all time. We repeated that in the Nonprolif-
eration Treaty in 1968. And we haven't lived up to that interna-
tional pledge. And we appear to attach superpower significance to
virtually unrestricted development of nuclear weapons.

Now, under those circumstances, it's very difficult to bring the
moral conscience of the world to bear against further proliferation
of nuclear weapons. And then, as I've said, in addition to control-
ling our own nuclear arsenals, and going for a comprehensive test
ban, we ought to try and get universal agreement to a cutoff of pro-
duction of weapons grade fissionable materials. And I think under
those circumstances, it would be more difficult-not impossible but
more difficult-for additional countries to get into the nuclear
weapons business. But, as it is, what we're saying to them is that,
you can trust us, you can trust the Russians, you can trust the Chi-
nese, you can trust the British, you can even trust the French. But
we don't trust you.
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Representative SoLxRz. Mr. Warnke, I saw some stories a while
back that, in effect, seemed to be saying that, because of the count-
ing rules in START, that even after an agreement, we will end up
with more nuclear weapons than we have at the present time.

Is that true?
Mr. WARNKE. That is theoretically true. It would depend, I think,

on having the full fleet of B-2 Stealth bombers, because that's the
only way you could generate that number of warheads. We have at
the present time about 12,000. You can easily generate between
9,000 and 10,000 with the restrictions of START.

It would mean some transfer of warheads from ballistic missiles
to cruise missiles, which are less dangerous because they aren't po-
tential first-strike weapons. But it still means we would have some
9,000 to 10,000 warheads.

THE POSSIBILITY OF A SOVIET THREAT

Representative SOLARZ. Mr. Simes, what do you think is the pos-
sibility, given the situation in the Soviet Union, that a situation
could develop where the Soviet Union once again posed a very seri-
ous military threat to the United States?

Mr. SIMEs. Well, if you are talking about the future, anything is
possible. If you are talking about the 1990s, I think it is extremely
unlikely.

What is remarkable about the Soviet political spectrum is that
even the party conservatives, even extreme Russian chauvinists, all
of them are isolationists, all of them are tired of Russian interna-
tional engagements, and also they can intercount of course the
Soviet resources. I think that there is no taste for imperial aggran-
dizement anywhere in the Soviet political spectrum today.

THE TERRITORIAL INTEGRITY OF THE U.S.S.R.

Representative SoLARz. How much pressure do you think there is
on Mr. Gorbachev to preserve the territorial integrity of the
U.S.S.R.? In other words, is there real pressure on him to keep the
Baltics in, or do the people have more or less the feeling if they
want to leave, let them go, so long as we make sure we get ade-
quate compensation for our investments and we protect the rights
of the Russians who are living there?

Mr. SImEs. If you asked me this question a year ago, I would say
that there was a great deal of pressure on him to keep the empire
together. And I probably will give you a different answer a year
from now than I will give today. Today, I think people are so ab-
sorbed with their everyday troubles, with challenges to their very
existence, that they don't really care about the territorial integrity
of the empire, with some exceptions. I think that nobody among
the Russians like the way the Lithuanians acted, but their distaste
for the Lithuanians does not mean that they want to keep them
contrary to their will. Nobody's particularly interested in keeping
the Central Asia inside the empire. Ukraine and Byelorussia is a
totally different question.

Representative SoLARz. Well, if that's the case, how does one ex-
plain Mr. Gorbachev's response to the demands for independence
on the part of the Baltics?
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Mr. SIMES. Well, they're saying of course there are all kinds of
right-wing conservative pressures on Mr. Gorbachev. When I was
in Moscow in April, I talked to General Boris Gromov, who is from
a Soviet command in Afghanistan and now is commander of the
Kiev Military District, and he's described as a possible Bonaparte.
And he said many nasty things about the Baltics. But he said while
we are keeping there a lot of our best troops, it is bad for our mili-
tary capabilities and it is bad for military morale. We have to
make a deal with the Baltics and go.

I think that Mr. Gorbachev is miscalculating. He's an emotional
politician, he's human, he has a great distaste for the President of
Lithuania. He feels that his people were reckless, insensitive, that
they pushed him into a corner, that they treated him like he was a
wimp. And if he yields to them, everybody will think that he was a
pushover. I appreciate his feelings but it's dangerous for a states-
man to act on feelings like that.

Representative SOLARZ. Well, as of the moment, as I understand
it, the Lithuanians have suspended the sort of implementing legis-
lation which flowed from that declaration of independence, is that
correct?

Mr. SIMES. That is correct. What choice did they have when
there was a Soviet army not allowing them to move further? The
status quo, essentially.

Representative SOLARZ. But they haven't acted on the underlying
proclamation of independence, itself? They haven't moved to sus-
pend it as Secretary Baker suggested they might do.

Mr. SIMES. No, they didn't.
Representative SOLARZ. Do you think that we did the right thing

in advising the Lithuanians to suspend their declaration in order to
facilitate negotiations with Moscow?

Mr. SIMES. Absolutely not.
Don't get me wrong. I think that the Lithuanians, in my view,

could have handled it much better. In my view, the Israelis could
have handled many things much better, and many among our
other friends. But I think a certain principle is involved. We said
for many years that these people were entitled to have their inde-
pendence. Their government was elected democratically, it is a le-
gitimate government. Mr. Gorbachev accepts that, the Soviet, Su-
preme Soviet. Who are we to tell them what they should and
shouldn't do?

U.S. RESPONSE TO LITHUANLA'S DESIRE FOR INDEPENDENCE

Representative SOLARZ. To what extent, and perhaps Mr. Soren-
sen and Mr. Warnke would want to contribute to this, but to what
extent can one perhaps analogize here the situation that existed in
Hungary in the mid-1950's? I mean, we of ocurse, talked about roll-
ing back communism, the right to independence with East Europe-
an countries, and there are a lot of people who feel that we bore a
measure of moral responsibility for encouraging the Hungarians to
do what they did, which led to the intervention of the Red Army,
and then we stood back and did nothing, basically, because we
didn't want to run the risk of precipitating a third world war.
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Now, here, too, one might argue that in the event the Red Army
decides to really move in and take the kind of actions of which
they're capable if it were at Tiananmen Square, for example, it
would mean the end to the trade treaty and MFN and all sorts of
other things, we're not going to send in the American army.

To what extent do we need to avoid encouraging implicitly the
Lithuanians to take actions which may increase the possibility of a
confrontation with the Soviet Union that they can t win and in
which we may not be willing to come to their assistance?

Mr. SIMEs. Once I answered a question like that coming from a
very distinguished Congressman, Mr. Solarz. It was about 8 years
ago and it was about Afghanistan. And this is always an important
question: How far are you willing to encourage people without ac-
cepting the moral responsibility for their destiny? My response
then was, they did not ask for our permission to fight; the only
question would they fight with stones or would they fight with
modern weapons? We shouldn't encourage the Lithuanians. We're
not encouraging them. But once they make their decision, in my
view, we have to support them without undue provocation. And
there are many thing e d wifl nutc renatina a rnnfrmtin-
tion with the Soviet Union, and without misleading them.

Representative SOLARZ. In the case of Afghanistan, I think you
were absolutely right. And I fully supported our efforts to assist
the Afghan people, and I think it produced very significant bene-
fits, certainly for us and, I think, the world, and eventually, I be-
lieve, Afghanistan, as well.

But, Mr. Warnke and Mr. Sorensen, do you have any thoughts
about how we ought to go about this Lithuanian question?

Mr. WARNKE. My own feeling, Congressman Solarz, is that Mr.
Gorbachev will, in time, recognize that he has to let the Baltics go.
And I think it won't be a period of 7 years. but if he makes it too
easy, then he does encourage other secessionist movements in such
areas, as Mr. Simes has pointed out, that are essential to having a
viable country, like the Ukraine, where there's been a separatist
movement for years, like Byelorussia. So he can't make it too easy.
he can't just let them say, OK, we're independent, and let them go.
And I think we shouldn't make it harder for him so that it looks as
though he's caving in to American pressure.

So I think that if we were very overt about applying pressure, it
would retard the process.

Representative SoLARz. Do you disagree with that, Mr. Simes?
Mr. SIMES. I do disagree with that. Because, in my view, there

are no strong separatist movements now in Ukraine and Byelorus-
sia, and it is precisely the possible failure of economic reform and
democratization which may result from Mr. Gorbachev's actions in
the Baltics that could create a kind of separatist movement which
was--

Representative SoLARz. But what about Mr. Warnke's main
point, that by putting pressure on Mr. Gorbachev, we may make it
politically more difficult for him to do what he's otherwise likely to
eventually do anyway?

Mr. SimEs. I do not know how does one define pressure. I think
that President Bush had an opportunity, and the responsibility to
ask a simple question. Was it a democratically elected government?
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The only possible conclusion, yes. The second question would be, do
we recognize the principle of Lithuanian independence? Yes. So we
recognize the Lithuanian Government and tell Mr. Gorbachev, we
had no other choice. This is a part of our longstanding policy. And
ask yourself, is pressuring these people so important to you that
you want to jeopardize your new access ot the West which we want
you to have.

Mr. SORENSEN. If Puerto Rico asked for its independence, I would
say, fine; first, we must have a referendum of the people in Puerto
Rico to make sure that that's what they want; we must negotiate
the ownership of the assets owned by U.S. citizens and government
there; and we must make some arrangement for an economic tran-
sition period. And I have no doubt that sooner, rather than later,
that independence would be successfully negotiated. But it would
certainly be later, rather than sooner, if the Cubans and the Sovi-
ets intervened and put pressure on us to grant that independence
more quickly.

Representative SOLARZ. This has been really fascinating. It's
taken us a bit far afield. Let me just make one concluding observa-
tion on this point. And I think you've all made interesting points.

Mr. Simes, you talk in terms of the need for us to respond to this
situation in terms of principle, and certainly our principles ought
to be given great weight in determining how to respond.

But we also have an obligation, it seems to me, to determine how
to respond in ways that are most clearly calculated to advance the
principles in which we believe. And therefore I think it is essential
to make a pragmatic judgment about whether the prospects for
Lithuanian independence, which is a principle in which we believe
if that's what the Lithuanians want, are most effectively advanced
by a policy of, in affect, confronting Mr. Gorbachev with a policy in
which we unequivocally support and recognize the proclamation of
independence, or, if we have a more effective opportunity to ad-
vance the prospects for the achievement of this principle by the
policy of the kind of restraint suggested by Mr. Warnke and Mr.
Sorensen.

Mr. SIMEs. Congressman Solarz, I always saluted your efforts on
behalf of Soviet Jews and other dissidents. And obviously there
were quite a few people who were telling you at the time, Mr.
Solarz, you are provocative, you're making it more difficult for Mr.
Breshnev, it is a sensitive domestic issue. They were wrong, and
those who tell you that a position of principle on Lithuania would
make it more difficult for Mr. Gorbachev do not listen to what the
Lithuanians say; and mind you, they've had more experience with
Mr. Gorbachev than we did. They clearly are out of tune with Boris
Yeltsin and with Mr. Gorbachev's own advisers. Aleksandr Borgin,
the most distinguished Soviet political columnist, is on record
saying exactly what I tried to say today. I am not trying to invent
a policy toward Mr. Gorbachev. I am repeating what the Soviets
and the Lithuanians are saying, themselves.

Representative SOLARZ. Would you agree that the fundamental
criteria for determining our policy on Lithuania is how we can
most effectively contribute toward the achievement of the objec-
tive?

Mr. SIMES. One hundred percent, of course.
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Representative SOLARZ. So, in other words, if you came to the
conclusion that by taking any particular action which principle
might seem to dictate, we would retard the prospects for the imple-
mentation of that principle, that it would probably be best not to
take it?

Mr. SIMES. Of course.
Representative SOLARZ. Although, in this instance, you believe

that a policy of principle is also a policy of pragmatism?
Mr' SIMEs. Yes. I have great sympathy for the Lithuanian people,

but I would not suggest to go quite that far on their behalf, because
I think it would be impractical.

Representative SOLARZ. Right.
Mr. Sorensen, do I take your view on the question of MFN for

the Soviet Union and the principal way in which you put it to
mean that you more or less agreed with President Bush's decision
to renew MFN for China?

Mr. SORENSEN. Yes. I say, I regard MFN as a state of normality.
I'm for MFN with everybody practically. That's different from
othpr trasdp nreferent-P tfhat have heen granted frnm timp tn timp
and trade credits.

Representative SoLARz. Well, you know, in effect, this really has
been the policy of the United States. I mean, we do not, for exam-
ple, deny MFN to Iraq or to Syria. Unless I'm mistaken, I don't
think that we took it away from South Africa on which we imposed
a host of other sanctions.

Mr. SORENSEN. That is correct.

CONCLUSION
Representative SOLARZ. In any case, I want to thank all of you

very much. I know that I've personally benefited from it. I regret
the fact that my colleagues couldn't stay, but you know, they have
many other responsibilities.

But you have helped to convince me that the course of action on
which I was about to embark really does make some sense. I think
there is a question of timing here, given the establishment of these
summit negotiations between the President and the congressional
leadership. And in fact, perhaps before we close, I might particular-
ly ask Mr. Sorensen and Mr. Warnke, who've kept an ear close to
the ground on domestic political issues, what you think about this
question.

I mean, I have to say, I'm a little bit reluctant to take the final
step and proceed with this in the midst of the summit negotiations.
But perhaps it would be worthwhile going ahead. Anyway, what's
your feeling about this?

Mr. SORENSEN. If you're asking, not what is ideal but what is
practical and effective, I would advise you to wait and see what is
the best that can be accomplished by the summit. And if it's not
good enough-and it probably won't be-you should proceed.

Representative SoLARz. Mr. Warnke.
Mr. WARNKE. I would basically agree with that. I assume that

there's going to be some limit on the deliberations and therefore
you're not talking about waiting for a period of several months.
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Representative SOLARZ. I'm not at all sure they're going to reach
an agreement on anything. I think these negotiations are fraught
with obstacles and I'm not sure either side has the political will to
overcome them.

Actually, one of the participants, who will remain unnamed, said
to me that he thought that if those engaged in the summit talks
were left entirely to themselves and they didn't have to worry
about bringing people along with them, that it would not be that
difficult to reach an agreement. But when one keeps in mind the
fact that they're going to have to go back to the Congress on both
sides to stitch together a majority for whatever they agreed to, it's
another proposition entirely. And given the fact that partisans on
both sides have, you know, staked out what are at the moment ut-
terly irreconcilable positions, it simply may not be possible for
them at the present time to get an agreement. Certainly, I hope
they do reach one because I think it's important to the future of
the country for the reasons you've mentioned here.

But, in conclusion, let me thank you all very much. I particular-
ly appreciate your patience as I went back and forth for the votes,
and I think you've made a very useful and important contribution.

The committee is adjourned.
[Whereupon, at 4:50 p.m., the committee adjourned, subject to

the call of the Chair.]
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